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Abstract 

This thesis develops a new structure that explicitly combines two CGE models, a 

national and a regional, in an integrated structure that gives the thesis model the 

name IRES, in short for the Integrated Regional Equation System. The typical 

features of the integrated structure are the adding-up conditions and the two-way 

linkages between the national and the regional modules facilitated by the interface 

shifters. The adding-up conditions ensure the two modules produce consistent results 

and updated databases. The inclusion of the interface shifters on the one hand plays a 

role in ensuring compatibility of results of the two modules, i.e. no distortion occurs 

because technical or taste changes are transferred across modules. On the other hand, 

the interface shifters assist the operation of IRES in different modes: the model can 

be used as a top-down model, a bottom-up model or an integrated model where 

national and regional shocks can be introduced at the same time. Hence, IRES has 

more flexibility in its application than a regional model or a national model alone, as 

IRES can make use of availability of data at any levels in the economy. 

IRES has a new labour market in which regional migration is no longer the only 

factor that settles the labour market as in the original setting of the MMRF model. 

Regional unemployment and regional participation rates are modelled to response to 

changes in regional employment growth using elasticities estimated econometrically 

in this thesis. IRES implements historical patterns of regional migration so that 

results of regional migration are consistent with observed patterns. Altogether, 

regional migration, regional unemployment and participation rates determine the 

equilibrium of the labour market. 

IRES adopts new approaches to modelling margin demands and indirect taxes. These 

new approaches are very effective in reducing the size of IRES but they do not 

compromise the use of the model. These approaches are readily applicable to any 

other regional CGE models. 
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Chapter 1: The Structure of IRES in Relation to Other Models 

I. Introduction 

The aim of this thesis is to construct a multiregional multisectoral model of the 

Australian economy. This thesis model departs from other multiregional 

multisectoral models in two major aspects. First, the model integrates top-down and 

bottom-up methods of multiregional modelling, which allows users of the model to 

run the model either top-down or bottom-up or a mixture of both. Second, in 

analysing labour market and interregional migration, compared with the treatment in 

other models, regional labour participation rates and regional unemployment rates of 

the model in this thesis are modelled explicitly and historical patterns of interregional 

migration are taken into account.   

II. Various CGE Model Structures 

For more than two decades, computable general equilibrium (CGE) modelling has 

been a very effective and well-accepted tool for economic analysis in Australia.  

Powell and Lawson (1990) and Powell and Snape (1992) concluded that the 

historical achievement of CGE applications clearly effected a shift in policy-making 

by the Australian government since the well-known ORANI (Dixon, Parmenter, 

Sutton and Vincent 1982, hereafter DPSV) model came into use. This shift in policy-

making was clearly attributable to numerous sophisticated applications of ORANI in 

many aspects of economic analysis since early 1977.  

The rest of this chapter will review the development and improvement of CGE model 

structures over time since ORANI in response to the need of such structures in 

reality. This chapter will then highlight the motivations of the development of the 

structure that is adopted for this thesis.  

1.2.1. National CGE models 

As a national model, ORANI was extensively used by many government 

departments (Dee 1994) and non-government organisations. The applications of the 

model covered a wide range of analysis including industry assistance (tariff, bounty 
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or quota protection), infrastructure developments, mineral resources boom, labour 

market reform, taxes and technical changes. 

The popularity of the model was attributable to its innovative structure, which had 

many advantages to offer. ORANI is a multi-sectoral, comparative static model of 

the Australian economy. It contains a highly disaggregated database of commodities 

and industries. In essence, the model is used to quantify impacts of policy changes in 

a “what if” scenario that compares the economy at one point in time, before and after 

the changes have settled, but without showing the path of changes over time. The 

model is solved using “simple Johansen/Euler solution technique implemented via 

Ken Pearson’s GEMPACK1 programs” (Dixon and Rimmer 2002, p. 3).  

ORANI has long been the standard for numerous CGE models domestically and 

internationally. As ORANI is so well known, it is not necessary to reproduce its 

complete structure in this document. However, it is necessary for the thesis to include 

here the main equation blocks which form the CGE core of ORANI: 

• industry demands for inputs and primary factors; 

• industry demands for investment;  

• household demands by a representative household sector;  

• export demands; 

• government consumption; 

• demands for margins; 

• zero profit conditions; and  

• market clearing conditions. 

The model has many industries as producers, but it has one representative consumer. 

Producers and the representative consumer in ORANI adopt optimisation behaviours. 

While the representative consumer maximises utility subject to budget constraints, 

producers minimise their costs given the level of their outputs. 

                                                 

1 Pearson (1988), Codsi and Pearson (1988), Codsi et al. (1992), Harrison and Pearson (1996) and 
Harrison et al. (1996). GEMPACK stands for General Equilibrium Modelling Package. 
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Structurally, ORANI is grouped in the Johansen class of multi-sectoral models. 

However, ORANI was advanced from the common Johansen framework with eight 

extensions implemented in it. (1) First of all, the model allows for multi-product 

industries and multi-industry products in the agricultural sector. (2) It incorporates 

detailed estimates of elasticities of substitution (Armington 1969, 1970) between 

domestically produced products and similar imported products. (3) The model is a 

flexible tool for analysing the effects of technical changes (Dixon and McDonald 

1992). (4) The model contains detailed modelling of margin industries. (5) It has a 

regional dimension. (6) It gives solutions to many variables. (7) The model allows 

for maximum freedom to reclassify variables between the exogenous and 

endogenous categories; each combination of exogenous and endogenous variables is 

defined as a closure of the model. Thus, the model can be solved for various closures 

depending on assumptions that users take. (8) Finally, ORANI retains the advantages 

of Johansen’s computational approach while eliminating the disadvantages. For more 

detail, see chapter 1 in DPSV (1982). 

The MONASH model (Dixon and Rimmer 2002) has evolved from ORANI to cater 

for the need for forecasting and policy analysis on a year-to-year basis: a recursive 

dynamic mode compared with the comparative static mode of ORANI. Equations in 

MONASH are more advanced, as MONASH refines ORANI equations further while 

maintaining every detail of the multi-sectoral Australian economy of ORANI. 

MONASH contains three types of inter-temporal links: physical capital 

accumulation, financial asset/liability accumulation and lagged adjustment processes. 

Furthermore, MONASH has the capability of incorporating forecasts of other expert 

groups specialising various areas of the Australian economy, so that forecasts from 

the MONASH model are reliable. Forecasts from expert groups include:  

• macro forecasts from the Treasury and Syntec;  

• forecasts of quantities and prices of agricultural and mineral exports from the 

Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics (ABARE); 

• tourism forecasts from Bureau of Tourism Research; and 

• forecasts of changes in technology and household preferences from the Centre 

of Policy Studies. 
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MONASH has very creative closures for different types of simulations. There are 

four typical closures and their associated simulations that MONASH can be run with: 

historical, decomposition, forecasting and policy. Historical and forecasting 

simulations are similar to each other. In these simulations, naturally endogenous 

variables become exogenous and their results are imposed onto the model. At the 

same time, some naturally exogenous variables become endogenous. The sets of 

naturally endogenous and exogenous variables in MONASH contain many variables. 

Examples of naturally endogenous variables include exports, imports, household 

consumption, employment and industry outputs. Examples of naturally exogenous 

variables include shifts in exports demands, consumer preferences, industry 

technology and labour productivity. There are two differences between historical and 

forecasting closures. Firstly, more data are exogenously imposed in historical closure 

than in forecast closure. Secondly, data for historical closure are the observed data 

while data for forecast closure are estimates for the future period. 

Policy closure is used in simulations that incorporate shocks of policy instruments 

such as tariff reduction or changes in income tax rates on top of the forecast closure. 

Thus, policy simulations measure the deviation of the economy from that estimated 

in the base case forecast simulations due to the policy shocks.  

The decomposition simulation can be conceptualised as a simulation in which 

impacts of naturally exogenous variables are isolated as if each shock were 

implemented individually (Harrison, Horridge and Pearson 1999). More technical 

information on closures can be found in chapter 1 of Dixon and Rimmer (2002). 

Although MONASH is advanced, the core structure of a national model in 

MONASH cannot be used for economic analysis at the regional level. Because of the 

institutional and geographical separation of the states of Australia, the need for a 

modelling framework to analyse economic activities at the regional level is 

inevitable. The evolvement of regional modelling since ORANI is described in the 

next section.  
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1.2.2. Regional CGE models 

Top-down Approach 

Along with the development of national CGE modelling, the development of 

regional CGE modelling has shown a significant progress as regional models have 

become more and more sophisticated. The first regional model of Australia was the 

ORANI-Regional Equation System or ORES (DPSV 1982, chapter 6, pp. 253–283), 

which later became MRES (Adams and Dixon 1995) after MONASH came into 

existence. The two Regional Equation Systems (RES) in ORES and MRES were 

derived from the framework of Leontief, Morgan, Polenske, Simpson and Tower 

(1965).  They have essentially the same structure: a top-down approach. In simple 

terms, this means results at the national level are disaggregated down to the state 

levels using relevant regional shares. In MRES, results are further disaggregated 

down to the finer level of statistical divisions.  

As the disaggregation of results of both levels is similar, the focus here is only on the 

first level of disaggregation, from the national down to the state level. The main 

feature of this top-down approach is to the division of commodities in ORANI or 

MONASH into two groups: national commodities and local commodities. National 

commodities include those that are readily traded among States, for example 

agricultural, mineral and non-perishable manufactured goods and public 

administration. Local commodities include only commodities produced and 

consumed within a region.  

Note that ORANI and MONASH have a small group of multi-output industries, or in 

other words a small group of multi-industry products (mainly in agriculture). Each 

industry can produce more than one product and a similar product can be produced 

by more than one industry. The majority of industries are single-output industries. 

Local commodities are in the single-industry products.  

Given the two groups of local and national commodities, the RES then derives the 

regional output levels of commodities in each group using different assumptions. For 

the national commodities, it is assumed that the regional industry shares in the 

aggregate industries of Australia as a whole remain unchanged; therefore the 
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percentage change in industry growth of national commodities in all states will equal 

the percentage change in growth of the corresponding industries in MONASH. This 

implies industry growth of a national commodity in a region is independent of 

economic activities in that region.  

In contrast, outputs of local commodities in each region are derived from local 

demands. Therefore, outputs of these commodities in each state in the percentage 

change terms can be different from the outputs of the corresponding commodities at 

the national level. Changes in regional output shares of a local commodity in the total 

output at the national level are calculated explicitly. 

Total demands for local commodities in a region include demands for intermediate 

inputs, capital formation, household consumption and government consumption. For 

the intermediate inputs, the RES assumes that regional industries share the same 

technology with corresponding industries at the national level. Thus, intermediate 

input demands for local commodities in a region are equal to the intermediate input 

demands (for local commodities) by industries at the national level multiplied by the 

regional industry shares of all regions. Demands by local industries for investments 

were calculated similarly; that is, demands (for local commodities) for investment by 

industries at the national level multiplied by regional investment shares, which are 

also assumed equal to the regional industry shares. 

Household demands for local commodities in each region are derived from total 

demands (for local commodities) in the national module and the regional population 

shares. Regional populations are allowed to change but all changes are driven mainly 

by changes in the demands for labour by industries in the region. This implicitly 

measures net regional migration of a region due to changes in regional employment.  

Regional demands for exports and government consumption of local commodities 

are assumed simply to move in line with changes in exports and government 

consumption at the national level, respectively. 

For each type regional shares (intermediate, investment, household, foreign export 

and government consumption) the RES includes an associate exogenous variable, 

referred to as a shifter in the CGE terminology, which can be used to alter regional 
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shares if required, thereby increasing the flexibility to make arbitrary changes. It is 

also important to note that outputs of regional industries are not associated with their 

costs of production. For example, the costs of labour, land and capital in regions are 

not measured; substitution between sources for intermediate inputs is not modelled. 

Implicitly regional production is not subject to any constraints on the resources of 

inputs.  

Given the above structure, the RES in MRES and ORES has the advantages of being 

very simple, of requiring minimal data to operate (mainly regional output shares) and 

seemingly sufficient in producing all results at the regional level from shocks at the 

national level. 

However, both MRES and ORES are subject to some limitations. The first limitation 

was pointed out by Madden (1990) in his first chapter. It is the dichotomy between 

local and national commodities. “Though very advantageous in reducing regional 

data requirements, this dichotomy is sufficiently unrealistic to have some distorting 

effects on regional results” (Madden 1990, p. 4). Secondly, the assumption that 

national industries in all regions always move in line with national industries at the 

national level to maintain fixed industry shares unfortunately removed the distinctive 

characteristics and thus the importance of differences amongst regions. Moreover, 

the regional industry shares seem to be the only factor accounting for differences in 

most regional economic activities. Thirdly, changes in regional outputs, both 

national and local commodities, are independent of resources constraints, therefore 

growth in a regional industry does not cause direct crowding-out effects on other 

regional industries. Finally, while the RES in ORES may perform adequately in 

some cases, as Madden (1990) mentioned, the RES is only useful for applications 

that mainly simulate shocks to the economy at the national level. More recently, 

when Parmenter and Welsh (2001, p. 15) investigated the performance of the RES in 

MRES for forecasting, they pointed out that “MONASH-RES forecasts in which no 

region-specific macroeconomic data are used and in which regions’ shares in 

national-industry outputs held constant, will fail to capture important features of 

regional economic development”.  
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Bottom-up Approach 

As an alternative approach to the top-down structure in RES, Liew (1981, 1984) 

formally built the first Multi-Regional Multisectoral Model of the Australian 

economy (hereafter MRSMAE) using the bottom-up approach. MRSMAE explicitly 

applied imperfect substitution of the Armington technique for similar commodities 

produced in different regions as well as between imported and domestically produced 

goods. The model also recognised constraints of resources. Land and labour were 

assumed immobile across regions. MRSMAE differentiated different types of capital, 

machines and buildings, and provided different treatments for each type. Machines 

were assumed to be mobile between states but not across industries while buildings 

were mobile across industries but not among states. This is quite an interesting 

feature. 

The structure of MRSMAE improved the capability of modelling regional economies 

as the model overcame some limitations exhibited in ORES. However, when 

MRSMAE was built, the availability of data at the regional level was a major 

limitation to the practicality of the model. The most pressing was lack of the inter-

state and intra-state trade data. Thus, the trade flows among regions in the MRSMAE 

database were derived using a gravity model developed by Leontief and Strout 

(1963). Industries in regions were assumed to have the same technology as the 

corresponding industries at the national level. Most of the elasticities at the regional 

level in the MRSMAE were taken from ORANI. Although MSRMAE started off 

from ORANI structure, MRSMAE deviated from the original structure in that (a) 

demands for margins were treated the same as other direct demands for commodities 

and (b) the investment theory of ORANI was omitted. The deficiencies of this type 

of treatment for margins were pointed out by DPSV (1982, p. 106). It could give a 

distorted picture as the readily available substitution mechanism might lead buyers, 

including producers and consumer, to substitute between retail trade and food for 

margin use when the price of retail trade is relatively more expensive than the price 

of food. Nevertheless, MRSMAE addressed some of the primary issues of regional 

modelling and provided a platform for the development of other regional CGE 

models. 
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Madden (1990) successfully made an improvement with his two-region FEDERAL 

model for Tasmania and the Australian Mainland. This model explicitly recognised 

differences of technology employed by industries in the two regions by carefully 

extracting Tasmania from the ORANI database, given the input-output table of 

Tasmania with vectors of interstate imports and exports. The FEDERAL model fully 

expanded the structure of ORANI, including the modelling for margins and 

investment, into regional dimensions. It explicitly modelled the inter-state trade of 

commodities flows. It incorporated detail of public finance for the two-tier 

governments; household disposable income was also appropriately derived. 

However, FEDERAL had some limitations. Although regional industries were then 

presented in the database with different cost structures, implying different 

technologies, FEDERAL still had to adopt various elasticities from ORANI. 

Furthermore, regional labour supply in FEDERAL was not fully modelled. Regional 

unemployed persons were treated as the discrepancy between the number of persons 

in the labour force and the number of employed persons in a region. The number of 

employed persons was derived from the demands for labour in the CGE core. This 

setting of FEDERAL offers two closure choices. In the first instance, the number of 

people in the labour force could be assumed constant, thus unemployment will act as 

the residual. Alternatively, in a long-run scenario, if migration is assumed to be the 

source of changes in the labour force of regions, then regional unemployment has to 

be constant; consequently, the demands for labour in regions could always be met by 

an additional number of people. But this extra number of people was not necessarily 

labour from other region as no adding-up condition was present. Regional migration 

was assumed but not explicitly captured in the model. Labour participation in the 

labour force was not taken into account. There were no constraints on the regional 

labour supply. 

The MONASH Multi-Regional Forecasting (MMRF) model (Peter, Horridge, 

Meagher, Naqvi and Parmenter 1996, hereafter PHMNP), a Multiregional 

Multisectoral Model of the Australian Economy, illustrated a major improvement on 

regional CGE modelling. Following ORANI and MONASH, MMRF has crossed the 

academic boundaries to become a useful economic analysis tool used by many state 

governments. For example, Queensland Treasury built the Queensland General 
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Equilibrium (QGEM) model (Phamduc and Hagan 1997), a two-region model for 

Queensland and the rest of Australia, using the MMRF framework. 

MMRF is a fully bottom-up regional CGE model. It contains 6 States and 2 

Territories, i.e. 8 regions altogether in the model. Each region carries a similar 

structure to ORANI. Explicit trade between regions is captured in the model. MMRF 

links the CGE core to state accounts explicitly. Full details on government revenue 

and expenditure are available for both state and federal levels. MMRF is a dynamic 

model. There are three equations blocks that link flow variables over time to give 

MMRF this dynamic characteristic, namely (a) capital stocks accumulation, (b) 

national foreign debt accumulation, and (c) regional population with regional natural 

growth in population and foreign and inter-regional migration. But MMRF is not a 

recursive dynamic model. Instead, it is a quasi-dynamic model in which smooth 

growth assumption is assumed for the above mentioned three equation blocks to 

calculate the accumulation of capital stocks, national foreign debt and regional 

population over a period of time. In more recent developments of MMRF, the quasi-

dynamic equations for capital accumulation in the basic MMRF were replaced by the 

recursive dynamic characteristic of MONASH; this development also has an 

extension to deal with environmental issues related to CO2 emission. This version is 

called MMRF-GREEN (Adams, Horridge and Parmenter 2000). Apart from the 

differences in the dynamic and the CO2 emission features, MMRF and MMRF-

GREEN are essentially the same.  

Compared with previous regional CGE models, the setting of the labour market in 

MMRF is more advanced. For each region, the labour market in MMRF includes 

variables for changes in employment, real regional wage differentials2, 

unemployment rate, labour participation rate, working population, regional 

migration, foreign migration, natural population growth and regional population. 

Given the assumption that foreign migration and natural population growth in all 

regions are naturally exogenous variables, the labour market in MMRF offers two 

alternative closures. In the first option (usually set as default; therefore it is 

                                                 

2 Defined as ratios of real regional wages to real national wage. 
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sometimes referred to as the standard closure), unemployment rates, labour 

participation rates, and regional wage differentials are set as exogenous while the 

employment, working population, regional migration and regional population are 

endogenous. Alternatively, the regional population can be determined exogenously 

while at least one of the three exogenous variables chosen from unemployment rates, 

labour participation rates, and regional wage differentials become endogenous. The 

alternative closure is useful when model users want to impose regional population 

forecasts of the ABS in simulations. The specification of the labour market is flexible 

enough that labour market variables in some regions can be set in the standard 

closure while the alternative closure is used for other regions. 

As discussed earlier, the linkages of employment, unemployment and participation of 

labour in the labour market are not concurrent. Because regional unemployment rates 

and labour participation rates are exogenous, changes in labour demands in a region 

will determine changes in regional population via subsequent changes in regional 

migration. Regional migration is the only factor to clear the regional labour market, 

thus results of regional migration in this case can be exaggerated. The exogenous 

setting of regional unemployment rates implies an assumption of no equalisation of 

unemployment rates across all regions. This assumption is consistent with the 

empirical work by Groenewold (1993) for regions in Australia. However, it may be 

unrealistic to hold the unemployment rate and the participation rate of a region 

constant while economic performance in the region is changing. Intuitively, a 

positive shock to a region not only invites labour into the region but also it is likely 

to provide more jobs to existing unemployed workers in the region, thereby reducing 

unemployment rate in the region as well. 

Furthermore, observed data on regional migration between states of Australia show 

very distinctive patterns for New South Wales and Queensland over the past two 

decades: the former has always had net outflows of migration and the latter has 

always had net inflows of migration. The MMRF labour market may not generate 

similar patterns in its simulation results.     

The labour market in MMRF assumes that all types of labour in the model are 

equally mobile and serve to clear the labour market. In a scenario where positive 
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shock happens to a region, higher demands for labour in the region usually associate 

with (a) higher price level in the region and (b) a net inflow of regional migration. 

Because the net inflow of regional migration is overestimated, while the whole 

region seems to be better off due to the positive shock, real income per capita or real 

Gross State Product (GSP) per capita may fall or may increase not very strongly.  If 

changes in unemployment and labour participation were taken into account in 

response to the positive shock, regional migration may be lower; thus real income 

per capital or GSP per capita may be higher. Using real income per capital and GSP 

per capita as indicators for welfare impacts based on the overestimated figure of 

regional migration may not reflect the impacts of the shocks to the region correctly.  

 

1.2.3. A Hybrid Structure 

This section looks at a structure that is a hybrid of top-down and bottom-up 

structures. An early example was the prototype ORANI-TAS model (Higgs, 

Parmenter, Rimmer and Liew 1981), a special combination of the national ORANI 

model and the regional Tasmanian economy, developed before the FEDERAL model 

previously outlined. 

In ORANI-TAS, industries in Tasmania were divided into two groups, the first 

modelled with a bottom-up MRSMAE structure and the second modelled with a RES 

structure, both described earlier. The ORANI-TAS model contained this mixture in 

order to take advantage of the bottom-up structure best suited to some Tasmanian 

industries while maintaining the simplicity of the top-down structure for other 

industries. 

For the industries modelled with the bottom-up structure, the database of the original 

ORANI was disaggregated into separate components for Tasmania and the mainland. 

These Tasmanian industries were added to the set of industries in ORANI. Hence, 

ORANI equations ran both mainland and Tasmanian industries simultaneously with 

the same code of equations. This structure was rather innovative as the existence of 

industries of Tasmania in the bottom-up group provided more flexibility for 

implementing shocks that were unable to be applied within the RES structure alone. 
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However, as the number of Tasmanian industries modelled with the bottom-up 

structure was still small, the advantage of bottom-up structure was not fully 

achieved. 

1.2.4. The Integrated Structure  

A recent example for the type of integrated structure is the FTAP model (Hanslow, 

Phamduc and Verikios 1999), which is a version of the Global Trade Analysis 

Project model (GTAP; Hertel 1997) with foreign direct investment. Although many 

interesting features were implemented in GTAP to create FTAP for analysing 

impacts of trade liberalisation of the services sector (Dee, Hanslow and Phamduc 

2003), only the approach in the structure of FTAP is of particular interest in this 

section. The structure of the FTAP model has provided the basis for the structure of 

the model developed in this thesis.  

FTAP is a comparative static CGE model. Its database is highly aggregated, with 

only three sectors: primary, secondary and tertiary (Hanslow, Phamduc, Verikios and 

Welsh 1999). Industries in FTAP are explicitly recognised by domestic ownership 

and foreign ownership; the latter is referred to as FDI industries.  

As FDI is one way for producers to establish their commercial presence directly in 

foreign markets, they can export their goods and services without going through 

borders between countries. Thus, barriers imposed on FDI flows can distort trade 

patterns (Hardin and Holmes 1997). This is the reason that FTAP emphasises 

distinguishing ownership of capital in a region. 

Regions3 and industries of the original GTAP are conceptualised as the location of 

regional productive activities, in which capital stocks ownership is not differentiated 

among various owners. In order to reflect FDI explicitly, the original GTAP database 

was disaggregated by bilateral ownership to form the FTAP database.  

FTAP requires that its industries be presented in relation to two factors: the location 

of the production of the industry (host regions) and the specific owner of capital used 

                                                 
3 A region in GTAP can be a country or a group of countries such as the European region. 
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by industries (source regions). That implies each industry in GTAP needs to be 

disaggregated into many sub-industries to represent home and host component 

explicitly. However, converting all industries in the GTAP database into industries 

for every pair of countries would increase the computational burden dramatically, 

particularly as many such pairs do not actually exist. To avoid this problem, FTAP 

replaces each GTAP industry in a region by a number of FDI industries 

corresponding to the number of foreign owners only if the industry is in fact owned 

by foreign owners. Otherwise, the original single-owner GTAP industries remain 

unchanged in the GTAP database. That means FTAP only increases its model size 

where necessary. The FDI industries are presented in a separate bottom-up CGE 

module while the original parent industries in GTAP are effectively removed from 

the equation system by endogenising their output tax. Single-owner industries remain 

in the GTAP model with the original equations as the GTAP module in the FTAP 

framework. The presentation of the new CGE module is based on the CRUSOE 

model4, a set of simple CGE core equations with their parameters set at the values of 

parameters in GTAP.     

The interesting point here is the role of FDI industries in the model. Using these FDI 

industries, FTAP opens up the composition of the original aggregate GTAP 

industries and presents them in another CGE structure at a lower level of aggregation 

to allow for more flexibility in the analysis based on a fully bottom-up CGE 

structure. Only industries that are owned solely by domestic owners are retained in 

the GTAP system. Otherwise, GTAP equations are turned off to allow for operation 

of the set of equations for multi-ownership industries in the other separate CGE 

module. Both modules (GTAP and CRUSOE) interact with each other as if a 

regional CGE model is running in parallel with a national CGE model. This is the 

reason why this type of model is introduced in the new integrated structure. 

The integrated structure extends the advantages of the hybrid structure. None of the 

industries in GTAP are modelled in the top-down approach when the GTAP model is 

disaggregated. In either module, GTAP and FTAP industries are in a full context of a 

                                                 

4 The CRUSOE model is available from the website at http://www.monash.edu.au/policy/crusoe.htm 
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bottom-up structure. Recall that FTAP has many features other than just the FDi 

separation incorporated in the model. However, if we could consider the 

modification of the FDI industries alone and turn off all other new features in FTAP, 

the FTAP may not always produce the same aggregate results as those generated by 

GTAP for the same shock due to the endogenous output tax. The reason is that 

industries in FTAP have more levels of substitution than industries in GTAP (this 

phenomenon is to be explored in the next chapter). 

Thus far, structures of national, regional top-down, regional bottom-up, hybrid and 

integrated models have been discussed. Each structure has its own strengths and 

weaknesses. Among all CGE models for the Australian economy, the national 

MONASH model exhibits the most advanced features for economic analysis. 

National CGE models in general do not require as much data as other types of CGE 

models. There are sufficient data at the national level for comprehensive national-

wide economic studies such as changes in consumer preferences, productivity in 

production, shifts in export demands and so on. However, regional issues have to be 

dealt with by regional models because, regardless of how advanced a national model 

can be, it cannot give adequate answers to the needs of regional economic analysis.  

The top-down approach of the RES in ORES and MRES has some theoretical 

problems: there is no constraint on regional primary factors, demands are not 

determined by relative prices, and it fails to capture important features of regional 

economic development. 

The hybrid approach in ORANI-TAS illustrates the advantage of modelling 

Tasmanian industries in the national framework so that these industries were ready to 

take shocks even at the regional level. Unfortunately, only a few industries were 

modelled in this structure; the rest of the industries were in the top-down approach. 

Thus, the model did not offer total flexibility as a fully bottom-up model would be 

able to do. 

Regional bottom-up structure is the best way to deal with regional issues because it 

contains comprehensive linkages within regions and among regions. Shocks can be 

introduced directly to the interested region and the induced impacts on other regions 

are obtainable from the model. Responses to the shocks from each region are closely 
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linked to, and hence reflect, the nature of each region. Computer power used to be a 

major issue for large regional CGE models, but recent developments in computer 

hardware and GEMPACK definitely facilitate the development of regional CGE 

modelling. 

In some cases, regional bottom-up models may be able to use nation-wide observed 

data or forecasts directly, for example, ABARE forecasts of foreign export demand 

for agricultures. Although it is not ideal, it is possible to impose the forecast on the 

aggregate level of foreign export demand using uniform shift across all regions. But 

it is not appropriate to impose the forecast uniformly across all states. For other 

cases, regional bottom-up models may not handle data or information at the national 

level adequately, for example rates of return to industries, because aggregate rates of 

return to industries at the national level cannot be simply aggregates of regional rates 

of return. It is better to feed the national forecast or national data through a national 

model, MONASH for example, and obtain results of the corresponding shift 

variables, and then to impose these results of the shift variables onto a regional 

model (FEDERAL or MMRF), letting the regional model to determine the regional 

results. This would require the use of a national model in conjunction with a regional 

CGE model. 

The integrated structure in the FTAP model does not exactly represent the 

relationship between a national model and a regional model as such. Nevertheless, it 

does demonstrate an interesting structure in which two CGE modules interact with 

each other to offer a greater flexibility in the analysis.  However, the current linkages 

between the two modules do no allow the original results of the parent module to be 

retained in simulations. 

III. Research Objectives 

The development of the model in this thesis is inspired by the decomposition 

simulation of Dixon and Rimmer (1998). They provided a comprehensive 

explanation for historical changes in every industry in the Australian economy using 

the MONASH model in a comparative static mode. A full expansion of their 

empirical study to incorporate regional dimension is beyond the timeframe available 

for PhD research. Therefore, the model in this thesis provides only a structure that 
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can be used to extend their empirical study — the decomposition simulation — at the 

national level to the regional level. In such a task, their decomposition simulation 

would have to be preserved as a benchmark while the regional decomposition results 

can be obtained via an attachment of a regional module. A reason for strictly 

preserving Dixon and Rimmer’s decomposition simulation results is that this 

simulation has already taken so many exogenous shocks in order to generate results 

for shift variables, small changes to the MONASH model will alter their original 

results. To derive the decomposition at the regional level, the top-down approach is 

not catered for this purpose as reviewed in the previous section. Therefore, a regional 

bottom-up CGE module is required. Based on the structures that were reviewed 

previously, the integrated structure is chosen for this task. The integrated structure 

implemented in this thesis will have to include a national CGE model and a regional 

bottom-up CGE model explicitly. However, in this thesis, the structure of the model 

differs from the integrated structure previously described for FTAP particularly in 

the way that it preserves the results of the national model as the benchmark; hence, 

the structure of the model in this thesis will be even more integrated than that in the 

FTAP model. Although we can apply MONASH directly as a national model in this 

thesis, the complexity of MONASH will require more effort in the construction of 

the model. Hence, we use a simple national CGE model to represent MONASH in 

the model in this thesis.      

This thesis constructs a model — an Integrated Regional Equation System (IRES) — 

that has two modules, one national and one regional. Each module is a self-contained 

CGE model. The IRES model integrates the two modules explicitly in order to gain 

advantages of both bottom-up and top-down structures. The regional module adopts 

the bottom-up type of the MMRF structure. The national module is simply an 

aggregation of the regional module to eliminate the regional dimension; thus in the 

national module there is only one source for the domestic. The two modules are 

integrated to allow the model to be used as a top-down model, a bottom-up model or 

a mixture of both top-down and bottom-up. The integration of the modelling includes 

the imposition of adding-up conditions between the two modules and the two-way 

linkages of shifters of the two modules. The adding-up conditions are imposed on the 

regional module to adjust results at the regional level to add up to the results at the 
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national level, ensuring that the original empirical results of Dixon and Rimmer are 

preserved. The adding-up conditions are implemented via a new set of endogenous 

technical and taste change variables added to the regional module.    

IRES has five advantages. The first advantage is inherited from the full context of a 

bottom-up structure of MMRF: the model provides total flexibility to carry out 

economic analysis at all levels. In terms of operation, the regional module takes 

information from the national module via the numeraire variable (either CPI or 

exchange rate but using the same numeraire for both modules), national shifters, 

national wage rates, national rates of returns of industries; then it solves for regional 

results using its own CGE core equations. This resembles the top-down approach in 

the original RES. Vice versa, the national module can take information from the 

regional module via the aggregation of regional shifters to make up the equivalent 

changes to the national shifters. With this feedback from the regional module to the 

national, the model has the bottom-up characteristics. The interesting feature of IRES 

here is that the integrated model can be run as (a) a top-down model, (b) a bottom-up 

model and (c) a mixed combination of both simultaneously in order to make use of 

all available information at the national and regional levels. 

Secondly, with the adding-up conditions, the model can be used in historical 

simulations to produce consistent IO tables simultaneously for Australia as a whole 

and for all states of Australia using information at both national and regional level. 

Thirdly, comparing functional form of MMRF and IRES, equations for regional 

margin demands and regional indirect tax rates in IRES are improved further to 

reduce the size of computer memory requirement significantly.  

Fourthly, although a dynamic model is not required for the decomposition 

simulation, IRES provides an approach to deduce rates of return to industries in the 

regional module from the rates of return generated by the national module. The rates 

of return to industries in the regional module are a function of rates of return of 

industries at the national level and the ratios of output regional and national indices. 

This approach keeps rates of return in the regional module within a range of the 

national rates of return.  
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Finally, the MMRF equations for the regional labour market are modified in the 

IRES. Regional migration is no longer the only factor to clear the labour market. 

Regional unemployment rates, regional participation rates and regional net 

migrations are simultaneously endogenous. Hence, net changes in regional labour 

supply are decomposed into changes in regional population due to regional 

migration, unemployment rates, and in participation rates.  

IV. Outline of the Thesis 

Chapter 2 explains the core of the integrated structure of IRES. Chapter 3 explains 

the regional labour market in IRES and chapter 4 presents IRES as a complete model 

with its standard long-run closure. Chapter 5 describes the database that IRES is run 

with. Chapter 6 presents some applications of the IRES model with two groups of 

simulations of export demand shocks in order to illustrate the behaviour of the IRES 

structure. In the first group, one shock is introduced to the national module to 

increase export demand for Non-Iron Ore from Australia exogenously — an 

economy-wide shock. Variations in simulation closures in this group are used to 

analyse outcomes of the labour market. Simulations in this group test the model 

using the top-down mode. In the second group, a state-specific shock is introduced to 

increase export demand for Non-Iron Ore from Western Australia. Variations in 

simulation closures in this group are used to explain the behaviour of the regional 

module in the integrated structure compared with that of the original MMRF model. 

Chapter 7 provides conclusions and highlights potential areas for further research 

developments as well as potential applications.  
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Chapter 2  The CGE Core Equations of the IRES Model 

I. Introduction 

Chapter 2 outlines the CGE core structure of IRES which comprises many 

behavioural equations and accounting identities. The behavioural equations represent 

the first order condition of optimal choices of producers and consumers. The 

accounting identities represent constraints or conditions imposed on the model. The 

forms of equations of both types are originally written in the level equations. 

However, the actual equations in IRES are implemented in the percentage change 

form1. An explanation of the derivation of equations as a result of optimisation and 

the conversion of equations from the level form to the percentage change form can 

be found in DPSV (1982) or in Dixon, Parmenter, Powell and Wilcoxen (1992, 

hereafter DPPW). As the derivation of these equations is already well documented, 

this chapter will present and explain equations in the linearised form only. Derivation 

will be provided in this chapter for a few new functions adopted from MONASH 

(Dixon and Rimmer 1998) that were not covered in DPSV and DPPW. This chapter 

does not cover the labour market and interregional migration, which are discussed in 

chapter 3. 

II. IRES Equations 

2.2.1. An Overview of the IRES Structure 

The IRES model integrates a national CGE module with a regional CGE module. 

The regional module is based on MMRF, a fully bottom-up regional model. The 

national module is a cut-down version of the regional module by aggregating all 

regions of the regional module together. Hence, both modules contain very similar 

equations except that the substitution of goods produced in different domestic 

regions has been removed from the national module. Figure 2.1 illustrates the 

structure of IRES in which a national module and a regional module are combined 

                                                 

1 See PHMNP (p. 2) for the advantages of a linearised system over the original level form. 
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through three groups of linkages represented by three boxes in the midlle of Figure 

2.1. Arrows in the figure indicate the direction of these linkages.  

 

Figure 2.1: Structure of IRES 

 

 

The first group contains information that the national module passes onto the 

regional module. These include CPI and adding-up conditions. The transfer of CPI 

between the two modules only serves the purpose of setting regional wages using the 

national CPI. For the adding-up conditions, the implication is more than just 

transferring information from the national module to the regional module. Results of 

variables in the national module, both quantities and prices, are used as the aggregate 

values to impose onto the regional module in order to make sure that results in the 

regional module add up to the corresponding results in the national module. These 

constraints on the regional results are reconciled by the inclusion of a new set of 

variables, defined as reconciling variables, in the regional module. These reconciling 

variables are shifters for technical change or taste change, which are uniform across 

all regions. Using uniform shifters to allow the adding-up conditions to take place 

will maintain the relativities of regional results.  

 

 

 

National Module Regional Module 

• CPI 
• Adding-up conditions 

Interface shifters for 

two-way linkages 

• Exchange rate 
• Import prices  
• Tax rates 
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The second group mainly transfers results of shifters back and forth between the two 

modules when shifters are required to be endogenous. Interface shifter is a name 

given to a group of new shifters to reflect their role as shifters for the original shifters 

in order to handle two-way connections between the two modules. The original 

shifters are no longer exogenous — the regional shifters are modelled to move in line 

with the corresponding national shifters across all regions (top-down approach); at 

the same time, the national shifters are modelled as the aggregate of the 

corresponding regional shifters (bottom-up approach). Depending on the requirement 

of simulations, the set-up in this group enables IRES to be used in various modes: (a) 

top-down, (b) bottom-up and (c) combination of both top-down and bottom-up. 

The last group comprises a set of variables that both modules take as given in most 

simulations. These include import prices, exchange rate tax rates although the tax 

rates can be also considered as policy instrumental variables sometimes.  

Each module has its own CGE core equations and a database. The CGE core includes 

equations for producers (current production and capital formation), household 

sectors, export demands, government demands, margin demands, zero profit 

conditions and market clearing. The operation of the two modules is interdependent. 

As IRES adopts equations from MMRF, its notation is very similar to that in MMRF. 

Variables are in lower cases, coefficients are in upper cases. Box 2.1 and Box 2.2 list 

all the sets (domains) and the conventional naming system adopted for IRES.  
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Box 2.1 Sets or Domains used in IRES 

SETS   Description  Elements 

COM   Commodities  Agriculture, Forestry, IronOre, NonIronOre, BlackCoal, 
      Oil, NatGas, BrownCoal, Food, TCF, WoodPaper,  
      Chemicals, Petrol, Nmet_prods, Cement, Steel, Aluminium, 
      OthMet_prods, CarsParts, Other_man, ElectBlack, 
      ElectBrown, ElectGas, ElectOil, ElectOther, ElectSupply, 
      UrbanGasDis, Water, Construction, TradeHotels, 
      RoadTrans, OthTrans, Communic, FinBusServ, Dwelling, 
      PublicServ, OthServ 

IND   Industries  Sames as commodities 

MARGCOM  Margin commodities TradeHotels, RoadTrans, OthTrans, FinBusServ 

TEXP   Traditional exports Agriculture, IronOre, NonIronOre, BlackCoal,  
      NatGas, Aluminium 

FAC    Primary Factors labour, capital, land 

OCC   Occupations  ManagersAdmn, Professional, ParaProfess, TradesPers, 
      Clerks, SalesPersSer, PlantOperate, Labourers 

REGDEST  Regional destinations NSW, VIC, QLD, SA, WA, TAS, NT, ACT 

REGSOURCE  Regional sources Same as REGDEST 

ALLSOURCE  All sources  NSW, VIC, QLD, SA, WA, TAS, NT, ACT, foreign 

TWOSOURCE Only two sources dom, foreign 

 
Set mapping  
    
AS2S  ALLSOURCE to TWOSOURCE   AS2S("NSW")="domestic" 
       AS2S("VIC")="domestic"  
       AS2S("QLD")="domestic"  
       AS2S("SA")="domestic"  
       AS2S("WA")="domestic"  
       AS2S("TAS")="domestic"  
       AS2S("NT")="domestic"  
       AS2S("ACT")="domestic"  
       AS2S("foreign")="foreign" 
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Box 2.2 Naming System Adopted From MMRF 

 
The main user numbers 
0  basic prices, or basic values 
1  firms, current production 
2  firms, capital creation 
3  household 
4  foreign exports 
5  regional government 
6  federal government 
 
Prefixes Description 

a  technological change/change in preferences 
del  ordinary (rather percentage) change 
f  shift variable, so-called shifter 
nat  a national aggregate of the corresponding regional variable 
p  prices 
x  quantities 
xi  price deflator 
y  investment 
z  quantity supplied 
 
Source 

a  all sources 
r  regional sources only 
t  two sources 
c  domestic composite source 
o  domestic/import composite source 
 
Additional suffix and prefixes defined in IRES 
 
Suffix  Description 

_n  referring to variables in the national module 
 
Prefix  Description 

f_  Differences of corresponding variables between national and regional 
  modules 
f_4  Scaling variables maintaining the adding-up conditions of the  
  corresponding variables 
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As mentioned previously, the linearisation form of level equations will occasionally 

be derived. Thus, it is useful to introduce the linearisation rules commonly applied in 

CGE modelling (DPPW 1992, p. 94). 

Let: β  and α be parameters 

R, P and Q be level variables 

r, p and q be the percentage change in R, P and Q. 

The Product Rule qprQPR +=�= **β  

The Power Rule prPR ** αβ α =�=  

The Sum Rule  qQpPrRQPR *** +=�+=  

This chapter is organised in separate blocks of equations in the CGE core of IRES. 

As IRES contains two CGE modules, the explanation for similar equations in both 

modules is presented simultaneously. This chapter is aimed to be self-contained, the 

explanation may appear repetitive sometimes. But it is more convenient for readers 

this way. 

 

2.2.2. Input Demands by Industries – Current Production 

Figure 2.2 superimposes the input structures of similar industries in the national and 

the regional modules together in one graph. The figure illustrates the structure of 

demands for inputs by a typical producer, in both national and regional modules. On 

the top level of the nest (level 2), the production requires fixed ratios of intermediate 

inputs, primary factors and other costs for every unit of output. Other Costs account 

for production taxes/subsidies and payroll taxes. The functional form of fixed ratios 

is referred to as the Leontief technique, as seen in the figure. 
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Figure 2.2: Production Nest of Industries in the Two Modules  

 

For the intermediate inputs, similar commodities produced domestically and 

imported from overseas are treated as imperfect substitutes via a CES function 

(level 1). The process to select intermediate inputs for industries in the national 

module stops at this level. But for the regional module, the domestically produced 

commodities are subject to another level of the CES nest (level 0) to differentiate 

goods from different regions. This part is enclosed in a dotted circle. The elasticities 

of substitution of commodities at this bottom level are double the elasticities of 

substitution between domestic and imports. Primary input is the aggregate composite 

of land, capital and effective labour which is a composite aggregate of different 

occupations in a lower level of the CES nest in Figure 2.2. 
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Demands for Intermediate Inputs 

We now start at level 2 of the nested CES function for the demands for intermediate 

inputs. 

Equation Demands for composite inputs, User 1 

 

E_x1o_n (National module) 

x1o_n(i,j) =  z_n(j) +   a1_n(j) + a0_n ; 

 

E_x1o  (Regional module) 

x1o(i,j,q) =  z(j,q) + a1(j,q) +  a1_n(j) + f_4p0a(j)   + a0(q) + a0_n  ; 

Domain 

 

(all,i,COM)(all,j,IND) 

 

 

(all,i,COM)(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

Variable 

x1o_n, x1o 

z_n, z 

a0_n, a0 

a1_n, a1 

f_4p0a 

Description 

composite intermediate input demands by industry 

industry outputs 

shifters for national wide and state wide productivity variables 

shifters for all input augmenting technical change 

shifters for adding up conditions of basic prices p0a(j,q) and p0a_n(j) 

 

Equations E_x1o_n and E_x1o show that the demands for intermediate inputs in both 

modules are independent of prices. They reflect the assumption of fixed ratios of 

intermediate inputs used by industries. Given exogenous shifters a1(j,q), a1_n(j) and 

f_4p0a(j), demands for intermediate inputs x1o_n(i,j) and x1o(i,j,q) move in line with 

industry outputs z_n(j) and z(j,q), respectively. Equation E_x1o includes shifter 

a1_n(j) of the national module so that demands for effective intermediate inputs by 

industries at the regional level will also consistently reflect any technical changes of 

the industries at the national level if no information at the regional level is available. 

If a1(j,q) is used, this indicates the deviation in technical change of industries in 

regions compared with the average technical change at the national level.  

The role of shifters for adding-up conditions will be discussed fully in section 3.2.13. 

But generally, shifters for adding up conditions are used to scale regional variables 

uniformly to insure that variables in the regional module add up to corresponding 

variables in the nation module. In such closure, these shifters become endogenous. 
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Equation Demand for domestic, User 1 

E_x1a_n (National) 

x1a_n(i,s,j) =  x1o_n(j)  –  SIGMA1O(i)*(p1a_n(i,s,j) – p1o_n(i,j)); 

 

E_x1a  (Regional) 

x1a(i,s,j,q) =  

IS_DOM(s)*( x1c(i,j,q) – SIGMA1C(i)* 

(p1a(i,s,j,q) + f_4x1a(i,AS2S(s),j) – p1c(i,j,q))) 

+ IS_IMP(s)*( x1o(i,j,q) – SIGMA1O(i)* 

(p1a(i,"foreign",j,q) + f_4x1a(i,AS2S(s),j) – p1o(i,j,q)))  

+ f_4x1a(i,AS2S(s),j)   ; 

 

E_x1c  (Regional)    

x1c(i,j,q) = x1o(i,j,q) – SIGMA1O(i)*(p1c(i,j,q) – p1o(I,j,q)); 

Domain 

(all,i,COM) 

(All,s,TWOSOURCE) 

(all,j,IND) 

 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,s,ALLSOURCE) 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

 

 

 

(all,i,COM)(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

Variable 

x1a_n, x1a 

x1c 

p1a_n, p1a 

p1o_n, p1o 

f_4x1a 

 

Parameter 

SIGMA1O 

 

SIGMA1C 

Description 

input demands by industries for commodities from specific sources 

input demands for domestic composite commodities by regional industries 

source specific prices of inputs used by industries 

weighted average prices of inputs used by industries 

shifter for the adding-up conditions of x1a and x1a_n 

 

 

elasticities of substitution between domestically produced goods and imported 

goods 

elasticities of substitution between goods produced by domestic regions 

SIGMA1C are 5 times larger than SIGMA1O 

 

In equation E_x1a_n, for given values of x1o_n(j), if prices of domestic commodities 

are more expensive than the weighted average price of imports and domestic, 

industries will reduce their demands for domestically produced inputs and will 

purchase more goods imported from overseas. The substitution is controlled by the 

elasticity SIGMA1O(i). 

Equation E_x1a determines variable x1a, inputs demanded by industries in the 

regional module. Sources for these demands are from domestic regions and from 
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overseas. The equation E_x1a has two terms on the right-hand side (RHS). Each term 

starts with coefficient IS_DOM(s) and IS_IMP(s) respectively. When IS_DOM(s) 

equals one, IS_IMP(s) equals zero and vice versa. 

When IS_IMP(s) equals 1, equation E_x1a is used to determine the demand for 

imported commodities based on relativities of import prices and domestic composite 

prices. The demand for composite domestic inputs is determined in equation E_x1c. 

In these two equations, the elasticities of substitution between imported and domestic 

goods are the same as the elasticities used in the national module, SIGMA1O(i). 

When IS_DOM(s) equals 1, equation E_x1a is used to determine intermediate 

demands for goods produced domestically. Goods produced by domestic regions are 

assumed to be better substitutes than goods between imported goods and domestic 

goods. The elasticities of substitution of goods between domestic regions, 

SIGMA1C(i), are 5 times larger than goods between domestic and imported sources. 

Shifters f_4x1a(i,s,j) are defined over two sources: imports and domestic only. No 

specific regions are given to the domestic source. Because the equation is written to 

have full dimension of 9 sources, 1 for imports and 8 for domestic regions, AS2S(s) 

is the mapping to link “two sources” to the full dimension “nine sources”. 

 

Demands for Primary Factors 

The composite bundle of land, labour and capital in the production process is defined 

as primary factors. Demands for primary factors x1prim_n(j) and x1prim(j,q) are  

functions of industry outputs and independent of primary factor prices as shown in 

equations E_x1prim_n and E_x1prim. These equations reflect the assumption of 

fixed ratios of primary factors to the total costs of production. Take equation 

E_x1prim_n for example. Assuming no changes to a1_n and a1prim_n, if output of 

industry j increases by 10%, the industry will increase its demand for primary input 

by 10%, regardless of the price movements of primary inputs. 
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 Equation Demand for the primary-factor composite 

 

E_x1prim_n  (National) 

x1prim_n(j) = z_n(j) + a1_n(j) + a1prim_n(j) + a0_n; 

 

E_x1prim  (Regional)  

x1prim(j,q) =  z(j,q) + a1(j,q) + f_4p0a(j) + a1prim(j,q)+ a1_n(j) + 

a1prim_n(j) + a0_n + a0(q);   

Domain 

 

(all,j,IND) 

 

 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

Variable 

x1prim_n, x1prim 

a1prim_n, a1prim 

a0_n, a0 

f_4p0a 

Description 

demands for effective primary factors 

shifter for productivity of primary factors 

shifters for national wide and state wide productivity variables 

shifter for adding-up conditions of p0a(j,q) and p0a_n(j) 

 

At the lower level (level 1), industry j will select the right composition of land, 

labour and capital by substituting one for the other in order to minimise its costs. For 

example, given the demand for effective primary input x1prim_n by industry j 

(equation E_curcap_n), if the rental price of capital p1cap_n is more expensive than 

the weighted average cost of primary factors xi_fac_n, then industry j will reduce its 

demand for capital, and will increase its demands for labour and/or land instead. 

Similarly, this imperfect substitution is applied to all other factors in the nested 

production function in both modules.  

 

Equation Industry demands for capital 

E_curcap_n   (National) 

curcap_n(j) =   x1prim_n(j) + a1cap_n(j) – SIGMA1FAC(j)* 

[p1cap_n(j) + a1cap_n(j) – xi_fac_n(j)]; 

 

E_curcap    (Regional) 

curcap(j,q) = x1prim(j,q) + a1cap(j,q)+ a1cap_n(j) + f_4curcap(j) 

– SIGMA1FAC(j)*[p1cap(j,q) + a1cap(j,q) + f_4curcap(j) + a1cap_n(j)   

– xi_fac(j,q)]; 

Domain 

(all,j,IND) 

 

 

 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 
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Equation Industry demands for effective labour 

E_efflab_n   (National) 

efflab_n(j) = x1prim_n(j) + a1lab_n(j) – SIGMA1FAC(j)* 

[p1lab_n(j) + a1lab_n(j) - xi_fac_n(j)]; 

 

E_efflab  (Regional) 

efflab(j,q) = x1prim(j,q) + a1lab(j,q)+ a1lab_n(j) –  

SIGMA1FAC(j)*[p1lab(j,q) + a1lab(j,q) + a1lab_n(j) – xi_fac(j,q)]; 

 

Equation Industry demands for land 

E_p1land_n  (National)  

n_n(j) = x1prim_n(j) + a1land_n(j) – SIGMA1FAC(j)* 

[p1land_n(j) + a1land_n(j) – xi_fac_n(j)]; 

 

E_p1land  (Regional) 

n(j,q) = x1prim(j,q) + a1land(j,q)+ a1land_n(j) +f_4p1land(j) 

– SIGMA1FAC(j)*[p1land(j,q) + a1land(j,q)+ a1land_n(j) + f_4p1land(j)  

– xi_fac(j,q)]; 

 

 

(all,j,IND) 

 

 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

 

 

 

(all,j,IND) 

 

 

 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

Variable 

curcap_n, curcap 

efflab_n, efflab 

n_n, n 

p1cap_n, p1cap 

p1lab_n, p1lab 

p1land_n, p1land 

xi_fac_n, xi_fac 

a1cap_n, a1cap 

a1lab_n, a1lab 

a1land_n, a1land 

f_4curcap 

 

f_4p1land 

Description 

capital demand by industries  

effective labour demands by industries 

land usage by industries 

rental price of capital 

cost of a unit of effective labour to industry 

rental price of land 

weighted average cost of a unit of primary factors 

capital technical change 

productivity of effective labour 

productivity of land 

shifter for adding-up condition in capital demands for capital  

stocks in the regional and national modules  

shifter for adding-up condition for land prices in the regional  

and national modules 
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Other equations in the group above bear the same explanation as equation 

E_curcap_n in the national module; they also include shifter variables of the national 

module and shifters for adding-up conditions. Note that elasticities in the regional 

equations are also taken from the national module. 

For a specific type of labour, the production function allows industries choices for 

different occupations to minimise their costs. 

 

Equation Demand for labour by industry  

  and skill group 

E_x1laboi_n  (National)  

x1laboi_n(j,m) = efflab_n(j) – SIGMA1LAB(j)* 

[p1laboi_n(j,m) – p1lab_n(j)]; 

 

E_x1laboi   (Regional) 

x1laboi(j,q,m) = efflab(j,q) + f_4x1laboi(j,m)  

– SIGMA1LAB(j)*[p1laboi(j,q,m)+ f_4x1laboi(j,m) – p1lab(j,q)];  

Domain 

 

 

(all,m,OCC) 

(all,j,IND) 

 

 

(all,m,OCC) 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

Variable 

x1laboi_n, x1laboi 

p1laboi_n, p1laboi 

f_4x1laboi 

 

Description 

demands for labour by occupation m by industry j 

wage rate of occupation m in industry j  

adding-up condition shifter for labour costs between regional and national 

modules 

 

At this lowest level of the CES nest, given the demands for effective labour, if the 

wage rate of occupation m increases relatively higher than the overall wage rate of 

effective labour, industries will lower their demands for this occupation and will 

increase the demands for other occupations instead. 

 

Demands for Other Costs 

Changes in other costs incurred to industries are proportional to changes in the 

industry outputs. These equations E_x1oct_n and E_x1oct reflect the Leontief 
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technique as shown in Figure 2.2 that the other costs components remain fixed shares 

in the total costs of industries. Thus in percentage change terms, other costs variables 

x1oct_n(j) equals z_n(j) and x1oct(j,q) equals z_(j,q) when all shifters are exogenous. 

 

Equation Industry demands for other cost tickets  

E_x1oct_n  (National) 

x1oct_n(j) = z_n(j) + a1_n(j) + a1oct_n(j) + a0_n ; 

 

E_x1oct   (Regional ) 

x1oct(j,q) = z(j,q) + a1(j,q) +  f_4x1oct(j) + f_4p0a(j)  + a0_n  + a0(q) 

+ a1oct(j,q) + a1_n(j) + a1oct_n(j) ; 

Domain 

(all,j,IND) 

 

 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

Variable 

x1oct_n, x1oct 

a1oct_n, a1oct 

a0_n, a0 

f_4x1oct 

f_4p0a 

Description 

demands for other costs ticket by industry j  

"Other cost" ticket augmenting technical change 

shifters for national wide and state wide productivity variables 

shifters for adding-up conditions of other costs 

shifter for adding-up conditions for basic prices p0a(j,q) and p0a_n(j) 

 

 

2.2.3. Capital Stocks, Investment and Rates of Return 

The two CGE cores in IRES started out from MMRF, a stylised ORANI model, 

which does not have the recursive dynamic aspect of capital accumlation featured in 

MONASH (Dixon and Rimmer 1998, 2002). The principle of this theory is an 

inverse logistic function that relates rates of return to capital growth. This theory is 

incorporated in the two modules of IRES. The inclusion of equations for the dynamic 

capital accumulation in the national module follows MONASH very closely. 

However, the implementation of the dynamic feature in the regional module is 

slightly different: equations in the regional module do not produce rates of return to 

industries in the regional module directly; they are deduced from those in the 

national module instead.   
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Because of the difference, only some (not all) equations in the investment theory of 

the two modules are similar; it is easier to explain equations of each module 

separately. In the followings, the MONASH investment theory applied in the 

national module will be presented first and the modification for the regional module 

afterward. The material for the explanation of the MONASH investment theory is 

drawn heavily from Dixon and Rimmer (1998, 2002). 

 

The MONASH Investment Theory 

The Inverse Logistic Function 

Dixon and Rimmer examined two broad approaches for investment functions:  

increasing installation costs and diminishing availability of investment funds.  The 

two approaches provide different methods to dampen short-run investment 

responses. Dixon and Rimmer argued that the first approach assumes investment 

funds are infinitely available at the ongoing rate of interest. While costs per unit of 

construction services and other inputs to capital creation are at most only weakly 

dependent on variations in firms’ own investment, this approach may produce 

unrealistic investment response from industries. Dixon and Rimmer developed their 

theory based on the second approach to prevent MONASH from producing 

unrealistic, large short-run responses to changes in anticipated capital rentals. The 

principal of their theory is the assumption that investors are willing to supply 

increased funds to industry j in response to increases in industry-j’s expected rate of 

return. But investors are cautious. When there are increases in capital growth above 

the existing growth rate, each subsequent increment in the rate of return to industry j 

will attract a smaller increase in capital growth. When there are decreases in capital 

supply below the existing growth rate, each subsequent reduction in the rate of return 

to industry j will only induce a smaller fall in capital growth. This behaviour is 

described by an inverse logistic function (shown in Figure 2.3) which limits changes 

in capital growth of industry j so that disturbances in industry-j’s rate of return are 

eliminated only gradually in year-to-year simulations. The parameter to reflect the 

relationship between capital growth and rate of return is set to be consistent with the 

econometric evidence.  
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The theory starts with a simple relationship of capital accumulation over one period. 

For industry j, the available capital stock at the beginning of year t+1 is the amount 

of capital stock brought forward from the end of year t.  Thus, the level of capital 

stock for next year depends on three factors in the current year: the initial capital 

stock, the amount of stock used (depreciation), and the investment during the current 

year.   

 

Figure 2.3  The Expected Equilibrium Rate of Return Schedule for Industry j 

 

Source: Dixon and Rimmer 2002 

 

Algebraically, this accumulation can be expressed as follows. 

tjjtjtj IDKK ,,)1(, )1(* +−=+                                                                                 (2.1) 

where 

)1(, +tjK  is the level of capital stock at the beginning of period t+1, or        
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 end of year t; 

tjK ,  is the level of initial capital stock at the beginning of year t; 

jD  is the depreciation rate, assumed to be constant over time; and 

tjI ,  is the investment during period t. 

In equation 2.1, during a simulation in year t, only tjK ,  and jD  are known from the 

database while tjI ,  and subsequently )1(, +tjK  are variables to be determined depending 

on the investors’ expectation of the rates of return that they are going to receive for 

their investment. In terms of the percentage change, equation 2.1 is presented as 

equation E_curcap_t1_n in the following. 

 

Equation Capital accumulation through the  

  Forecast year (t) related to investment  

  in the year 

E_curcap_t1_n  (National) 

[QCAPATTPLUS1(j) + TINY]*curcap_t1_n(j) = 

[1-DEP(j)]*QCAPATT(j)*curcap_n(j) +QINVEST(j)*y_n(j); 

Domain 

 

 

(All,j,IND) 

Variable 

curcap_n 

curcap_t1_n 

y_n 

 

Coefficient 

QCAPATTPLUS1 

QCAPATT 

QINVEST 

DEP 

Description 

capital stocks in current period, start of forecast year 

capital stocks in industry j in the end of the forecast year  

investment by industry j in the period 

 

 

quantity of capital stocks by the end of the forecast year 

quantity of capital stocks, start of forecast year 

quantity of investment by industry j 

depreciation rate, assumed constant 

 

The expected rate of return is the ratio of the Present Value (PV) of the return that 

will be received in the next year to the construction costs of the current investment. 

The equation for the expected rate of return will be discussed later in the next sub-

section in relation to the choices of expectation that the model offers: either static 
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expectation or forward-looking expectation. This section focuses on the relationship 

between rates of return and capital growth in MONASH. 

Equation 2.2 decomposes the expected rate of return to industry j into two 

components, namely the expected equilibrium rate of return jEEQROR and the 

disequilibrium part jDISEQ , which represents the discrepancy between the rate of 

return derived from the database and the rate of return described by the theory. 

jDISEQ is gradually removed in simulations and the removal of this disequilibrium 

rate of return will be explained shortly. 

In MONASH, the expected equilibrium rate of return determines the capital growth. 

Equation 2.3 specifies the relationship between the expected equilibrium rates of 

return with capital growth. Note that, for simplicity, subscript “t” for time is omitted 

from equations 2.2 and 2.3. 

jjj DISEQEEQROREROR +=                                    (2.2) 

+++= jjj JEEQRORFEEQRORRFRORNEEQROR ___  

                   ( ) [ ( ) ( )jjjjj GRKMAXGRKLnMINGRKGRKLnC ______*1 −−−  

                 ( ) ( ) ]jjjj TRENDMAXGRKLnMINGRKTRENDLn −−−− ____             (2.3) 

1/_ ,1, −= + tjtjj KKGRK                                                                                      (2.4) 

where 

jEROR  is the expected rate of return to owners of capital in industry j, in year t; 

jEEQROR is the expected equilibrium rate of return i.e. the expected rate of 

return required to sustain the current capital growth indefinitely; 

jRORN is industry-j’s normal rate of return. For each industry, this is an 

estimate of the average rate of return over a recent historical period in which 

the industry has sustained an average capital growth rate identified as jTREND ; 

EEQRORF _  and jJEEQRORF __ are shifters; 

jGRK _  is the growth rate of capital in industry j through year t; 

jMINGRK __  is the minimum possible capital growth rate, equal to the 

negative of the depreciation rate; 
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jMAXGRK __ is the maximum feasible rate of capital growth in industry j that 

the industry’s capital growth can grow beyond its jTREND . The gap between 

the maximum level of capital growth and jTREND  is defined as jDIFF ; 

currently it is set at 0.1 uniformly across all industries; 

Cj can be interpreted as the sensitivity of industry-j’s expected equilibrium rate 

of return to variations in capital growth.  Ideally, Cj can be derived from the 

following formula. 
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The RHS of the formula above is a product of two terms. The first term represents 

the slope of all the points in the neighbourhood of point A0 on the AA’ curve in 

Figure 2.3. Unfortunately, the calibration of the first term requires an industry data 

set that was not readily available. Dixon and Rimmer took an alternative approach, 

adopting an overall sensitivity (denoted as SMURF) of capital growth to variations in 

the expected rates of return from Australian marco models.  That means the 

differences in the slopes between industries are removed and replaced by an average 

value for all industries as follows.  

 

where 

SMURF denotes the overall sensitivity of investment with respect to the 

expected rates of return. 

Equations 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 are presented in the percentage change point in equations 

E_d_eeqror, E_d_f_eeqror_j and E_del_k_gr as in the following. Equation 

E_d_f_eeqror_j shows the inverse relationship between capital growth and the 

expected equilibrium rates of return. This equation E_d_f_eeqror_j dampens changes 

in capital growth when industry accelerates or decelerates. 
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Equation  Expected rates of return (ROR) 

E_d_eeqror  (National) 

 d_eror(j) = d_eeqror(j) + d_diseq(j); 

 

Equation  Change in equilibrium expected ROR 

   in forecast year 

E_d_f_eeqror_j  (National) 

d_eeqror(j) =    (1/COEFF_SL(j))* 

[1/(K_GR(j) – K_GR_MIN(j)) + 1/(K_GR_MAX(j) – K_GR(j)) ]*del_k_gr(j) 

+ d_f_eeqror_j(j) + d_f_eeqror  ; 

 

Equation  Capital growth through forecast year 

E_del_k_gr  (National)  

del_k_gr(j) = [{QCAPATTPLUS1(j)/QCAPATT(j)}/100]* 

[curcap_t1_n(j)  –  curcap_n(j)] ; 

Domain 

(All,j,IND) 

 

 

 

 

(All,j,IND) 

 

 

 

 

 

(All,j,IND) 

Variable 

d_eror 

d_eeqror 

d_diseq 

d_f_eeqror_j  

d_f_eeqror 

 

del_k_gr 

 

Coefficient 

COEFF_SL 

Description 

change variable for the expected rates of return to industry j 

change variable for the expected equilibrium rates of return to industry j 

change variable for the disequilibrium of the expected rates of return to industry j 

shifter used to turn on and off the equation 

economy-wide shifter, which can be swapped for aggregate investment and shock 

to aggregate investment.  

change variable for capital growth in the forecast year 

 

 

COEFF_SL(j) =SMURF* (K_GR_MAX(j) – K_GR_MIN(j))/ 

[(K_GR_MAX(j) – TREND_K(j))*(TREND_K(j) – K_GR_MIN(j))] 

 

Equation 2.2 presents industry-j’s expected rate of return jEROR , which is not 

necessary on the AA’ curve, point Ad for example, due to the existence of the 

disequilibrium jDISEQ .  The disequilibrium is gradually removed over time using 

values from the previous year, pushing Ad toward to A0, according to the schedule: 

( ) )1(,, 1 −∗−= tjjtj DISEQDISEQ θ                         (2.5) 

where jθ  can be set at values between 0 to 1 by the users,  currently set 

at 0.5. 
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The operation of equation 2.3 can be visualised in Figure 2.3.  In order to reduce the 

unnecessary complexity in the explanation, assume that the disequilibrium element 

jDISEQ  equals zero. Point A0 indicates the historical relationship between capital 

growth and the rate of return to industry j. Thus, if the industry wants to attract 

sufficient investment in year t in order to sustain the average capital growth rate of 

jTREND , it must have an expected rate of return equal to jRORN . If the expected rate 

of return to the industry is higher than jRORN , investors will increase capital supply 

to industry j at a higher growth rate than jTREND . However, for every subsequent 

increment in capital growth, investors require a larger increase in the rate of return to 

their investment. As the rates of return will never get large enough, the supply of 

capital to the industry will never be greater than the upper limit jMAXGRK __ . 

Capital growth supplied to industry j is limited below the observed maximum level 

of capital growth. In contrast, if the expected rate of return to industry j is less than 

jRORN , investors will restrict the supply of capital to the industry, and the capital 

growth of the industry will fall below jTREND . But the capital supply can only be 

reduced to zero — no investment — leaving the net reduction rate in the capital stock 

of the industry equal to the depreciation rate in that year, jMINGRK __ . This is the 

reason why jMINGRK __  is set at a negative depreciation rate in the database.  

 

Actual and Expected Rates of Return under Static and Forward-Looking Expectation 

The present value (PV) of the benefits from purchasing a unit of capital in year t is 

given by equation 2.6. 

 

 
( )
( ) )(,

)1(

)1(,)1()1(,)1()(,
, 11

1)1(
tj

tt

jtjtjtjtitj
tj TINT

DTDTQ
PV Π−

−∗+
∗Π∗+−∗Π+−∗

=
+

+++++        (2.6) 

where 

t and (t+1) refer to the current and next year, respectively; 

jΠ  represents a unit cost of capital formation in the relevant year, year 

t or (t+1); 
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jD  is a constant depreciation rate over time, i.e. no time subscript; 

jQ  is the rental rate on industry-j’s capital in the relevant year; 

T  is the economy-wide income tax rate in the relevant year; 

INT  is the nominal interest rate in the relevant year. The whole 

denominator, one plus the tax-adjusted interest rate, is used to 

discount the future benefits to year t. 

 

Equation 2.6 indicates that there are three benefits which investors expect to receive 

in year (t+1) as a result of obtaining a unit of capital in year t: 

• post tax rentals: )1( )1()(, ++ −∗ titj TQ  

• the remaining value of capital that can be sold as second hand assets at 

the depreciated value: ( )jtj D−∗Π + 1)1(, , and 

• tax deduction: jtjt DT ∗Π∗ ++ )1(,)1( . 

Assuming that solutions for variables in equation 2.6 are available, then dividing 

equation 2.6 by the unit cost )(, tjΠ  gives the actual rate of return to industry j.  Note 

that this concept of actual here refers to the calculation of the rate of return without 

any prior expectation, just purely the outcome of the rate of return to the investment. 

If we denote the actual rate of return for industry as ROR_ACTj,t, it can be 

represented as follows. 

1
)1(1

)1()1(
_

)1(

,)1(,)1(,)1(,,)1(,)1(
, −

−∗+
ΠΠ∗∗+ΠΠ∗−+Π∗−

=
+

+++++

tt

tjtjjttjtjjtjtjt
tj TINT

DTDQT
ACTROR                 

                                                                                                                          (2.7) 

Equation 2.7 for ROR_ACTj seems to be problematic, as it requires results of 

variables in multi-periods which cannot be solved simultaneously in a single period.  

In order to resolve the problem in the equation 2.7 for ROR_ACTj  MONASH allows 

two choices, static expectation and forward-looking expectation, that link the actual 

and the expected rates of return. 

Under static expectation, MONASH assumes that: 
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1. Tax rates in years t and t+1 are constant, i.e. tt TT =+ )1(  ; and 

2. Rental rates ( jQ ) and asset prices ( jΠ ) move in line with the current 

state of inflation from one period to the next.  That means: 

ttjtj INFQ +=Π+ 1,)1(,       (2.8) 

jtjtj INF+=ΠΠ + 1,)1(,       (2.9) 

If we denote jSEROR _  as the static expectation of the jACTROR _ , the problem of 

having variables spread over multi-periods can be resolved by substituting 2.8 and 

2.9 into 2.7.  In doing so, jSEROR _ can be expressed as follows.  

 

1
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t
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tj SEPTINTR

DTDQT
SEROR                (2.10) 

where 

)1()]1(1[___1 tttt INFTINTSEPTINTR +−∗+=+    (2.11)                           

tSEPTINTR ___  can be interpreted as the real post-tax interest rate. 

With static expectation, the expected rates of return are not necessarily equal to the 

actual rates of return for industries in the end of simulations.  If the model is solved 

using static expectation, no further iterations are required. However, if rational 

expectation is assumed, where the expected rates of return must equal the actual rates 

of return, more iterations are needed to facilitate the convergence of the two. As a 

result, a simulation in year t would require results for some variables in year (t+1) 

which are not known in year t. MONASH adopts an algorithm approach with 

multiple iterations to correct discrepancies between the expected and the actual rates 

of return. With this approach, the first iteration is still solved with static expectation. 

1
,

1
, _ tjtj SEROREROR =    t = 0, …, T   (2.12) 
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where the superscript 1 refers to the first iteration, and t for simulation years. 

In the second iteration, the actual rates of return calculated from the first iteration are 

used as the expected rates of return for all industries in the second iteration. 

1
,

2
, _ tjtj ACTROREROR =        (2.13) 

In both iterations 1 and 2, results for n
TjQ 1, + , n

Tj 1, +Π  and n
TjT 1, +  beyond year T, the final 

year, cannot be generated in the end of the sequence.  Thus, in both of them, the 

actual rates of return in the final year are assumed to be the same as the actual rates 

of return in the year (T-1) for all industries. Algebraically, these can be expressed by 

the following. 

1
1,

1
, __ −= TjTj ACTRORACTROR       (2.14) 

2
1,

2
, __ −= TjTj ACTRORACTROR       (2.15) 

From the third iteration onward, the gap between the actual and the expected rates of 

return to industry j is gradually narrowed down according to 

)_(_ 1
,

1
,

1
,,

−−− −∗+= n
tj

n
tjj

n
tj

n
tj ERORACTRORREADJEROREROR              (2.16) 

n
Tj

n
Tj EROREROR 1,, −=        (2.16b) 

where 

n is the order of the iteration, n = 2,…., N; 

jREADJ _  is a parameter representing the magnitude of correction: the 

larger the value the larger the correction. If the value is too large, 

convergence may not take place. The value is usually set between zero 

and one. 

Convergence is achieved after N iterations, about 30 iterations, when 

N
tj

N
tj ACTROREROR ,, _=   for all j and t 

Dixon and Rimmer (1998) recommended that this parameter ADJ_REj be set at 0.1 

for tight convergence. Figure 2.4 illustrates the procedure using 0.5 for ADJ_RE. 
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Figure 2.4     Convergence of the Algorithm for Imposing Forward Looking  
           Expectation 

 

Source: Dixon and Rimmer (1998, p. 19) 

 

Figure 2.4 is a continuation of Figure 2.3 made by superimposing the capital demand 

curve BB’ onto the capital supply curve AA’. The demand curve here exhibits a 

negative relationship between rates of return and capital demand by industry j in 

years t and (t+1). Suppose that A1 is the initial point to start off in the first iteration.  

At this point, the expected rate of return to industry j is EROR1
j,t, investors are 

willing to supply capital at a rate k1
j,t.  At this capital growth rate, the actual rate of 

return to industry j based on the demand schedule should be EROR2
j,t — point A2 in 

the figure. Thus, in the second iteration, the expected rate of return in the industry is 

set at EROR2
j,t — the actual rate of return in the first iteration. As a result of re-

setting the expected rate of return to EROR2
j,t, capital growth implied by the supply 

function is at k2
j,t. 
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In the third iteration, the gap between the expected and the actual rates of return 

equals A3A4. Using equation 2.16 above, the correction process reduces the gap to Am 

only, mid-point of A3A4. The correction process continues until the convergence 

takes place at A0. In the figure, if full correction is implemented, it can be seen that it 

may take more than five iterations for the actual and the expected rate of return to 

converge. 

The described procedure above applies to forecast simulations on a year-to-year 

basis. In this type of simulations, usually results of naturally endogenous variables 

such as export demands, household consumption or gross domestic product are 

exogenously imposed onto the model while their corresponding shifters (usually set 

as exogenous variables) are determined by the model. Results of a forecasting 

simulation form a baseline, which is sometimes referred to as the business-as-usual 

case, with which results of policy simulations are compared. Impacts of the policy 

are measured in the form of deviation from the baseline, on a year-to-year basis. 

Recall that in a policy simulation, there are two groups of shocks introduced to the 

model: (a) results taken from the forecast simulation and (b) policy instrument 

shocks. For the first group, natually endogenous variables are reset back to 

endogenous variables while their corresponding shifters are reset back to exogenous 

variables and are shocked using the results obtained from the forecast simulation — 

swapping positions of naturally endogenous and exogenous variables. While the 

shocks from the forecast simulation rebuild the baseline, the add-on policy shocks in 

the second group create the deviation of policy impacts relative to the baseline.  

Theoretically the shocks in the first group above alone should reproduce the same 

baseline. However, as CGE models in general, or MONASH in particular, are large 

and complex models, swapping positions of variables of the forecast closure is likely 

to create a new algorithm for solution. Therefore, even with the same forecast 

simulation results imposed back onto the model to repeat the forecast simulation, the 

baseline is likely to change. Due to this problem, Dixon and Rimmer recommeded 

that before a policy simulation is run, the forecast simulation should be rerun with 

the forecast closure converted to the policy closure to build a baseline using forecast 

results and the policy closure. This particular step is called forecast re-run 
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simulation. As the forecast re-run simulation has the same algorithm with the policy 

simulation, the deviation resulted from the add-on policy shocks is not contaminated 

by the linearisation errors due to variations in algorithm. The forecast re-run 

simulation should be carried out immediately after the final Nth iteration of the 

forecast simulation. Thus, the forecast re-run simulation is in the (N+1)th iteration.  

The first iteration of a policy simulation starts at the (N+2)th iteration. As in forecast 

simulations, the first iteration in the policy simulation has to rely on static 

expectation. The expected rates of return in the first iteration of policy simulations, 

excluding the final year, are based on the rates of the forecast re-run ( 1
,
+N
tjEROR ) 

modified by the effect of the policy on the static expectation 

( 1
,

2
, __ ++ + N

tj
N

tj SERORSEROR ). 

1
,

2
,

1
,

2
, __ ++++ −+= N

tj
N

tj
N

tj
N

tj SERORSEROREROREROR    (2.17) 

where 

t = tp, ….., T-1 (policy years) 
2

,
+N
tjEROR is the expected rates of return to capital in industry j in year t policy 

simulations; 
1

,
+N
tjEROR  is the expected rates of return to capital in industry j in year t forecast 

rerun simulations; 
2

,_ +N
tjSEROR  and 1

,_ +N
tjSEROR  are the static expectation version of rates of 

return in the first policy iteration and forecast re-run iteration respectively. 

For the last year, the expected rates of return are assumed to be the same as the rates 

of return in the penultimate year. This is very similar to the assumption for the final 

year T in forecast simulations that results for (t+1) variables are not generated in the 

last year. Instead, they take the values in the penultimate year for all iterations of the 

final year of a policy simulation. 

2
1,

2
,

+
−

+ = N
Tj

N
Tj EROREROR        (2.18) 
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For other years, rates of return in the second iteration, (N+3)th, of policy simulations 

are assumed to be equal to the actual rates of return the first iteration , the (N+2)th 

iteration. 

2
,

3
, _ ++ = N

tj
N

tj ACTROREROR       (2.19) 

Then, in all subsequent policy iterations, (N+4), (N+5) …, a correction of 50 percent 

of the discrepancy between the actual and the expected rates of return in the previous 

iteration is applied, as depicted in Figure 2.4. 

)_(*_ 1
,

1
,

1
,,

−−− −+= n
tj

n
tjj

n
tj

n
tj ERORACTRORREADJEROREROR   (2.20) 

where 

n is policy iterations, n ≥  N+4; 

t is policy years.  

As policy shocks are usually small, and very tight convergence is not required, Dixon 

and Rimmer found that 5 iterations for policy simulations with rational expectation 

are sufficient.   

Equations E_d_f and E_d_eror are the two versions of the expected rates of return in 

rational and static expectation implemented in the TABLO code. In static expectation 

simulations, shifter d_ff(j) is exogenous then equation E_d_eror links movements of 

the expected rates of return d_eror(j) to the static expectation of rates of return 

del_ror_se(j).  

When rational expectation is used, d_f(j) is exogenous and d_ff(j) is endogenous, 

thus equation E_d_eror is effectively removed from the system. Equation E_d_f has 

three terms on the right hand side which are governed by various coefficients for 

different purposes. 
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Equation Expected rate of return, rational expectations 

E_d_f   (National) 

d_eror(j)  =  ONE_ITER1*del_ror_se(j) 

+ ONE_IT1_REP*COEFF_NYEAR* 

(d_eror_o(j)+del_ror_se(j)-del_ror_se_o(j)) 

+ (1-ONE_IT1_REP)*(1-ONE_ITER1)*COEFF_NYEAR* 

{EROR_F(j) – EROR_B(j)}*del_unity +  d_f(j); 

Equation Expected rate of return, static expectations 

E_d_eror  (National) 

d_eror(j) =  del_ror_se(j)   + d_ff(j); 

Domain 

(All,j,IND) 

 

 

 

 

 

(All,j,IND) 

 

Variable 

del_ror_se 

d_ff 

 

d_f 

 

d_eror_o 

del_ror_se_o 

Coefficient 

ONE_ITER1 

ONE_IT1_REP 

 

COEFF_NYEAR 

EROR_F 

EROR_B 

Description 

percentage point changes in rates of return, static expectation 

shifter, exogenous in simulations with static expectation, endogenous for 

rational expectation. 

shifter, exogenous in all iterations with rational expectation, endogenous for 

static expectation 

expected rate of return for industry j in forecast 

static expectation rate of return for industry j in forecast 

 

equal to 1 for the first iteration only, and equal to 0 in all other iterations. 

equal to 1 in the first iteration of policy simulations only, equal to zero 

otherwise. 

equal to zero for all iterations in the last year but equal to 1 in all other years 

expected rates of return, imposed in solution for year t, beyond iteration one. 

expected rates of return in initial solution for year t, usually expected rates 

of return for t-1. 

 

When ONE_ITER1 equals 1 and all other coefficients equal zero, equation E_d_f 

then becomes: 

d_eror(j)  = del_ror_se(j) 

This is the case for the first iteration in forecast simulations in equation 2.12 in which 

static expectation is assumed for the expected rate of returns. 
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When ONE_IT1_REP and COEFF_NYEAR equal 1 and all other coefficients equal 

zero, equation E_d_f operates in the first policy iteration for all policy years, except 

the final year T, then 

d_eror(j)  =  (d_eror_o(j) + del_ror_se(j) - del_ror_se_o(j)) 

Equation E_d_f represents the percentage change point of equation 2.17 above that 

sets static expectation rates of return for the first iteration in policy simulations. 

In other iterations after the first (except the last year) for forecast and policy 

simulations, equation E_d_f becomes:  

d_eror(j) = {EROR_F(j) – EROR_B(j)}*del_unity 

Coefficients EROR_F(j) and EROR_B(j) are the expected rates of return in year t 

and (t-1) with their values are set to reflect 2.13, 2.14, 2.15, 2.16, 2.16b, 2.19 and 

2.20. 

In the last year for forecast and policy simulations, COEFF_NYEAR equals zero. 

Then beyond the first iteration, equation E_d_f  becomes: 

d_eror(j)  =  0 ; 

 

 

The Adjustment of the Disequilibrium Rates of Return 

This section explains the adjustment of the disequilibrium of the rates of return from 

point Ad to point A0 in Figure 2.3. In the level form, the adjustment in static 

expectation is written as follows: 

jjj DISEQSEFBDISEQSEDISEQSE __)1( +−= φ     (2.21) 

where 

φ  equals 0.5 

jBDISEQSE _  is the initial level of the disequilibrium rates of return. 

jDISEQSE  is the new level of the disequilibrium rates of return after allowing 

for 50 per cent correction of the initial disequilibrium level in static 

expectation. 

jDISEQSEF _ is a shifter. 
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Equation 2.21 can be re-written as: 

jjjj DISEQSEFUNITYBDISEQSEBDISEQSEDISEQSE _*_*_ +−=− φ  (2.22) 

where jDISEQSE , jDISEQSEF _ and UNITY are variables while jBDISEQSE _  is 

treated as a parameter. Variable UNITY  takes values either 0 or 1  

Equation 2.22 is satisfied in the initial solution if UNITY  is set at zero and jDISEQSE  

equal to jBDISEQSE _ . In dynamic simulations, UNITY moves from 0 to 1 to create a 

correction to the disequilibrium of rates of return.  Equation E_d_diseq below 

represents the percentage change point of equation 2.22. 

 

Equation Give shock to disequilibrium in Static  

  Expectation (SE) ROR, moves them towards zero 

E_d_diseq  (National) 

d_diseq(j) =  –  ADJ_COEFF(j)*DISEQSE_B(j)*del_unity +  d_f_diseq(j); 

Domain 

 

 

(All,j,IND) 

Variable 

d_f_diseq 

Description 

shifter to turn on and off this equation  

 

Coefficient jBDISEQSE _  is the gap between the expected equilibrium rates of return 

EEQROR(j) implied by the inverse logistic investment function (equation 2.3) and 

the rates of return implied by the database. 

The rate of returns in static expectation implied by the initial database is given as:           

 (All,j,IND) 

ROR_SE(j) = (1/[1 + RINT_PT_SE])* 

                     {[CAPITALN(j)*(1 – TAX_K_RATE)]/VCAP_AT_TM(j) 

                      + (1 - DEP(j)) + RALPH*TAX_K_RATE*DEP(j)} – 1;     (2.23) 

where 

RINT_PT_SE is real post-tax interest rate. 

CAPITALN(j) rentals to capital in industry j. 

TAX_K_RATE is tax rate on capital income. 

VCAP_AT_TM(j) is the average value of capital stocks in year t. 
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DEP(j) is the depreciation rate of capital stocks in industry j 

RALPH2 is a coefficient showing the proportion of depreciation that is tax 

deductible. 

Equation 2.23 is equivalent to equation 2.10, except that equation 2.23 incorporates 

the RALPH parameter set at 0, implying that taxes are imposed on gross capital 

income (Dixon and Rimmer 2002). 

Given EEQROR(j) and ROR_SE(j), the coefficient for the disequilibrium of rates of 

return DISEQSE_B(j) in equation E_d_diseq is simply calculated once at the 

beginning of each iteration by a formula as follows: 

(Initial)(All,j,IND) 

DISEQSE_B(j) = ROR_SE(j) - EEQROR(j)  ; 

Equation E_d_f_diseqre below is an alternative mechanism to narrow the gap 

between the expected rates of return and the expected equilibrium rates of return in 

rational expectation. Shifters d_f_diseq(j) and d_f_diseqre(j) can be swapped to 

select the mode of expectation that model users prefer. Shifter d_f_diseq(j) is 

exogenous when static expectation is applied. Alternatively, shifter d_f_diseqre(j) is 

exogenous when rational expectation is applied. 

 

Equation Gives shock to disequil. in Rational Expectation  

  (RE) RORs, moves them towards zero  

 

E_d_f_diseqre  (National) 

 d_diseq(j) = – ADJ_COEFF(j)*DISEQRE_B(j)*del_unity + d_f_diseqre(j); 

Domain 

 

 

(All,j,IND) 

 

Variable 

d_f_diseqre 

Description 

Shifter to turn on and off this equation 

                                                 

2 Dixon and Rimmer named this coefficient after John Ralph who was the principal author of a 1999 
report that led to major changes in tax treatment of depreciation allowances and in other aspects of 
business taxation in Australia. 
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In the rational expectation mode, the model has different values for the 

disequilibrium of rates of return as a simulation goes through different iterations. 

Therefore, the model has to narrow down the ongoing disequilibrium of rate of 

returns in each iteration as the simulation continues. The derivation of equation 

E_d_f_diseqre is similar to the derivation of equation E_d_f_diseqse, except that the 

initial disequilibrium level in the static expectation DISEQSE_B(j) is now replaced 

by the disequilibrium of rates of returns in the forward-looking expectation 

DISEQRE_B(j). 

FORMULA 

(Initial)(All,j,IND) 

DISEQRE_B(j) = EROR_B(j) - EEQROR(j)  ;   (2.24)  

While the expected equilibrium rate of returns EEQROR(j) is the same in both cases, 

EROR_B(j) is the actual rates in the initial solution at the beginning of every 

iteration. 

 

Other Equations Required by the Dynamic Mode 

 

Equation E_del_f_ac_p_y below is one of the typical equations for dynamic 

simulations in which the initial solution for year t is the final solution for year t-1. 

 Equation Gives shock in year-to-year forecasting 

  to capital at beginning of year t 

E_del_f_ac_p_y  (National) 

[QCAPATT(j) + TINY]*curcap_n(j) = 

100*{QINV_BASE(j) - DEP(j)*QCAPATT_B(j)}*del_unity 

+ 100*del_f_ac_p_y_n(j);   

Domain 

 

(All,j,IND) 

Variable 

del_unity 

del_f_ac_p_y_n 

 

Description 

change variable, set exogenously at 1 in dynamic simulations 

change variable, set exogenously at zero to turn on the equation in 

dynamic simulations; endogenous otherwise to turn off the equation 
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Because MONASH takes the database as the initial solution before it solves for the 

final solution, the implied initial solution for capital stocks in the database year 

should equal: 

beginbeginend KBASEKBASEKBASEk /)(*100 −=      (2.25) 

where 

endKBASE  is the value of capital stock in the end of the base year. 

beginKBASE  is the value of capital stocks at the beginning  of the base year. 

The change in capital shocks from the beginning to the end of a year is the net 

increase of capital over that year. Thus, equation 2.25 can also be expressed as 

follows. 

beginbegin KBASEKBASEDIBASEk /)*(*100 −=     (2.26) 

where 

IBASE is investment in the database 

D is depreciation rate 

Values for k can be exogenously calculated and shocked to the model every year 

when the model is run in dynamic mode. Dixon and Rimmer suggested an alternative 

method to impose values of k in year t simulation by modifying equation 2.26 as 

follows: 

( ) FUNITYKBASEIBASEKBASEK beginbegin +−=− *     (2.27) 

where K, UNITY and F are variables and others are parameters. 

The initial solution is satisfied when UNITY and F are zero, and K equals beginKBASE . 

in order to assign a correct initial solution of capital stocks k for year t, F continues to 

be zero and UNITY is moved from 0 to 1. Equation 2.27 is written in the TABLO 

code in the change form as equation E_del_f_ac_p_y  

where 

QCAPATT = beginKBASE  

QINV_BASE = IBASE 

DEP = D 

del_f_ac_p_y  and del_unity are the change form of F and UNITY.  
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UNITY is called the homotopy variable and is shocked by 1 in dynamic 

simulations. 

As seen in equation E_del_f_ac_p_y, the equation requires the quantity of capital 

stocks in the beginning of year t QCAPATT which is calculated by dividing values 

of capital stocks VCAP_AT_T by data on the start-of-year asset price of capital 

PCAP_AT_T. Similarly, equation E_curcap_t1_n requires QCAPATTPLUS1 which 

is the quantity of capital stocks in the end of year t. Thus, movements of start-of-year 

and end-of-year asset prices are required in dynamic simulations. Both start- and 

end-of year asset prices are derived from results of middle-of-year asset prices pi 

(investment prices) which are determined somewhere else in the CGE core. 

Take the start-of-year asset prices for example. The theory underlying the 

relationship between start-of-year and middle-of-year assets prices is given by 

equation 2.28 below.  

( ) ( )UBPMBP
BPM

PM
PMP −−+��
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−

1*__0
_

*0
2/1 τ

   (2.28) 

where 

P0 and PM are start-of-year and average (or mid-year) asset price in year t; 

P0_B and PM_B are start-of-year and average (or mid-year) asset price in the 

base year; 

τ  is the number of years from the base year to year t for a general case; and 

U is the homotopy variable. 

When U is zero, equation 2.28 is satisfied with P0 and PM at their initial values in 

the base year. When U is set at one, equation 2.28 imposes a condition that 

start-of-year asset price in year t is equal to mid-of-year price less a six-month 

growth at the average rate established between the middle of the base year and the 

middle of year t. 

Similarly, the end-of-year asset prices are derived using the assumption that end-of-

year asset prices in year t are middle-of-year prices plus a six-month growth at the 

average rate established between the middle of the base year and the middle of year t. 
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where  

P1_B and P1 are end-of year asset prices in the base year and year t. 

The percentage change forms of the two equations above are equivalent to equations 

E_pcapatt and E_pcapatt1 below in which the initial solution for year t is not from 

year t-1. These two equations are useful in historical or decomposition simulations 

over many years. Equations E_d_f_pcapatt and E_d_ff_pcapatt1 are special case in 

year-to-year simulations, where τ  equals 1. 

Equation Gives shock to start-of-year asset prices  

  in year-to-year simulations 

E_d_f_pcapatt 

PCAP_AT_T(j)*pcapatt(j) =  

100*[PCAP_AT_T1_B(j) - PCAP_AT_T_B(j)]*del_unity + d_f_pcapatt(j);  

 

Equation Used in historical/decomp sims for movements  

  in start-of-year asset prices 

E_pcapatt 

PCAP_AT_T(j)*pcapatt(j)=  

 (1 - 0.5/TAU)*[PCAP_J(j)*(PCAP_J(j)/PCAP_J_B(j))^(-0.5/TAU)]*pi_n(j) 

 +100*(PCAP_J_B(j) - PCAP_AT_T_B(j))*del_unity + d_ff_pcapatt(j); 

 

 

Equation End-of-year asset prices in year-to-year simulations 

E_d_ff_pcapatt1 

PCAP_AT_T1(j)*pcapatt1(j) =  

(1 + 0.5)*[PCAP_J(j)*(PCAP_J(j)/PCAP_J_B(j))^(0.5)]*pi_n(j) 

+100*(PCAP_J_B(j) - PCAP_AT_T1_B(j))*del_unity + d_ff_pcapatt1(j); 

 

Equation Used in historical/decomp sims for movements  

  in end-of-year asset prices 

E_pcapatt1 

PCAP_AT_T1(j)*pcapatt1(j) =  

(1 + 0.5/TAU)*[PCAP_J(j)*(PCAP_J(j)/PCAP_J_B(j))^(0.5/TAU)]*pi_n(j) 

+100*(PCAP_J_B(j) - PCAP_AT_T1_B(j))*del_unity + d_f_pcapatt1(j); 

Domain 

 

(All,j,IND) 

 

 

 

 

 

(All,j,IND) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(All,j,IND) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(All,j,IND) 
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Variable 

pcapatt 

pcapatt1 

d_f_pcapatt 

d_ff_pcapatt 

d_ff_pcapatt1 

d_f_pcapatt1 

 

Coefficients 

PCAP_AT_T1_B 

PCAP_AT_T_B 

Description 

asset price of capital by industry, start of year 

asset price of capital by industry, end of year 

shifter, exogenous if initial solution is from year t-1 

shifter, exogenous  if initial solution is not from t-1 (swapped for d_f_pcapatt) 

shifter, exogenous in year-to-year simulations 

shifter, exogenous in decomposition simulations 

 

 

asset price of capital by industry, end of year 

asset price of capital in initial solution 

 

Equation E_d_f_pcapatt is used to ensure that in year-to-year simulations, the start-of 

year asset price in year t is equal to the end-of-year asset price in year (t-1). In this 

case, del_unity is shocked by 1 and d_f_pcapatt is exogenous.  

If the model is run with historical or decomposition simulations, the initial solution 

in year t is not the final solution in year t-1, therefore equation E_d_f_pcapatt should 

be turned off and equation E_pcapatt used instead.  

Equation E_y_n is used to force investment in each industry to move in line with 

capital demand if shifters r_inv_cap(j) and r_inv_cap_u are exogenous and set at 

zero. If only r_inv_cap_u is exogenous, this equation calculates changes in the 

Investment/Capital (or I/K) ratio for each industry, r_inv_cap(j). If r_inv_cap(j) is 

exogenous and r_inv_cap_u endogenous, this equation imposes a uniform I/K ratio 

across all industries. These alternatives can be used in different scenarios depending 

on which assumption is applied.  

 

Equation Investment/capital ratios by industry 

E_y_n  (National) 

y_n(j) = curcap_n(j) + r_inv_cap(j) + r_inv_cap_u; 

Domain 

(All,j,IND) 

Variable 

r_inv_cap and r_inv_cap_u 

Description 

Shifters 
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Equation E_d_rint_pt_se is the change form of equation 2.11, with small changes in 

notation. This equation determines the real post-tax interest rate which is used in the 

calculation of rates of return to industry j in static expectation. 

Equation Changes in real post-tax rate of interest, static expectations 

E_d_rint_pt_se  (National) 

100*d_rint_pt_se =  

(1/(1+INF))*{100*(1-TAX_K_RATE)*d_int - INT*TAX_K_RATE*tax_k_r  

- 100*(1/(1+INF))*(1+INT*(1-TAX_K_RATE))*d_inf }; 

Variable 

d_rint_pt_se 

d_int 

tax_k_r 

d_inf 

Coefficient 

INF, INT and TAX_K_RATE 

Description 

change variable for real post-tax interest rate 

change variable for nominal interest rate. 

capital income tax rate. 

change variable for inflation rate 

 

coefficients for inflation rate, interest rate, and tax rate on 

capital land income respectively. 

Equation E_d_int comes from the definition of the pre-tax real rate of interest 

(RINT) that Dixon and Rimmer used in the MONASH model. 

1 + RINT = (1+INT)/(1+INF)       (2.29) 

Rearranging 2.29 gives us 

INT = (1 + RINT)*(1 + INF) – 1    (2.30) 

Equation E_d_int is the change form of equation 2.30 by taking the derivative using 

the chain rule.  

Equation  Nominal rate of interest 

E_d_int 

d_int = (1+INF)*d_rint + (1+RINT)*d_inf; 

Variable 

d_int 

d_rint 

d_inf 

Description 

percentage change point of nominal interest rate 

percentage change point of real interest rate 

percentage change point of inflation rate 
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This E_d_inf equation calculates percentage change points of inflation over each 

period of simulation. Its original level form is as follows. 

INF = LEV_CPI(t)/LEV_CPI(t-1)    -  1    (2.31) 

where 

LEV_CPI(t) and LEV_CPI(t-1) are the levels of CPI in the current and 

previous years respectively. 

Convert 2.31 to change form: 

100*d_inf = [LEV_CPI(t)/LEV_CPI(t-1)]*(xi3 – xi3_l)  (2.32) 

Equation E_d_inf is derived by substituting 2.31 to 2.32. 

 

Equation  Rate of inflation  

E_d_inf 

100*d_inf =(1+INF)*(xi3 - xi3_l); 

Variable 

d_inf 

xi3  

xi3_l 

Description  

rate of inflation 

consumer price index 

lagged CPI, usually CPI in year t-1 

 

While values of xi3_l can be exogenously imposed on to the model as xi3_l can be 

calculated outside of the model, equation E_d_f_xi3_l makes it more convenient by 

automatically generating a result for xi3_l. The result is then stored in the updated 

database for subsequent use. 

 

Equation Lagged value of the CPI if initial solution for year t is solution for year t-1 

E_d_f_xi3_l 

LEV_CPI_L*xi3_l = 100*(LEV_CPI_B - LEV_CPI_L_B)*del_unity + 100*d_f_xi3_l; 

Variable 

Del_unity 

Description 

homotopy variable, shocked by one in dynamic simulations 
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d_f_xi3_l 

Coefficient 

LEV_CPI_B 

LEV_CPI_L_B 

shifter to turn on or off this equation 

 

value of CPI in the initial solution for year t, i.e. in the database year 

the lagged value of CPI in the year before the database year 

 

Equation E_d_f_xi3_l is derived from the original level equation as follows. 

LEV_CPI_L – LEV_CPI_L_B =  

(LEV_CPI_B – LEV_CPI_L_B)*UNITY + F_XI3_l   (2.33) 

where 

LEV_CPI_B and LEV_CPI_L_B are treated as parameters. 

UNITY is the homotopy variable.  

F_XI3_l is a shifter used to turn the equation on and off. 

 

In historical simulations, where the lagged year is not the immediate preceding year 

of the initial solution of year t, equation E_d_f_xi3_l should not be used. In that case 

xi3_l is exogenous and d_f_xi3_l is endogenous instead. 

Recall that, with rational expectation, a simulation in year t will start correcting the 

disequilibrium of rates of return to industries that exist in the initial solution for year 

t, which is in t-1. Formula 2.24 calculates the values of the disequilibrium rates of 

return in which EROR_B(j) are the lagged actual rates of return to industries for the 

initial solution, i.e. in year t-2. As simulations go through a sequence of iterations, 

the values of EROR_B(j) have to be updated by the adjusted actual rates of return in 

year t-1 once the disequilibrium is corrected. Therefore, using equation 

E_d_ror_act_l below is a convenient way to update the lagged actual rates of return 

that will be used in the next iteration. This is the only purpose of variable 

d_ror_act_l: it does not appear anywhere else apart from the update statement of 

EROR_G(j,t) which is the matrix to transfer values of the adjusted expected rates of 

return between iterations. Equation E_d_ror_act_l is the change form derived from 

equation 2.7 for time period (t-1). 
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Equation Actual rate of return for year t-1 

E_d_ror_act_l 

100*d_ror_act_l(j) =  

 (1/{[1 + INT_L*(1-TAX_K_RATE)]*PCAP_J_L(j)})* 

{  - (CAPITALN(j)/QCAPATT(j))*TAX_K_RATE*tax_k_r  

+(1-TAX_K_RATE)*(CAPITALN(j)/QCAPATT(j))*(p1cap_n(j) – pi_l(j)) 

+ (1-DEP(j))*PCAP_J(j)*(pi_n(j) - pi_l(j)) 

+ RALPH*TAX_K_RATE*DEP(j)*PCAP_J(j)* (tax_k_r + pi_n(j) - pi_l(j)) } 

- {(1+ROR_ACT_L(j))/[1 + INT_L*(1-TAX_K_RATE)]}* 

{100*(1 - TAX_K_RATE)*d_int_l  - INT_L*TAX_K_RATE*tax_k_r }; 

Domain 

(All,j,IND) 

Variable 

pi_n(j) 

pi_l(j) 

Coefficient 

PCAP_J(j) 

INT_L 

PCAP_J_L(j) 

QCAPATT(j) 

ROR_ACT_L(j)   

Description 

costs of unit of capital 

lagged costs of unit of capital 

 

asset price of capital by industry, average in year 

lagged nominal interest rate 

lagged asset prices of capital, average in year 

quantity of capital stocks at start of year 

lagged rate of return 

 

The lagged variable for asset prices pi_l in the equation E_d_ror_act_l above is 

calculated in equation E_d_f_pi_l in a way similar to the calculation of xi3_l. The 

percentage change equation E_d_f_pi_l is chown as follows. 

 

Equation Lagged value of capital asset price if initial solution  

  for year t is solution for year t-1 

E_d_f_pi_l 

PCAP_J_L(j)*pi_l(j)   =  

100*(PCAP_J_B(j) – PCAP_J_L_B(j))*del_unity  + 100*d_f_pi_l(j); 

Domain 

 

(All,j,IND) 

 

Variable 

d_f_pi_l 

Description 

shifter, set endogenous to turn off equation E_d_f_pi_l if initial solution is not 

from t-1 
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The level form of equation E_d_f_pi_l is defined as: 

PCAP_J_L(j) - PCAP_J_L_B(j) =  

(PCAP_J_B(j) - PCAP_J_L_B(j))*UNITY + F_PI_L 

where 

PCAP_J_B(j) and PCAP_J_L_B(j) are treated as parameters. 

PCAP_J_L(j) is treated as a variable for the lagged asset prices of capital, 

average in year. 

UNITY is a homotopy variable. 

F_PI_L is a shifter to turn the equation on or off. 

Variable pi_l appears only in equation E_d_ror_act_l, which is used only in recursive 

dynamic simulations. Thus, pi_l is not required if the model is run in long-run 

comparative static or historical simulations as in those simulations equation 

E_d_ror_act_l is not used. In that case, pi_l is exogenous and f_pi_l becomes 

endogenous. 

Equation E_d_ror_act_l requires one more lagged variable, d_int_l, which is 

determined by equation E_d_int_l. The original level form of equation E_d_int_l is 

as follows. 

INT_L = (1+RINT_L)*(1_INF_L)  - 1     (2.34) 

By applying the chain rule to the right hand side of 2.34, it is converted to equation 

E_d_int_l in the change form.  

Equation  Lagged nominal interest rate 

E_d_int_l 

d_int_l =  (1+RINT_L)*d_inf_l +(1+INF_L)*d_rint_l; 

Variable 

d_int_l 

d_inf_l  

d_rint_l 

Coefficient 

INF_L 

RINT_L 

Description 

lagged rate of interest, i.e. rate of interest in t-1 

lagged rate of inflation, proportion change in CPI from t-2 to t-1 

lagged real rate of interest, i.e. real rate of interest in year t-1 

 

lagged rate of inflation 

lagged real interest rate 
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Equation E_d_int_l above puts forward the requirement of variables d_inf_l and 

d_rint_l, which will be dealt with in the following equations. 

 

Variables xi3_l and xi3_2l are percentage changes of CPI in the lagged year and the 

year before the lagged year respectively. The derivation of equation E_d_inf_l is 

very similar to equation E_d_inf except that it is from the period (t-2) to (t-1). 

Equation E_d_f_rint_l is intended to calculate the movements of real interest rates 

from year t-2 to year t-1 in recursive dynamic simulations. RINT_B is the real 

interest rate drawn from the initial solution for year t, i.e.  RINT_B is in year t-1. As 

RINT_L_B is the lagged interest rate, it is the interest rate in year t-2. If d_f_rint_l is 

exogenously set at zero, and del_unity is shocked by one, this equation generates a 

correct movement of real interest rate from year (t-2) to year (t-1). If the initial 

solution of year t is not year (t-1), this equation should not be used. Hence d_f_rint_l 

is then endogenous and d_rint_l becomes exogenous. 

Equation   Lagged rate of inflation 

E_d_inf_l 

100*d_inf_l =(1+INF_L)*(xi3_l – xi3_2l); 

Equation   Lagged real interest rate, if initial solution for year t  

   is solution for year t-1 

E_d_f_rint_l 

d_rint_l = (RINT_B – RINT_L_B)*del_unity + d_f_rint_l; 

Variable 

xi3_2l 

d_rint_l 

del_unity 

d_f_rint_l 

 

Coefficient 

INF_L 

RINT_B 

RINT_L_B 

Description 

double lagged rate of inflation, proportion change in CPI from t-3 to t-2 

lagged interest rate 

homotopy variable  

shifter to turn on and off this equation 

 

 

lagged rate of inflation 

initial solution for real interest rate 

initial solution for lagged real interest rate 
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Equation E_d_f_xi3_2l provides results for variable xi3_2l which appears in 

equation E_d_inf_l above. The derivation of this equation is the same as that for 

equation E_d_f_xi3_l. This equation should not be used if the model is run in the 

comparative static mode. In that case, d_f_xi3_2l should be endogenous while xi3_2l 

is exogenous. 

 

Typical Equations for Comparative Static Mode 

This section provides an alternative in modelling changes in investment using the 

comparative static approach. IRES can be run in either dynamic or comparative static 

mode via closure choices that will be discussed in chapter 4. 

The equation E_del_f_rate below illustrates the schedule for capital demand by 

industry. The equation E_del_f_rate is adopted from MONASH. The version of 

MONASH here differs slightly from the original functional form described in DPSV 

(1982, pp. 118–122) in that the original version does not have the second term that 

appears in E_del_f_rate. Equation E_del_f_rate represents an inverse relationship 

between the expected rates of return and capital growth. 

 

 

Equations Static Expectation (SE) Rates of Return related to industry 

   growth deviation & initial expected RORs 

E_del_f_rate  (National) 

del_f_rate(j) = {BETA(j)/100}*(curcap_n(j)  –  kt_n )  

– {ROR_SE_BASE(j) – AV_ROR_SE_B}*del_r + del_ff_rate(j) ; 

Domain 

 

(All,j,IND) 

 

 

Equation Double lagged value of the CPI if initial solution for year  

  t is solution for year t-1 

E_d_f_xi3_2l 

LEV_CPI_2L*xi3_2l = 100*(LEV_CPI_L_B – LEV_CPI_2L_B)*del_unity  + 100*d_f_xi3_2l; 

Variable 

xi3_2l 

d_f_xi3_2l 

Description 

double lagged rate of inflation, proportion change in CPI from year t-3 to year t-2 

shifter used to turn on and off this equation if initial solution is not from t-1 
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Equation Allows for equalization of Rates of Return (RORs) in SE 

E_del_ror_se  (National) 

Del_ror_se(j) = del_r_tot + del_f_rate(j); 

 

 

(All,j,IND) 

 

Variable 

del_r_tot 

del_r 

 

del_ff_rate 

curcap_n 

kt_n 

 

Parameter 

BETA 

Description 

economy-wide shifter for changes in rates of return 

make RORs sensitive to base RORs in historical/decomposition simulations, 

often set at 0.5 

shifter in change form of ROR-capital-growth equation 

current capital stocks by industry j 

aggregate capital stocks at the national level 

 

 

positive numbers 

 

The second term {ROR_SE_BASE(j) - AV_ROR_SE_B}*del_r was added in 

MONASH (Dixon and Rimmer 2002) to make rates of return to be sensitive to the 

relativities of rates of return in the base year by introducing a shock (usually 0.5) to 

shifter del_r. This component is particularly useful in historical and decomposition 

simulations. Dixon and Rimmer applied this shock in the decomposition simulation 

over the period 1986–87 to 1993–94. If ROR_SE_BASE of industry j is less than the 

average AV_ROR_SE_B in 1986–87, then industry j tends to have higher rates of 

return in 1993–94 to reflect weak investment and increasing scarcity of capital. 

Shifter del_r_tot is usually set at zero. Shifter del_ff_rate(j) is used to turn on and off 

equation E_del_f_rate.  

Given d_rint_pt_se, pi_n and del_ror_se from previous equations, rental to capital of 

industry j is determined in equation E_p1cap_n below. Note that del_ror_se can be 

determined in either a dynamic or a comparative static mode, with static expectation 

or rational expectation; the calculation of rental to capital does not change. Equation 

E_p1cap_n is the percentage form of equation 2.10.  
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Equation Changes in expected RORs by industry 

  static expectation 

E_p1cap_n 

100*del_ror_se(j) = (1/(1 + RINT_PT_SE))* 

{[CAPITALN(j)*(1 – TAX_K_RATE)/VCAP_AT_TM(j)]* 

                                        [p1cap_n(j) - pi_n(j)] 

- TAX_K_RATE*{[CAPITALN(j)/VCAP_AT_TM(j)]  

- RALPH*DEP(j)}*tax_k_r  

- [CAPITALN(j)*(1-TAX_K_RATE)/VCAP_AT_TM(j) 

+ 1  - DEP(j)+RALPH*TAX_K_RATE*DEP(j)]* 

(1/[(1 + RINT_PT_SE)])*100*d_rint_pt_se } ; 

Domain 

 

(All,j,IND) 

 

Variable 

del_ror_se 

d_rint_pt_se 

pi_n 

tax_k_r 

Description 

percentage point changes in rates of return, static expect 

a change variable for real post-tax interest rate 

costs of a unit of capital invested in industry j 

rate of tax on capital income 

 

Modifications of the MONASH Theory in the Regional Module  

As will be seen, not only is the investment theory modified for the regional module, 

but also the notation is slightly different as it is taken from the MMRF model. While 

equation names remain very similar to those in the national module, their roles in the 

regional module can be quite different. The inverse logistic theory for investment at 

the regional level in IRES can be explained by the following sequence: 

1. Using ratios of regional to national output indices, capital growths 

del_k_gr_r(j,r) of industries at the regional level are derived from capital 

growths del_k_gr(j) of the corresponding industries at the national level from 

equation E_f_del_kgr.  

2. The capital growths of industries at regional level del_k_gr_r(j,r) are then 

used to derive changes in the equilibrium rates of return d_eeqror_r(j,r), and 

subsequently rental to capital p1cap(j,r) via equations E_d_eeqror_jr and 

E_p1cap respectively. 

3. Given rental to capital p1cap(j,r), demands for capital curcap(j,r) by 

industries in the regional module are then determined by equation E_curcap, 
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subject to an adding-up condition for capital demands to be covered in 

section 2.2.12.  

4. End-period capital stocks curcap_t1(j,r) are derived from equation 

E_del_k_gr_r using results of demands for capital curcap(j,r) and capital 

growths del_k_gr_r(j,r). 

5. Finally, investment y(j,r) are determined by equation E_curcap_t1 using 

curap(j,r) and curap_t1(j,r). 

Equation E_f_del_kgr shows that the capital growths of industries are transferred 

from coefficient K_GRR(j,r) to variable del_k_gr_r(j,r) by setting homotopy variable 

del_unity exogenously at one. Variable f_4curcap_t1 is endogenous when 

curcap_t1(j,r) are constrained to add up to curcap_t1_n(j). Under this adding-up 

condition, similar industry-js in all regions are uniformly adjusted by the endogenous 

f_4curcap_t1 to ensure their sum is equal to the aggregate curcap_t1_n at the national 

level. 

   

Equation Capital growth thru forecast year 

E_f_del_kgr 

del_k_gr_r(j,r) = K_GRR(j,r)*del_unity   

+ f_4curcap_t1(j)  + f_del_kgr(j,r) ; 

Domain 

 

(All,j,IND) 

(All,r,REGDEST) 

Variable 

del_k_gr_r(j,r)  

del_unity   

f_4curcap_t1(j)  

f_del_kgr(j,r) 

 

Coefficient 

K_GRR(j,r) 

Description 

Capital growth thru forecast year 

Homotopy variable, to be shocked by 1 

Shifter for add-up condition imposed on variable curcap_t1 

Shifter to turn the equation on and off 

 

 

Capital growth of industries at the regional level. 

 

Coefficient K_GRR(j,r) are determined using the assumption  that capital growths of 

industries move in line with relativities of regional to national output indices. For 

example, if the ratio of output index of an industry j in region r is 1.2 times larger 

than the output index of the same industry j in the national module then capital 
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growth of industry j in the region r is also assumed to be 1.2 larger than the capital 

growth of industry j in the national module.  

(ALL,j,IND)(All,r,REGDEST)      

Q_GR_RATIO(j,r) =  {IF[ IND_FLAG(j,r) eq 0,Q_GR_NAT(j) ]  +  

                   IF[IND_FLAG(j,r) eq 1,Q_GR_REG(j,r)]   }  / Q_GR_NAT(j)  ; 

         (All,j,IND)(All,r,REGDEST) 

K_GRR(j,r) =  K_GR(j)*Q_GR_RATIO(j,r)  ; 

where 

Q_GR_NAT(j) and Q_GR_REG(j,r) are output indices of national and 

regional industries. They have initial values equal to one and are updated by 

industry outputs variables. 

Q_GR_RATIO(j,r) are the ratios of regional output index to national output 

index of the same industries. Note that IND_FLAG is used to give 

Q_GR_RATIO values of 1 for regional industries that do not exist. 

Given the output indices are derived from the CGE core and capital growth of 

industries in the national module, the model calculates capital growths of industries 

in the regional module directly related to activities of the corresponding industries in 

the national module. This is one way to prevent capital demands by industries in the 

regional module to overshoot and deviate significantly from the aggregate national 

level during simulations. 

Equation E_d_eeqror_jr below is similar to equation E_d_f_eeqror_j in the national 

module above in terms of the functional form and same coefficients in the equation 

such as the same slopes of the curve, the same depreciation rates and the same 

maximum growth for the same industries of the two modules. The only difference 

between the two equations is the appearance of coefficient C_4CURCAP(j) which 

have initial values equal to zero for all industries and are updated by variable 

f_4curcap_t1(j) in equation E_f_del_kgr above. This coefficient C_4CURCAP goes 

together with K_GRR to maintain consistency of capital growths of industries 

between the variable form (del_k_gr_r) and the coefficient form. Thus it is best to 

consider C_4CURCAP is part of K_GRR.  
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Equation E_d_eeqror_jr reflects an assumption that industries in the regional module 

have the same behaviour as the corresponding ones in the national module. Thus 

once the capital growths of industries in the regional module are available, these 

growths are then applied to the same curves as those in the national module to derive 

the implied expected equilibrium rate of return d_eeqror_r(j,r) for industries at the 

regional level. Variable d_f_eeqror_r in the equation is useful when we need to 

impose exogenously aggregate investments at the state level. In that case, 

d_f_eeqror_r has to be endogenous while the state wide aggregate investment 

variables are set exogenously at the targets. 

 

Equation Change in equilibrium expected rate of return in  

  forecast year 

E_d_eeqror_jr 

d_eeqror_r(j,r)   = (1/COEFF_SL(j))* 

 [1/(K_GRR(j,r) + C_4CURCAP_T1(j) -K_GR_MIN(j)  )  

+ 1/(K_GR_MAX(j) - K_GRR(j,r) - C_4CURCAP_T1(j) )]*del_k_gr_r(j,r)  

+ d_eeqror_jr(j,r) + d_f_eeqror_r(r)  ; 

 

Domain 

 

(All,j,IND) 

(All,r,REGDEST) 

 

Variable 

d_eeqror_r(j,r) 

d_eeqror_jr(j,r) 

d_f_eeqror_r(r)   

Description 

Percentage point changes regional in expected rates of return 

Shifter to turn the equation on and off 

Shifter used when aggregate regional investments are imposed 

 

Recall that in the national module the expected equilibrium rates of return do not 

necessarily equal the expected rates of return implied by the database. The gap 

between the two are defined as d_diseq(j), the disequilibrium in expected rate of 

return. In the regional module, it is assumed that if there is disequilibrium at the 

national level, then the same adjustment of the disequilibrium is applied to the 

regional module as indicated by equation E_d_eror_r.  
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Equation Expected rate of return equals expected equilibrium rate of 

  return plus disequilibrium in expected rate of return   

E_d_eror_r 

 d_eror_r(j,r) =  d_eeqror_r(j,r) + d_diseq(j) + f_4p1cap_r_2(j) ; 

 

Domain 

 

(All,j,IND) 

(All,r,REGDEST) 

Variable 

d_eror_r(j,r)  

d_diseq(j)  

f_4p1cap_r_2(j)  

Description 

Percentage point changes in expected rates of return 

Disequilibrium in expected rate of return 

Shifter to impose adding up condition on p1cap in dynamic  

Equation E_p1pcap is very similar to equation E_p1cap_n in all aspects. Thus using 

p1cap(j,r) from this equation, curcap(j,r) are then determined by equation E_curcap 

that was previously explained. 

Equation Changes in expected rates of return by industry 

E_p1cap 

100*d_eror_r(j,r) = (1/(1 + RINT_PT_SE))* 

 { [(tiny+CAPITAL(j,r))*(1 - TAX_K_RATE)/ VCAP_AT_TMR(j,r)]* 

[p1cap(j,r) - pi(j,r)] - TAX_K_RATE*{[CAPITAL(j,r)/VCAP_AT_TMR(j,r)] 

- RALPH*DEP(j)}*tax_k_r 

- [CAPITAL(j,r)*(1-TAX_K_RATE)/VCAP_AT_TMR(j,r)+1-DEP(j) 

+ RALPH*TAX_K_RATE*DEP(j)]*  

   (1/[(1 + RINT_PT_SE)])*100*d_rint_pt_se } ; 

 

Domain 

 

(All,j,IND) 

(All,r,REGDEST) 

 

Variable 

pi(j,r) 

p1cap(j,r) 

Description 

costs of a unit of capital invested in industry j 

Rental price of capital 

 

Equation E_del_k_gr_r is used to derive curcap_t1. Note that coefficient 

C_4CURCAP is now added to the equation. 

Equation Capital growth thru forecast year   

E_del_k_gr_r 

del_k_gr_r(j,r) =   [{K_GRR(j,r) + C_4CURCAP_T1(j) +1 }/100]* 

                                [curcap_t1(j,r) - curcap(j,r)] ; 

Domain 

(All,j,IND) 

(All,r,REGDEST) 
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Finally, investment y(j,r) of industries in regions are determined by equation  

Equation Capital accumulation  through the forecast year  

  (t) related to investment in the year  

E_curcap_t1 

  [QCAPTPLUS1R(j,r) + TINY]*curcap_t1(j,r) 

       = [1-DEP(j)]*QCAPATTR(j,r)*curcap(j,r)  

       + QINVESTR(j,r)*y(j,r) ; 

Domain 

 

(All,j,IND) 

(All,r,REGDEST) 

Equations E_y, E_reg_IK_jr and E_del_ff_rate_r are used together with equation 

E_y_n and E_del_ff_rate in the national module when the model is run in 

comparative static mode. In that case, all shifters are exogenous, then the equation 

forces investments in the regional industries to move in line with their capital 

growth. If only investment data at the national level are available, not at the regional 

level, the data are imposed onto investment variables in the national module 

exogenously while corresponding shifters are endogenous. In this case, regional 

investment y in equation E_y takes results of the shifters of the national module via 

equation E_reg_IK_jr. If investment data for some regional industries are available, 

then swapping regional investment variables for the shifters of the regional module 

will allow shocks to be introduced directly to regional investment variables at the 

same time with shocks at the national level. 

 Equation Investment/capital ratios by industry 

E_y 

  y(j,r) = curcap(j,r) + reg_IK_jr(j,r) ; 

 

Equation    Shifters for regional IK ratio 

E_reg_IK_jr 

reg_IK_jr(j,r) = r_inv_cap(j) + r_inv_cap_u +  

     r_IK_jr(j,r) + r_IK_u_r(r) + r_IK_j(j) ; 

 

Equation  Static expectation rate of returns related to industry growth 

  deviation & initial expected rate of returns 

E_del_ff_rate_r 

 d_eror_r(j,r) =  { 0.15/100}*[ curcap(j,r) - kt_n ] 

                 - {ROR_SE_BASER(j,r)-AV_ROR_SE_B}*del_r    

  + f_4p1cap_r_1(j)  + del_ff_rate_r(j,r) ; 

 

Domain 

 

(All,j,IND) 

(All,r,REGDEST) 

 

(All,j,IND) 

(All,r,REGDEST) 

 

 

 

 

(All,j,IND) 

(All,r,REGDEST) 
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Variable 

f_4p1cap_r_1(j)  

del_ff_rate_r(j,r)  

r_inv_cap_u, r_IK_u_r(r) 

 r_IK_jr(j,r) , r_IK_j(j)  

 

Description 

Shifter for adding-up condition 

Shifter to turn the equation on and off 

Nation wide and state wide shifters for investment/capital ratios 

Shifters for investment/capital ratio for specific industries, of both 

national and regional module  

 

In dynamic mode, as y and curcap are determined by the inverse logistic investment 

theory, the two equations E_y and E_reg_IK_jr merely calculate changes in I/K 

ratios, r_IK_jr. Note that the latter equation also takes into account changes of 

investment to capital ratios from the national module.  

2.2.4. Demands for Investment by Sources 

The earlier section explains how investment is allocated to industries in both the 

national and the regional modules. Given that level of investment allocated, each 

industry then sorts out sources of inputs for investments via a CES nest as shown in 

Figure 2.5. The figure has three levels. The top two levels are the same for both the 

national and the regional modules. The bottom part is another level of substitution of 

goods among the domestic regions in the economy. 

Demands for investments require only commodity inputs; no capital, land and labour 

are required. Thus, the structure of the investment nest is simpler than the structure 

of input demands to the production nest. 

In the following, the CES investment nest will be explained from the aggregate level 

(level 2) down to specific sources for investment by industry.   
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Figure 2.5: Investment Nest  

 

Equation E_x2o_n shows that demands for composite inputs for investment move in 

line with the aggregate investment of each industry, independent of relative prices. 

Industries in the regional module are assumed to share the common movement with 

similar industries in the national module, thus shifters a2ind_n also appear in the 

equations of the regional module. However, regional industries do have the 

flexibility to deviate from the movement of industries in the national module using 

shifter a2ind. 

 

Equation Demands for composite inputs, User 2 

E_x2o_n  (National)      

x2o_n(i,j) =  y_n(j) + a2ind_n(j); 

 

E_x2o   (Regional) 

x2o(i,j,q) =  y(j,q) + a2ind(j,q)+ a2ind_n(j); 

Domain 

 

(all,i,COM) (all,j,IND) 

 

 

(all,i,COM) (all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

Imports 

y_n(j) 

Intermediate 
inputs (i) 

Domestic 

CES 

Intermediate 
inputs (n) 

Leontief 

Imports Domestic 

CES 

Region 1   Region 8 

CES 

Region 1 Region 8 

CES 
Extra level for the 
Regional Module 

Level 2 

Level 1 

Level 0 
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Variable 

x2o_n  

x2o 

a2ind_n 

a2ind 

Description 

composite demands for commodity i by industry j.  

composite demands for commodity i by industry j in region r.  

shifter for all input-saving technical change in capital creation in industry j 

shifter for all input-saving technical change in capital creation in industry j 

 

Industries in the national module have two sources to purchase inputs for their 

investment: the domestic source and the imported source. Equation e_x2a_n presents 

the demand for investment by specific source for industries in the national module. 

This is level 1 in the nest for the investment demands in the national module. The 

choice of sources is governed by the imperfect substitution, subject to movements of 

domestic price, import price and the weighted average of the two. If the domestic 

price of good i is cheaper than the weighted average price, then industry j will buy 

more of good i from the domestic source and less of the imported good i, and vice 

versa. 

 

Equation Investment Demand by specific sources 

E_x2a_n  (National)   

x2a_n(i,s,j)   =   x2o_n(i,j) – SIGMA2O(i)*(p2a_n(i,s,j) - p2o_n(i,j)); 

Domain 

(all,i,COM) 

(ALL,s,TWOSOURCE) 

(all,j,IND) 

Variable 

x2o_n 

x2a_n   

p2a_n  

p2o_n  

 

Coefficient 

SIGMA2O 

Description 

composite demands of commodities for investment 

demands for commodities by industries by sources 

source-specific prices of domestic and imported goods 

weighted average price of goods from the domestic and imported sources 

 

 

elasticities of substitution between domestic and imports 

 

For the convenience of writing the TABLO code, equation E_x2a in the regional 

module mixes the levels 0 and 1 in Figure 2.5 together. The role of IS_DOM and 
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IS_IMP has been explained earlier in the section for intermediate demand. When 

IS_IMP equals 1, both equations E_x2a and E_x2c together determine the demand 

for inputs for investment from the imported and domestic composite source 

respectively. The substitution of goods between the two sources is the same as the 

substitution for industries in the national module, as the elasticities of substitution in 

the regional module are taken from the national module. When IS_DOM equals 1, 

the equation operates at level 0. Industries in the regional module then choose inputs 

among regions of the domestic source for their investment. 

Equation Demand for goods by all sources, User 2 

E_x2a   (Regional) 

x2a(i,s,j,q) =   

IS_DOM(s)*(x2c(i,j,q) – SIGMA2C(i)* 

 (p2a(i,s,j,q) + f_4x2a(i,AS2S(s),j) – p2c(i,j,q))) 

+ IS_IMP(s)*(x2o(i,j,q)  –  

     SIGMA2O(i)* (p2a(i,"foreign",j,q) + f_4x2a(i,AS2S(s),j) – p2o(i,j,q))) 

+   f_4x2a(i,AS2S(s),j)   ; 

 

Equation Demand for domestic composite, User 2 

E_x2c    

x2c(i,j,q) = x2o(i,j,q) – SIGMA2O(i)*(p2c(i,j,q) – p2o(I,j,q)); 

 

Domain 

 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,s,ALLSOURCE) 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

 

 

 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

Variable 

x2a 

x2c 

p2a 

p2c 

p2o 

f_4x2a(I,s,j)  

 

Coefficient 

SIGMA2O 

SIGMA2C   

 

IS_DOM  

IS_IMP  

Description 

demands from specific sources: 1 overseas and 8 domestic regions 

composite demands from the domestic source 

commodity prices from specific sources 

weighted average price of domestic goods only 

weighted average price of goods from all sources 

shifters for adding-up conditions  

 

 

elasticities of substitution between domestic and imports 

elasticities of substitution of goods among regions: these are assumed to be 5 

times larger than SIGMA2O(i) 

equal to 1 for all domestic regions, and equal to 0 for overseas 

equal to 1 for overseas, and equal to 0 for domestic regions 
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Shifters f_4x2a are for the adding-up condition and are defined over two sources: 

imports and domestic only. No specific regions are given to the domestic source. 

Because the equation is written to have the full dimension of nine sources, one for 

imports and eight for domestic regions, AS2S(s) is the mapping to link “two sources” 

to the full dimension “nine sources”. 

2.2.5. Household Demands 

The functions for household demands in both modules are similar to those in the 

MMRF model.  The material in this section is drawn from PHMNP (1996). In IRES, 

the national module has 1 representative household and the regional module has 8 

representative households, one for each region. Each representative household 

determines the optimal composition of its consumption bundle by choosing 

commodities to maximise a Stone-Geary utility function subject to its budget 

constraint. Household expenditure is driven by household disposable income, a 

Keynesian approach. There are nine households in IRES but, for simplicity, this 

section uses only one representative household to explain the equations for 

household demands. Thus, the regional dimension is not presented in the derivation 

of equations. However, the actual TABLO code can be derived with a slight 

modification and an addition of regional dimension to the notation used in this 

section.  

Figure 2.6 is very similar to Figure 2.5 in that it has three levels; however, at the top 

level of the nest, the household sector has the Stone-Geary utility function instead of 

the Leontief in the investment nest. The top two levels of the household demands 

nest are the same for both the national and the regional modules. The bottom part is 

another level of substitution of goods among regions in the domestic economy for the 

regional module. 
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Figure 2.6: Household Demands Structure 

 

The typical characteristic of the Stone-Geary utility function is expressed in equation 

2.35. The consumption of each composite commodity i ( ii OXOP 3*3 ) is divided into 

two components: a subsistence part and a luxury part. The subsistence part 

ii SUBXOP 3*3  is the consumption of the household sector for each commodity 

regardless of prices. The V3LUX part is the aggregate budget that is left for the 

consumption of the luxury part after deducting the total expenditure on the 

subsistence part; iLUXS3 are the marginal budget shares that determine the allocation 

of the aggregate luxury consumption to individual commodities. 

LUXVLUXSSUBXOPOXOP iiiii 3*33*33*3 +=      (2.35) 

where 

13 =�
i

iLUXS  

iOP3  are commodity prices 

Imports 

Utility 

Good 1 

Domestic 

CES 

Good n 

Stone-Geary 

Imports Domestic 

CES 

Region 1 

CES 

Region 1 Region 8 

CES 

Extra level for the 

Regional Module 

Level 0 

Level 1 

Level  2 

Region 8 
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iOX 3  are the quantity of composite commodity i. 

iSUBX 3  are the quantity of commodity i for the subsistence part 

Thus if we define iLUXX 3  as the quantity of commodity i for the luxury part, 

effectively we have: 

LUXVLUXSLUXXOP iii 3*33*3 =      (2.36) 

Therefore equation 2.35 can be written as 

)(3)(3)(3 iLUXXiSUBXiOX +=       (2.37) 

In Stone-Geary utility function, only the luxury components affect per-household 

utility (U), which has the Cobb–Douglas form. 

∏=
i

LUXS
i

iLUXX
Q

U 33
1        (2.38) 

where  

Q is the number of household 

Let ii SUBAQSUBX 3*3 =        (2.39) 

where  

iSUBA3  is the quantity of subsistence commodities per household. 

Substituting 2.36 and 2.39 to 2.37 and rearranging it gives 

i
iii OP

LUXV
LUXSSUBAQOX

3
3

*33*3 +=      (2.40) 

Converting 2.40 to the percentage change form gives 

( ))(3exp)(3*
3*3
3*3

])(3[*
3*3
3*3

1)(3 iopluxiluxa
OPOX
LUXVLUXS

isubaq
OPOX
LUXVLUXS

iox
ii

i

ii

i −+++�
�
	



�
�
�


−=  

          (2.41) 

where 

x3o(i) is the percentage change form of iOX 3  
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q is the percentage change form of Q  

a3sub(i) are the percentage change form of iSUBA3  

a3lux(i) are the percentage change form of iLUXS3  

p3o(i) are the percentage change form of iOP3  

Set )(_
3*3
3*3

iIALPHA
OPOX
LUXVLUXS

ii

i =   then 2.41 is equivalent to equations E_x3o_n and 

E_x3o in the two modules of IRES. These two equations determine the changes in 

the composite commodities i.   

Furthermore, substituting iLUXX 3  in 2.36 to 2.38, then using the product rule and the 

power rule, 2.38  can be converted to the percentage change form as follows: 

�
=

−+−=
n

i
ii opLUXSluxqu

1

3*3exp  

where 

q is the percentage change form of Q  

luxexp are the percentage change form of LUXV 3 . 

or in the TABLO language: 

�
=

−+−=
n

i

iopiDELTAluxqu
1

)(3*)(exp      (2.42) 

where iLUXSiDELTA 3)( =  

Equations E_utility_n and E_utility in the IRES model are equivalent to 2.42. 

Once the total composite commodities are determined, each representative household 

will choose the sources of commodities to minimise costs via a CES nest. This is 

very similar to that of the investment nest previously mentioned. The household 

sector in the national module has only one level of substitution: between the 

domestic and imported sources. However, the household sectors in the regional 

module have another level of substitution for similar commodities produced by 

regions in Australia. 
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Equation Demand for domestic composite, User 3   

E_x3a_n    (National)  

x3a_n(i,s) = x3o_n(i) – SIGMA3O(i)*(p3a_n(i,s) – p3o_n(i)); 

Domain 

(all,i,COM) 

(All,s,TWOSOURCE) 

Variable 

x3a_n  

p3a_n 

p3o_n 

Description 

household demands for commodities from domestic and imports 

purchasers’ prices for  households by sources 

weighted average prices of commodities from the two sources 

 

This equation is for level 1 in the nest, which is the substitution between 

domestically produced and imported commodities. Given the levels of demand for 

composite commodities, the demands for commodities x3a_n from the two sources 

depend on the relative prices.  

Equation Demand for domestic composite, User 3 

E_x3c   (Regional)    

x3c(i,q) = x3o(i,q) – SIGMA3O(i)*(p3c(i,q) – p3o(i,q)); 

 

Equation Demand for goods by all source, User 3 

E_x3a     (Regional) 

x3a(i,s,q)  =   

IS_DOM(s)*(x3c(i,q) – SIGMA3C(i)* (p3a(I,s,q – p3c(i,q))) 

+ IS_IMP(s)*(x3o(i,q) – SIGMA3O(i)* (p3a(i,"foreign",q) – p3o(i,q))) 

+ f_4x3a(i,AS2S(s))   ; 

Domain 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,s,ALLSOURCE) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

Variable 

x3c(i,q) 

x3a(i,s,q)  

p3a(i,s,q) 

p3c(i,q) 

p3o(i,q) 

 

f_4x3a(i,s)  

Description 

household demands for domestic composite goods 

household demands for goods from specific sources 

purchasers’ prices for goods from specific sources paid by households 

average purchasers’ prices of domestic composite goods paid by households 

average purchasers’ prices of domestic/imported composite goods paid by 

households 

shifter for adding-up condition 

Equation E_x3c determines the demands for commodities by regional households 

from the domestic source (level 1). If the price p3c of the domestic composite 

commodity i is cheaper than the weighted average price p3o of good i from both 
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sources (domestic and imports), then the regional household sector will purchase 

more of it and less imports from overseas for this commodity. 

Equation E_x3a is written for the middle and the bottom levels in the nest of regional 

household. This is very similar to equation E_x2a explained previously. Coefficients 

IS_IMP(s) and IS_DOM(s) are used to alternate the use of the equation for different 

levels. When IS_IMP(s) equals 1, then IS_DOM(s) equals zero, therefore the 

equation is used to calculate demands by a regional household from the imported 

source, which is the bottom level (level 0) in the nest. When IS_DOM(s) equals one 

and IS_IMP(s) equals zero, then the equation is used to calculate demands by a 

regional household for goods from domestic regions of Australia.  

2.2.6. Foreign Export Demands 

Following the conventional approach of MONASH, commodities in IRES are 

classified into two groups: (a) traditional exports and (b) non-traditional exports. The 

first group comprises mainly commodities of agriculture and mining, which make up 

a large proportion of the total exports. The second group contains the rest of all 

commodities, which can be a large number of commodities, but each only makes up 

a small proportion of total exports. The explanation here will focus on the equations 

in the national module, which are also implicitly extended to the equations in the 

regional module by adding the regional dimension and changing the notation 

slightly. 

The traditional exports are modelled to have downward sloping demand functions. 

The original functional form of export demand equations are as follows. 

iELASTEXP

i

i
ii NATFEPFEP

P
FEQX

_

*
4

*4 �
�
	



�
�
�


=      (2.43) 

where 

iX 4  is the quantity of goods i demanded by foreigners 

iP4  is the export price of goods i 

iELASTEXP _  is the own price elasticity of foreign export of commodity i 

iFEQ  is a shifter for quantity of goods i demanded by foreigners 
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iFEP  is a export price shifter for goods i 

NATFEP  is an overall export price shifter for goods i 

Shifters iFEQ  and iFEP  allow for horizontal (quantity) and vertical (price) shifts in 

the demand equation. Shifter NATFEP  allows for an economy-wide vertical shift in 

the demand function. iELASTEXP _  is a negative number to reflect the inverse 

relationship between quantities and prices of exported commodities. Equation 

E_x4_n in the TABLO code is the percentage change form of 2.43. 

 

Equation   Export demand functions 

E_x4_n     (National) 

x4_n(i) - feq_n(i) = EXP_ELAST(i)*[p4_n(i) - fep_n(i) - natfep ]; 

 

E_x4r    (Regional) 

x4r(i,s) - feq(i,s) - f_4x4r(i) =  

EXP_ELAST(i)*[p4r(i,s) - fep(i,s)- fep_n(i) - natfep ] ; 

Domain 

 

(all,i,TEXP) 

 

 

(all,i,TEXP) 

(all,s,REGSOURCE) 

Variable 

x4_n, x4r 

p4_n , p4r 

feq_n, feq 

 

fep_n, fep  

 

natfep 

f_4x4r 

Description 

export demands for traditional goods, percentage change of X4i 

F.O.B. foreign currency export prices, percentage change of P4i 

quantity (right) shifter for traditional export demands by commodity, percentage change 

form of FEQI 

price (vertical) shifter of traditional export commodities, percentage change form of 

FEPi. 

economy-wide export shifter 

shifter for adding-up conditions 

 

Note that equations for traditional export demands in both modules have the same 

elasticities. Moreover, regional equation E_x4r also includes national price and 

quantity shifters in it in order to take the effect of changes in overall foreign demands 

into account. The role of feq_n and feq will be addressed shortly. 

The demands for non-traditional exports are modelled through two stages. Firstly, the 

demand for the aggregate non-traditional export is modelled to have an inverse 
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relationship with the price of the aggregate non-traditional export just as that in 2.43. 

In the TABLO language, it is written as: 

Equation Demand for aggregate non-traditional export 

E_aggnt_x4_n  (National) 

aggnt_x4_n - aggnt_feq_n   

                       = -10.0*[aggnt_p4_n - aggnt_fep_n - natfep ]; 

 

Equation  Export demand functions, non-trad aggregate 

E_aggnt_x4r  (Regional)  

aggnt_x4r(s) - aggnt_feq(s) = 

 - 10.0*[aggnt_p4r(s) - aggnt_fep(s) - aggnt_fep_n - natfep]; 

Domain 

 

 

 

 

 

(all,s,REGSOURCE) 

 

Variable 

aggnt_x4_n, aggnt_x4 

aggnt_p4_n, aggnt_p4 

aggnt_feq_n, aggnt_feq 

aggnt_fep_n, aggnt_fep 

natfep 

Parameter 

-10 

Description 

demands for aggregate non-traditional export 

aggregate non-traditional export price 

quantity (right) shifter for aggregate non-traditional export 

price (vertical) shifter of aggregate non-traditional export 

economy-wide export shifter 

 

export demand elasticity of the whole group of non-traditional export 

 

The export demand for each non-traditional commodity is then assumed to have a 

fixed proportion to the aggregate non-traditional export demands as presented in 

equations E_x4_nt and E_nt_x4r.  

Equation  Demands for non-traditional exports 

E_nt_x4  (National) 

x4_n(i) = aggnt_x4_n + faggnt_i_n(i) ; 

 

E_nt_x4r (Regional)  

x4r(i,s) – f_4x4r(i) = aggnt_x4r(s) + faggnt_I(i) + faggnt_s(s)  

+ faggnt_is(i,s) + faggnt_i_n(i) ; 

 

Domain 

 (all,i,NTEXP) 

 

 

(all,i,NTEXP) 

(all,s,REGSOURCE) 

 

Variable 

faggnt_i_n , faggnt_i 

 

Description 

shifters to allow for changes in proportion of demand by commodities in 

the total demand for the non-traditional exports 
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faggnt_s(s) and 

faggnt_is(I,s) 

shifters for more flexibility if the changes to proportions are required at 

the regional level 

 

2.2.7. Government Consumption Demands 

Following the MMRF model, the two regional and national modules have two types 

of demands for government consumption: State government and Federal 

government. The national module has these types of government demands. The 

equations for the government demands are simple and are the same for both levels 

and in both modules. Equation 2.44 assumes that government demands for each 

commodity have fixed proportions to the aggregate real consumption. 

CRGENFGOVFGOVXGOV siisi *_** ,, δ=     (2.44) 

where 

siXGOV ,  are government demands from specific sources 

iδ  are fixed proportions 

siFGOV ,  are shifters for specific sources 

FGOVGEN  is the economy-wide shifter for government demands from all 

sources 

CR is the economy-wide real household consumption for both modules 

Converting equation 2.44 to the percentage change equations in the national module 

gives the percentage change form equations. Equations for the State government 

demands are presented below as E_x5a_n and E_x5a. Equations for federal 

government demands E_x6a_n E_x6a are very similar to those of the state 

government demands and thus are not presented here.  

Equation Regional Other demands 

E_x5a_n  (National) 

x5a_n(i,s) = cr_n + f5a_n(i,s) + f5gen_n ; 

 

E_x5a   (Regional) 

x5a(I,s,q) = cr_n + f5a(I,s,q) + f5gen(q) + f5a_n(i,AS2S(s)) + f5gen_n ; 

Domain 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,s,TWOSOURCE) 

 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,s,ALLSOURCE) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 
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Variable 

x5a_n, x5a 

cr_n 

f5a_n, f5a 

 

f5gen_n 

Description 

demands by State governments, percentage change of siXGOV ,  

aggregate real household consumption, percentage change of CR  

shifter for government demands by specific sources, percentage change of 

siFGOV ,   

economy-wide shifter for state government demands, percentage change of 

FGOVGEN  

 

The assumption that all government demands in both modules are driven by the 

economy-wide real household consumption without any distinction between state 

and federal levels in both national and regional modules seems too simplistic. The 

answer is that the equations for government consumption in the original MMRF 

model are not behavioural equations themselves. In MMRF, the State government 

demand for each commodity is driven by the total private consumption of the state; 

the Federal demand for each commodity is driven by the total private consumption at 

the national level. As these equations do not present any interesting patterns of 

government behaviour on their spending, and also because a new structure is being 

tested, it is more beneficial to keep the model structure simple at this stage. 

2.2.8. Demands for Margins 

Margins in traditional CGE modelling are the requirement of extra costs in 

facilitating flows of goods and services from producers to consumers. In general, 

these costs are usually involved with the use of wholesales, retails, transport services, 

hotel and insurance. In IRES, these margin commodities are Trade and Hotel, Road 

Transport, Other Transport, and Finance and Business Services. The treatments of 

margins in the national and regional modules are slightly different. The margin 

equations in the regional module are presented first.    

In the percentage change form equation, take the original margin demand equations 

by regional industries of MMRF for example: 

E_x1marg # Margins on sales to producers # 

(all,i,COM)(all,j,IND)(all,q,REGDEST) 

(all,as,ALLSOURCE)(all,m,MARGCOM) 
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x1marg(i,as,j,q,m)= x1a(i,as,j,q) ; 

where 

COM and IND are commodity and industry sets in the database 

ALLSOURCE is a set of all sources: 8 regions and imports 

MARGCOM is a set of margin commodities 

x1marg(i,as,j,q,m) are variables for margin demands 

x1a(i,as,j,q) are variables for the input demands in the production process 

Equation E_x1marg implies two conventional assumptions for margin demands in 

regional CGE modelling: (a) that margins are proportional to the commodity flows 

and (b) that for every flow of commodities, the purchasing regions are assumed to 

provide margin services to facilitate commodity flows, except for foreign exports, 

where the exporting regions have to provide margins. 

Variable x1marg(i,as,j,q,r) is the original format of margins in MMRF. The variable 

is defined in detail, particularly 8 sources from Australia and 1 from overseas. The 

associated data MAR1_AS(i,as,j,q,r) are read in from a read statement. Given the 

dimensions associated with margins, the margin data take up a very large space 

among everything else in a regional database. The larger sizes of COM set and IND 

will increase the size of margin matrices and the number of margin equations, which 

can become very costly in terms of solution time. 

For example, take a large database with 115 commodities and 113 industries. With 9 

sources, 8 regions and 9 margin commodities, the number of equations for margins in 

this case equals 115*9*113*8*9 or 8,420,760 equations. Although GEMPACK uses 

the Harwell Laboratory’s sparse matrix routine to solve large models, the number of 

equations, thus the memory requirement, is still significant.  

It is difficult to justify reducing the number of commodities, industries, regions and 

margin commodities to gain solution time, as the more disaggregated the database, 

the better picture we can get from simulations. These sets seem to be predetermined. 

However, as margins are assumed proportional to commodity flows and provided by 

purchasing regions (except margin for foreign exports), it is not really necessary to 

differentiate specific sources of commodity flows in the calculation of margin 

requirement. 
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IRES is based on the above assumptions but redefines regional variables and rewrites 

the equations for margins using an additional assumption in order to reduce the size 

of the model. The assumption that IRES adds to the treatment of margin is that as 

margins are proportional to commodity flows, it is also possible to assume that total 

margin associated with one particular input required by an industry for example does 

not change while the regional mix of the input purchased by the industry may change 

as long as the total purchase of the input remains the same. This assumption may not 

hold in theory because depending on geographical location of a region, distances 

between the region to other regions will result in different margin rates for each pair 

of source-destination. But in reality, such data are not available. Thus a common 

practice to model margin demands in regional CGE modelling, particularly 2-region 

models, is to apply the same margin rate at the national level to all regions, but 

different rates for different margin commodities though. Thus original margin 

equations with specific sources and destination in MMRF are only required if there 

are explicit data on margin rates for each pair source-destination. The approach 

proposed here in IRES is for practical purpose without scarifying much economic 

reality given the availability of margin data.  

Here, margins for intermediate input demands by industries are used as an example 

to illustrate this new approach to modelling regional margin demands. Note that the 

original equations for margin for exports remain unchanged in IRES. 

Box 2.3 contains a section of the TABLO code in IRES for margin equations. In the 

box, it is assumed that commodity set COM, industry set IND, all sources set 

ALLSOURCE, region set REGDEST and margin set MARGCOM are defined 

previously. TINY is a small number, its value is 1E-12. Update statements are not 

shown. 

In equation E_x1marg, ID0V(X,TINY) is a built-in GEMPACK function, where X is 

a variable. The mathematical representation of this function is: 

If X ≠  0, then ID0V(X,TINY) = X. 

If X = 0, then ID0V(X,TINY) = TINY = 1E-12 

The ID0V function is needed to avoid the structurally singular problem. 
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Note that sets COM, IND, REGDEST and MARGCOM remain unchanged in 

x1marg and MAR1. However, set ALLSOURCE in MAR1 is replaced by set 

SOURCE, which includes only two sources: (a) one domestic source as a whole and 

(b) imports. Original margin data are converted from ALLSOURCE to SOURCE to 

make up the new coefficient MAR1(i,s,j,q,m) which is read in. 

 

Box 2.3 A Small TABLO Code For Margin Equations  

COEFFICIENT 

  (all,i,COM)(all,as,ALLSOURCE)(all,j,IND) 

  (all,q,REGDEST)(all,r,MARGCOM) 

MAR1_AS(i,as,j,q,r); 

  (all,i,COM)(all,s,TWOSOURCE)(all,j,IND) 

  (all,q,REGDEST)(all,r,MARGCOM) 

MAR1(i,s,j,q,r); 

  (all,i,COM)(all,s,ALLSOURCE)(all,j,IND)(all,q,REGDEST) 

BAS1(i,as,j,q); 

 

READ 

BAS1 from file MDATA header "BAS1"; 

MAR1 from file MDATA header "MR1"; 

 

FORMULA 

 (All,I,COM)(All,j,IND)(All,r,REGDEST)(All,m,MARGCOM) 

MAR1_AS(i,"foreign",j,r,m) = MAR1(i,"foreign",j,r,m) ; 

 (All,I,COM)(ALL,s,REGSOURCE)(All,j,IND) 

 (All,r,REGDEST)(All,m,MARGCOM) 

MAR1_AS(i,s,j,r,m) = MAR1(i,"domestic",j,r,m)*BAS1(i,s,j,r)/ 

                 ID01[Sum(ss,REGSOURCE, BAS1(i,ss,j,r))] ; 

VARIABLE 

  (all,i,COM)(all,s,TWOSOURCE)(all,j,IND) 

  (all,q,REGDEST)(all,r,MARGCOM) 

x1marg(i,s,j,q,r)    # Margins - current production #; 

    (all,I,COM)(all,s,ALLSOURCE)(all,j,IND)(all,q,REGDEST) 

x1a(i,s,j,q)  # Demands for inputs for current production #; 

  (all,i,COM)(all,j,IND)(all,s,TWOSOURCE)(all,m,MARGCOM) 

f_4x1marg_n(i,s,j,m) # Shifter to impose adding-up condition  #  ; 
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Equation E_x1marg # Margins on sales to producers # 

   (all,I,COM)(all,j,IND)(all,q,REGDEST) 

   (all,s,TWOSOURCE)(all,r,MARGCOM) 

Sum(as,ALLSOURCE:AS2S(as) eq s,ID0V(MAR1_AS(i,as,j,q,r),TINY))* 

                                                  [ x1marg(i,s,j,q,r) – f_4x1marg_n(i,s,j,r) ]=  

Sum(as,ALLSOURCE: AS2S(as) eq s, MAR1_AS(i,as,j,q,r)*x1a(i,as,j,q)  ); 

 

As there is a need to have margin data with all sources in other calculations in the 

model, price equations for example, coefficients MAR1_AS(i,as,j,q,m) with all 

sources still exist and their values are calculated from MAR1(i,s,j,q,m) via 

FORMULA using shares of commodity flows BAS1(i,as,j,q). The calculation in this 

formula is consistent with the assumption that margin requirement is proportional to 

commodity flows. Equation E_x1marg simply aggregates demands for inputs from 

all sources into two sources: domestic and imports; then demands for margins are 

driven by these aggregates. Effectively, 8 domestic regions are now replaced by only 

one common domestic source. 

Using the numbers of commodities given in the previous example, the new number 

of equations in E_x1marg is only 1,871,280. As compared with 8,420,760 originally, 

it is equivalent to 78% reduction. In terms of disk space, changes in all demands for 

margins can reduce the database by 46 Mb. 

Margin equations in the national module are simpler as there are only two sources, 

domestic and imported. Equation E_x1marg_n is very similar to that in ORANI, or 

other national CGE models. 

 

Equation Margins on sales to producers  

 

E_x1marg_n  

x1marg_n(I,s,j,m) = x1csi_n(i,s,j); 

Domain 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,s,TWOSOURCE) 

(all,m,MARGCOM) 

Variable 

x1marg_n 

x1a_n 

Description 

margin demands by industries 

intermediate input demands by industries 
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Margin demands for other commodity flows such as investment, household 

consumption, exports and government consumption are treated in the same manner 

as the margin equations for intermediate inputs E_x1marg_n above. As they are 

straightforward, similar to the margin demands for intermediate input flows, they are 

not presented here. 

2.2.9. Price Equations 

IRES follows closely the price system in the traditional ORANI-style models. The 

two typical prices in this system are basic prices and purchasers’ prices. Basic prices 

are the prices received by the producers. Basic prices cover the total input costs 

involved in the production of a unit of a commodity. Purchasers’ prices are the prices 

paid by the buyers. Purchasers’ prices include margins, commodity taxes and/or any 

subsidies from the government on top of the basic prices charged by the producers. 

Also, prices in IRES are based on two assumptions of the traditional ORANI-style 

models: (a) there are no pure profits in the production or distribution of commodities 

and (b) each producer will charge the same basic price for their product across all 

consumers. 

The zero pure profit condition in the first assumption is implemented slightly 

differently in two instances: current production, importing activity and capital 

creation; and the distribution commodities. In the first instance, the condition is 

imposed by setting the sum of all input costs equal to the price of a commodity 

produced by a producer, or the price of a product brought into the country by 

importers, or the price of a unit of capital created by investors. This step forms three 

different basic prices: domestically produced commodities, imported commodities, 

and capital formation. In the second instance, the condition is imposed by setting the 

sum of basic prices, commodity taxes and margin costs equal to the price paid by a 

consumer for each commodity purchased. This step forms purchasers’ prices. 
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Zero Profit Condition in the Current Production 

 

Equation Zero pure profits in current production  

E_p0_n (National) 

COSTSN(j)*{p0_n(j) – a_n(j)} = 

sum(i,COM,sum(s,TWOSOURCE,PVAL1AN(i,s,j)*p1a_n(i,s,j))) 

+  sum(m,OCC,LAB_OCC_INDN(m,j)* p1laboi_n(j,m)) 

+  CAPITALN(j)*p1cap_n(j) + LANDN(j)*p1land_n(j)  

+  OTHCOSTN(j)*p1oct_n(j); 

 

E_p0a  (Regional)  

COSTS(j,q)*{p0a(j,q) – a(j,q)  } = 

IF[IND_FLAG(j,q) =1,  

sum(i,COM,sum(s,ALLSOURCE,PVAL1A(i,s,j,q)*p1a(i,s,j,q))) 

+ sum(m,OCC,LAB_OCC_IND(m,j,q)* p1laboi(j,q,m)) 

+ CAPITAL(j,q)*p1cap(j,q) + LAND(j,q)*p1land(j,q)  

+ OTHCOST(j,q)*p1oct(j,q) ] ; 

Domain 

(all,j,IND) 

 

 

 

 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

Variable 

p0_n, p0a 

p1a_n, p1a 

p1laboi_n, p1laboi 

p1land_n, p1land 

p1oct_n, p1oct 

a_n, a 

 

Coefficient 

COSTSN, COSTS 

PVAL1AN , PVAL1A 

LAB_OCC_INDN and 

      LAB_OCC_IND  

CAPITALN, CAPITAL 

LANDN, LAND 

OTHCOSTN, OTHCOST 

Description 

basic prices of commodities produced by industry j  

unit costs of intermediate inputs 

wage rates of occupation m employed in industry j 

unit costs of land used by industry j 

unit costs of the other costs component incurred to industry j 

average technical change terms in industry j 

 

 

total costs 

purchasers’ values of intermediate inputs 

labour income 

 

rental to capital 

rental to land 

other costs, including production taxes or subsidies 

 

Although coefficients in the two equations are in the values terms, effectively they 

can be considered as shares of each input in the total costs of production. These 
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shares are derived by dividing each coefficient in the right hand side by the total 

costs in the left hand side. Equations E_p0a and E_p0_n imply that basic prices of 

commodities are the weighted average of all input prices.   

Coefficient IND_FLAG(j,q) has a special role in the equation. Recall that 

IND_FLAG(j,q) has two different values:  

IND_FLAG(j,q) = 1 if the industries exist  

IND_FLAG(j,q) = 0 otherwise.  

Hence, when IND_FLAG(j,q) equals zero, this coefficient is used to eliminate the 

right-hand side to avoid unnecessary calculation of p0a for non-existent industries. 

Zero Profit Condition in Importing 

Under this condition, the basic prices of imports are equal to the CIF foreign 

currency import prices pm adjusted by exchange rate natphi and the power of tariff 

powtaxm_n. 

  

Equation Zero pure profits in importing  

E_p0a_n  (National) 

p0a_n(i,“foreign”) = pm(i) + natphi + powtaxm_n(i); 

 

E_p0ab  (Regional) 

p0a(I,"foreign") = pm(i) + natphi + powtaxm_n(i); 

Domain 

(all,i,COM) 

 

 

(all,i,COM) 

Variable 

p0_n 

pm 

natphi 

powtaxm_n 

Description 

basic domestic prices 

CIF foreign currency import prices 

exchange rates 

power of tariffs 

 

Basic prices of imported commodities in the two modules are exactly the same 

because it is assumed that importers in all regions face the same import price (in 

foreign currency) and the same tariff rates.  
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Zero Profit Condition in Capital Formation 

Equation Zero pure profits in capital creation 

E_pi_n 

(TINY+INVESTN(j))*(pi_n(j) – a2ind_n(j)) = 

  sum(i,COM,sum(s,TWOSOURCE, PVAL2AN(i,s,j)*p2a_n(i,s,j) )); 

 

E_pi     

sum(i,COM,sum(s,ALLSOURCE,  

[TINY+PVAL2A(i,s,j,q)] ))*(pi(j,q) – a2ind(j,q) – a2ind_n(j)) = 

sum(i,COM,sum(s,ALLSOURCE, [TINY+PVAL2A(i,s,j,q)]*p2a(i,s,j,q) )); 

Domain 

(all,j,IND) 

 

 

 

 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

Variable 

pi_n, pi 

p2a_n, p2a 

a2ind_n, a2ind 

Description 

prices of capital formation by industry j 

input costs of capital formation in industry j 

shifter for neutral technical changes  

Equations E_pi_n and E_pi mean that basic prices of capital formation are the 

weighted average prices of all input costs that industries purchase from different 

sources. Shifter a2ind_n also enters the regional equation in order to make use of 

information from the national module. When both shifters a2ind and a2ind_n are 

endogenous, the national shifter a2ind_n indicates technological change in 

investment in industry j across all regions and the regional shifter actually measures 

the deviation of technical changes of regional industries from the national level 

a2ind_n(j). The actual technical changes for the regional industries are the sum of 

a2ind_n(j) and a2ind(j,q).    

Zero Profit Condition in Distribution of Commodities 

The following block of equations calculates purchasers’ prices including industries, 

household sector, exports, and government consumptions. Equations E_p1a_n and 

E_p1a calculate purchasers’ prices paid by industries. These prices are the weighted 

average of basic prices, commodity taxes and margin costs. As equations for 

purchasers’ prices are similar for all buyers, only equations for industries are 

illustrated here but the explanation will be applied similarly to all other buyers. 
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Equation Purchasers’ prices - User 1  

E_p1a_n (National) 

 (TINY+PVAL1AN(i,s,j))*p1a_n(i,s,j) = 

[ BAS1N(i,s,j)+TAX1N(i,s,j) ]*p0a_n(i,s) 

+ BAS1N(i,s,j)*deltax1_n(i,s,j) 

+ sum(r,MARGCOM,MAR1N(i,s,j,r)*p0_n(r)); 

E_p1a  (Regional)  

(TINY+PVAL1A(i,s,j,q))*p1a(i,s,j,q) = 

[ BAS1(i,s,j,q) + TAX1(i,s,j,q) ]*p0a(i,s) + BAS1(i,s,j,q)*deltax1(i,s,j)   

+ sum(r,MARGCOM,MAR1_AS(i,s,j,q,r) 

* [ p0a(r,q) – f_4x1marg_n(I,AS2S(s),j,r)  ]); 

Domain 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,s,TWOSOURCE) 

 

 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

(all,s,ALLSOURCE) 

Variable 

p1a_n, p1a 

p0a_n, p0a 

f_4x1marg_n 

Mapping 

AS2S 

 

Coefficient 

BAS1N, BAS1 

TAX1N, TAX1 

MAR1N, MAR1_AS 

Description 

purchasers’ prices of intermediate inputs paid by industries 

basic prices of commodities from specific sources 

shifter for adding-up condition imposed on margins demands 

 

mapping TWOSOURCE to ALLSOURCE in the equation  

 

 

basic values of commodity flows to industries 

commodity taxes on intermediate usage by industries 

margin costs to industries 

 

Shifter f_4x1marg_n(i,AS2S(s),j,r) is used to maintain the adding-up condition of 

margin usage between the national and regional modules. As will be seen, the shifter 

is treated as changes in efficiency of margin commodities in the margin role, and 

therefore needs to be incorporated in purchasers’ price equations.  

 

Other Price Equations 

Consumer Price Indices 

National and regional consumer price indices are the weighted average of 

purchasers’ prices of household consumption. 
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Equation Consumer price indices 

E_xi3   (National) 

xi3  = (1.0/AGGCONN)* 

sum(i,COM,sum(s,TWOSOURCE,PVAL3AN(i,s)*p3a_n(i,s))); 

 

E_xi3_r  

xi3_r(q)  = (1.0/AGGCON(q))* 

sum(i,COM,sum(s,ALLSOURCE,PVAL3A(i,s,q)*p3a(i,s,q))); 

 

Domain 

 

 

 

 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

Variable 

xi3, xi3_r 

p3a_n, p3a 

Description 

national and regional consumer price indices 

national and regional purchasers’ prices of household consumption 

 

 

Other Costs Prices  

As Other Costs in the national and regional modules are not modelled in behavioural 

equations, a very simple approach is taken to calculate their associated prices. They 

are indexed to the same consumer price index generated by the national module.  

 Equation Indexing of prices of "Other Cost" tickets   

E_p1oct_n (National)    

p1oct_n(j) = xi3 + f1oct_n(j); 

 

E_p1oct (Regional)    

p1oct(j,q) = xi3 + f1oct(j,q) + f1oct_n(j) + f_4p1oct(j) ; 

Domain 

(all,j,IND) 

 

 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

Variable 

p1oct_n, p1oct  

Description 

Price of Other Costs tickets 

 

2.2.10. Commodity Taxes 

This section continues to use intermediate input flows for illustration purposes but 

the explanation applies similarly to all other flows in the model. Equation 

E_deltax1_n shows the tax percentage change in rates on commodities used in the 
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production process. Broadly speaking, commodity taxes in the national module are 

simple. 

 

Equation Tax rate on sales to User 1 

E_deltax1_n (National) 

deltax1_n(i,s,j) = deltax_n(i) + deltax1all_n + deltaxsource_n(s) ; 

Domain 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,s,TWOSOURCE) 

(all,j,IND) 

Variable 

deltax_n 

deltax1all_n 

deltaxsource_n 

Description 

Percentage point change in the general sales tax rate 

Overall percentage point change in indirect tax rates, user 1 

Overall percentage point change in indirect tax rates for specific sources, all 

users 

 

Usually, deltax_n, deltax1all_n and deltaxsource_n are exogenous. Thus deltax1_n is 

endogenous but held constant at zero to reflect no changes to the commodity (or 

indirect) tax rates. However, in a policy scenario, any variable of deltax_n, 

deltax1all_n and deltaxsource_n can be endogenised to measure the required 

changes to indirect tax rates for the policy.  

Equations for indirect tax rates in the regional module are modelled differently from 

the original setting in the MMRF model. Lets start with equation E_deltax1: the 

original equation for commodity tax rates on the flows of intermediate inputs 

purchased by industry in MMRF. 

  

Equation E_deltax1 # Tax rate on sales to User 1 # 

                  (all,i,COM)(all,s,ALLSOURCE)(all,j,IND)(all,q,REGDEST) 

deltax1(i,s,j,q) = deltax(i) + deltax1all + deltaxsource(s)+deltaxdest(q); 

where 

(change) (all,i,COM)(all,s,ALLSOURCE)(all,j,IND)(all,q,REGDEST) 

deltax1(i,s,j,q) # Percentage point change in tax rate on sales of inter. inputs #; 

                 (change) (all,i,COM) 

deltax(i)     # Percentage point change in the general sales tax rate #; 

                  (change) 
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deltax1all    # Overall percentage point change in indirect tax rates, user 1 #; 

                  (change) (all,s,ALLSOURCE) 

deltaxsource(s)    # Regional tax shifter (percentage-point change) #; 

                  (change) (all,s,ALLSOURCE) 

deltaxsource(s)    # Regional tax shifter (percentage-point change) #; 

The conventional form of the commodity tax variable has 9 specific sources and 8 

regions of destination. Equation E_deltax1 allows for full flexibility to examine the 

effects of changes in commodity tax rates by sources and destinations separately 

and/or simultaneously. While changes in deltaxsource affect all regions of 

destination, changes in deltaxdest are limited to within only a region; this can be 

viewed as the local effect of regional commodity tax rates. 

IRES simplifies the dimensions of deltax1 by assuming that it does not have the local 

effect. Instead, commodity tax rates are source specific and apply the same across all 

regions of destination. 

 

Equation  Tax rate on sales to User 1  

E_deltax1 (Regional) 

deltax1(i,s,j) =   deltax1_n(i,AS2S(s),j) + deltax1all(s) + deltsource(s); 

Domain 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,s,ALLSOURCE) 

(all,j,IND) 

Variable 

deltax1_n 

deltax1all 

 

deltaxsource 

 

Mapping 

AS2S(s) 

Description 

tax rates variable from the national module 

overall (for all commodities) percentage-point change in indirect tax rates for 

intermediate inputs used by industries 

overall percentage-point change in indirect tax rates for all buyers across a region 

 

 

mapping ALLSOURCE to TWOSOURCE as deltax1_n is defined at the national 

level with TWOSOURCE 

  

In equation E_deltax1, apart from the rates of the national module, there are only two 

variables for the regional indirect tax rates: one is specific for intermediate input 

flows and the other for all other users. That means deltax1all appears only in 
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equation E_deltax1 while deltaxsource appears in all other indirect tax rates 

equations. Note that both deltax1all and deltaxsource in IRES have the 

ALLSOURCE dimension. The first assumption here is that changes in indirect tax 

rates on imported commodities are beyond the control of state governments thus the 

rates are applied uniformly across all regions. Nevertheless, when there are changes 

to indirect taxes on imported commodities, it is more relevant to the national module 

than the regional module. Therefore, these changes should be handled by 

deltaxsource_n in equation E_deltax1_n. The inclusion of the foreign source in these 

two variables deltax1all and deltaxsource is purely for the convenience of writing the 

TABLO code of IRES. However, if this setting is used in a stand-alone CGE bottom-

up model, i.e. no interaction with a national module, the inclusion of the foreign 

source is necessary. 

The second assumption is that changes in indirect tax rates on domestically produced 

commodities occur in the supplying region; IRES does not intend to capture the local 

effect of commodity taxes as implemented in MMRF. The advantage of the IRES 

approach is to reduce the number of equations. Although it is more limiting than the 

original equations in MMRF, it is sufficient for IRES at this stage. 

The indirect tax revenue from sales of intermediate inputs to industries is calculated 

using two factors, changes in the basic flows of commodities and changes in the tax 

rates as presented in equations E_taxrev1_n and E_taxrev1 below. 

 

Equation Aggregate revenue from indirect taxes levied on  

  flows to User 1 

E_taxrev1_n  (National) 

AGGTAX1N*taxrev1_n =  

sum(i,COM, sum(s,TWOSOURCE, sum(j,IND,  

TAX1N(i,s,j)*{p0a_n(i,s)+x1a_n(i,s,j)} + BAS1N(i,s,j)*deltax1_n(i,s,j) ))); 

 

E_taxrev1  (Regional)    

AGGTAX1(q)*taxrev1(q) =  

sum(i,COM, sum(s,ALLSOURCE, sum(j,IND, 

TAX1(I,s,j,q)*{p0a(i,s)+x1a(i,s,j,q)} + BAS1(i,s,j,q)*deltax1(i,s,j) ))); 

Domain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(all,q,REGDEST) 
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Variable 

taxrev1_n, taxrev1 

 

Coefficient 

AGGTAX1N, AGGTAX1 

Description 

variables for indirect tax revenue from sales of inputs to 

industries 

 

aggregate indirect tax revenue from sales of inputs to industries 

 

Possibilities to Enhance Indirect Tax Treatment   

Box 2.4 provides an alternative to modelling indirect taxes. The treatment in this 

section includes for all sources and destinations for indirect taxes just like the setting 

in MMRF but here it requires less number of equations. This approach is not 

implemented in IRES as this thesis model is not aimed to analyse tax issues at this 

stage. Nevertheless, the outline of this approach here is very useful for, and can be 

applied to, all regional CGE models.  

In the box, the previous regional tax equation is reproduced together with two other 

equations: the purchasers’ prices equation and the tax revenue equation, with small 

modifications. A new change variable del_taxsrc and a coefficient COEFF_TAX are 

introduced. 

This approach allows deltax1 to switch between sources and destinations. Variable 

del_taxsrc is usually exogenous and set at zero. With this setting, the three equations 

are exactly the same as previously. Changes in deltax1 are due to changes of tax rates 

in the source regions.  

When del_taxsrc(q) is shocked by 1, as long as the model is run with more than 1 

step, COEFF_TAX(q) is non-zero therefore TAX_SRC(q) is evaluated at one. Thus, 

deltax1(i,s,j) in equations E_p1a and E_taxrev1 is converted to deltax1(i,q,j), 

changing from a source to a destination. The “foreign” element in the ALLSOURCE 

is still maintained to allow for changes in indirect tax rates on imported commodities. 

As explained earlier, the inclusion of the foreign source at this regional level is 

redundant as any changes to the indirect tax rates on imported commodities should 

be handled in the national module. The inclusion is purely for convenience of writing 

TABLO code. But if this approach is used in stand-alone bottom-up CGE models, 

the inclusion of the foreign source is inevitable.  
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Note that the factor to determine whether domestic regions in deltax1 are sources or 

destinations comes from equation E_p1a, where the required changes in the tax rates 

are calculated using the correct basic values of intermediate inputs.  

Box 2.4 An Alternative Approach to Modelling Indirect Tax Rates 

 

SET ALLSOURCE  # Origin of goods # 

   (NSW,VIC,QLD,SA,WA,TAS,NT,ACT,foreign); 

SET REGDEST # 8 regional destinations # 

  (NSW,VIC,QLD,SA,WA,TAS,NT,ACT); 

SUBSET REGDEST is subset of ALLSOURCE; 

COEFFICIENT (All,s,ALLSOURCE)  COEFF_TAX(s) ; 

  (All,s,ALLSOURCE)  TAX_SRC(s) ; 

FORMULA  (initial) (All,s, ALLSOURCE) COEFF_TAX(s) = 0 ; 

  (All,s,ALLSOURCE)   

TAX_SRC(s) = IF[COEFF_TAX(s) > 0, 1] ; 

 

UPDATE (change) (All,q, ALLSOURCE) COEFF_TAX(s) = del_taxsrc(s); 

Variable 

  (change)(All,s, ALLSOURCE) 

del_taxsrc(s)          # shocked by 1 to change from source to destination # ; 

    (change)(ALL,q,ALLSOURCE) 

deltax1all(q)           # Overall percentage point change in indirect tax rates, user 1 #;   

  (change)(ALL,q,ALLSOURCE) 

deltax1all(q)            # Overall percentage point change in indirect tax rates, user 1 #; 

    (change) (all,s,ALLSOURCE) 

deltaxsource(s)       # Reg. tax shifter (percentage-point change) #; 

    (change)(ALL,q,ALLSOURCE) 

deltax1all(q)           # Overall percentage point change in indirect tax rates, user 1 #; 

 

EQUATION  

E_p1a 

 (all,I,COM)(all,j,IND)(all,q,REGDEST)(all,s,ALLSOURCE)   

(TINY+PVAL1A(i,s,j,q))*p1a(i,s,j,q) = 

                   [ BAS1(i,s,j,q) + TAX1(i,s,j,q) ]*p0a(i,s) 

            +      BAS1(i,s,j,q)* 

  { (1 – TAX_SRC (s))*deltax1(i,s,j)   +   

             TAX_SRC (q)*[deltax1(i,q,j)  + deltax1(i,“foreign”,j)  ] 
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    } 

      +  sum(r,MARGCOM,MAR1_AS(i,s,j,q,r)* 

                           [ p0a(r,q) – f_4x1marg_n(i,AS2S(s),j,r)  ]); 

 

E_deltax1 

   (all,i,COM)(all,s,ALLSOURCE)(all,j,IND) 

deltax1(i,s,j) =   deltax1_n(i,AS2S(s),j) + deltax1all(s)  + deltaxsource(s); 

 

E_taxrev1  # Aggregate revenue from indirect taxes levied on flows to User 1 # 

  (all,q,REGDEST) 

AGGTAX1(q)*taxrev1(q) = sum(i,COM, sum(s,ALLSOURCE, sum(j,IND, 

     TAX1(i,s,j,q)*{p0a(i,s)+x1a(i,s,j,q)} 

   + BAS1(i,s,j,q)* 

                { (1 – TAX_SRC (s))*deltax1(i,s,j)   +   

                         TAX_SRC (q)*[deltax1(I,q,j)  + deltax1(i,“foreign”,j) ]  }    ))); 

 

When no changes in tax rates are required, both deltax1all and deltaxsource are 

exogenous (standard closure); when changes in tax rates are required, either 

deltax1all or deltaxsource becomes endogenous, deltaxsource in this example; and 

depending on the assumtption of the simulation del_taxsrc may be shocked or may 

be not. If changes are assumed to affect taxes of the source region, then del_taxsrc(s) 

for the region is not shocked; but if changes are assumed to affect only the region q 

as a destination, then del_taxsrc(q) is shocked by one. More than one region can be 

shocked at the same time. The modification to equation E_taxrev1 is for the 

accounting purposes: changes in the tax rates are applied to the correct flows of 

commodities to calculate tax revenue. 

With del_taxsrc(s), deltaxsource in IRES plays an equivalent role to both 

deltaxsource(s) and deltaxdest(q) in MMRF as reproduced below.  

E_deltax1 # Tax rate on sales to User 1 # 

                  (all,i,COM)(all,s,ALLSOURCE)(all,j,IND)(all,q,REGDEST) 

deltax1(i,s,j,q) = deltax(i) + deltax1all + deltaxsource(s)+deltaxdest(q); 

The number of equations for modelling indirect taxes in IRES is reduced 

significantly but the flexibility in analysing changes in taxes in both sources and 
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destinations is maintained. As seen from the illustration, some tax rates can have the 

source dimension and other tax rates are in the destination dimension. The combined 

effect would include the changes of tax rates from both sources and destinations. 

Again, this concept is not developed in this thesis. As the purpose at this stage is to 

examine the integrated structure of two CGE modules, the structure in IRES is kept 

to the simplest level. Hence, del_taxsrc(s) is used in IRES. 

 

2.2.11. Market Clearing Equations 

Market clearing conditions are imposed to insure that supply equals demand for all 

commodities in the model, including domestically produced and imported 

commodities. This condition is imposed separately on both modules. 

For the domestically produced commodities, there are two groups of commodities in 

IRES, non-margin and margin. Market clearing equations for the two groups are 

different because of their different sales patterns. Market clearing for non-margin 

commodities requires that the output level of each domestically produced commodity 

equals the sum of sales to all buyers, namely intermediate inputs, investment, 

household consumption, exports and government consumptions. Equations 

E_mkt_clear_nomargN and E_mkt_clear_nomarg are the percentage change form 

equations for the non-margin group in the national and regional modules 

respectively.   

 

Equation    Demand equals supply for non-margin 

   commodities 

E_mkt_clear_nomargN    (National) 

SALESN(i)*z_n(i) =  

sum(j,IND, BAS1N(i,"domestic",j)* x1a_n(i,"domestic",j)) 

+  sum(j,IND, BAS2N(i,"domestic",j)* x2a_n(i,"domestic",j)) 

+   BAS3N(i,"domestic")*  x3a_n(i,"domestic")   

+   BAS4N(i) * x4_n(i) 

+  BAS5N(I,"domestic")*  x5a_n(i,"domestic")  

+  BAS6N(I,"domestic")*  x6a_n(i,"domestic") ; 

Domain 

 

(all,i,NONMARGCOM) 
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E_mkt_clear_nomarg  (Regional) 

 (TINY+SALES(r,s))*z(r,s) = 

sum(j,IND,sum(q,REGDEST, BAS1(r,s,j,q)*x1a(r,s,j,q)) ) 

+ sum(j,IND, sum(q,REGDEST, BAS2(r,s,j,q)* x2a(r,s,j,q)) ) 

+ sum(q,REGDEST,  BAS3(r,s,q)*  x3a(r,s,q)  ) 

+ BAS4(r,s)*  x4r(r,s) 

+  sum(q,REGDEST, BAS5(r,s,q)* x5a(r,s,q) ) 

+  sum(q,REGDEST, BAS6(r,s,q)* x6a(r,s,q) ); 

 

(all,r,NONMARGCOM) 

(all,s,REGSOURCE) 

 

The market clearing condition for the margin group requires that the output level of 

each domestically produced commodity equals the sum of sales to all buyers plus the 

amount of sales for margin purposes.  

Equation Demand equals supply for margin 

  commodities 

E_mkt_clear_marginsN 

SALESN(m)*z_n(m) = sum(j,IND,  

   BAS1N(m,"domestic",j)* x1a_n(m,"domestic",j)  

+ BAS2N(m,"domestic",j)*x2a_n(m,"domestic",j)) 

+ BAS3N(m,"domestic")*x3a_n(m,"domestic") 

+ BAS4N(m)*x4_n(m) 

+ BAS5N(m,"domestic")*x5a_n(m,"domestic") 

+ BAS6N(m,"domestic")* x6a_n(m,"domestic") 

+  sum(j,IND, sum(i,COM, sum(ss,TWOSOURCE, 

                     MAR1N(i,ss,j,m)*x1marg_n(i,ss,j,m) + 

                     MAR2N(i,ss,j,m)*x2marg_n(i,ss,j,m) ))) 

+ sum(i,COM, sum(ss,TWOSOURCE, MAR3N(i,ss,m)*x3marg_n(i,ss,m)  

)) 

+ sum(i,COM, MAR4N(i,m) *x4marg_n(i,m)     ) 

+ sum(i,COM, sum(ss,TWOSOURCE, MAR5N(i,ss,m) 

*x5marg_n(i,ss,m)  )) 

 + sum(i,COM, sum(ss,TWOSOURCE, 

MAR6N(i,ss,m)*x6marg_n(i,ss,m)  )); 

 

E_mkt_clear_margins  

(TINY+SALES(r,s))*z(r,s) = 

Domain 

 

(all,m,MARGCOM) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(all,r,MARGCOM) 
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sum(j,IND, sum(q,REGDEST,  BAS1(r,s,j,q)* x1a(r,s,j,q)  

                                               +  BAS2(r,s,j,q)*x2a(r,s,j,q))) 

+ sum(q,REGDEST,  BAS3(r,s,q)* x3a(r,s,q)) 

+  BAS4(r,s)* x4r(r,s) 

+ sum(q,REGDEST,  BAS5(r,s,q)* x5a(r,s,q)) 

+ sum(q,REGDEST,  BAS6(r,s,q)* x6a(r,s,q)) 

+ sum(j,IND, sum(i,COM, sum(ss,TWOSOURCE, 

                            MAR1(i,ss,j,s,r)*x1marg(i,ss,j,s,r) 

                         + MAR2(i,ss,j,s,r)*x2marg(i,ss,j,s,r) ))) 

+  sum(i,COM, sum(ss,TWOSOURCE, MAR3(i,ss,s,r)*   x3marg(i,ss,s,r)  

)) 

+  sum(i,COM,  MAR4(i,s,r) * x4marg(i,s,r)     ) 

+ sum(i,COM, sum(ss,TWOSOURCE, MAR5(i,ss,s,r)*x5marg(i,ss,s,r)  )) 

 + sum(i,COM, sum(ss,TWOSOURCE, MAR6(i,ss,s,r)* x6marg(i,ss,s,r)  

)); 

(all,s,REGSOURCE) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.12. Adding-up Conditions 

As a result of linking a regional CGE module to a national CGE module, adding-up 

conditions are the typical equations for an integrated framework (the IRES model) to 

insure national results are equal to the weighted sum of the corresponding regional 

results. It has been found that most of the time the implied aggregate results of all 

regions for industry j (or commodity i) variables are not the same as the 

corresponding results of variables generated by the national module. This is not a 

surprising outcome and in fact it is quite natural for the two modules not to be the 

same: the regional module tends to be more responsive than the national module. 

This is so because, in the conventional regional CGE modelling, the elasticity 

parameters (partial elasticities) for substitution of inputs among domestic regions 

(level 0 in Figure 2.2) are 5 times larger than the elasticities of substitution between 

imported and domestically produced commodities (level 1). However, partial 

elasticities are not the only reason for the substitution of inputs among domestic 

regions in the regional nested structures more responsive than the substitution of 

similar inputs between the imported source and the domestic source in the national 

module. It is more about the general equilibrium (GE) elasticities in a structure that 

has more levels of substitution in the regional module than those in the national 

module. Truong (1999) pointed out that the GE elasticities are a function of (a) the 
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structure of a model, (b) the values of partial elasticities, (c) the benchmark of the 

database and (d) the closure in interest.  

Keller (1980, page 83) shows formulae to calculate GE elasticities of components m 

and n in the nested production function in Figure 2.7 which resembles the production 

function of IRES in Figure 2.2. But Figure 2.7 is simpler and in a slightly different 

presentation. The nested production function consists of L+1 levels l = 0, 1, . .. , L; 

Keller’s formula in 2.45 calculates the elasticities of substitution between m and n at 

a particular level L in the nested structure, i.e. level L is where the elasticity nmσ  is 

examined, it is not the level that m and n are sitting in the structure.  
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where 

K represents the lowest level in the nested structure at which a component exists, 

associated with both m and n (the lowest common level);  

lnS ,  represent shares of components associated with input n at level l in the total 

cost of production.  

 

On each level of the nest in Figure 2.7, each branch has its own branch output that 

can be considered as the activity level. For example, Intermediate is the branch 

output or the activity level of Import and Composite Dom. Keller’s formula assumes 

the branch output is held  constant and calculate elasticities of substitution of inputs 

m and n at levels below it. 
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Figure 2.7 Structure of CES Nested Production Function  

 

Applying 2.45 to calculate elasticities of substitution 1,Re gσ  for input i from different 

domestic regions, say region m to region n, while holding the domestic composite 

quantity index at level 1 of industry j in region r constant, we have: 

gSg Re_
0

1,Re

σσ =  

where S_Reg is share of total inputs from domestic regions in the total costs  

(including primary factor inputs) of the regional industry j. 

Using 2.45 again for level 2, the elasticities of substitution 2,Re gσ for inputs from 

domestic regions are calculated as: 
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S_Intermediate is the share of total intermediate inputs in the total costs of the 

regional industry j. 

It is clear that 1,Re gσ  will be larger than 0σ  as S_Reg is smaller than 1. This can be 

explained by Figure 2.8. The figure shows two isocost curves, II and I’I’. The 

starting point in the figure is point A. The two axes measure the quantity of input i 

supplied by region r and other regions in response to their relative prices.  

When the price of input i supplied by region r is relatively more expensive than 

prices of input i from all other regions, then industry j in region r will purchase less 

of input i from its own region and buy more from other regions. But how much of 

substitutes from other regions industry j will use depends on different courses. In the 

first instance when total domestic composite input i is held constant, then the 

substitution moves from A to B, on the same isocost curve II. However, when the 

output level of industry j is held constant, the increase in price of input i supplied by 

region r may also increase the domestic composite price in relative to the import 

price of input i; thus the substitution may move from A to C on I’I’ because of the 

additional substitution of the domestic composite commodity i for imports, meaning 

a larger substitution of goods produced by domestic regions as implied by 2,Re gσ . 

The magnitude of substitution from A to C depends on 0σ , 1σ  and two cost shares as 

indicated previously. 

In order to reconcile results between the two modules, it is important to maintain the 

relativities of regional results but these regional results are forced to add up to the 

results generated from the national module by imposing uniform shifts accounting 

for the “required” adding-up adjustments. These shifters are applied to price and 

quantity of all demands; the treatments of these shifters may vary for different cases. 

The convention of notation used for variables related to adding-up conditions is 

defined as follows. For each pair of variables zzz and zzz_n in the regional and 

national module respectively, there are two new variables for the adding-up 

conditions to be implemented: f_zzz and f_4zzz.  
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Figure 2.8 Substitution Elasticity of Input i Supplied by Region m and 

Region n 

A

B

C

I

I

I’

I’

Composite domestic
 inputs held constant

Output
held constant

Region m

Region n

Source: Derived from Truong (1999, p. 32)  

Variable f_zzz measures the difference between zzz and zzz_n explicitly (in a new 

equation) and variable f_4zzz is added to existing equations as a shifter for technical 

change or taste change. Shifter f_4zzz is also referred to as a reconciling variable to 

reflect its role that reconciles results of the two modules in the IRES framework. 

Some shifters f_4zzz have two versions, one with an affix “_1” (f_4zzz_1) for the 

comparative static simulations, and the other with an affix “_2” (f_4zzz_2) for the 

recursive dynamic simulations.  

This section will explain the individual treament for the adding-up condition in 

conjuction with the role of f_4zzz. For convenient, equations that contain f_4zzz are 

also reproduced together with the adding-up condition equations here. 
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Adding-up Condition on Basic Prices 

The adding-up condition of basic prices is the first illustration. Equations E_x1o, 

E_x1prim and E_x1oct have already been introduced, thus most of variables in these 

equations are already familiar to readers; there is one new variable f_p0a which 

measures the difference of basic price of commodity i at the aggregate level in the 

two modules. 

 

Equation Adding-up condition for basic prices 

E_f_p0a 

Sum(q,REGSOURCE,COSTS(i,q))*[p0_n(i) – f_p0a(i)]= 

Sum(q,REGSOURCE,COSTS(i,q)*p0a(i,q)) ;        

 

E_x1o   (Regional) 

x1o(i,j,q) =  z(j,q) + a1(j,q) + a1_n(j) + f_4p0a(j) 
 

 

E_x1prim  (Regional)  

x1prim(j,q) =  z(j,q) + a1(j,q) + f_4p0a(j) + a1prim(j,q)+ a1_n(j)  

+ a1prim_n(j); 

 

E_x1oct   (Regional ) 

x1oct(j,q) = z(j,q) + a1(j,q) +  f_4x1oct(j) + f_4p0a(j)  

+ a1oct(j,q)+ a1_n(j) + a1oct_n(j); 

Domain 

(ALL,i,COM) 

 

 

 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

Variable 

f_p0a 

 

f_4p0a 

p0_n 

Description 

difference of basic price of commodity i in the national module and the 

aggregate basic price of commodity i for all regions in the regional module 

shifter for adding-up condition 

basic price of commodity i in the national module, equal to 

p0a_n(i,“domestic”) 

 

Note that in equation E_f_p0a, the same regional coefficient COSTS(i,q) is used in 

both sides of the equation even though its corresponding coefficient COSTSN(i) in 

the national module is available. IRES indicates that results of f_p0a for all 

commodities are not zero, meaning that the implied aggregate basic price of all 
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regions in the regional module for commodities i are not consistent with the basic 

price of the same commodity i generated by the national module. 

In order to have the aggregate basic price of commodity i for all regions equal to the 

basic price of commodity i generated by the national module, f_p0a is forced to equal 

zero, i.e. imposing an adding-up condition on the basic prices of commodities. The 

adding-up condition is imposed by using the national results as a benchmark and 

adjusting all inputs at the top level of the Leontief technology of the production nest 

in Figure 2.2 uniformly adjusted across all regions. Shifter f_4p0a is endogenous and 

is driven by equation E_f_p0a while f_p0a becomes exogenous.  

Adding-up Condition on Intermediate Demands 

The second adding-up condition is the usage of intermediate inputs of industries in 

the two modules. It is presented in equation E_fx1a. Given the adding-up condition 

of basic prices, the purpose of equation E_fx1a is twofold: to achieve the consistent 

results from the two modules and to generate consistent BAS1 and BAS1N data in 

the updated database. As these coefficients are updated by quantity variables (x1a 

and x1a_n) and basic prices (p0a and p0a_n), the adding-up condition equation 

E_fx1a contains both quantities and basic prices for those coefficents to ensure the 

appropriate composition of changes in quantity and price for each commodity. 

 

Equation Adding-up condition for intermediate inputs 

E_fx1a 

Sum(q,REGSOURCE, Sum(as, ALLSOURCE:  

AS2S(as) eq s, (tiny+BAS1(i,as,j,q)) ))* 

[x1a_n(i,s,j) + p0a_n(i,s) – f_x1a(i,s,j)] = 

Sum(q,REGSOURCE, Sum(as, ALLSOURCE:  

AS2S(as) eq s, (tiny+BAS1(i,as,j,q))*  [x1a(i,as,j,q) +p0a(i,as)] )) ; 

 

E_x1a  (Regional) 

x1a(i,s,j,q) =  

IS_DOM(s)*( x1c(i,j,q) – SIGMA1C(i)* 

 (p1a(I,s,j,q)+ f_4x1a(i,AS2S(s),j)-p1c(i,j,q))) 

+ IS_IMP(s)*( x1o(i,j,q) - SIGMA1O(i)* 

Domain 

(ALL,i,COM) 

(ALL,s,TWOSOURCE) 

(ALL,j,IND) 

 

 

 

 

 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,s,ALLSOURCE) 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 
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(p1a(i,"foreign",j,q)+f_4x1a(i,AS2S(s),j) -p1o(i,j,q)))   

+ f_4x1a(i,AS2S(s),j)   ; 

 

Equation Price of domestic/foreign composite, User 1 

E_p1o 

(TINY+PVAL1O(i,j,q))*p1o(i,j,q) =  

sum(s,ALLSOURCE,PVAL1A(i,s,j,q)*[p1a(i,s,j,q) + 

f_4x1a(i,AS2S(s),j) ]); 

 

Equation Price of domestic composite, User 1 

E_p1c 

 (TINY+PVAL1T(i,"domestic",j,q))*p1c(i,j,q) =  

sum(s,REGSOURCE,PVAL1A(i,s,j,q)* 

[p1a(i,s,j,q)+f_4x1a(i,"domestic",j) ]); 

 

 

 

 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

 

 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

Variable 

f_x1a 

 

f_4x1a 

p1o 

p1c 

Description 

difference in intermediate inputs usage between the national and the regional 

aggregate 

shifter for adding-up condition 

price of domestic/foreign composite goods in current production 

price of domestic composite goods in current production 

 

Shifter f_4x1a is treated as a technological change variable in the demand equation 

for intermediate inputs by regional industries. Hence, shifter f_4x1a occurs in 

equations E_p1o and E_p1c to calculate p1o and p1c prices. When f_x1a is 

exogenous, equation E_f_x1a then determines variable f_4x1a to reconcile the 

adding-up condition. 

Adding-up Condition on Investment  

The treatment for the adding-up condition on investment is the same as that for the 

intermediate usage. 

Equation Adding-up condition for investment 

E_fx2a 

Sum(q,REGSOURCE, Sum(as, ALLSOURCE:  

AS2S(as) eq s, (BAS2(i,as,j,q)+tiny)))* 

Domain 

(ALL,i,COM) 

(ALL,s,TWOSOURCE) 

(ALL,j,IND) 
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[x2a_n(i,s,j) + p0a_n(i,s)  – f_x2a(i,s,j)] = 

Sum(q,REGSOURCE, Sum(as, ALLSOURCE:  

AS2S(as) eq s, (BAS2(i,as,j,q)+tiny)* [x2a(i,as,j,q) + p0a(i,as) ] )) ; 

 

E_x2a   (Regional) 

x2a(i,s,j,q) =   

IS_DOM(s)*(x2c(i,j,q) – SIGMA2C(i)* 

(p2a(i,s,j,q) + f_4x2a(i,AS2S(s),j) – p2c(i,j,q))) 

+   IS_IMP(s)*(x2o(i,j,q) – SIGMA2O(i)* 

(p2a(i,"foreign",j,q) + f_4x2a(i,AS2S(s),j) – p2o(i,j,q))) 

+   f_4x2a(i,AS2S(s),j)   ; 

 

Equation  Price of domestic/foreign composite, User 2  

E_p2o     

sum(s,ALLSOURCE,(Tiny+PVAL2A(i,s,j,q)))*p2o(i,j,q) =  

sum{s,ALLSOURCE,(Tiny+PVAL2A(i,s,j,q))* 

                    [p2a(i,s,j,q) + f_4x2a(i,AS2S(s),j)]}; 

 

Equation Price of domestic composite, User 2 

E_p2c 

sum[s,REGSOURCE,(PVAL2A(i,s,j,q)+tiny)]*p2c(i,j,q)   

= sum{s,REGSOURCE,(PVAL2A(i,s,j,q)+tiny)* 

   [p2a(i,s,j,q) + f_4x2a(i,"domestic",j)]}; 

 

 

 

 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,s,ALLSOURCE) 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

 

 

 

 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

 

 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

Variable 

f_x2a 

 

f_4x2a 

p2o 

p2c 

Description 

difference in intermediate inputs usage between x2a_n and the aggregated x2a for all 

industries 

shifter for the adding-up condition 

price of domestic/foreign composite, User 2 

price of domestic composite, User 2 

Adding-up Condition on Capital Stocks 

Capital stocks require two conditions, one for the quantity of stocks and one for the 

rental price of capital separately. For the quantity of capital stocks, we treat 

f_4curcap similarly to the capital augmenting technological change, but uniformly 

across all regions for the same industry. 
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Equation Adding-up condition for capital stocks 

E_f_curcap 

Sum(sr, REGSOURCE, CAPITAL(j,sr))*[curcap_n(j) – f_curcap(j)] =  

Sum(sq,REGSOURCE,CAPITAL(j,sq)*(curcap(j,sq)))  ; 

 

E_curcap    (Regional) 

curcap(j,q) = x1prim(j,q) + a1cap(j,q)+ a1cap_n(j) + f_4curcap(j) 

- SIGMA1FAC(j)*[p1cap(j,q) + a1cap(j,q)  

+  f_4curcap(j) + a1cap_n(j)  –  xi_fac(j,q)]; 

Domain 

 

(all,j,IND) 

 

 

 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDE

ST) 

Variable 

f_curcap 

Description 

difference between curcap_n and the aggregated curcap 

The adding-up condition for the rental price of capital in industry j has two 

alternatives, one for comparative static simulations and one for recursive dynamic 

simulations. In the comparative mode, rates of return to industries are governed by 

the BETA mechanism in equation E_del_ff_rate_r. Shifter f_4p1cap_r_1 is added to 

this equation to adjust rates of return to similar industries uniformly across all 

regions to achieve the adding-up condition. Alternatively, in simulations on a year-

to-year basis, shifter f_4p1cap_r_2 is added to equation E_d_eeqror_r to adjust rates 

of return to industries uniformly. This shifter will shift the dotted-line curve in 

Figure 2.5 up and down. 

Equation Adding-up condition for rental price of capital  

E_f_p1cap  

ID0V[Sum(r,REG,CAPITAL(j,r)),Tiny]*[p1cap_n(j) – f_p1cap(j)] =   

Sum(r,REG, CAPITAL(j,r)*[p1cap(j,r)]); 

E_del_ff_rate_r (Regional) 

d_eror_r(j,r)    =     {BETA_R(j,r)/100}*[ curcap(j,r) – kt_n ] 

               -   {ROR_SE_BASER(j,r) – AV_ROR_SE_B}*del_r    

               +  f_4p1cap_r_1(j)  + del_ff_rate_r(j,r) ; 

E_d_eeqror_r  (Regional) 

d_eeqror_r(j,r) = d_eeqror(j) + DIF_EEQROR_r(j,r)*del_unity+ 

                            f_4p1cap_r_2(j) +  f_d_eeqror_r(j,r); 

Domain 

(All,j,IND) 

 

 

(All,j,IND) 

(All,r,REGDEST) 

 

 

 

(All,j,IND) 

(All,r,REGDEST) 

Variable 

f_p1cap 

Description 

difference between p1cap_n and te aggregated p1cap for all industries 
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Adding-up Condition on Rental Price to Land 

As the quantity of land is fixed in IRES, variables n_n and n are exogenous in all 

simulations. The adding-up condition in this case needs only to maintain the balance 

between the two prices. Equation E_f_p1land is forcing the aggregate land rental 

prices across all regions equal to the land rental price in the national module. Shifter 

f_4p1land is then endogenised to adjust rental prices to land in all regions uniformly. 

This shifter is treated just like the land augmenting technical change. 

   

Equation Adding-up condition for rental price of land 

 

E_f_p1land 

Sum(q,REGSOURCE,ID01(LAND(j,q)))*[p1land_n(j) – f_p1land(j)] =  

Sum(q,REGSOURCE,ID01(LAND(j,q))*p1land(j,q)) ; 

 

E_p1land 

n(j,q) = x1prim(j,q) + a1land(j,q) + a1land_n(j) + f_4p1land(j) 

- SIGMA1FAC(j)*[p1land(j,q) + a1land(j,q) + a1land_n(j)  

+ f_4p1land(j) – xi_fac(j,q)]; 

Domain 

 

(ALL,j,IND) 

 

 

 

 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

Variable 

F_p1land 

Description 

difference between p1land_n and the aggregated p1land   

 

Adding-up Condition on Labour Demands 

The adding-up condition on labour demands is imposed via equation E_f_xalaboi, 

which includes both price and quantity. As will be seen in the next chapter, wages in 

both modules are indexed to the variable CPI generated by the national module; they 

move very close to each other.  Thus there is no need to reinforce the adding-up 

condition for the wage rates. Equation E_f_x1laboi is mainly for the quantity side. 

However, the inclusion of the wage rates ensures the equality of wage income in the 

two updated databases. 

Equation  

E_f_x1laboi 

Sum(q,REGSOURCE,(tiny+LAB_OCC_IND(m,j,q)))* 

Domain 

 

(ALL,j,IND) 
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[x1laboi_n(j,m) + p1laboi_n(j,m) – f_x1laboi(j,m)] =  

Sum(q,REGSOURCE, (tiny + LAB_OCC_IND(m,j,q))* 

[x1laboi(j,q,m) + p1laboi(j,q,m)]) ; 

 

E_x1laboi   (Regional) 

x1laboi(j,q,m) = efflab(j,q) + f_4x1laboi(j,m)  

– SIGMA1LAB(j)*[p1laboi(j,q,m)+ f_4x1laboi(j,m) – p1lab(j,q)]; 

(ALL,m,OCC) 

 

 

 

(all,m,OCC) 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

Variable 

f_x1laboi(j,m) 

Description 

difference between x1laboi_n and the aggregated x1laboi  

The shifter for the adding-up condition f_4_x1laboi in equation E_x1laboi is treated 

as the labour-by-skill type augmenting technical change for occupation m in industry 

j uniformly across all regions. Equation E_f_x1laboi explains the movements of 

f_4x1laboi while shifter f_x1laboi is exogenous when the adding-up condition is 

imposed. 

Adding-up Condition on Other Costs 

As seen previously, Other Costs prices in the national and regional modules are 

moving in line with the national consumer price index, therefore it is necessary only 

to force the quantity variables of Other Costs of the two modules to be consistent as 

shown in equation E_f_x1oct.   

Equation  

E_f_x1oct 

Sum(s,REGSOURCE,(tiny+OTHCOST(j,s)))*[ x1oct_n(j) – f_x1oct(j) ] = 

Sum(s,REGSOURCE,(tiny+OTHCOST(j,s))* x1oct(j,s) ) ;  

 

E_x1oct   (Regional ) 

x1oct(j,q) = z(j,q) + a1(j,q) +  f_4x1oct(j) + f_4p0a(j) + a1oct(j,q)+ a1_n(j)  

+ a1oct_n(j); 

Domain 

 

(ALL,j,IND) 

 

 

 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

Variable 

f_x1oct(j) 

Description 

difference between x1oct_n and the aggregated x1oct 
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When f_x1oct is exogenous, shifter f_4x1oct is then endogenised to reconcile the 

differences between Other Costs generated by the two modules. 

Adding-up Condition on Exports 

Equation Adding-up condition on exports 

E_fx4r 

Sum(s,REGSOURCE, (tiny+BAS4(i,s)))* 

[x4_n(I) + p0_n(i) - f_x4r(i)] =  

Sum(s,REGSOURCE,(tiny+BAS4(i,s))*[ x4r(i,s) + p0a(i,s) ]) ; 

 

E_x4r    (Regional) 

x4r(i,s) – feq(i,s) - f_4x4r(i) =   

EXP_ELAST(i)*[p4r(i,s) – fep(i,s) – fep_n(i) – natfep ] ; 

 

E_nt_x4r (Regional)  

x4r(i,s)  – f_4x4r(i) = aggnt_x4r(s) + faggnt_i(i) + faggnt_s(s)  

+ faggnt_is(i,s) + faggnt_i_n(i) ; 

Domain 

 

(ALL,i,COM) 

 

 

 

(all,i,TEXP) 

(all,s,REGSOURCE) 

 

 

(all,i,NTEXP) 

(all,s,REGSOURCE) 

Variable 

f_x4r 

Description 

difference between x4r_n and the aggregated x4r  

 

Generally, exports are driven by export prices, directly for traditional exports and 

indirectly for non-traditional exports via the aggregate level of non-traditional export. 

However, quantity of export demands and the basic prices are used in the adding-up 

condition for the same reasons given earlier. Not only is there need to maintain the 

equality of exports between the two modules, it is also neccesary to ensure that the 

updated data for exports are consistent in both modules. Equation E_fx4r determines 

the movements of f_4x4r(i) when f_x4r(i) is exogenised. 

Adding-up Condition on Government Consumption 

The setting of the two types of government consumption in IRES has already 

satisfied the adding-up condition as they are all indexed to the aggregate real 

household consumption in the national module. There is no need to impose 

unnecessary constraint on the flows. However, both f_x5a and f_4x5a are included in 
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the model for the state government consumption for future use when policy shocks to 

government expenditure are examined. 

 

Equation  

E_f_x5a 

Sum(q,REGSOURCE, Sum(as, ALLSOURCE: AS2S(as) eq s, 

 (TINY+BAS5(i,as,q))))*[x5a_n(i,s) + p0a_n(I,s)  – f_x5a(I,s)] = 

Sum(q,REGSOURCE, Sum(as, ALLSOURCE: AS2S(as) eq s,  

 (Tiny+BAS5(i,as,q))*[x5a(i,as,q)+p0a(i,as)])); 

E_f_x6a 

Sum(q,REGSOURCE, Sum(as, ALLSOURCE: AS2S(as) eq s, 

(TINY+BAS5(i,as,q))))*[x6a_n(i,s) + p0a_n(i,s) –  f_x6a(i,s)] = 

Sum(q,REGSOURCE, Sum(as, ALLSOURCE: AS2S(as) eq s,  

(Tiny+BAS5(i,as,q))*[x6a(i,as,q)+p0a(i,as)])); 

 

Equation # Regional Other demands # 

E_x5a  

x5a(i,s,q) = cr_n + f5a(i,s,q) + f5gen(q) + natf5gen + f_4x5a(i,AS2S(s)) 

+  f5gen_n ; 

 

Equation # Fed. Other demands # 

E_x6a 

x6a(i,s,q) = cr_n + f6a(i,s,q) + f6gen(q) + natf6gen + 

 f_4x6a(i,AS2S(s)) +  f6gen_n ; 

Domain 

 

(ALL,i,COM) 

(ALL,s,TWOSOURCE) 

 

 

 

(ALL,i,COM) 

(ALL,s,TWOSOURCE) 

 

 

 

 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,s,ALLSOURCE) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,s,ALLSOURCE) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

Variable 

f_x5a and f_x6a 

Description 

difference in government consumption at the two levels in both modules   

 

Adding-up Condition on Household Consumption 

The adding-up condition on the household sectors between the two modules is not 

based on taste changes as seen previously in using technical change for intermediate 

demands and investment demands. The whole system of equations we described in 

the Household Demands section determines only the composition of regional 

household consumption. It does not determine the total regional household 

consumption. Using a shifter in a role of taste change will change the composition of 
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regional consumption, thereby implying changes to the total regional consumption as 

shown in equation E_c_a for the household budget constraint.  

E_c_a # Household budget constraint # 

    (all,q,REGDEST) 

AGGCON(q)* c(q) =     sum(i,COM, sum(s,ALLSOURCE, PVAL3A(i,s,q)* 

                                      {x3a(i,s,q) + p3a(i,s,q) } )); 

 

However, regional nominal household consumption c(q) is in fact determined by 

household disposable income equation E_c_b as presented together with equation 

E_fx3a below. Hence, regional nominal household consumption c(q) has conflicting 

information imposed on it.  

To overcome this problem, f_4x3a is used as a shifter for “branch output” of 

household demands for imported and domestic composite commodities to account 

for changes at the top of a branch at level 1 in Figure 2.6, regardless of relative 

prices. The total of changes in household consumption for a region is also added in 

equation E_c_b. As f_4x3a is aggregated down to only a single number in equation 

E_c_b, an alternative interpretation for f_4x3a is that the whole term 

sum(i,COM,sum(s,TWOSOURCE, PVAL3T_SHR(i,s,q)*f_4x3a(i,s) )) is interpreted 

as a uniform change in average propensity to consume for households in all regions, 

and this average propensity to consume is then consistently disaggregated into 

f_4x3a for domestic and imported sources in equation E_x3a to guarantee the 

adding-up condition. 

 

 

Equation Adding-up condition on household 

  Consumption 

E_fx3a 

Sum(q,REGSOURCE, Sum(as, ALLSOURCE:  

AS2S(as) eq s, (TINY+BAS3(i,as,q))))* 

[x3a_n(i,s) + p0a_n(I,s) – f_x3a(I,s)] = 

Sum(q,REGSOURCE, Sum(as, ALLSOURCE:  

AS2S(as) eq s, (Tiny+BAS3(i,as,q))* [x3a(i,as,q) +p0a(i,as) ])); 

 

Domain 

 

 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,s,TWOSOURCE) 
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E_x3a     (Regional) 

x3a(i,s,q)  =  IS_DOM(s)*(x3c(i,q) – SIGMA3C(i)* (p3a(i,s,q – p3c(i,q))) 

+ IS_IMP(s)*(x3o(i,q) - SIGMA3O(I)* (p3a(i,"foreign",q) – p3o(i,q))) 

+ f_4x3a(i,AS2S(s))   ; 

 

Equation   Consumption function 

E_c_b  

c(q) = yd_r(q) + miscf001(q) + 

sum(i,COM,sum(s,TWOSOURCE, PVAL3T_SHR(i,s,q)*f_4x3a(i,s) )) ; 

 

(all,I,COM) 

(all,s,ALLSOURCE) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

 

 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

Variable 

f_x3a  

Description 

Difference between x3a_n and the aggregated x3a  

 

Adding-up Condition on Margins 

Theoretically, once there are consistent results for all commodity flows between the 

two modules, demands for margins will automatically add up between the two 

modules. However, simulation results show that there are small discrepancies in 

margin demands. Adding-up conditions are also included for the margin usages 

between the two modules. The approach to maintaining the adding-up condition 

between the two modules is the same for all margin flows, thus only the equation for 

the margin usages of industries in the current production is presented. The same 

explanation applies to the adding-up conditions for all other margins. 

Equation Adding-up condition on Margins – User 1 

E_f_4x1marg_n 

Sum(q,REGDEST, ID0V(MAR1(i,s,j,q,m),TINY))* 

[x1marg_n(i,s,j,m) + p0_n(m)  –  f_x1marg_n(i,s,j,m)] = 

Sum(q,REGSOURCE, ID0V(MAR1(i,s,j,q,m),TINY)* 

[ x1marg(i,s,j,q,m) + p0a(m,q)] ) ; 

 

Equation  Margins on sales to producers 

E_x1marg  

Sum(as,ALLSOURCE:AS2S(as) eq s, 

ID0V(MAR1_AS(i,as,j,q,r),TINY))* 

[x1marg(i,s,j,q,r) – f_4x1marg_n(i,s,j,r) ] =  

Sum(as,ALLSOURCE: AS2S(as) eq s, 

Domain 

(All,i,COM) 

(all,s,TWOSOURCE) 

(All,j,IND) 

(all,m,MARGCOM) 

 

 

(all,i,COM) 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

(all,s,TWOSOURCE) 

(all,r,MARGCOM) 
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 MAR1_AS(i,as,j,q,r)*x1a(i,as,j,q)   ); 

 

E_p1a  (Regional)  

(TINY+PVAL1A(i,s,j,q))*p1a(i,s,j,q) = 

[ BAS1(i,s,j,q) + TAX1(i,s,j,q) ]*p0a(i,s) + BAS1(I,s,j,q)*deltax1(i,s,j)   

+ sum(r,MARGCOM,MAR1_AS(i,s,j,q,r)* 

[p0a(r,q) – f_4x1marg_n(i,AS2S(s),j,r)  ]); 

Variable 

f_x1marg_n 

Description 

difference in aggregate margin usages of all regions and margin usages 

generated in the national module  

 

In the equations for the adding-up condition on margin usages, basic prices are used 

in conjunction with quantity variables to ensure that the updated data for margins in 

the two modules are consistent. Shifter f_x1marg_n measures the difference in 

aggregate margin usages of all regions and margin usages of similar industries in the 

national module. When the adding-up condition is imposed, this shifter becomes 

exogenous and the equation E_f_4x1marg_n determines movement of shifter 

f_4x1marg_n, which is treated as technical change in margin use by industries. 

Hence, f_4x1marg_n enters equation E_p1a. 

The adding-up conditions are the typical feature of this IRES model. They are 

permanently imposed so that IRES is used as an integrated model. They give 

consistency between results of the two modules, not only for those directly subject to 

the imposed conditions, but also for many other pairs of variables in the two modules 

such as aggregate CPI, aggregate industry outputs, and aggregate purchasers’ prices 

of capital formation.   
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2.2.13. Two-way Linkages 

As mentioned previously in Figure 2.1, results of shift variables3 in IRES can be 

passed back and forth between the two modules automatically. This is the feature 

that allows the IRES model to be used in three modes: (a) a fully bottom-up, (b) a 

top-down and (c) a mixture of both. This section explains the role of an equation that 

facilitates this mechanism and the reason why such an equation is needed in this 

integrated structure. This equation here is only a representative for the whole group 

of many more similar equations required by the integrated structure. However, IRES 

does not need to have all of them for its operation at this stage. Thus, IRES is 

implemented with only one representative equation in the export section which will 

be tested for in chapter 6. All other equations can be replicated using the mechanism 

provided here.  

Generally shifters can be interpreted as factors that explain movements of quantity 

variables not driven by movements of relative prices in CGE models. Thus a shock to 

change a demand in one module will generate a result for the corresponding shifter. 

The question here is the implication of this result in relation to the results in the other 

module. The following equations illustrate this implication. 

Equation E_x4r # Export demand functions # 

    (all,i,TEXP)(all,s,REGSOURCE) 

x4r(i,s) - feq(i,s) - f_4x4r(i) =  

  EXP_ELAST(i)*[p4r(i,s) - fep(i,s)- fep_n(i) - natfep ] ;  

 

Equation E_fx4r 

 (ALL,i,COM) 

Sum(s,REGSOURCE, (tiny+BAS4(i,s)))*[x4_n(i)+p0_n(i) - f_x4r(i)] =  

              Sum(s,REGSOURCE,(tiny+BAS4(i,s))*[x4r(i,s)+p0a(i,s)]) ; 

 

 

                                                 

3 When these shifters are endogenised. 
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Equation E_x4_n # export_n demand functions # 

    (all,i,TEXP) 

x4_n(i) - feq_n(i) = EXP_ELAST(i)*[p4_n(i) - fep_n(i) - natfep ]; 

Three equations above have been explained earlier. Now assume we simulate an 

increase in export demand for non-iron ore of the WA region. There are two shifters 

in the export demand equations to choose between, the quantity shifter or the price 

shifter. The choice of shifter should depend on the elasticity of the export demand 

curve. If the demand curve is fairly elastic, it is not suitable to choose the quantity 

shifter because it is difficult to shift a nearly horizontal curve horizontally. In such a 

situation, it is better to use the price shifter as it is easier to shift a nearly horizontal 

demand curve vertically. Because non-iron ore is a traditional export commodity, its 

demand is modelled with a downward sloping function. The quantity shifter is 

chosen in this case.  

The closure for this simulation would set x4r(“NonIronOre”,“WA”) exogenous and 

feq(“NonIronOre”,“WA”) endogenous. Thus, we can shock directly to 

x4r(“NonIronOre”,“WA”) in equation E_x4r to obtain a result for the shift variable 

in export demand for non-iron ore of WA. Of course, this shock will also change 

exports of non-iron ore from other regions but these changes are explained by 

changes in export prices in those regions.   

Equation E_fx4r now forces the export of aggregate x4_n(“NonIronOre”) in the 

national module to equal the sum of the non-iron ore exports of all regions. Given the 

result of x4_n(“NonIronOre”), it can be seen that if shifter feq_n(“NonIronOre”) is 

exogenous, then the result for p4_n(“NonIronOre”) is not correctly reflected in 

equation E_x4_n because it is distorted due to the absence of an equivalent of  

feq(“NonIronOre”,“WA”) at the national level. 

To overcome this problem, a little switch has been devised to transfer results of 

shifters between the two modules automatically. While shifters feq and feq_n are 

exogenous in the original MMRF model, they are no longer exogenous variables in 

IRES. They are explained by the new interface shifters ffeq_n and ffeq as illustrated 

in the following. The role of the interface shifters is (a) to replace feq_n and feq in 

explaining changes in exports that are not driven by export prices and (b) to link the 
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corresponding regional and national shifters together. These interface shifters are 

usually exogenous; export demands are entirely driven by relative prices as in the 

original setting. 

 

Equation Interface shifters  

E_feq   

feq(i,s) = ffeq_n(i) + ffeq(i,s) ;  

 

E_feq_n  

Sum(s,REGSOURCE,BAS4(I,s))*[feq_n(i) – ffeq_n(i)] =  

Sum(s,REGSOURCE, BAS4(i,s)*ffeq(i,s)) ;   

Domain 

(all,i,TEXP) 

(all,s,REGSOURCE) 

 

 

(all,i,TEXP) 

Variable 

ffeq_n(i)   

ffeq(i,s) 

Description 

exogenous interface shifter for quantity export demand in the national module  

exogenous interface shifter for quantity export demand in the regional module 

 

In the example above, when exogenous export is imposed onto the model, instead of 

swapping variable x4r(“NonIronOre”,“WA”) for shifter feq(“NonIronOre”,“WA”), 

x4r(“NonIronOre”,“WA”) is now swapped for ffeq(“NonIronOre”,“WA”). 

In equation E_feq, as ffeq_n(i) is exogenous, then result of  the shifter in the export 

demand feq(“NonIronOre”,“WA”) is transferred to ffeq(“NonIronOre”,“WA”). In 

equation E_feq_n, ffeq(“NonIronOre”,“WA”) is converted to feq_n(“NonIronOre”) 

as using shares of regional exports. As feq_n(“NonIronOre”) now correctly reflects 

feq(“NonIronOre”,“WA”), therefore p4_n(“NonIronOre”) is not distorted due the 

absence of the result of the regional shift export demand feq(“NonIronOre”,“WA”) 

at the national level. Throughout this simulation, the activities in the regional module 

drive the national module via the adding-up condition and the interface shifter using 

regional shares. This is the typical bottom-up feature of regional modelling. 

Another example is when it is necessary to give a shock to export demand in the 

national module. In this case, x4(“NonIronOre”) will need to be swapped for 

ffeq_n(“NonIronOre”). As ffeq(i,s) is exogenous, result of feq_n(“NonIronOre”) is 

transferred exactly to ffeq_n(“NonIronOre”) in equation E_feq_n. As there is no 

information on regional demands for specific regions apart from the national shock, 

E_feq will force the shifts in export demand for the NonIronOre commodity from all 
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regions, feq(i,s), to move in line with the national shift in demand 

ffeq_n(“NonIronOre”), a typical top-down feature that resembles the structure of 

MRES or ORES.   

The third example here is to combine the two examples above. That means the 

increase in export demand for NonIronOre at the national level is known, as is the 

increase in export demand for NonIronOre from the WA region. Both previous 

swaps are implemented simultaneously. Such a mixed closure will give the results of 

export demands for NonIronOre of other regions subject to the upper limit of the 

overall increase in demand for NonIronOre export from Australia and the specific 

increase in export demand for NonIronOre from NSW.  

These two-way linkages are important and must be applied to all other shifters, 

particularly to those related to variables under the adding-up condition. Without 

these linkages, under the effect of the adding-up condition, results in the national 

module can be distorted when shocks are introduced to the regional module. 

However, The IRES implementation is only for export shifters at this stage because 

export shocks will be used in the testing simulation to be presented in chapter 6. 

 

2.2.14. Technical Change by industry-current production 

This section here is to sum up how the adding-up variables as shifters related to 

industry demands in IRES are accounted for in the end. As all variables in the 

equations E_a_n and E_a have been introduced in earlier sections, thus their 

definitions are familiar thus not repeated again. The technical equation E_a_n at the 

national level has the original form taken from the ORANI family. Equation E_a at 

the regional level includes not only the original technical variables for the regions, it 

also includes those national technical variables and the adding-up variables.  

Coefficient IND_FLAG appears in this equation in order to prevent the model from 

generating extremely large results for a(j,q) when the industries do not exist. 
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Equation Technical change by industry-current production  

E_a_n  (National)   

(TINY+COSTSN(j))*[a_n(j) - a1_n(j) - a0_n ] = 

TOTFACINDN(j)*a1prim_n(j) + LABOURN(j)*a1lab_n(j) 

+ CAPITALN(j)*a1cap_n(j)     + LANDN(j)*a1land_n(j) 

+ OTHCOSTN(j)*a1oct_n(j); 

 

E_a   (Regional) 

COSTS(j,q)*[a(j,q) - IND_FLAG(j,q)*{ a1(j,q) + a1_n(j) + a0(q)   + a0_n  

        + f_4p0a(j)  } ] = 

IND_FLAG(j,q)*{ 

Sum(i,COM,Sum(aa,TWOSOURCE, PVAL1T(i,aa,j,q)*f_4x1a(i,aa,j)))   

+ TOTFACIND(j,q)*(a1prim(j,q)+a1prim_n(j)) 

+ Sum(m,OCC,LAB_OCC_IND(m,j,q)* 

                           (a1lab(j,q)+a1lab_n(j)+f_4x1laboi(j,m))) 

+ CAPITAL(j,q)*(a1cap(j,q)+a1cap_n(j)+f_4curcap_1(j)) 

+ LAND(j,q)*(a1land(j,q)+a1land_n(j)+f_4p1land(j)) 

+ OTHCOST(j,q)*(a1oct(j,q)+a1oct_n(j)+f_4x1oct(j))   } ;   

Domain 

(all,j,IND) 

 

 

 

 

 

(all,j,IND) 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

 

 

  

2.2.15. Other Equations 

This section contains the rest of IRES equations which determine the budget deficit 

of state and federal governments, aggregate regional household consumption and 

Gross State Product (GSP). The IRES model adopts these equations from MMRF 

without any modification. These equations are explained best by PHMNP (1996) and 

AHP (2000). This section here summarises their explanation of these equations while 

the equations are reproduced in Appendix I. An alternative presentation of these 

equation is presented by various flow charts in chapter 5.  

The government finance equations are presented in five groups: 

1. value added disaggregation; 

2. gross state product; 

3. miscellaneous equations; 

4. summary of financial transaction (SOFT account); 

5. household income. 
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The first group essentially disaggregates the four elements of value added determined 

in the CGE core (the wage bill, the rental cost of capital and land, and other costs) 

into ten components in order to separate production taxes from payments to factors. 

Production taxes include payroll taxes, property taxes, land taxes and other indirect 

taxes. This block also produces national aggregates of regional values. Payments to 

factors include wage income and non-wage income (gross operating surplus). The 

second component includes imputed wages, returns to fixed capital, returns to land, 

and returns to working capital. 

The second block defines the gross state products from the income and expenditure 

sides using variables from the CGE core and the value-added block. The GSP from 

the income side is the sum of wage income, non-wage income and indirect taxes 

revenue. In this block, factor income is also disaggregated into disposable income 

and income tax. Disposable income is used in the household income block and the 

income tax enters the SOFT account as tax revenue for the government. 

The third block contains equations for aggregating regional values; some useful 

ratios for example national balance of trade surplus to national GDP ratio; price 

deflator  

The fourth block contains detail of sources of income and expenditure for the 

governments’ budgets. Government expenditure on goods and services consists of 

government consumption expenditure, investment expenditure and personal benifits. 

The income includes revenues and financing transaction. The revenue is made up of 

direct and indirect tax revenues, interest payments, Commonwealth grants (for state 

governments) and other revenue. The financing transaction component captures the 

changes in government liabilities to account for difference between government 

revenue and expenditure. 

Finally, the household block puts together factor income, personal benefits and other 

income and subtracts direct taxes to derive household disposable income. 

The specification of the MMRF government finance block makes regional models a 

suitable tool for (a) analysing the effects of changes in fiscal policies of both the state 
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and federal governments, and (b) analysing the impact on the budgetary situation of 

the nine governments of a wide range of shocks.     

 

III. Conclusion 

This chapter has outlined the structure and explained all equations in the IRES 

model. The model structure has all elements of a bottom-up regional CGE model and 

a top-down CGE model. The incorporation of the two modules allows IRES to take 

all advantages of both structures. The bottom-up structure of MMRF offers a great 

flexibility to undertake analysis of changes to specific regional economy as it 

explicitly recognises differences between regions in their economic structures and it 

also allows for interaction between regions in response to changes. 

The advantage of having the national module is that data are available more at the 

national level than at the regional level. But a regional model may not be ready to 

take data at the national level directly. Using a national module in this case will 

enable the generation of a general shift at the national level that is then used by the 

regional module uniformly across all regions. 

The combination of two modules in this exercise has raised an interesting question 

that, given the same shock to the Australian economy, two separate stand-alone CGE 

models, one national and one regional, with most parameters set identically except 

for the absence of the substitution elasticities among regions in the national model, 

whether or not the two models will produce the same results.  

In the integrated mode, IRES allows a regional and a national model to interact with 

each other. Hence, the model will make use of data and information available at both 

regional and national levels. 

On top of the number of equations for the regional and the national modules, IRES 

also has to carry many more conditional equations for the integration, therefore IRES 

requires a large amount of computer memory. This is very typical of most regional 

CGE models. Because of this, efforts were made to reduce the number of equations 

required in IRES. The approach to writing equations for margin demands and 
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indirect taxes in IRES significantly reduces not only the number of equations but also 

the database size without compromising the usefulness of the model. This approach 

is readily applied to any stand-alone regional CGE models to save on memory.  

The integration in IRES will give consistent results and updated databases between 

the national and regional modules. However, the results will show that some branch 

outputs in the nested structures will not be the same between the two modules. This 

is to be expected because the regional module structure tends to be more responsive 

than the national one. When constrains are imposed on results at the lowest level, 

these constrains will change branch output results. Nevertheless, the physical branch 

output does not exist in reality; we cannot add labour to land and capital to give a 

physical quantity of primary inputs. Primary input is just an index representing 

contribution to production. Results of primary inputs, or of other branch outputs, are 

not of interests in simulations. 

Using this integrated structure in historical simulations can produce input-output 

tables for Australia as well as regional input-output tables for all States of Australia 

simultaneously.  
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Chapter 3  Regional Population and Regional Labour Market 

 Settings in IRES 

I. Introduction 

This chapter sets out to explain the regional population and the regional labour 

market in IRES. Regional migration in the original structure of MMRF tends to be 

over-emphasised in explaining regional labour markets. Thus, in MMRF population 

in a region appears to be very responsive to positive shocks to the region. While the 

base of the MMRF regional population and its related regional labour market is 

maintained in IRES, some modifications are added to incorporate regional 

unemployment and labour participation rates in an active role. Together with 

regional migration, they endogenously explain changes in the regional labour supply 

in response to changes in labour demand. 

The development of, and interaction between, regional migration, unemployment 

rates and participation rates among all states of Australia have been very dynamic 

and have drawn significant attention from researchers in both academic 

environments and government departments over the past decade. Their findings are 

of interests in this thesis as these findings provide a base for the modelling 

framework of the regional labour market in the IRES model. In the following 

sections, some patterns observed from the historical data and some earlier empirical 

evidence on the regional labour market of states of Australia will be highlighted. The 

MMRF regional labour market will then be assessed in the context of historical 

patterns and previous empirical studies. From that basis, a new structure of regional 

labour market is suggested. 

II. Regional Migration: Some Observed Patterns and Previous Empirical 

 Evidence   

3.2.1. Historical Data 

Table 3.1 presents net regional migration of all states in Australia over the period 

1981/82 to 2001/02. As seen from the table, Queensland has always had net inflows 
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of migration over the whole period. Western Australia has been very similar to 

Queensland except for several years where it had small net outflows. In contrast, 

New South Wales has had net outflows of migration consistently over the whole 

period. Victoria and South Australia are quite similar to New South Wales in this 

pattern. However, South Australia had a few net positive inflows of migration in 

previous years and, more importantly, the trend of net outflows of regional migration 

from Victoria has changed to net inflows recently. 

 

Table 3.1 
NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

1981/82 -19584 -14429 35453 -4875 3558 -2022 2069 -170
1982/83 -17181 -5136 20831 -328 1510 -1214 530 988
1983/84 -10267 -3340 9959 553 732 695 726 942
1984/85 -9328 -5799 12920 -2317 1970 777 608 1169
1985/86 -12462 -13201 16500 -1417 9428 -138 -493 1783
1986/87 -9524 -13105 19718 -3977 6576 -1508 -120 1940
1987/88 -13340 -14423 27720 -1240 4274 -1924 -3129 2062
1988/89 -37974 -12504 47062 -221 5017 203 -1469 -114
1989/90 -35983 -7829 38102 -252 3012 2790 -1170 1330
1990/91 -17206 -14853 29709 1545 -1791 816 -1152 2932
1991/92 -13807 -18427 34099 -658 -1314 -289 -969 1365
1992/93 -17535 -25388 49162 -5210 -152 -1494 -699 1316
1993/94 -12180 -29195 44936 -3978 3825 -2107 -875 -426
1994/95 -13478 -22020 40224 -7069 5101 -2656 384 -486
1995/96 -14770 -12800 32614 -6192 4066 -2590 328 -656
1996/97 -11975 -4687 20179 -4628 6189 -3661 1790 -3207
1997/98 -13542 1206 17967 -3254 4726 -3966 -439 -2698
1998/99 -14315 3975 17233 -2869 1775 -3669 -917 -1213
1999/00 -15586 6713 19012 -4773 -684 -2972 -871 -839
2000/01 -16737 7925 19654 -4234 -2711 -2559 -1664 326
2001/02 -23786 6239 29028 -1854 -4174 -1691 -2784 -978
Min -37974 -29195 9959 -7069 -4174 -3966 -3129 -3207
Max -9328 7925 49162 1545 9428 2790 2069 2932
Average -16693 -9099 27718 -2726 2425 -1389 -491 256
Source: ABS DX Data, Australian Demographic Statistics,  Cat 3101.0 Table 23 

Net Regional Migration by States (persons)

 

 

Intuitively, one would expect that net outflows of regional migration are the results 

of low employment growth, high unemployment rates or relatively low wage rates. 

Then, over a long period of time, regional migration will bring about equalisation in 

unemployment rates or convergence in wages across states. Interestingly, data in 

Tables 3.2 and 3.3 on employment growth rates and unemployment rates for all 

States do not seem to support that intuition. 
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Table 3.2   
NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT Australia

1981/82 0.9 0.4 3.9 1.2 1.3 -2.2 5.4 2.2 1.2
1982/83 -2.6 -1.9 -0.1 -2.4 0.2 -2.9 1.5 -0.5 -1.7
1983/84 0.0 1.0 1.8 0.8 2.0 1.4 -2.4 8.3 0.9
1984/85 3.2 2.9 1.5 3.5 3.5 4.3 5.3 6.4 3.0
1985/86 3.1 4.1 6.3 3.4 6.2 2.9 13.9 6.0 4.3
1986/87 1.8 3.5 3.9 2.3 3.4 2.1 5.3 1.9 2.8
1987/88 4.0 2.5 2.8 1.1 4.1 1.8 -8.3 7.4 3.0
1988/89 3.0 3.3 7.1 3.8 5.2 0.5 12.5 1.6 4.0
1989/90 3.3 4.3 5.4 2.5 2.1 6.1 2.8 2.9 3.8
1990/91 0.3 -2.4 0.0 0.2 -0.7 -0.3 -1.7 1.9 -0.6
1991/92 -1.6 -3.7 0.8 -3.8 -1.1 -2.9 3.1 -1.2 -1.8
1992/93 -1.4 -1.2 2.8 0.5 1.9 -0.8 -3.0 3.8 -0.1
1993/94 1.9 0.8 3.2 0.6 4.3 0.8 -1.8 2.5 1.9
1994/95 3.8 3.6 5.6 1.7 5.0 1.5 10.1 0.7 4.0
1995/96 3.3 2.8 2.5 1.1 1.8 2.1 2.1 1.8 2.6
1996/97 0.6 1.2 1.5 0.4 2.2 -2.0 3.1 -2.4 1.0
1997/98 0.7 1.4 3.1 -1.1 2.6 -1.1 3.3 0.8 1.4
1998/99 2.4 1.9 2.7 0.7 2.5 0.1 5.1 1.7 2.2
1999/00 3.2 2.5 2.2 2.8 3.0 1.8 -2.1 4.9 2.7
2000/01 1.9 3.5 1.8 0.7 1.5 1.0 1.1 2.7 2.1
2001/02 0.8 1.1 1.9 1.0 1.1 -1.1 5.7 -0.7 1.1
Min -2.6 -3.7 -0.1 -3.8 -1.1 -2.9 -8.3 -2.4 -1.8
Max 4.0 4.3 7.1 3.8 6.2 6.1 13.9 8.3 4.3
Average 1.5 1.5 2.9 1.0 2.5 0.6 2.9 2.5 1.8
Source: ABS DX Data, The Labour Force, Preliminary , Cat. 6202.0 Tables 8A, 8B, 8C, 8D, 8E, 8F, 8G, 8H

Growth in Employment by States and Australia (per cent)

 

 

 

Table 3.3
NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT Australia

1981/82 5.7 5.9 6.0 7.9 6.7 8.3 5.4 6.3 6.2
1982/83 9.4 8.1 9.0 9.9 8.9 10.6 6.7 7.7 9.0
1983/84 10.3 8.6 9.7 10.1 9.9 10.3 7.8 6.5 9.6
1984/85 9.0 7.3 10.0 9.2 8.7 9.6 7.0 4.8 8.6
1985/86 8.3 6.5 9.1 8.4 7.8 9.0 7.3 5.0 7.9
1986/87 8.6 6.5 9.6 8.8 7.7 8.9 6.2 5.3 8.1
1987/88 7.8 6.0 9.0 8.6 7.5 8.8 9.8 5.0 7.5
1988/89 6.6 5.1 7.1 7.7 6.1 9.3 6.5 4.9 6.4
1989/90 5.9 4.6 6.9 6.8 6.5 8.2 6.5 5.2 5.9
1990/91 7.3 8.0 9.0 8.5 9.0 9.3 8.0 5.7 8.1
1991/92 9.5 10.7 9.8 10.8 10.7 10.7 8.6 6.8 10.0
1992/93 10.6 11.4 10.2 11.1 10.0 11.7 8.1 7.3 10.7
1993/94 10.1 11.4 9.8 10.5 8.6 11.7 7.2 7.0 10.2
1994/95 8.3 9.3 8.5 9.9 7.4 10.4 7.3 6.9 8.7
1995/96 7.5 8.4 8.9 9.1 7.3 9.5 7.0 7.1 8.1
1996/97 7.7 8.8 9.2 9.2 7.2 10.2 5.6 7.7 8.3
1997/98 7.4 8.2 8.7 9.5 6.8 10.5 4.9 7.2 8.0
1998/99 6.7 7.4 8.0 9.0 6.8 10.1 4.0 6.0 7.4
1999/00 5.8 6.6 7.7 8.0 6.2 8.8 4.5 5.2 6.6
2000/01 5.6 6.0 8.0 7.2 6.4 8.7 5.6 4.7 6.4
2001/02 6.1 6.3 7.9 7.0 6.5 8.7 6.8 4.6 6.6
Min 5.6 4.6 6 6.8 6.1 8.2 4 4.6 5.9
Max 10.6 11.4 10.2 11.1 10.7 11.7 9.8 7.7 10.7
Average 7.8 7.7 8.7 8.9 7.7 9.7 6.7 6.0 8.0
Source: ABS DX Data, The Labour Force, Preliminary , Cat. 6202.0 Tables 9A, 9B, 9C, 10A, 10B, 10C, 11A, 11B
and 6202-01

Unemployment Rates by States and Australia (per cent)
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For simplicity, New South Wales and Queensland data are used in this comparison as 

shown in Charts 3.1 and 3.2. For employment, Queensland has generally experienced 

higher growth than that of New South Wales. However, it is important to note that 

New South Wales did have higher employment growth than that of Queensland for 

six separate years. Thus it is difficult to conclude that net outflows of migration are 

associated with low employment growth. In terms of employment growth, 

Queensland seems to have outperformed New South Wales. However, in terms of 

unemployment rates, New South Wales seems to have outperformed Queensland 

consistently over the same period (Chart 3.2). Thus, the proposition that workers 

move from high unemployment areas to lower unemployment areas in order to 

increase the probability of getting jobs certainly does not apply in this case. 

 

Chart 3.1:   Employment Growth Rates  in 
NSW and QLD 

(per cent)
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Source: From Table 3.2.  
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Chart 3.2:   Unemployment Rates in NSW and QLD 
(per cent)
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       Source: From Table 3.3. 

 

The last data set compared here are the average weekly earnings (AWE) per person 

of all states and of Australia as a whole. While Table 3.4 presents the absolute 

values, Table 3.5 presents the relativities of AWE of all regions as compared with the 

national AWE. 

Table 3.4
NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT Australia

1982/83 300 290 289 269 284 274 335 340 292
1983/84 324 318 311 294 307 302 360 359 317
1984/85 349 344 320 316 325 321 391 386 338
1985/86 368 366 332 335 353 345 414 410 359
1986/87 388 387 360 352 382 364 436 433 381
1987/88 410 408 381 380 412 380 445 453 404
1988/89 443 431 404 408 435 412 470 479 431
1989/90 476 466 424 438 448 438 503 503 460
1990/91 502 487 458 462 483 464 532 543 487
1991/92 516 505 466 484 498 472 550 558 501
1992/93 536 511 480 477 499 480 555 562 511
1993/94 543 529 500 503 505 499 558 590 526
1994/95 567 553 501 513 533 499 566 605 544
1995/96 589 563 506 521 552 506 574 634 557
1996/97 603 575 542 530 558 520 583 664 574
1997/98 609 599 578 546 567 529 613 701 592
1998/99 632 603 589 575 573 543 608 706 607
1999/00 657 614 589 576 588 554 632 715 620
2000/01 695 637 625 620 627 561 670 766 654
2001/02 723 673 645 644 659 582 681 748 681
Source: ABS DX Data, Average Weekly Earnings,  Cat. 6302 Table 13

Average Weekly Earnings - dollars/person
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Tables 3.4 and 3.5 indicate that, strictly speaking, New South Wales and Victoria 

have always had higher average weekly earnings compared with Queensland. Thus, 

using earnings to explain regional migration is not satisfactory either. 

 

Table 3.5
NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

1982/83 1.0265 0.9930 0.9913 0.9200 0.9731 0.9395 1.1461 1.1636
1983/84 1.0218 1.0038 0.9820 0.9283 0.9678 0.9548 1.1364 1.1323
1984/85 1.0308 1.0154 0.9439 0.9342 0.9608 0.9469 1.1537 1.1395
1985/86 1.0257 1.0218 0.9272 0.9331 0.9858 0.9621 1.1537 1.1442
1986/87 1.0180 1.0173 0.9442 0.9251 1.0036 0.9561 1.1460 1.1368
1987/88 1.0155 1.0113 0.9446 0.9399 1.0207 0.9417 1.1022 1.1215
1988/89 1.0279 0.9998 0.9379 0.9474 1.0084 0.9555 1.0912 1.1102
1989/90 1.0344 1.0146 0.9219 0.9524 0.9737 0.9526 1.0951 1.0940
1990/91 1.0324 1.0015 0.9415 0.9493 0.9921 0.9539 1.0940 1.1148
1991/92 1.0299 1.0085 0.9308 0.9660 0.9935 0.9416 1.0982 1.1145
1992/93 1.0488 0.9997 0.9386 0.9341 0.9766 0.9400 1.0858 1.1003
1993/94 1.0330 1.0064 0.9514 0.9573 0.9613 0.9497 1.0608 1.1217
1994/95 1.0428 1.0177 0.9216 0.9442 0.9802 0.9179 1.0411 1.1119
1995/96 1.0569 1.0110 0.9083 0.9342 0.9896 0.9074 1.0295 1.1380
1996/97 1.0507 1.0008 0.9433 0.9230 0.9712 0.9066 1.0163 1.1564
1997/98 1.0285 1.0109 0.9755 0.9216 0.9567 0.8931 1.0354 1.1841
1998/99 1.0423 0.9940 0.9711 0.9484 0.9441 0.8958 1.0026 1.1635
1999/00 1.0598 0.9903 0.9511 0.9293 0.9490 0.8944 1.0193 1.1542
2000/01 1.0630 0.9750 0.9559 0.9481 0.9587 0.8575 1.0252 1.1719
2001/02 1.0611 0.9890 0.9473 0.9455 0.9683 0.8548 0.9996 1.0983
Min 1.0155 0.9750 0.9083 0.9200 0.9441 0.8548 0.9996 1.0940
Max 1.0630 1.0218 0.9913 0.9660 1.0207 0.9621 1.1537 1.1841
Average 1.0375 1.0041 0.9465 0.9391 0.9768 0.9261 1.0766 1.1336
Source: From Table 3.4

Ratio of Regional/National Average Weekly Earning 

 

 

The picture of regional migration of the Australia States is complicated. However, 

the cause and effect analysis of regional migration is not the scope of this thesis. In 

the next section, this study reviews recent literature on the Australian regional labour 

markets in order to draw some lessons from the empirical evidence for the modelling 

task in IRES.   

3.2.2. Empirical Evidence on Labour Mobility between the Australian States 

The persistent differences in unemployment rates and wage rates across all states of 

Australia have been the main concern in literature over the past decade; see for 
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example Groenewold1 (1993, 1997), Kilpatrick and Felmingham (1996), Debelle and 

Vickery (1999), Howard (1999), McGiure (2001). The last two are more about policy 

perspectives; the others present their formal approaches to modelling the 

relationships of labour mobility, regional unemployment rates and regional wage 

rates. In addition, Borland (1996) provides a systematic review of data sources 

available for Australian labour market flows. Industry Commission (1993) provides a 

comprehensive report covering a wide range of issues and policies related to regional 

adjustment, including regional migration and unemployment rates.  

Common questions in the literature on the regional labour market include whether or 

not regional migration can serve to eliminate the differences between regions, 

particularly regional unemployment rates; to what extent both labour mobility and 

wage differentials have actually played this role so far; whether or not there exist any 

patterns of labour mobility in the Australian States; and if so, to what extent these 

patterns are associated with the differences of unemployment across all States. A 

consensus answer in the case of regional Australia is that labour mobility and wage 

differentials play a weak role in labour market adjustment; the equilibrating forces 

are slow and do not serve to eliminate the differences across regions. 

Groenewold (1997, p. 2) identified three main academic disciplines that contributed 

toward explaining labour mobility. He listed them as follows: 

1. Sociologists and social psychologists have concentrated on individuals for 

migration which they have found in factors like personal, family and 

community stress. 

2. Geographers have concentrated on aggregate models of inter-regional 

population flows. Their models, however, have been ad hoc, based on gravity 

models, which, in their simplest form, explain population flows between 

regions in terms of two regions’ population stocks and the distance between 

the regions. 

                                                 

1 I am grateful to Associate Professor John Madden for sending me these papers. 
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3. Economists have built models based on the view that people migrate in order 

to maximize personal or family welfare. Models are of two main types: the 

search-theory based model and the human-capital based model.  

Predominantly, the first two groups use personal characteristics and environmental-

political regional characteristics as their variables. Groenewold pointed out that both 

types of variables do not seem to change over time although the second type tends to 

vary across regions more than the first type.  

Economists use a wide range of variables in various models in order to explain the 

movements of regional migration. There are two main sets of variables. These two 

sets correspond to two broad groups of economists.  

In the first group, the main variables include individual data such as genders, age, 

education level, occupation and earnings. Within this group, there are two 

established arguments about the relationship between unemployment signals and 

labour mobility commonly known as the “chilling” and the “structural adjustment” 

hypotheses. The chilling hypothesis refers to the influence of the labour market 

conditions on individual decision on job searching (Osberg 1991). If the 

unemployment rate is high and alternative jobs become less available, individuals 

seem not to search for alternative jobs. Thus, high unemployment rate is negatively 

correlated with labour mobility. In contrast, the structural hypothesis (Lilien 1982) 

argues that the fluctuation of labour demand due to sectoral shifts can affect the 

unemployment rate independently of the aggregate condition of the labour market. 

Changes in demand for labour by sectors can cause high unemployment rates even 

during the upturn of the economy if workers released from the contracting sectors do 

not adopt new skills quickly enough to be re-employed in the expanding sectors. 

Thus, in this hypothesis, shocks to sectors are more crucial to unemployment than the 

overall condition of the labour market is: they affect the level of unemployment rate 

as well as labour mobility if the dispersion between industries is large, meaning new 

skills are hard to acquire quickly for changing jobs. This inter-industry labour 

mobility analysis approach can be found in Lilien (1982) for the United States; 

Osberg (1991) for Canada; Kilpatrick and Felmingham (1996) for Australia; Chiarini 

and Piselli (2001) for Italy; and Sakata (2002) for Japan. 
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In the second group, the main variables in their models are wages and labour 

mobility at the state level to explain differences in unemployment rates across 

regions. Quite often, some also use other variables such as fiscal differential 

instruments, house prices and other migration costs. The last element covers quite a 

few factors such as the costs of physically relocating or the less tangible costs of 

leaving a familiar environment with friends and relatives. All of these variables in 

the region of origin and destination are compared by calculating costs and benefits of 

migrating across regions by workers. This approach can be found in recent literature 

such as Bentolila (1997) and Jimeno and Bentolila (1998) for Spain; McCormick 

(1997) for the UK; Brunello, Lupi and Ordine (2001) for Italy; and Groenewold 

(1993, 1997), Debelle and Vickery (1999), and Williams, Hurley and Morris (1999) 

for Australia.  

The mechanism to eliminate differences in regional unemployment rates follows the 

channels presented by Debelle and Vickery (1999, p. 251): 

• Wage adjustment 

• Firm relocation (in terms of capital mobility) 

• Labour mobility  

• Changes in labour participation. 

Empirical evidence on the Australian labour market flows is interesting. Labour 

mobility using variables for individual, as per the first group of economist, is 

examined through a summary based mainly on Kilpatrick (1994) and Kilpatrick and 

Felmingham (1996).  

• Labour in New South Wales, Queensland and Western Australia are more 

mobile than labour in other regions.  

• Labour is more mobile during the upswing of the economy (1989) and less 

mobile during the downturn of the economy (1992). 

• Expected earnings do not explain labour mobility generally. 

• Education and occupation do not affect labour migration. This result is 

opposite with what was found for the United Kingdom (McCormick, 1997). 
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• The patterns of labour mobility between males and females in each region are 

not different. However, explanations of labour mobility between males and 

females are markedly different.  

 

The patterns of labour mobility of males and females are that usually male mobility 

is inversely related to individual’s length of job tenure. The structural adjustment 

hypothesis appears to apply to male mobility in the Australian regions but at different 

time of the business cycle. Unemployment rates and job mobility are positively 

correlated in Victoria, Queensland, Western Australia and South Australia during the 

boom in 1989 while the positive correlation is found in New South Wales and 

Tasmania during the recession time in 1992. Female labour mobility does not 

respond to industry unemployment rates because females are employed in industries 

that do not experience structural changes as much as industries employing males. 

Finally, the age of females has a weak influence on labour mobility, found only in 

New South Wales, Victoria and Western Australia.  

 

The empirical results of the second group are broadly consistent across previous 

studies of the regional labour markets in the Australian States, although there seem to 

be some variations occasionally. The following summary is extracted mainly from 

Industry Commission (1993), Groenewold (1997) and Debelle and Vickery (1999). 

• Regional migration and relative wages play a role in adjusting regional labour 

market. The process to adjust differences is rather slow. Nevertheless, both 

regional migration and wage differentials do not serve to eliminate interstate 

unemployment rate differentials. 

• Empirical evidence supports the argument that there are permanent differences 

in labour force patterns between states. 

• Wages are insensitive to other variables, particularly unemployment rates. This 

result is also consistent with the result in Kilpatrick and Felmingham (1996).  

• Labour participation plays an important role in the adjustment process; 

workers change their employment status but stay in the same region (Industry 

Commission, 1993, p. 128). 
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• House prices and other fiscal variables do not seem to be important 

instruments in the labour market adjustment process as reported in 

Groenewold (1993, 1997) and Debelle and Vickery (1999, p. 259). However, 

the findings for these variables in Williams, Hurley and Morris (1999, p. 98) 

give in an opposing view. A comparison between Groenewold (1997, p. 7) and 

Williams, Hurley and Morris (1999) demonstrates this. The fiscal variable 

(NBF) in Groenewold is defined as: 
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where: r refers to regional and N refers to national. 

In Williams, Hurley and Morris (1999, p. 98) a fiscal variable is defined as 

“Stat taxes, fees and fines per capita – QLD minus ROA2” 

While both the fiscal variable and the house prices were found insignificant in 

Groenewold (1997, p. 7) then removed from his analysis, they were found 

extremely significant in explaining net inflows of regional migration into 

Queensland in Williams, Hurley and Morris (1999, p. 105). In particular, “the 

current differential in the level of per capita State taxes, fees and fines is 

$123.1 per quarter, in Queensland’s favour (or about $2000 p.a. for a family 

of 4)”. “… (The) removal of the State tax differential would reduce net 

interstate migration by around 88%”. 

By nature, CGE modelling already has a thorough structure in place to explain 

sectoral shifts. Thus what is most interest from the literature review is the framework 

that uses the state aggregate level variables because these variables are more suitable 

for modelling the macro constraints of the regional labour market at the state level. 

The empirical evidence of this approach will be incorporated in the existing labour 

market of the MMRF model. 

                                                 

2 ROA is Rest of Australia 
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III. Regional Population and Regional Labour Market Settings in MMRF 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the structures of regional population and regional labour market 

in MMRF. Regional population is made up of three components: natural population 

growth, net overseas migration and net regional migration. The first two components 

are often considered to be permanently exogenous variables in MMRF. Regional 

migration is determined endogenously via the setting of the labour market. In each 

region, working population is assumed to have a fixed proportion in its population. 

Regional labour supply is derived from regional working population and labour 

participation rate. Total regional labour demand is the sum of all industry demands 

for labour in the region.   

There are two closure options that the regional labour market in MMRF can offer. 

The first option is a scenario in which regional wage relativities, regional labour 

participation rates and regional unemployment are assumed unchanged and set 

exogenously. Then the interaction between regional labour supply and demand will 

determine net regional migration between regions and subsequently the regional 

populations. 

Figure 3.1 Regional Population and Regional Labour Market in MMRF 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alternatively, the size of population in a region can be determined exogenously. 

Thus at least one of the three variables chosen from unemployment, participation 

rates or wage relativities has to be endogenous in order to settle the regional labour 

market. This approach is very useful when users prefer to take on board ABS 

Regional Population

•Natural population growth
•Net overseas migration
•Net regional migration

Regional Labour Supply

•Working population ratio
•Participation rate

Regional Demands

•Total labour demanded 
by all industries

•Unemployment rates
•Wage relativities
•Net regional migration
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forecasts related to changes to regional population. In this case, regional population 

is determined by shocks that are introduced to variables such as natural growth, net 

overseas migration and net regional migration. Subsequently, regional population 

will determine the regional labour supply. The interaction between labour supply and 

labour demand in the region will determine the movement of the endogenous 

variable in the choice above. 

It is not compulsory that all regions in MMRF must share the same closure. 

Equations are quite flexible so that both closures can be applied simultaneously to 

two groups of regions in MMRF. 

The following section will provide a detailed account of the derivation of the MMRF 

equations. The material in this section is drawn from PHMNP (1996). A simple 

equation describing accumulation of population in regions over one year begins this 

account.  

tqtqtqtqtq GRMFMPOPPOP ,,,,1, +++=+      (3.1) 

where 

q refers to regions and q = 1, …, 8 

t refers year and t = 1, …., T 

POP  is the regional population. 

FM  is net foreign migration. 

RM  is net regional migration. 

G is natural population growth. 

Over a period of T years, the accumulation of population in the end of year T is 

expressed as follows. 

( )�
=

+++=
T

t
tqtqtqqTq GRMFMPOPPOP

1
,,,0,,      (3.2) 

Apart from the initial level of population 0,qPOP , the accumulating path of population 

is not known in the above equation. Hence, at any point t from year 1 to year T, all 

components in the RHS of equation 3.2 are then assumed to grow smoothly. This 

gives: 
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( )0,,0,, qTqqtq FMFM
T
t

FMFM −+=      (3.3) 

( )0,,0,, qTqqtq RMRM
T
t

RMRM −+=      (3.4) 

( )0,,0,, qTqqtq GG
T
t

GG −+=       (3.5) 

where 

TqFM ,  is the value of net foreign migration in the last year (T). 

0,qFM  is the value of net foreign migration in the database. This notation is 

similar for net regional migration and regional natural growth. 

Substituting equation 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 into equation 3.2 
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( )0,0,0,0,, qqqqTq GRMFMTPOPPOP ++=−  

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]0,,0,,0,,2
1

qTqqTqqTq GGRMRMFMFM
T −+−+−++   (3.6) 

Equation 3.6 is always satisfied for t from 1 to T but will not be satisfied in the initial 

values of the database where t equals zero, except when the term 

( )0,0,0, qqq GRMFMT ++  happens to be zero. To overcome this problem, a homotopy 

variable is introduced and attached to this term. Recall that a homotopy variable has 

two values, 0 and 1. Zero is applied to correspond to the initial values of the database 

and 1 is applied when the model is run in any other years. 

Thus, equation 3.6 is rewritten as: 

( ) RFUDGEGRMFMTPOPPOP qqqqTq *0,0,0,0,, ++=−  

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]0,,0,,0,,2
1

qTqqTqqTq GGRMRMFMFM
T −+−+−++   (3.7) 

 

Treating the zero subscripted elements in 3.7 as constant and converting it to the 

percentage change form gives: 
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Equation Accumulation of regional population 

E_del_RM         (3.8) 

(all,r,REG) 

C_POP(r)*pop(r) =   C_PR1(r)*delrpfudge(r) 

+ C_PA2*[  del_rm(r) + del_fm(r) + del_g(r)] + f_pop(r); 

where: 

Variable 

pop 

delrpfudge 

del_rm 

del_fm 

del_g 

f_pop 

Coefficient 

C_POP 

C_PR1 

C_PA2 

Description 

percentage change of regional population 

percentage change point of the homotopy variable RFUDGE 

percentage change point of net regional migration 

percentage change point of net foreign migration 

percentage change point of natural growth 

shifter 

 

equivalent to POPq,T in equation 3.7  

equivalent to 100*T*(FMq,0 + RMq,0 + Gq,0) 

equivalent to 50*(T+1) 

 

This functional form of population accumulation gives the MMRF model a different 

style of dynamic characteristic compared with the recursive dynamic characterised 

by the inverse logistic function in MONASH described earlier. The dynamics of 

MMRF in fact comprise two other important accumulation relations that link (a) 

capital stock with industry investment and (b) the foreign debt with trade balance.  

The dynamic characteristic in MMRF is referred to as the quasi-dynamic, of which 

its typical characteristic is the smooth growth assumption over a period of T years. 

In a dynamic simulation, the dynamics of MMRF would require a consistent 

configuration of T for the accumulation in all three components to take place. In that 

case, delrpfudge is set exogenously at one to allow for the accumulation in equation 

3.7. Values of T can be any numbers for the interest of model users.  

When the capital accumulation equation using smooth growth assumption is turned 

off, the model is run in a comparative static mode, which measures either short-run 

or long-run effects of a policy change under a particular assumption on the 

movements of capital stocks. A long-run simulation would imply a period of 6 years 
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or more so that the period is long enough for capital stocks to be adjusted to restore 

(exogenous) rates of return. In contrast, a short-run simulation is one in which capital 

stocks are assumed constant, held at the pre-shock level, while rates of return to 

capital can change. Thus, in a comparative static mode, T is set at 2 to represent two 

points in time, and the length between the two is implied by the assumption for 

capital stocks: 2 years for a short-run and 6 years or more for a long-run simulation.   

This completes the description of the regional population. In the following, the 

regional labour supply and its interaction with the regional labour demand are 

described. Total demand for labour in a region (variable employ) is simply the sum of 

all labour demands by industries in the region, which is determined in the CGE core.  

 

Equation Regional working age population 

E_Pop  

(all,q,REG) 

wpop(q) = pop(q) + f_wpop(q) ; 

 

Equation Regional labour supply 

E_wpop  

(all,q,REG) 

labsup(q) = pr(q) + wpop(q); 

 

Equation Percentage point changes in regional unemployment rates 

E_del_labsup  

(all,q,REG) 

C_labsup(q)*del_unr(q) =C_EMPLOY(q)*(labsup(q)-employ(q)); 

 

Equation Adding-up condition on regional migration 

E_RM_addup  

delf_rm = sum(q,REGDEST,del_rm(q)); 

 

Equation Regional wage differentials or regional wage relativities 

E_wage_diff  

(all,q,REG) 

wage_diff(q) = pwage(q) - natxi3 - natrealwage; 
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Variable 

del_unr 

labsup 

employ 

pr 

wpop 

del_rm 

delf_rm  

 

del_rm_0 

delf_rm_0 

wage_diff 

pwage 

natxi3 

natrealwage 

Description 

regional unemployment rate in percentage point change 

regional labour supply in percentage change 

regional labour demand in percentage change 

regional participation rate in percentage change 

regional working population in percentage change 

regional migration in percentage point change 

total regional migrations of all region, set exogenously at zero in all 

simulations 

ABS forecast of inter-regional migration 

shifter in equation E_RM_0 

region wage differentials or regional wage relativities 

regional wage rate, aggregated from p1laboi(m,j,q) 

national CPI 

national real wage 

 

Equation E_pop calculates working population from regional population using an 

assumption that working population in a region remains as a fixed proportion in the 

total population. Shifter f_wpop is exogenous to hold the proportion constant. In 

equation E_wpop, labour supply labsub is calculated from the participation rate (pr) 

and the working population (wpop). Given the labour supply and labour demand 

(employ), changes in regional unemployment rates are calculated in equation 

E_del_labsup. Equation E_RM_addup ensures that total net regional migration 

equals zero; this means at the national level, total out-migration has to equal total in-

migration. Finally, equation E_wage_diff measures relativities of regional real wage 

rates compared with national real wage rate. Note that the national consumer price 

index is used to calculate these real regional wages. 

Given the smooth growth function of population accumulation, equation 

E_del_labsup is now used to examine the first scenario of the regional labour market 

in MMRF to see how the interaction between labour supply and labour demand 

determines regional migration and subsequently regional population in a region. In 

this scenario, under the assumption of a fixed unemployment rate in a region, 

regional labour supply (labsup) is determined in this equation. Changes in regional 

labour supply are equal to changes in regional employment. Recall that regional 
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employment is determined in the CGE core: it is simply equal to the weighted 

average of labour demand of all industries. Next, again assuming constant 

participation rates, pr in equation E_wpop is set as an exogenous variable; thus, 

regional working population wpop will respond to changes in labour demands in the 

region exactly the same as changes to labour supply labsup in the equation E_wpop. 

In the next equation E_pop, as f_wpop is set exogenously to reflect the assumption of 

a fixed ratio of working population in the total of population, given the level of wpop 

then regional population is required to move together with wpop. In short, it can be 

summarised that the direction of variable determination flows such as: employ � 

labsup � wpop � pop. In the percentage change terms, their results are the same. 

Recall that the natural population growth del_g and net overseas migration del_fm in 

equation 3.8 are permanently exogenous in the model. Similarly, shifter f_pop in the 

equation is also set exogenously. Thus it is necessary to choose between the two 

remaining variables, regional migration del_rm and real wage differential wage_diff, 

in order to tie down the regional labour market. If real wage differentials of all 

regions (compared with the national real wage rate) are assumed constant, then 

regional migration del_rm in equation E_del_RM is the only factor that settles the 

labour market. It means that changes in labour demand are entirely satisfied by 

migration of workers between regions. Hence, with a positive state-specific shock to 

a region such as New South Wales, the effect of higher demand for labour from the 

shock will induce a net inflow of migration. Some deviations to the above closure are 

the choice between regional migration del_rm and unemployment rate del_unr, or 

between regional migration del_rm and regional participation rate pr. 

In an alternative closure, the population in a region is exogenously determined by 

shocks that clearly specify the targeted components of population in a region: natural 

growth and net foreign migration. More importantly, when the targeted component is 

regional migration, it is necessary to endogenise at least one of the three variables 

chosen from unemployment rate del_unr, participation rate pr, or wage differentials 

wage_diff in order to clear the regional labour market. 

In examining all possible settings of the labour market in MMRF, two issues of 

concern emerge. First, regional migration, regional unemployment rate and regional 
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participation rate do not interact simultaneously in response to changes in labour 

demand. They appear to be unrelated entities in the regional labour market. 

As mentioned previously, in MMRF regional migration is currently the only factor 

used to settle the regional labour market. Inflows and outflows of migration tend to 

act on behalf of changes in unemployment and participation rates; regional migration 

appears to be over-estimated. As a result, this setting tends to discount the impacts of 

positive shocks to a region in terms of real income per capita or real gross state 

product per capita; at the same time, it may exacerbate the impacts of negative 

shocks to a region.  

The second issue of concern is that the typical trend of net regional migration in New 

South Wales and Queensland may not be apparent in simulated results. A simulated 

outflow of migration due to an adverse state-specific shock may not be necessarily 

applied to Queensland according to its historical pattern. In contrast, the impact on 

regional migration from a positive shock may not be able to override the long history 

of the outflow trend of migration from New South Wales. 

It is not intended to imply that the regional labour market in MMRF is incorrect. The 

outcome of the setting in the MMRF labour market illustrates the traditional 

mechanism of a “what if” analysis that focuses only on the impacts of a shock, all 

other things being equal.      

It seems that considering the response of regional unemployment and of labour 

participation rates to a shock, and the existing patterns of labour migration among 

regions may have some benefits to the impact analysis of regional economies. 

 

IV. Regional Population and Regional Labour Market Settings in IRES 

IRES introduces two main modifications to the MMRF labour market. The first is the 

new role given to regional unemployment rates and participation rates. Changes in 

total labour demand in a region are now distributed among three endogenous factors: 

actual regional migration, regional unemployment and regional labour participation. 
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The second modification is the automated switching of the MMRF labour market 

from the comparative static mode to the recursive dynamic mode. This is necessary 

because the accumulation of population implemented in IRES take the comparative 

static as the default option. As the recursive dynamic is also incorporated in IRES, 

the correct population accumulation on a year-to-year basis has to be taken into 

account. The automatic transition is implemented in such a way that when the model 

is run, the closure setting will determine the value of T appropriately: 1 for recursive 

dynamic, 2 for comparative static mode. 

3.4.1. The Regional Labour Market in IRES 

One of the interesting tasks in modelling the regional labour market of the Australian 

States is incorporating the econometric empirical results into the CGE framework. 

Table 3.6 provides an example of the empirical results from Groenewold (1997, 

p. 9). 

Table 3.6 Groenewold’ Regression 

( ) ( ) r
t

r
t

rr
t

r
t

r
t

r
t

rri
t mtwwuum εβββββ +++−+−+= −143210  

State   r
0β̂  r

1̂β  r
2β̂  r

3β̂  r
4β̂  R2 h  

NSW  0.116 
(0.76) 
 

-28.504 
(-13.00) 

0.403 
(1.08) 

-0.011 
(-4.44) 

0.300 
(24.22) 

0.51 4.93 

VIC -0.538 
(-4.47) 
 

-29.143 
(-18.32) 

0.412 
(1.52) 

-0.004 
(-1.74) 

0.300 
(34.12) 

0.24 1.04 

QLD  0.105 
(2.62) 
 

-28.251 
(-6.07) 

0.399 
(0.50) 

0.015 
(2.14) 

0.300 
(11.31) 

0.49 4.59 

SA -0.600 
(-3.27) 
 

-29.115 
(-14.46) 

0.142 
(1.20) 

0.014 
(4.69) 

0.300 
(26.94) 

0.59 -0.14 

WA -0.079 
(-0.38) 
 

-29.595 
(12.35) 

0.418 
(1.03) 

0.012 
(3.07) 

0.300 
(23.00) 

0.61 3.03 

TAS -0.547 
(-1.21) 
 

-27.511 
(-6.36) 

0.389 
(0.53) 

0.011 
(1.48) 

0.300 
(11.84) 

0.24 2.01 

NT 5.243 
(2.51) 
 

-29.521 
(-1.43) 

0.418 
(0.12) 

-0.110 
(-2.97) 

0.300 
(2.66) 

0.42 0.5 

ACT -2.276 
(-2.14) 
 

-30.998 
(-3.06) 

0.438 
(0.25) 

0.040 
(2.62) 

0.300 
(5.71) 

0.35 1.74 

t-ratios in parentheses  
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where  
r
tm : ratio of net in-migration to population, region r; 

r
tu : unemployment rate, region r; 

r
tw : real wage measured by State-level average weekly earnings deflated by 

CPI in the State; 

t: time trend; and 

variables without a superscript denote national variables. 

The equation presented in Table 3.6 is subject to an adding-up condition such that: 

0*
1

�� ==
=

r
t

r
t

N

r

r
t mQM  

where  
r
tQ : regional population of region r; 

r
tM : level of regional migration to region r. 

The interpretation of the above results is in partial equilibrium. For example, 

assuming other things being equal, if the unemployment rate in New South Wales is 

higher than the national unemployment rate by 1 per cent, the net in-migration ratio 

of New South Wales will reduce by 28.5 percentage points. Similarly, if the real 

average weekly earnings in New South Wales increase by 1 dollar above the national 

real average weekly earnings, the ratio of net in-migration to New South Wales will 

increase by 0.403 percentage point. 

The above equation indicates a possibility that if the unemployment rate differentials 

and other factors remain constant, higher wages in New South Wales can increase 

net inflows of migration into the State. This outcome is very similar to the current 

setting of the regional labour market in MMRF. A positive shock to a region will 

increase the demand for labour in that region, thus it induces a net inflow of 

migration to the region. Although this is an intuitive outcome, it has never been seen 

in the historical data for New South Wales. 

For the impact analysis, more emphasis is placed on the current trend of the regional 

labour market in the Australian States. The framework of the regional labour market 

in IRES attempts to put the existing pattern of net migration in place for each region. 
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The approach of IRES deviates from the original labour market of MMRF and it 

makes a slight difference in interpreting simulation results. In the MMRF setting, 

regional migration responses are positively related to shocks: positive shocks induce 

net inflows of regional migration, negative shocks set off net outflows of regional 

migration. In the IRES setting, movements of regional migration are responsive to 

shocks still but responses are not necessary positively related to shocks. Impacts of 

shocks certainly influence regional migration but only on the base of pre-determined 

patterns. For example positive shocks introduced to NSW can only soften the net 

outflows of migration from the region but can never generate a net inflow of regional 

migration to NSW. Technically speaking, regional migration is governed by a new 

set of parameters, which makes model results of regional migration consistent with 

empirical evidence. 

Among the original equations in the labour market section of MMRF, four equations 

remain unchanged. These are listed below. However, their equation names have been 

changed to reflect the role of each equation in determining their corresponding 

variables. The explanation for these equations is similar to that given previously.  

 

Equation Regional working age population 

E_wpop  

wpop(q) = pop(q) + f_wpop(q) ; 

 

Equation Regional labour supply 

E_labsup  

Labsup(q) = pr(q) + wpop(q); 

 

Equation Regional wage differentials or regional wage relativities 

E_wage_diff  

wage_diff(q) = pwage(q) – natxi3 – natrealwage;  

 

Equation Accumulation of regional population 

E_pop      

C_POP(r)*pop(r) =   C_PR1(r)*delrpfudge(r) 

+ C_PA2*[  del_rm(r) + del_fm(r) + del_g(r)] + f_pop(r); 

Domain 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

 

 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

 

(all,r,REG) 
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Equation E_pop appears the same as equation 3.8 previously but variable del_rm is 

no longer derived from equation E_pop. The derivation of del_rm is carried out in 

other equations with two new alternative approaches and its results are used in E_pop 

to calculate changes in regional population only.  

This section will first explain the new approaches to modelling the actual regional 

migration. It will then explain the new approaches to modelling changes in 

unemployment rates and participation rates using econometric evidences. 

3.4.1.1. Modelling Actual Regional Migration 

The two alternatives to calculate del_rm are based on (a) historical migration to 

employment ratio, and (b) regional migration elasticity with respect to real wage 

differentials. In the first setting, historical migration to employment ratio of each 

region is used as a guide to direct the movements of migration for that region in such 

a way that the outcome of regional migration is similar to the observed patterns. 

Essentially, in this setting, net in-migration to New South Wales will never be 

allowed to be positive; vice versa, net in-migration to Queensland will never be 

negative regardless of the simulated condition of the regional labour market.  From 

here onward, this ratio is referred to as the ME ratio. In the second approach, 

regional migration is driven directly by real wage differentials using elasticities. 

Users can choose either one or the other via closure choices. 

 

• The Migration Employment (ME) Ratio Approach 

Recall that regional migration del_rm is the only factor that makes up for changes in 

regional labour supply and subsequently in regional population due to economic 

shocks. More importantly, in the previous long-run scenario, changes in regional 

labour demand (employ) will result in the same changes in regional population (pop) 

in percentage change terms. A new variable del_rm_ptn is defined as the potential 

estimate of regional migration. The same functional form as the population 

accumulation is applied to calculate del_rm_ptn in equation E_del_rm_ptn. 

However, the equation now has the variable employ in the LHS (instead of pop) to 

drive regional migration directly in order to reflect the full extent of regional 
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migration required by labour demands. Therefore, del_rm_ptn can be called the full 

labour demand induced regional migration, for short it is referred to as the potential 

regional migration throughout this thesis. As will be seen, this potential regional 

migration is compared with the historical patterns in order to derive the actual 

regional migration that is consistent with the observed pattern. 

 

Equation Potential accumulation of regional population 

E_del_rm_ptn 

C_POP(r)*employ(r) =   C_PR1(r)*delrpfudge(r) 

+ C_PA2*[ del_rm_ptn(r) + del_fm(r)  + del_g(r) ] + f_pop(r); 

Domain 

(all,r,REG) 

Variable 

del_rm_ptn 

Description 

Potential regional migration in percentage point change 

 

Table 3.7 derives ratios of net in-migration to employment for all regions in IRES 

over the period from 1981/82 to 2001/02. Rows Min and Max indicate the minimum 

and maximum ratios over the period. For each region, these two ratios are used to set 

the limits for net regional migration to occur. In the scenario that wage differentials 

are fixed and regional migrations are endogenous to clear the regional labour market, 

an adverse state-specific shock will set off a net outflow of migration from the region 

due to an aggregate reduction in labour demand or employment. If the shock is 

severe, the result for del_rm_ptn can generate a negative ME ratio below the 

observed minimum limit for the region. In this case, the actual result of regional 

migration del_rm is set at the minimum level using the minimum ME ratio and the 

simulated employment level of the region. In contrast, when a strong positive shock 

to a region occurs, it can generate a positive ME ratio larger than the observed 

maximum limit. The result for del_rm is then set at the maximum level using the 

maximum ME ratio and the simulated employment level. 

The rationale for this approach is that employment appears to be a better signal for 

the labour market condition than the signal given by the unemployment rate or 

wages. A high unemployment rate can be associated with the structural adjustment 

hypothesis put forward by Lilien (1982). Kilpatrick and Felmingham (1996, p. 220) 

provided preliminary evidence on the Australian economy for this hypothesis, 
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indicating that unemployment rates can happen at any condition of the labour market. 

Furthermore, the calculation of the unemployment rates is affected by changes in 

labour participation rates. 

 

Industry Commission (1993, p. 128) found that in a low-demand environment, 

workers in the Australian States leave the labour force but not the region, thus 

reducing the unemployment rate. However, this type of low unemployment rates is 

unlikely to be an attractive signal for inflows of migration from other regions. As 

noted in Debelle and Vickery (1999, p. 258), it seems that state wage bargaining 

processes in Australia are largely driven by factors other than relative labour market 

conditions. Thus, wages appear to be insensitive to labour market conditions. 

In Table 3.7, employment is used as the denominator to reflect the labour market 

condition while the net in-migration level in the numerator indicates the magnitude 

of regional migration in response to changes in the labour market. The absolute 

levels of the simulated migration can be higher than the historical migration levels. 

This depends on the simulated levels of employment, as long as the ME ratios during 

simulations stay within the two limits which represent the likelihood of migration 

Table 3.7 
NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

1981/82 -0.9 -0.8 3.6 -0.9 0.6 -1.2 3.5 -0.2
1982/83 -0.8 -0.3 2.1 -0.1 0.3 -0.7 0.9 1.0
1983/84 -0.5 -0.2 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.4 1.3 0.9
1984/85 -0.4 -0.3 1.3 -0.4 0.3 0.4 1.0 1.0
1985/86 -0.5 -0.7 1.5 -0.2 1.5 -0.1 -0.7 1.4
1986/87 -0.4 -0.7 1.7 -0.7 1.0 -0.8 -0.2 1.5
1987/88 -0.5 -0.7 2.4 -0.2 0.6 -1.0 -4.7 1.5
1988/89 -1.5 -0.6 3.8 0.0 0.7 0.1 -1.9 -0.1
1989/90 -1.4 -0.4 2.9 0.0 0.4 1.4 -1.5 0.9
1990/91 -0.7 -0.7 2.3 0.2 -0.2 0.4 -1.5 2.0
1991/92 -0.5 -0.9 2.6 -0.1 -0.2 -0.1 -1.2 0.9
1992/93 -0.7 -1.3 3.6 -0.8 0.0 -0.8 -0.9 0.9
1993/94 -0.5 -1.5 3.2 -0.6 0.5 -1.1 -1.2 -0.3
1994/95 -0.5 -1.1 2.7 -1.1 0.6 -1.3 0.5 -0.3
1995/96 -0.5 -0.6 2.2 -0.9 0.5 -1.3 0.4 -0.4
1996/97 -0.4 -0.2 1.3 -0.7 0.7 -1.9 2.1 -2.1
1997/98 -0.5 0.1 1.1 -0.5 0.5 -2.0 -0.5 -1.7
1998/99 -0.5 0.2 1.1 -0.4 0.2 -1.9 -1.0 -0.8
1999/00 -0.5 0.3 1.1 -0.7 -0.1 -1.5 -0.9 -0.5
2000/01 -0.5 0.3 1.2 -0.6 -0.3 -1.3 -1.8 0.2
2001/02 -0.8 0.3 1.7 -0.3 -0.4 -0.9 -2.8 -0.6
Min -1.5 -1.5 1.0 -1.1 -0.4 -2.0 -4.7 -2.1
Max -0.4 0.3 3.8 0.2 1.5 1.4 3.5 2.0
Average -0.64 -0.48 2.11 -0.43 0.35 -0.72 -0.53 0.25
Source: ABS DX Data, The Labour Force, Preliminary , Cat. 6202.0 Tables 8A, 8B, 8C, 8D, 8E, 8F, 8G, 8H
             ABS DX Data,  Australian Demographic Statistics,  Cat 3101.0 Table 23 

Ratio of Net Migration to Employment by States (per cent)
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occurring in relation to employment. The implementation of this step is shown in 

equation E_del_rm below.  

 

Equation First component to clear the labour market 

E_del_rm 

Del_rm(r)  =  (1-UNEM_SWITCH)*del_rm_ptn(r) + 

                     UNEM_SWITCH*REG_MIG(r)*del_one  + f_del_rm(r)  

Domain 

(ALL,r,REG) 

 

Variable 

f_del_rm 

del_rm_ptn 

del_one 

 

Coefficient 

UNEM_SWITCH 

Description 

shifter 

potential regional migration (in percentage change point form) 

an exogenous change variable, shocked to increase by one in simulation.  

 

 

coefficient to alternate the use of the two different parts of the equation  

 

The right hand side of equation E_del_rm has two terms which are alternated by the 

coefficient UNEM_SWITCH. This coefficient has values of zero or one depending 

on the value of the ME ratio during simulation. The mathematical explanation for the 

calculation of UNEM_SWITCH is presented in Box 3.1. When the ME ratios for all 

regions stay within the limits, UNEM_SWITCH is evaluated at zero, then the first 

term on the RHS of the equation E_del_rm is activated while the second term is 

removed from the equation. Alternatively, when the ME ratio for even one region 

gets beyond the minimum or maximum limit due to a large del_rm_ptn in absolute 

terms, UNEM_SWITCH is evaluated at one. Immediately, the first term on the RHS 

of the equation E_del_rm is turned off and the second term is turned on. In this case, 

del_rm is equal to REG_MIG(r) for each region.  
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Box 3.1  TABLO Code for UNEM_SWITCH 
 
FILE (text)            lab_para ; 
FILE  LAB_FILE  # Data for the new labour market theory # ; 
FILE PDATA   # File containing data on population & labour market #; 
 
SET REG (NSW,VIC,QLD,SA,WA,TAS,NT,ACT); 
 
COEFFICIENT 
      UNEM_SWITCH         ; 
(ALL,r,REG)     UNEM_WATCH(r)       ; 
(ALL,r,REG)     ME_RATIO(r)               ; 
 (ALL,r,REG)                  RM_MIN_RATIO(r) 
      # Minimum ME ratio #   ; 
(ALL,r,REG)                   RM_MAX_RATIO(r)  
      # Maximum ME ratio #   ; 
 (ALL,q,REG)     C_EMPLOY(q) 
       # regional employment: persons #; 
 
VARIABLE 
(change)(ALL,r,REG)    del_rm_ptn(r)    ; 
              (ALL,q,REG)    employ(q)      
      # regional employment: persons #; 
 
READ 
C_RM_SIM    from file Lab_file header "RRGM"   ;    ! initial values equal zero ! 
RM_MIN_RATIO from file lab_para ; 
RM_MAX_RATIO from file lab_para ; 
C_EMPLOY from file PDATA header "REMP"; 
 
UPDATE 
(Change) (ALL,r,REG)              C_RM_SIM(r)          =  del_rm_ptn(r) ; 
 (all,q,REG)                   C_EMPLOY(q)        =  employ(q); 
 
FORMULA 
 (ALL,r,REG)    
ME_RATIO(r) = C_RM_SIM(r)/C_EMPLOY(r)   ; 
 (ALL,q,REG)  
UNEM_WATCH(q) = IF[  ME_RATIO(q) gt RM_MIN_RATIO(q)    and 
                 ME_RATIO(q) lt RM_MAX_RATIO(q),    0   ]    + 
           IF[ (ME_RATIO(q) le RM_MIN_RATIO(q)     or 
                                             ME_RATIO(q) ge RM_MAX_RATIO(q)),  1 ]  ; 

UNEM_SWITCH   = IF[ Sum(q,REG,UNEM_WATCH(q)) ge 1, 1] ; 

Coefficient C_RM_SIM(r) and C_EMPLOY are the levels of regional migration and employment during 

simulation as they are updated by variables del_rm_ptn(r) and employ(r). The ME_RATIO coefficient is 

the ongoing ME ratio during simulation. 

In the UNEM_WATCH formula, the simulated ME ratio is compared constantly with the minimum and 

maximum limits. The RHS of the formula has two “IF” terms which are controlled by two conditions 

simultaneously. If the ongoing ME ratio for a region stays within the limit range, the first term assigns a 

value of 0 to UNEM_WATCH for that region. If the ongoing ME ratio for a region moves out of the 

limit range, the second term assigns a value of 1 to UNEM_WATCH for that region.  
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In the next formula, UNEM_SWITCH is zero if and only if the ME ratios of all regions stay within the 

limit range. That means all regions must have zero values for their UNEM_WATCH. If there is at least 

one region that has UNEM_WATCH equal to 1, then UNEM_SWITCH is assigned a value of 1. In this 

case, the adjusted REG_MIG is used in equation E_del_rm effectively.   

 

 

Coefficient REG_MIG(r) is the level of regional migration which is calculated 

during simulations using the simulated employment level and the minimum or 

maximum ME ratio. If the ME ratio is below the minimum limit allowed for the 

outflow of migration, then the minimum ME ratio is used to calculate the outflow of 

migration. Vice versa, if the ME ratio hits the maximum limit, then the maximum 

ratio is used. For other regions whose ME ratios are still within the limits, their 

simulated levels of regional migration are maintained.  

The levels of regional migration for all regions are adjusted subsequently to restore 

the adding-up condition for regional migration, i.e. the total is equal to zero. Note 

that in this step we do not just apply a pro-rata adjustment for all regions as doing so 

may move the level of migration for some regions outside the limits implied by the 

ME ratio and the simulated employment level. Instead, regions are divided into two 

groups, one with net positive migration and one with net negative migration. If the 

total migration of all regions is positive (more inflow than outflow), then only the in-

migration levels of regions in the first group are adjusted down proportionally to 

meet the total of out-migration. In contrast, if the total migration of all regions is 

negative (more outflow than inflow), then the out-migration levels of regions in the 

second group are adjusted proportionally to match the total of in-migration. The logic 

of this two-group procedure is that only the overshooting migration levels are 

adjusted while the correct levels are maintained. 

Table 3.8 illustrates a comparison of the two procedures. In the first half, the table 

shows the pro-rata procedure. Some hypothetical data for coefficient REG_MIG are 

given in the second column. These regional migration levels include both positive 

and negative numbers which give a total of minus four. The third column converts 
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REG_MIG data into absolute values and the fourth column then calculates the 

corresponding shares.  Using these shares, the total of REG_MIG (-4) is distributed 

proportionally to all regions. Finally, the distributed values (in the fifth column) are 

deducted from the data in column REG_MIG to derive the Adjusted REG_MIG; that 

means column 2 minus column 5. Note that while migration levels for regions 3 and 

4 are reduced, migration levels for regions 1 and 2 are higher, which can be outside 

the limit range. 

 

Table 3.8

REG_MIG Absolute values Shares of Distribution of the Adjusted
Absolute Values                                  total of REG_MIG  REG_MIG

Region 1 4 4 15.38% -0.6 4.62
Region 2 7 7 26.92% -1.1 8.08
Region 3 -6 6 23.08% -0.9 -5.08
Region 4 -9 9 34.62% -1.4 -7.62
Total -4 26 100.00% -4.0 0.0

REG_MIG Shares Distribution of the Adjusted
 total of REG_MIG  REG_MIG

Region 1 4 4.0
Region 2 7 7.0
Region 3 -6 40.00% -1.6 -4.4
Region 4 -9 60.00% -2.4 -6.6
Total -4 100.00% -4.0 0.0

Normalisation Procedures - A Comparison

Pro-rata procedure

Two-group procedure

 

 

The second half of Table 3.8 illustrates the preferred procedure in which the total of 

REG_MIG is used to scale down migration levels of regions 3 and 4 only. In the 

Shares column, shares for regions 3 and 4 are calculated, then using these shares to 

distribute the total of REG_MIG (-4) proportionally between the two regions. Finally 

the distributed values are deducted only from regions 3 and 4, leaving regions 1 and 

2 unchanged. 
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• Regional Migration Elasticity Approach  

In this section, the observed limits of the ME ratios are not applied. Instead, the 

average values of regional migration (Table 3.1) over the whole period from 1981/82 

to 2002/02 are used as the trend (in a loose sense) in order to highlight the typical 

characteristic of net regional migration in the initial database. Under the effect of 

shocks, the differentials of own-region real wage, rwage_diff, will determine net in-

migration to a region in addition to the trend flows. Note that differentials of own-

region real wage have a slightly different definition from that of the regional real 

wage wage_diff mentioned earlier. For comparison, both of them are reproduced 

below. 

 

Equation Regional real-wage difference using national CPI  

E_wage_diff    

wage_diff(q) = pwage(q) - natxi3 - natrealwage; 

Equation Own-region real-wage differentials using regional CPI 

E_Rwage_diff  

rwage_diff(q) = pwage(q) – xi3_r(q) - natrealwage; 

Domain 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

 

 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

Variable 

pwage 

natxi3 

xi3_r 

natrealwage 

Description 

region-wide nominal wage received by workers 

national CPI 

regional CPI 

national real wage 

 

The regional consumer price index (CPI) measures the costs of living in a specific 

region. Using regional CPI to derive rwage_diff seems to reflect realistically the 

purchasing power of wages earned in a region. Given rwage_diff, the approach here 

follows the work of Groenewold (1997) that was previously mentioned in Table 3.6. 

However, a complete version of Groenewold’s equation results is not implemented 

here. Only the parameters relating movements of real wage differentials and regional 

migration are implemented in IRES as follows. 

 ( )AWENAWERELASNG
Population

ngrmdel
rr

r

r −= *_
__  

where 
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del_rm_ng: net migration to region r; 

NG_ELAS3:  r
2β̂  parameter for region r obtained from Table 3.6; 

AWER:  real average weekly earning (dollars/person) for region r; 

AWEN:  real national average weekly earning (dollars/person). 

This simplified version is implemented in IRES with a slight difference.  

 

Equation Regional migration – An alternative approach 

E_del_rm_ng 

del_rm_ng(r) = 0.1*NG_ELAS(r)*C_POP(r)*[AWE_R(r) - AWE_N]*del_one ; 

 

Domain 

(All,r,REG) 

Variable 

d_ng_rm 

 

Coefficient 

NG_ELAS 

Description 

change variable for regional migration based on own-region real wage 

differentials 

 

the r
2β̂ parameter from Groenewold’s equation (1997) 

 

Note that own-region real wage differentials rwage_diff are converted to AWER(r) 

and AWEN because the parameter NG_ELAS measures the response of migration 

ratio to the absolute differences of regional and national average weekly earnings, 

not the percentage change. These AWER and AWEN are updated by own-region real 

wages and national real wage, respectively. Simulation values of the NG_ELAS 

coefficient give very strong results of regional migration. A value of 0.1 is added to 

the equation in order to soften the movements of regional migration ratios. This 

implies further refinement needed for this equation but it is an interesting mechanism 

adopted from Groenewold’s results. 

Results of del_rm_ng are passed onto a new coefficient NG_RM in order to carry out 

the adding-up condition using a two-group procedure previously explained. 

Average weekly earnings are derived from the MMRF-GREEN database (Adams, 

Horridge and Parmenter 2000). The database will be discussed in detail in the next 

                                                 

3 Notation with initials NG reflects Nicolaas Groenewold’s work in 1997.   
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chapter. However, this section presents the part of the database which relates to the 

calculation of average weekly earnings. 

AWER(r) = Regional total wages / (52* Regional total employment) 

AWEN     = National total wage / (52* National total employment) 

 

Table 3.9

Wages Employment Average Weekly Regional/National Average Weekly Regional/National
Earnings Ratios Earnings Ratios

(million) (1000 persons) ($/person) ($/person)

NSW $  80,943.1 2,604              $  597.8 1.05 $  543.1 1.03
VIC $  58,832.7 1,946              $  581.3 1.02 $  529.1 1.01
QLD $  36,986.3 1,396              $  509.5 0.89 $  500.2 0.95
SA $  17,857.8 635                 $  540.5 0.94 $  503.3 0.96
WA $  22,608.5 778                 $  558.9 0.98 $  505.4 0.96
TAS $  4,937.6 194                 $  490.3 0.86 $  499.3 0.95
NT $  2,726.7 75                   $  699.9 1.22 $  557.7 1.06
ACT $  6,526.4 153                 $  822.4 1.44 $  589.7 1.12
Total $  231,419.1 7781 $  572.0 1.00 $  525.7 1.00
Sources:  Adams, P., Horridge, M., and B. R. Parmenter, 2000, MMRF-GREEN: A Dynamic,

 Multi-Sectoral, Multi Regional Model of Australia, Monash University
ABS DX Data "Average Weekly Earnings" 6302 Table 13

Model database

Comparison of Average Weekly Earnings of the Model Database and ABS DX Data (1993/94)

ABS DX Data

 

Table 3.9 compares the derived average weekly earnings with the ABS DX data. It is 

noticeable that Northern Territory and the Australian Capital Territory have higher 

average weekly earnings based on the database (in terms of both absolute and ratio to 

the national AWE) than the ABS data reported for the same year in 1993/94. 

The derived regional migration using Groenewold’s parameter is incorporated with 

the average level of regional migration in Table 3.1 to give the final levels of 

regional migration of all regions. Both the trend and Groenewold’s mechanism are 

combined and presented as follows. 

E_del_rm # First component to clear the labour market #  

(ALL,r,REG) 

del_rm(r) =  {RM_TREND(r) + NG_RM(r)}*del_one   ; 

where 

RM_TREND: coefficient representing the average (trend) of net in-migration 

of a region (average regional migration in Table 3.1). 

NG_RM: normalised or adjusted coefficient for net regional migration using 

Groenewold’s parameter. 
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del_one: an exogenous change variable, shocked to increase by 1 in 

simulations. 

For convenience, the two approaches (historical patterns and empirical results) are 

combined in the same equation E_del_rm that calculates regional migration del_rm 

as follow. 

  

Equation First component to clear the labour market 

E_del_rm  

del_rm(r) =   

[ 1 - C_NG_SWITCH]*{(1-UNEM_SWITCH)*del_rm_ptn(r) + 

                                         UNEM_SWITCH*REG_MIG(r)*del_one  + f_del_rm(r) } 

+ C_NG_SWITCH*{RM_TREND(r) + NG_RM(r)}*del_one   ; 

Domain 

(ALL,r,REG) 

 

Coefficient 

C_NG_SWITCH 

Description 

Coefficient set at 0 or 1 to alternate the approach used to calculate regional 

migration.  

 

Value of coefficient C_NG_SWITCH is controlled via the operation of a coefficient 

C_NG and a homotopy variable del_ng. The initial value of C_NG is zero and is 

updated by del_ng. When del_ng is shocked by one, the value of C_NG during a 

simulation becomes non-zero. In the case that del_ng is not shocked, value of 

coefficient C_NG remains at zero throughout the simulation. Given a value of 

C_NG, value of the coefficient C_NG_SWITCH is determined as follow. 

C_NG_SWITCH = IF[C_NG > 0, 1] ; 

This means: 

C_NG_SWITCH =  1 when del_ng is shocked; and 

C_NG_SWITCH =  0 when del_ng is not shocked 

Thus, when del_ng is shocked, C_NG SWITCH equals 1, the part of regional 

migration calculated using the historical patterns in equation E_del_rm is turned off. 

When del_ng is not shocked, C_NG SWITCH equals 0, the part of regional 

migration calculated using Groenewold’s mechanism is turned off. The change 
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variable del_ng is actually a switch to alternate the way the regional migration is 

used in simulations.  

3.4.1.2. Modelling Changes in Unemployment Rates 

Table 3.10 below shows yearly changes in unemployment rates from the previous 

year. It is derived from Table 3.3 by taking the difference of the regional 

unemployment rates between two consecutive years. 

Table 3.10
NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT Australia

1981/82 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.8 2.2 0.9 0.4 0.3
1982/83 3.7 2.2 3.0 2.0 2.2 2.3 1.3 1.4 2.8
1983/84 0.9 0.5 0.7 0.2 1.0 -0.3 1.1 -1.2 0.6
1984/85 -1.3 -1.3 0.3 -0.9 -1.2 -0.7 -0.8 -1.7 -1.0
1985/86 -0.7 -0.8 -0.9 -0.8 -0.9 -0.6 0.3 0.2 -0.7
1986/87 0.3 0.0 0.5 0.4 -0.1 -0.1 -1.1 0.3 0.2
1987/88 -0.8 -0.5 -0.6 -0.2 -0.2 -0.1 3.6 -0.3 -0.6
1988/89 -1.2 -0.9 -1.9 -0.9 -1.4 0.5 -3.3 -0.1 -1.1
1989/90 -0.7 -0.5 -0.2 -0.9 0.4 -1.1 0.0 0.3 -0.5
1990/91 1.4 3.4 2.1 1.7 2.5 1.1 1.5 0.5 2.2
1991/92 2.2 2.7 0.8 2.3 1.7 1.4 0.6 1.1 1.9
1992/93 1.1 0.7 0.4 0.3 -0.7 1.0 -0.5 0.5 0.7
1993/94 -0.5 0.0 -0.4 -0.6 -1.4 0.0 -0.9 -0.3 -0.5
1994/95 -1.8 -2.1 -1.3 -0.6 -1.2 -1.3 0.1 -0.1 -1.5
1995/96 -0.8 -0.9 0.4 -0.8 -0.1 -0.9 -0.3 0.2 -0.6
1996/97 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 -0.1 0.7 -1.4 0.6 0.2
1997/98 -0.3 -0.6 -0.5 0.3 -0.4 0.3 -0.7 -0.5 -0.3
1998/99 -0.7 -0.8 -0.7 -0.5 0.0 -0.4 -0.9 -1.2 -0.6
1999/00 -0.9 -0.8 -0.3 -1.0 -0.6 -1.3 0.5 -0.8 -0.8
2000/01 -0.2 -0.6 0.3 -0.8 0.2 -0.1 1.1 -0.5 -0.2
2001/02 0.5 0.3 -0.1 -0.2 0.1 0.0 1.2 -0.1 0.2
Min -1.8 -2.1 -1.9 -1.0 -1.4 -1.3 -3.3 -1.7 -1.5
Max 3.7 3.4 3.0 2.3 2.5 2.3 3.6 1.4 2.8
Average 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 -0.1 0.0
Sources: ABS DX Data, The Labour Force, Preliminary , Cat. 6202.0 Tables 9A, 9B, 9C, 10A, 10B, 10C, 11A, 11B
and 6202-01  (Derived from Table 3.3)

Yearly Changes in Unemployment Rates by States and Australia (percentage point)

 

The relationship between regional employment growth in Table 3.2 and the 

percentage point changes in unemployment rates in Table 3.10 is very interesting. 

The attached charts below plot both of them for each region. All charts indicate some 

degree of negative correlation between the two series for all regions, even for 

Australia as a whole.  
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Chart 3.3 Correlation between Employment Growth and Percentage Point 

  Change in Unemployment Rates by States 
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Percentage  Point Change  in Unem ployment Rates 
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We ran simple regressions of the two variables over the period from 1981/82 to 

2001/02. The dependent variable is del_unr, defined as percentage point changes in 

unemployment rates or the first difference of annual unemployment rates between 

two consecutive years. The independent variable is employ, defined as the annual 

employment growth. Both variables are defined for all regions and Australia. Data 

are taken from Tables 3.2 and 3.10. 

As those regressions contain only a single independent variable, F tests are not 

required; t statistics would provide the same information. Similarly, as having only a 

single independent variable, multicollinearity tests are not required. Due to the 

definition of the two variables, their magnitudes are very close to each other, 

heteroskedasticity tests are not necessary. Serial correlation, or autocorrelation in 

other words, is the only concern in these regressions: the current observation of the 

error term is a function of previous observation of the error term. There are two types 

of autocorrelation, namely pure and impure. The first type is purely because of the 

underlying distribution of the error term of the true specification of equation The 

second type is due to specification errors such as incorrect functional form or omitted 

variables. Pure serial correlation does not cause bias in coefficient estimates. But in 

general, serial correlation increases the variances of the coefficient estimates 

distributions and causes ordinary least square (OLS) technique to underestimate the 

variances (and standard errors) of the coefficients.  

The forms of the two variables in the regressions are chosen for avoiding this 

autocorrelation problem by removing any possible relationship between two 

consecutive observations for each variable. 

For unemployment variable: 

1_ −−= ttt ntRateUnemploymentRateUnemploymeunrdel                      

and for employment variable: 

100
_

__

1

1 x
LEVELEMPLOY

LEVELEMPLOYLEVELEMPLOY
employ

t

tt
t

−

−−
=  
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Table 3.11 shows that all coefficients have the expected sign, an inverse relationship 

between unemployment and employment growth. This implies when employment 

picks up, it helps reduce unemployment in a region. These coefficient estimates are 

statistically significant at 1 per cent level of significance (for one-sided tests because 

the estimates have the expected signs). These results confirm our expectation that 

employment and unemployment are inversely related. Values of 2R  for all equations 

are significant except Northern Territory and the Australian Capital Territory.  

  

Table 3.11 Unemployment Rate Regressions 

ttt employunrdel εαα ++= 10_  t = 1, .., 21 
for all regions 

  0α̂  1α̂  2R  DW  

New South Wales 1.025 

(7.456) 

-0.641 

(-11.154) 

0.861 1.7 

Victoria 0.820 

(4.830) 

-0.529 

(-8.241) 

0.770 1.3 

Queensland 1.378 

(5.345) 

-0.446 

(-5.962) 

0.633 1.4 

South Australia 0.394 

(2.712) 

-0.427 

(-6.075) 

0.642 1.4 

Western Australia 1.294 

(5.958) 

-0.510 

(-7.216) 

0.719 1.5 

Tasmania 0.349 

(2.444) 

-0.359 

(-5.884) 

0.627 0.7 

Northern Territory 0.530 

(1.760) 

-0.145 

(-2.845) 

0.262 2.1 

The Australian Capital Territory 0.338 

(1.824) 

-0.159 

(-3.196) 

0.315 1.3 

Australia 1.065 

(7.293) 

-0.572 

(-9.788) 

0.826 1.1 

t-ratios in parentheses 
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All Durbin–Watson statistics in the table show that at the regional level there is no 

evidence suggesting serial correlation at 2 per cent level of significance of two-sided 

tests  (dL = 0.97 and dU = 1.16) for all regions except Tasmania. However, it is 

interesting to see that at the national level, we cannot conclude that there is no 

evidence of autocorrelation as the d value for the Australia regression falls in 

between the two critical values, the inconclusive area, of Durbin–Watson statistics. 

At this stage, we do not have exact reasons for the results of Tasmania, neither the 

explanation for that of the Australia regression. Perhaps, the movements of 

unemployment rates in Tasmania and the aggregation of data at the national level are 

more complicated than the regressions could possibly postulate.  

Results of the above regressions are used directly to model the movements of 

percentage point changes in regional unemployment rates (del_unr) based on the 

simulated employment growth (employ) in IRES, except the intercepts are dropped 

out in the CGE equations. Furthermore, the coefficients for the employ variable in 

Northern Territory and the Australian Capital Territory are not used. This decision is 

based on the judgement of the overall fitness of those regressions (low 2R ). Instead, 

the coefficient in the Australia regression is used for these two regions in the IRES 

equation below. Note that equation E_del_unr does not require 100 on the left-hand 

side, as percentage point changes in unemployment rates del_unr are already 

consistent with the elasticities UN_EMGR. 

 

Equation  

E_del_unr # Second component to clear the labour market # 

del_unr(r) = UN_EMGR(r)*employ(r)  + f_del_unr(r) ; ! does not require 100 ! 

Domain 

(all,r,REG) 

Variable 

del_unr 

f_del_unr 

 

Parameter 

UN_EMGR 

 

INTERCEPT 

Description 

Percentage point change in unemployment rate 

Shifter facilitating a closure that requires exogenous unemployment rates. 

 

 

Elasticity of percentage point changes in unemployment rates with respect to 

employment growth. 

Coefficient for the intercepts 
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3.4.1.3. Changes in Labour Participation Rates 

Table 3.12 shows yearly percentage point changes in labour participation rates of all 

region and Australia. For each region, changes of labour participation rates seem to 

follow the movement of employment growth presented earlier in Table 3.2. Again, 

the attached charts below plot the percentage point change in labour participation 

rate and employment growth together for each region. The patterns in all charts 

indicate a positive relationship between the two series although the magnitude of 

variations in the percentage point change in labour participation rates are not as wide 

as the employment growth.  

Table 3.12

NSW Vic Qld SA WA Tas NT ACT Aus

1981/82 -0.2 -0.7 0.2 0.0 -0.5 -0.6 -0.1 0.1 -0.3
1982/83 -0.2 -0.7 0.0 -0.9 -0.2 -0.8 -0.9 -1.0 -0.4
1983/84 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 -0.3 0.3 -0.3 -4.5 1.7 -0.1
1984/85 0.2 -0.2 -0.4 0.5 -0.2 1.0 -1.5 0.3 0.0
1985/86 0.5 1.0 1.6 0.5 1.2 0.5 5.3 1.2 0.9
1986/87 0.0 1.1 0.9 0.8 -0.1 0.4 0.4 -0.9 0.5
1987/88 0.6 0.1 -0.5 -0.2 0.3 0.7 -4.0 2.1 0.3
1988/89 0.0 0.4 1.0 0.9 0.5 0.1 4.6 -0.6 0.4
1989/90 0.7 1.4 1.3 0.4 0.3 1.8 0.3 1.0 0.9
1990/91 0.3 -0.1 -0.1 0.6 0.2 -0.3 -1.4 -0.3 0.1
1991/92 -0.3 -1.1 -0.5 -1.4 -0.6 -1.4 1.9 -1.9 -0.7
1992/93 -0.6 -0.6 0.3 0.2 -0.2 -0.3 -3.1 1.5 -0.3
1993/94 0.2 0.2 0.0 -0.5 0.7 0.1 -2.5 0.0 0.1
1994/95 0.4 0.3 0.9 0.4 1.0 -0.1 4.8 -0.4 0.6
1995/96 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.0 -0.3 0.4 -1.6 0.9 0.3
1996/97 -0.4 0.2 -0.2 0.0 0.0 -0.9 -0.5 -1.9 -0.2
1997/98 -0.6 -0.3 0.3 -0.9 0.0 -0.6 0.2 -0.1 -0.3
1998/99 0.2 -0.2 0.0 -0.4 0.2 -0.3 1.4 -0.4 0.0
1999/00 0.5 0.0 -0.1 0.6 0.3 0.2 -2.5 1.8 0.3
2000/01 0.2 0.8 0.2 -0.5 0.1 0.2 0.9 0.2 0.3
2001/02 0.2 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 -0.3 -0.8 4.2 -1.3 0.0
ABS DX Data "The Labour Force, Preliminary" Cat. 6202.0 Tables 8A, 8B, 8C, 8D, 8E, 8F, 8G, 8H

Percentage Point Change in Labour Participation Rates
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Chart 3.4 Correlation between Employment Growth and Percentage Point 

  Change in Participation Rates by States 
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Correlation betw een Employment Grow th and Percentage 
Point Change in Participation Rates
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Correlation betw een Employm ent Grow th and Percentage Point 
Change in Participation Rates  
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Following the approach to modelling unemployment rates used earlier, a similar 

approach is adopted to model changes in regional participation rates. Again 

employment growth (employ) is chosen for the independent variable and the 

dependent variable del_pr is defined as the first order difference of annual regional 

participation rates. That means: 

1_ −−= ttt ionRateParticipationRateParticipatprdel  

The choice of variables reflects the same purpose of avoiding serial correlation 

problem as earlier explained. Data for these regressions are taken from Tables 3.2 

and 3.12. 

Table 3.13 Labour Participation Rate Regressions 
ttt employprdel εββ ++= 10_  

t = 1,…, 21  for all regions 

           0β̂            1β̂            2R  DW  

New South Wales -0.145 

(-1.97) 

0.159 

(5.18) 

0.56 1.97 

Victoria -0.261 
(-2.61) 

0.227 
(6.00) 

0.64 1.65 

Queensland -0.474 

(-3.55) 

0.248 

(6.41) 

0.67 2.24 

South Australia -0.286 

(-3.69) 

0.286 

(7.62) 

0.74 2.53 

Western Australia -0.332 

(-2.90) 

0.186 

(4.98) 

0.54 2.33 

Tasmania -0.235 

(-4.61) 

0.299 

(13.72) 

0.90 1.9 

Northern Territory -1.326 

(-3.9) 

0.479 

(8.4) 

0.78 1.14 

The Australian Capital Territory -0.815 

 (-4.6) 

0.361 

(7.7) 

0.74 2.21 

Australia -0.246 

(-3.49) 

0.2 

(7.07) 

0.71 1.71 

t-ratios in parentheses 
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All coefficient estimates in Table 3.13 have the expected sign, a positive relationship 

between employment growth and labour participation rate in regions. This 

relationship implies that when employment picks up, it induces more people joining 

the workforce. These coefficient estimates are statistically significant at 1 per cent 

level of significance for one-sided tests. Values of 2R  for all equations are 

significant. All Durbin–Watson statistics in the table show that at the regional level 

there is no evidence suggesting serial correlation at 2 per cent level of significance of 

two-sided tests  (dL = 0.97 and dU = 1.16) for all regions.  

These results are used to model the movements of percentage point change in labour 

participation rates directly based on the simulated employment growth as illustrated 

in equation E_del_pr below in a similar way that was previously applied to changes 

in regional unemployment rates.  

 

Equation  Participation rates 

 

E_del_pr # Participation rates based on employmet growth # 

del_pr(r) =  PT_EMGR(r)*employ(r) + f_del_pr(r)  ; ! does not require 100 !  

 

E_f_pr 

pr(r)  =  100*{1/[100*C_LABSUP_B(r)/C_WPOP_B(r)]}*del_pr(r) + f_pr(r) ; 

 

E_pr     

C_EMPLOY(r)*pr(r) = 

C_LABSUP(r)*del_unr(r) – C_EMPLOY(r)*[wpop(r) – employ (r)]   ; 

Domain 

 

(all,r,REG) 

     

 

(all,r,REG) 

 

     

(all,r,REG) 

 

Variable 

pr 

f_del_pr 

 

f_pr 

Description 

Labour participation rate 

Shifter used to turn on or off equation E_del_pr; usually set as an exogenous 

variable as default 

Shifter but set as an endogenous variable.   

 

Equation E_del_pr means that if employment growth of a region increases by 1 per 

cent, participation rate in that region will also increase by 0.159 percentage point, 

from 65 per cent to 65.159 per cent for example. Given the results of del_pr, when 
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shifter f_pr is set as an exogenouse variable, equation E_f_pr then converts the 

percentage point change del_pr to the percentage change in the participation rate pr  

which is defined originally in the MMRF setting, particularly in equation E_pr. In the 

standard closure, f_pr is endogenous to break up the links between del_pr and pr 

while pr is determined in equation E_pr. Thus effectively, the use of equation 

E_del_pr is removed from the IRES system. Note that equation E_pr does not have 

any shifter included as it represents an identity; it should hold disregard of any 

circumstances.   

Equation E_pr is derived from the original E_del_labsup in MMRF. In the 

percentage change form, variable labsup is replaced by the sum of wpop and pr as 

seen in the following.  

E_del_labsup # P-point changes in regional unemployment rates # 

(all,q,REGDEST) 

C_labsup(q)*del_unr(q) = C_EMPLOY(q)*(wpop(q) + pr(q) – employ(q)); 

Rearranging E_del_labsup gives equation E_pr as mentioned. 

Apart from the modification to the calculation of regional migration, the inclusion of 

the econometric work has provided two more extra equations, one determines 

changes in unemployment rates and the other determines changes in participation 

rates. These two new equations are on when shifters in these equations are 

exogenous. In this case, if wage relativities (wage_diff) are fixed, in terms of Figure 

3.1, then changes in working population ratios must also be endogenous in order to 

settle the labour market. This means that the regional labour market now only 

requires one exogenous variable as compared with the original setting that requires 

four exogenous variables. 

The new labour market offers more equations for more endogenous variables, the 

new labour market is still flexible such that either of unemployment rates or 

participation rates can be set to be determined by employment growth while the other 

is determined as the residual given (a) changes in regional migration and (b) fixed 

working population ratios. Even more conventionally, the original setting of the 

labour market in MMRF is still available to users. Shifters f_del_unr can be swapped 
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for del_unr while pr is swapped for f_del_rm. In this way, unemployment rates and 

participation rates are fixed. Shifter f_del_unr becomes an endogenous slack 

variable, its results are not of any interest. When f_del_rm becomes endogenous, the 

link that passes on the results of potential regional migration to actual regional 

migration in equation E_del_rm is effectively removed; actual regional migration is 

determined via equation E_pop.  

 

3.4.2. Automatic Configuration for Comparative Static and Dynamic in the 

IRES Labour Market 

As earlier explained, in the accumulation function of regional population, the number 

of years T would require different values for different types of simulations: 2 for 

comparative static simulations and 1 for recursive dynamic simulations. In the 

original setting, values of T are fed into simulations during simulation time or 

hardwired in the model. IRES improves the operation of the model by providing an 

automatic switch to assign an appropriate value for T depending on the type of 

simulation is used. This section explains how values for T can be set automatically 

for 1 and 2 when IRES is run in the recursive dynamic or comparative static 

simulations respectively.    

Each type of simulation requires a certain number of specific variables in their 

special roles or requires a specific value for a coefficient distinctively different from 

other types of simulation. It is these distinctive roles and special values that the 

transition of simulation modes can be set automatically. 

In the recursive dynamic, the requirement of the deviation of capital stocks by all 

industries at the beginning of year t as presented in equation E_del_f_ac_p_y is very 

typical. Equation E_del_f_ac_p_y, explained earlier in the capital stocks section of 

chapter 2, is reproduced here for convenience.  

Equation E_del_f_ac_p_y 

  # Gives shock in yr-to-yr forecasting to capital at beginning of year t # 

  (All,j,IND) 

  [QCAPATT(j) + TINY]*curcap_n(j) 
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         = 100*{QINV_BASE(j) - DEP(j)*QCAPATT_B(j)}*del_unity 

           + 100*del_f_ac_p_y_n(j); 

It is always the case that shifter del_f_ac_p_y_n is set as an exogenous variable in 

recursive dynamic simulations and as an endogenous variable in comparative static 

simulations. Thus, results for all industries in del_f_ac_p_y_n are zero in dynamic 

simulations, and non-zero in comparative static simulations. Box 3.2 presents the 

code to set up different values for T (implemented as PRIOD in the code) for 

different simulations. 

 

Box 3.2 A Small TABLO Code to Set Configuration for  

  the Labour Market 

 

COEFFICIENT 

PRIOD   # Number of years in a forecast period – T value #; 

YR2YR   # Dummy to switch on/off POP module yr-to-yr sim # ; 

 (All,j,IND) 

DEL_F_AC_PY(j)   

  # Shifter in E_del_f_ac_p_y to give shock to capital accumulation in year-to-year simulation # ; 

 

FORMULA 

(initial)(All,j,IND) DEL_F_AC_PY(j)      = 0; 

 

UPDATE    (Change)(All,j,IND) DEL_F_AC_PY(j) = del_f_ac_p_y_n(j)  ; 

 

Formula 

YR2YR= 1 –  Sum(j,IND,DEL_F_AC_PY(j))/ID01[Sum(j,IND,DEL_F_AC_PY(j))] ; 

PRIOD =  [ YR2YR + (1 – YR2YR)*2 ] ; 

 

 

A new coefficient DEL_F_AC_PY is added to take results of shifter del_f_ac_p_y 

via an update statement. Value of coefficient YR2YR is evaluated via a formula. In 

recursive dynamic simulations, results for all industries in del_f_ac_p_y are zero, 

thus values of industries in DEL_F_AC_PY are also zero.  
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Recall the GEMPACK built-in function of ID01. Given coefficient X, the expression 

of ID01[X] means that 

ID01[X] = X if X ≠  0  

and 

ID01[X] = 1 if X = 0 

Thus, the denominator in YR2YR formula is re-set to 1 when the model is run in 

dynamic mode. The division is valid; however, as the value of the numerator is zero, 

the whole second term in the formula for YR2YR is zero. Therefore, coefficient 

YR2YR is set at 1 as desired for the dynamic mode. When DEL_F_AC_PY are not 

equal to zero (i.e. in the comparative static mode) then coefficient YR2YR is equal to 

zero. When YR2YYR equals 1, PRIOD is evaluated at 1. Alternatively, when 

YR2YR is equal to 0, PRIOD equals 2.  

The above mechanism provides convenience in the operation of the model. Users do 

not have to feed information manually in simulation time. It is important to note that 

this mechanism will not function in single step simulations, as no update will be 

made in such case. Hence, values of coefficient DEL_F_AC_PY are always set at the 

initial value zero. 

V. Concluding Remarks 

The regional labour market structure in IRES has deviated from the original MMRF 

labour market structure by incorporating active roles for regional unemployment and 

regional labour participation rates. Regional migration is no longer the only factor 

that settles the labour market. Regional labour supply of each region is now 

explained by movements of regional unemployment and regional labour participation 

rates explicitly in addition to changes in regional migration.  

Changes in regional migration are modified in order to take into account historical 

patterns and previous estimates of elasticities for regional migration (Groenewold 

1997), the two approaches adopted for regional migration in IRES. The new 

approaches of the regional labour market change the conventional interpretation of 

simulation results: although movements of regional migration are responsive to 

shocks still, responses are not necessary positively related to shocks. Regional 
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migration is governed by new rules so that regional migration is consistent with 

empirical evidence. 
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Chapter 4  The Complete IRES Model and Its Closures 

I. The Complete Model 

This chapter serves the technical purpose of bringing together chapters 2 and 3 in a 

summary of all equations in IRES and the variables they determine using the 

standard long-run closure. Discussion of closures follows the listing. 

Table 4.1 lists variables and equations in pairs. Only the equation names are given as 

the functional forms of equations have already been illustrated in Chapters 2 and 3. 

Table 4.2 presents a list of exogenous variables in the standard long-run closure. 

The Complete Model 
Table 4.1

SETS: IND = COM REG  = REGDEST  =  REGSOURCE = 8
TWOSOURCE = 2 DOMDEST = 9 = REGDEST +  FEDERAL
OCC = 9 ALLSOURCE = REGDEST + FOREIGN  = 9

VARIABLES SIZE EQUATIONS SIZE
a IND*REGDEST E_a IND*REGDEST
a_n IND E_a_n IND
a3com COM*REGDEST E_a3com COM*REGDEST
a3lux COM*REGDEST E_a3lux COM*REGDEST
a3lux_n COM E_a3lux_n COM
a3sub COM*REGDEST E_a3sub COM*REGDEST
a3sub_n COM E_a3sub_n COM
aggnt_p4_n 1 E_aggnt_p4_n 1
aggnt_p4r REGSOURCE E_aggnt_p4r REGSOURCE
aggnt_x4_n 1 E_aggnt_x4_n 1
aggnt_x4r REGSOURCE E_aggnt_x4r REGSOURCE
arpri!! rpr IND*REGDEST E_rpr IND*REGDEST
bstar 1 E_bstar 1
c REGDEST E_c_b REGDEST
c_n 1 E_c_ratio 1
cap_hh REGDEST E_cap_hh REGDEST
caprev REGDEST E_caprev REGDEST
caprev_n 1 E_caprev_n 1
ch_kgr1 IND E_ch_kgr1 IND
ch_kgr2 IND E_ch_kgr2 IND
cr REGDEST E_cr REGDEST
cr_n 1 E_cr_n 1
cr_shr REGDEST E_cr_shr REGDEST
curcap IND*REGDEST E_curcap IND*REGDEST
curcap_n IND E_curcap_n IND
curcap_t1 IND*REGDEST E_curcap_t1 IND*REGDEST
curcap_t1_n IND E_curcap_t1_n IND
d_diseq IND E_d_diseq IND
d_eeqror IND E_d_eeqror IND
d_eeqror_jr IND*REGDEST E_d_eeqror_jr IND*REGDEST
d_eeqror_r IND*REGDEST E_d_eror_r IND*REGDEST
d_eror IND E_d_eror IND
d_eror_ave 1 E_d_eror_ave 1
d_eror_ave_r REGDEST E_d_eror_ave_r REGDEST
d_eror_o IND E_d_eror_o IND
d_eror_r IND*REGDEST E_del_ff_rate_r IND*REGDEST
d_f IND E_d_f IND
d_f_ac_p_y_r IND*REGDEST E_d_f_ac_p_y_r IND*REGDEST
d_f_diseqre IND E_d_f_diseqre IND
d_f_eeqror_j IND E_d_f_eeqror_j IND
d_f_pcapatt IND E_d_f_pcapatt IND
d_f_pcapatt_r IND*REGDEST E_d_f_pcapatt_r IND*REGDEST
d_f_pi_l IND E_d_f_pi_l IND
d_f_rint_l 1 E_d_f_rint_l 1
d_f_xi3_2l 1 E_d_f_xi3_2l 1
d_f_xi3_l 1 E_d_f_xi3_l 1
d_ff_pcapatt1 IND E_d_ff_pcapatt1 IND
d_ff_pcapatt1_r IND*REGDEST E_d_ff_pcapatt1_r IND*REGDEST
d_inf 1 E_d_inf 1
d_inf_l 1 E_d_inf_l 1

The Complete Model
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Table 4.1 (continued)
VARIABLES SIZE EQUATIONS SIZE
d_int 1 E_d_int 1
d_int_l 1 E_d_int_l 1
d_rint_pt_se 1 E_d_rint_pt_se 1
d_ror_act_l IND E_d_ror_act_l IND
del_f_ac_p_y_n IND E_del_f_ac_p_y IND
del_f_rate IND E_del_f_rate IND
del_fpop1t  1-7  and  del_rmt  8 8 E_RMT0 REGDEST
del_frmt0 1 E_addup 1
del_gt REGDEST E_GT REGDEST
del_k_gr IND E_del_k_gr IND
del_k_gr_r IND*REGDEST E_del_k_gr_r IND*REGDEST
del_natfm 1 E_delNatFM 1
del_natg 1 E_delNatg 1
del_natunr 1 E_NatUnr 1
del_pop1t REGDEST E_pop1t REGDEST
del_pr REGDEST E_del_pr REG
del_rm REGDEST E_del_rm REG
del_rm_0 REGDEST E_del_rm_0 REG
del_rm_ng REG E_del_rm_ng REG
del_rm_ptn REG E_del_rm_ptn REG
del_rm_upd REGDEST E_del_rm_upd REGDEST
del_rmt REGDEST E_popt REGDEST
del_ror_se IND E_del_ror_se IND
del_ror_se_o IND E_del_ror_se_o IND
del_unr REGDEST E_del_unr REG
delb_dom REGDEST E_delb_dom REGDEST
delb_for_aud REGDEST E_delb_for_aud REGDEST
delb_n 1 E_delb_n 1
delb_tot REGDEST E_delb_tot REGDEST
delf_rm 1 E_Add_rm 1
delf_rm_ng 1 E_Add_rm_ng 1
deltax1 COM*ALLSOURCE*IND E_deltax1 COM*ALLSOURCE*IND
deltax1_n COM*TWOSOURCE*IND E_deltax1_n COM*TWOSOURCE*IND
deltax2 COM*ALLSOURCE*IND E_deltax2 COM*ALLSOURCE*IND
deltax2_n COM*TWOSOURCE*IND E_deltax2_n COM*TWOSOURCE*IND
deltax3 COM*ALLSOURCE E_deltax3 COM*ALLSOURCE
deltax3_n COM*TWOSOURCE E_deltax3_n COM*TWOSOURCE
deltax4 COM*REGSOURCE E_deltax4 COM*REGSOURCE
deltax4_n COM E_deltax4_n COM
deltax5 COM*ALLSOURCE E_deltax5 COM*ALLSOURCE
deltax5_n COM*TWOSOURCE E_deltax5_n COM*TWOSOURCE
deltax6 COM*ALLSOURCE E_deltax6 COM*ALLSOURCE
deltax6_n COM*TWOSOURCE E_deltax6_n COM*TWOSOURCE
dgstar DOMDEST E_dGstar DOMDEST
dompq000 REGDEST E_dompq000 REGDEST
dompq100 REGDEST E_dompq100 REGDEST
dompq110 REGDEST E_dompq110 REGDEST
dompq120 REGDEST E_dompq120 REGDEST
dompq130 REGDEST E_dompq130 REGDEST
dompq140 REGDEST E_domq140 REGDEST
dompq150 REGDEST E_dompq150 REGDEST
dompq200 REGDEST E_dompq200 REGDEST
dompq210 REGDEST E_dompq210 REGDEST
dompq220 REGDEST E_dompq220 REGDEST
dompq300 REGDEST E_dompq300 REGDEST
dompq310 REGDEST E_dompq310 REGDEST
dompq320 REGDEST E_dompq320 REGDEST
dompy000 REGDEST E_dompy000 REGDEST
dompy100 REGDEST E_dompy100 REGDEST
dompy110 REGDEST E_dompy110 REGDEST
dompy120 REGDEST E_dompy120 REGDEST
dompy200 REGDEST E_dompy200 REGDEST
dompy210 REGDEST E_dompy210 REGDEST
dompy220 REGDEST E_dompy220 REGDEST
dompy300 REGDEST E_dompy300 REGDEST
dompy310 REGDEST E_dompy310 REGDEST
dompy320 REGDEST E_dompy320 REGDEST
dompy330 REGDEST E_dompy330 REGDEST
efflab IND*REGDEST E_efflab IND*REGDEST
efflab_n IND E_efflab_n IND
employ REGDEST E_rempl_interf REGDEST
exp_eff REGDEST E_exp_eff REGSOURCE
exp_for_aud REGDEST E_exp_for_aud REGDEST
exp_for_aud_n 1 E_exp_for_aud_n 1
export REGDEST E_export REGDEST
export_n 1 E_export_n 1
expvol REGDEST E_expvol REGDEST
expvol_n 1 E_expvol_n 1
f_curcap IND E_f_curcap IND
f_natxi3 1 E_f_natxi3 1
f_naty IND E_f_naty IND
f_p0a COM E_f_p0a COM
f_p1cap IND E_f_p1cap IND
f_p1laboi IND E_f_p1laboi IND
f_p1land IND E_f_p1land IND
f_p1oct COM E_f_p1oct IND
f_pi IND E_f_pi IND
f_pr REGDEST E_f_pr REG
f_x1a COM*TWOSOURCE*IND E_f_x1a COM*TWOSOURCE*IND
f_x1laboi IND*OCC E_f_x1laboi IND*OCC
f_x1marg_n COM*TWOSOURCE*IND*MARGCOM E_f_x1marg_n COM*TWOSOURCE*IND*MARGCOM
f_x1oct IND E_f_x1oct IND  
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Table 4.1 (continued)
VARIABLES SIZE EQUATIONS SIZE
f_x2a COM*TWOSOURCE*IND E_f_x2a COM*TWOSOURCE*IND
f_x2marg_n COM*TWOSOURCE*IND*MARGCOM E_f_x2marg_n COM*TWOSOURCE*IND*MARGCOM
f_x3a COM*TWOSOURCE E_f_x3a COM*TWOSOURCE
f_x3marg_n COM*TWOSOURCE*MARGCOM E_f_x3marg_n COM*TWOSOURCE*MARGCOM
f_x4marg_n COM*MARGCOM E_f_x4marg_n COM*MARGCOM
f_x4r COM E_f_x4r COM
f_x5a COM*TWOSOURCE E_f_x5a COM*TWOSOURCE
f_x6a COM*TWOSOURCE E_f_x6a COM*TWOSOURCE
f_z COM E_f_z COM
feq TEXP*REGSOURCE E_feq TEXP*REGSOURCE
feq_n TEXP E_feq_n TEXP
fwage REGDEST E_wage_diff REGDEST
fwage_n!! lab_n 1 E_lab_n 1
fwagei IND*REGDEST E_fwagei IND*REGDEST
g_r DOMDEST E_g_rA REGDEST
g_r E_g_rB 1
gdpexp_n 1 E_gdpexp_n 1
gdpinc_n 1 E_gdpinc_n 1
gdpreal_n 1 E_gdpreal_n 1
gos_hh REGDEST E_gos_hh REGDEST
gspexp REGDEST E_gspexp REGDEST
gspin REGDEST E_gspin REGDEST
hhldy000 REGDEST E_hhldy000 REGDEST
hhldy100 REGDEST E_hhldy100 REGDEST
hhldy110 REGDEST E_hhldy110 REGDEST
hhldy120 REGDEST E_hhldy120 REGDEST
hhldy200 REGDEST E_hhldy200 REGDEST
hhldy210 REGDEST E_hhldy210 REGDEST
hhldy220 REGDEST E_hhldy220 REGDEST
hhldy300 REGDEST E_hhldy300 REGDEST
hhldy400 REGDEST E_hhldy400 REGDEST
hhldy410 REGDEST E_hhldy410 REGDEST
hhldy420 REGDEST E_hhldy420 REGDEST
hhldy430 REGDEST E_hhldy430 REGDEST
ig 1 E_ig 1
ig_r DOMDEST E_ig_r_fed 1
ig_r E_ig_r_reg REGDEST
imp REGDEST E_imp REGDEST
imp_eff REGDEST E_imp_eff REGDEST
imp_for_aud REGDEST E_imp_for_aud REGDEST
imp_for_aud_n 1 E_imp_for_aud_n 1
imp_n 1 E_imp_n 1
impvol REGDEST E_impvol REGDEST
impvol_n 1 E_impvol_n 1
in REGDEST E_in REGDEST
in_n 1 E_in_n 1
ip 1 E_ip 1
ir REGDEST E_ir REGDEST
ir_n 1 E_ir_n 1
kt REGDEST E_kt REGDEST
kt_n 1 E_kt_n 1
l REGDEST E_l REGDEST
labind IND*REGDEST E_labind IND*REGDEST
labind_n IND E_labind_n IND
labrev REGDEST E_labrev REGDEST
labrev_n 1 E_labrev_n 1
labsup REGDEST E_labsup REG
lambda OCC*REGDEST E_lambda OCC*REGDEST
lev_eror IND E_lev_eror IND
lev_eror_l IND E_lev_eror_l IND
lev_ror_act_l IND E_lev_ror_act_l IND
lndrev REGDEST E_lndrev REGDEST
lndrev_n 1 E_lndrev_n 1
luxexp REGDEST E_c_a REGDEST
luxexp_n 1 E_c_n 1
natc 1 E_natc 1
natcaprev 1 E_natcaprev 1
natcR 1 E_natcr 1
natdelB 1 E_natdelb 1
natemploy 1 E_Natemploy 1
natexport 1 E_natexport 1
natexpvol 1 E_natexpvol 1
natgdpexp 1 E_natgdpexp 1
natgdpinc 1 E_natgdpinc 1
natgdpreal 1 E_natgdpreal 1
natimp 1 E_natimp 1
natimpvol 1 E_natimpvol 1
natin 1 E_natin 1
natiR 1 E_natir 1
natkT 1 E_natkt 1
natl 1 E_natl 1
natlabind IND E_natlabind IND
natlabrev 1 E_natlabrev 1
natlabsup 1 E_natlabsup 1
natlambda OCC E_natlambda OCC
natlndrev 1 E_natlndrev 1
natoctrev 1 E_natoctrev 1
natothnom5 1 E_natothnom5 1
natothnom6 1 E_natothnom6 1
natothreal5 1 E_natothreal5 1
natothreal6 1 E_natothreal6 1
natp1cap 1 E_natp1cap 1
natphi     !!        xi3 1 E_xi3 1
natpwage 1 E_natpwage 1
natpwage_p 1 E_natpwage_p 1  
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Table 4.1 (continued)
VARIABLES SIZE EQUATIONS SIZE
natrealwage 1 E_natrealw 1
natrwage_p 1 E_natrwage_p 1
natrwage_w 1 E_natrwage_w 1
nattaxind 1 E_nattaxind 1
nattaxrev1 1 E_nattaxrev1 1
nattaxrev2 1 E_nattaxrev2 1
nattaxrev3 1 E_nattaxrev3 1
nattaxrev4 1 E_nattaxrev4 1
nattaxrev5 1 E_nattaxrev5 1
nattaxrev6 1 E_nattaxrev6 1
nattaxrevm 1 E_nattaxrevm 1
nattot 1 E_nattot 1
natx0imp COM E_natx0imp COM
natxi2 1 E_natxi2 1
natxi3 1 E_natxi3 1
natxi4 1 E_natxi4 1
natxi5 1 E_natxi5 1
natxi6 1 E_natxi6 1
natxigdp 1 E_natxigdp 1
natxim 1 E_natxim 1
natximp0 1 E_natximP0 1
natxiplpk 1 E_natxiplpk 1
naty IND E_naty IND
natyd_r 1 E_ydr_Nat 1
natz IND E_natZ IND
natz_tot 1 E_natZ_TOT 1
octrev REGDEST E_octrev REGDEST
octrev_n 1 E_octrev_n 1
othnom5 REGDEST E_othnom5 REGDEST
othnom5_n 1 E_othnom5_n 1
othnom6 REGDEST E_othnom6 REGDEST
othnom6_n 1 E_othnom6_n 1
othreal5 REGDEST E_othreal5 REGDEST
othreal5_n 1 E_othreal5_n 1
othreal6 REGDEST E_othreal6 REGDEST
othreal6_n 1 E_othreal6_n 1
p0_n IND E_p0_n IND
p0a COM*ALLSOURCE E_p0a IND*REGDEST
p0a E_p0ab COM
p0a_n COM*TWOSOURCE E_p0a_n COM*TWOSOURCE
p1a COM*ALLSOURCE*IND*REGDEST E_p1a COM*IND*REGDEST*ALLSOURCE
p1a_n COM*TWOSOURCE*IND E_p1a_n COM*IND*TWOSOURCE
p1c COM*IND*REGDEST E_p1c COM*IND*REGDEST
p1cap IND*REGDEST E_p1cap IND*REGDEST
p1cap_n IND E_p1cap_n IND
p1lab IND*REGDEST E_p1lab IND*REGDEST
p1lab_n IND E_p1lab_n IND
p1laboi IND*REGDEST*OCC E_p1laboi IND*REGDEST*OCC
p1laboi_n IND*OCC E_p1laboi_n IND*OCC
p1land IND*REGDEST E_p1land IND*REGDEST
p1land_n IND E_p1land_n IND
p1o COM*IND*REGDEST E_p1o COM*IND*REGDEST
p1o_n COM*IND E_p1o_n COM*IND
p1oct IND*REGDEST E_p1oct IND*REGDEST
p1oct_n IND E_p1oct_n IND
p2a COM*ALLSOURCE*IND*REGDEST E_p2a COM*IND*REGDEST*ALLSOURCE
p2a_n COM*TWOSOURCE*IND E_p2a_n COM*IND*TWOSOURCE
p2c COM*IND*REGDEST E_p2c COM*IND*REGDEST
p2o COM*IND*REGDEST E_p2o COM*IND*REGDEST
p2o_n COM*IND E_p2o_n COM*IND
p3a COM*ALLSOURCE*REGDEST E_p3a COM*REGDEST*ALLSOURCE
p3a_n COM*TWOSOURCE E_p3a_n COM*TWOSOURCE
p3c COM*REGDEST E_p3c COM*REGDEST
p3o COM*REGDEST E_p3o COM*REGDEST
p3o_n COM E_p3o_n COM
p4_n COM E_p4_n COM
p4r COM*REGSOURCE E_p4r COM*REGSOURCE
p5a COM*ALLSOURCE*REGDEST E_p5a COM*REGDEST*ALLSOURCE
p5a_n COM*TWOSOURCE E_p5a_n COM*TWOSOURCE
p6a COM*ALLSOURCE*REGDEST E_p6a COM*ALLSOURCE*REGDEST
p6a_n COM*TWOSOURCE E_p6a_n COM*TWOSOURCE
pbp 1 E_pbpA 1
pbp_r DOMDEST E_pbp_r 1
pbp_r DOMDEST E_pbpB REGDEST
pcapatt IND E_pcapatt IND
pcapatt_r IND*REGDEST E_pcapatt_r IND*REGDEST
pcapatt1 IND E_pcapatt1 IND
pcapatt1_r IND*REGDEST E_pcapatt1_r IND*REGDEST
pi IND*REGDEST E_pi IND*REGDEST
pi_n IND E_pi_n IND
pop REGDEST E_pop REG
pr REGDEST E_pr REG
psexp REGSOURCE E_psexp REGSOURCE
psexpj COM*REGSOURCE E_psexpj COM*REGSOURCE
psflo REGSOURCE*REGDEST E_psflo REGSOURCE*REGDEST
psfloj COM*REGSOURCE*REGDEST E_psfloj COM*REGSOURCE*REGDEST
psimp REGDEST E_psimp REGDEST
psimpj COM*REGDEST E_psimpj COM*REGDEST
pw 1 E_pw 1
pwage REGDEST E_pwage REGDEST
pwage_n 1 E_pwage_n 1
pwage_p REGDEST E_pwage_p REGDEST
pwage_p_n 1 E_pwage_p_n 1
pwagei IND*REGDEST E_pwagei IND*REGDEST  
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Table 4.1 (continued)
VARIABLES SIZE EQUATIONS SIZE
pwagei_n IND*OCC E_pwagei_n IND*OCC
pwsq COM E_pwsq COM
qhous REGDEST E_Pop_interf REGDEST
realdef DOMDEST E_realdeff 1
realdef E_realdefr REGDEST
realwage_p REGDEST E_realwage_p REGDEST
realwage_w REGDEST E_realwage_w REGDEST
reg_IK_jr IND*REGDEST E_reg_IK_jr IND*REGDEST
reg_p1cap REGDEST E_reg_p1cap REGDEST
rl 1 E_rl 1
rpri IND*REGDEST E_rpri IND*REGDEST
Rwage_diff REGDEST E_Rwage_diff REGDEST
softq000 DOMDEST E_softq000 DOMDEST
softq100 DOMDEST E_softq100 DOMDEST
softq110 DOMDEST E_softq110 DOMDEST
softq120 DOMDEST E_softq120 DOMDEST
softq200 DOMDEST E_softq200 REGDEST
softq200 9 1 E_softq200A 1
softq2109!! Exog 1-8 DOMDEST E_softq210 1
softq220 DOMDEST E_softq220 DOMDEST
softq300 DOMDEST E_softq300A REGDEST
softq300 E_softq300B 1
softq400 DOMDEST E_softq400A REGDEST
softq400 E_softq400B 1
softq5009!! Exog 1-8 DOMDEST E_softq500 1
softq5109!! Exog 1-8 DOMDEST E_softq510 1
softq5209!! Exog 1-8 DOMDEST E_softq520 1
softq600 DOMDEST E_softq600 DOMDEST
softy000 DOMDEST E_softy000 DOMDEST
softy100 DOMDEST E_softy100 DOMDEST
softy110 DOMDEST E_softy110 DOMDEST
softy111 9!! Exog 1-8 DOMDEST E_softy111 1
softy112 DOMDEST E_softy112A REGDEST
softy112 E_softy112B 1
softy120 DOMDEST E_softy120 DOMDEST
softy121 9!! Exog 1-8 DOMDEST E_softy121 1
softy122 DOMDEST E_softy122A REGDEST
softy122 E_softy122B 1
softy123 DOMDEST E_softy123a REGDEST
softy123 E_softy123b 1
softy124 1-8!! Exog 9 DOMDEST E_softy124 REGDEST
softy125 1-8!! Exog 9 DOMDEST E_softy125 REGDEST
softy126 DOMDEST E_softy126A REGDEST
softy126 E_softy126B 1
softy130 DOMDEST E_softy130 DOMDEST
softy140 1-8!! Exog 9 DOMDEST E_softy140 REGDEST
softy141 1-8!! Exog 9 DOMDEST E_softy141 REGDEST
softy142 1-8!! Exog 9 DOMDEST E_softy142 REGDEST
softy150 DOMDEST E_softy150A REGDEST
softy150 E_softy150B 1
softy200 DOMDEST E_softy200 DOMDEST
softy300 DOMDEST E_softy300 DOMDEST
softy310 DOMDEST E_softy310 DOMDEST
softy320 DOMDEST E_softy320 DOMDEST
softy330 DOMDEST E_softy330 DOMDEST
tax_k_r 1 E_tax_k_r 1
taxind REGDEST E_taxind REGDEST
taxind_n 1 E_taxind_n 1
taxrev1 REGDEST E_taxrev1 REGDEST
taxrev1_n 1 E_taxrev1_n 1
taxrev2 REGDEST E_taxrev2 REGDEST
taxrev2_n 1 E_taxrev2_n 1
taxrev3 REGDEST E_taxrev3 REGDEST
taxrev3_n 1 E_taxrev3_n 1
taxrev4 REGSOURCE E_taxrev4 REGSOURCE
taxrev4_n 1 E_taxrev4_n 1
taxrev5 REGDEST E_taxrev5 REGDEST
taxrev5_n 1 E_taxrev5_n 1
taxrev6 REGDEST E_taxrev6 REGDEST
taxrev6_n 1 E_taxrev6_n 1
taxrevm REGDEST E_taxrevm REGDEST
taxrevm_n 1 E_taxrevm_n 1
ti 1 E_ti 1
ti_r REGDEST E_tir REGDEST
tod_r REGDEST E_tOD_r REGDEST
tot_state REGDEST E_tot_st REGDEST
totdom REGDEST E_totdom REGDEST
totfor REGDEST E_totfor REGDEST
ty 1 E_ty 1
upb 1 E_upb 1
utility REGDEST E_utility REGDEST
utility_n 1 E_utility_n 1
wage_diff 1 1 E_Add_rm_ptn 1
wn 1 E_wn 1
wnstar 1 E_wnstar 1
wp_eff REGDEST E_wp_eff REGDEST
wpop REGDEST E_wpop REG
wrstar 1 E_wrstar 1
x0imp COM*REGDEST E_x0impa COM*REGDEST
x0imp_n COM E_x0imp_n COM
x1a COM*ALLSOURCE*IND*REGDEST E_x1a COM*ALLSOURCE*IND*REGDEST
x1a_n COM*TWOSOURCE*IND E_x1a_n COM*TWOSOURCE*IND
x1c COM*IND*REGDEST E_x1c COM*IND*REGDEST
x1laboi IND*REGDEST*OCC E_x1laboi OCC*IND*REGDEST  
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Table 4.1 (continued)
VARIABLES SIZE EQUATIONS SIZE
x1laboi_n IND*OCC E_x1laboi_n OCC*IND
x1marg COM*TWOSOURCE*IND*REGDEST*MARGCOM E_x1marg COM*IND*REGDEST*TWOSOURCE*MARGCOM
x1marg_n COM*TWOSOURCE*IND*MARGCOM E_x1marg_n COM*IND*TWOSOURCE*MARGCOM
x1o COM*IND*REGDEST E_x1o COM*IND*REGDEST
x1o_n COM*IND E_x1o_n COM*IND
x1oct IND*REGDEST E_x1oct IND*REGDEST
x1oct_n IND E_x1oct_n IND
x1prim IND*REGDEST E_x1prim IND*REGDEST
x1prim_n IND E_x1prim_n IND
x2a COM*ALLSOURCE*IND*REGDEST E_x2a COM*ALLSOURCE*IND*REGDEST
x2a_n COM*TWOSOURCE*IND E_x2a_n COM*TWOSOURCE*IND
x2c COM*IND*REGDEST E_x2c COM*IND*REGDEST
x2marg COM*TWOSOURCE*IND*REGDEST*MARGCOM E_x2marg COM*IND*REGDEST*TWOSOURCE*MARGCOM
x2marg_n COM*TWOSOURCE*IND*MARGCOM E_x2marg_n COM*IND*TWOSOURCE*MARGCOM
x2o COM*IND*REGDEST E_x2o COM*IND*REGDEST
x2o_n COM*IND E_x2o_n COM*IND
x3a COM*ALLSOURCE*REGDEST E_x3a COM*ALLSOURCE*REGDEST
x3a_n COM*TWOSOURCE E_x3a_n COM*TWOSOURCE
x3c COM*REGDEST E_x3c COM*REGDEST
x3marg COM*TWOSOURCE*REGDEST*MARGCOM E_x3marg COM*REGDEST*TWOSOURCE*MARGCOM
x3marg_n COM*TWOSOURCE*MARGCOM E_x3marg_n COM*TWOSOURCE*MARGCOM
x3o COM*REGDEST E_x3o COM*REGDEST
x3o_n COM E_x3o_n COM
x4_n COM E_x4_n TEXP
x4_n E_x4_nt NTEXP
x4marg COM*REGSOURCE*MARGCOM E_x4marg COM*MARGCOM*REGSOURCE
x4marg_n COM*MARGCOM E_x4marg_n COM*MARGCOM
x4r COM*REGSOURCE E_x4r TEXP*REGSOURCE
x4r E_x4r_nt NTEXP*REGSOURCE
x5a COM*ALLSOURCE*REGDEST E_x5a COM*ALLSOURCE*REGDEST
x5a_n COM*TWOSOURCE E_x5a_n COM*TWOSOURCE
x5marg COM*TWOSOURCE*REGDEST*MARGCOM E_x5marg COM*TWOSOURCE*REGDEST*MARGCOM
x5marg_n COM*TWOSOURCE*MARGCOM E_x5marg_n COM*TWOSOURCE*MARGCOM
x6a COM*ALLSOURCE*REGDEST E_x6a COM*ALLSOURCE*REGDEST
x6a_n COM*TWOSOURCE E_x6a_n COM*TWOSOURCE
x6marg COM*TWOSOURCE*REGDEST*MARGCOM E_x6marg COM*MARGCOM*TWOSOURCE*REGDEST
x6marg_n COM*TWOSOURCE*MARGCOM E_x6marg_n COM*MARGCOM*TWOSOURCE
xi_fac IND*REGDEST E_xi_fac IND*REGDEST
xi_fac_n IND E_xi_fac_n IND
xi2 REGDEST E_xi2 REGDEST
xi2_n 1 E_xi2_n 1
xi3_r REGDEST E_xi3_r REGDEST
xi4 REGDEST E_xi4 REGDEST
xi4_n 1 E_xi4_n 1
xi5 REGDEST E_xi5 REGDEST
xi5_n 1 E_xi5_n 1
xi6 REGDEST E_xi6 REGDEST
xi6_n 1 E_xi6_n 1
xigdp_n 1 E_xigdp_n 1
xim REGDEST E_xim REGDEST
xim_n 1 E_xim_n 1
ximp0 REGDEST E_ximp0 REGDEST
ximp0_n 1 E_ximp0_n 1
xiplpk REGDEST E_xiplpk REGDEST
xiplpk_ind IND*REGDEST E_xiplpk_ind IND*REGDEST
xisfb REGDEST E_xisfb2 REGDEST
xiy 1 E_xiy 1
xiy_r REGDEST E_xiy_r REGDEST
xsexp REGSOURCE E_int_exp REGSOURCE
xsflo REGSOURCE*REGDEST E_trd REGSOURCE*REGDEST
xsimp REGDEST E_int_imp REGDEST
y IND*REGDEST E_y IND*REGDEST
y_n IND E_y_n IND
yd_r REGDEST E_ydr REGDEST
yf 1 E_yf 1
yl 1 E_yl 1
ylstar 1 E_ylstar 1
yn 1 E_yn 1
yn_r REGDEST E_yn_r REGDEST
yr 1 E_yr 1
yr_r REGDEST E_yr_r REGDEST
z E_mkt_clear_nomarg NONMARGCOM*REGSOURCE
z E_mkt_clear_margins MARGCOM*REGSOURCE
z_n E_mkt_clear_nomargN NONMARGCOM
z_n E_mkt_clear_marginsN MARGCOM
z_tot REGDEST E_z_tot REGDEST
z_tot_n 1 E_z_tot_n 1
z01_r REGDEST E_z01_r REGDEST
z02_r REGDEST E_z02_r REGDEST
z03 1 E_z03 1
z03_r REGDEST E_z03_r REGDEST
z04_r REGDEST E_z04_r REGDEST
z05 1 E_z05 1
z05_r REGDEST E_z05_r REGDEST
z06_r REGDEST E_z06_r REGDEST
z07 1 E_z07 1
z07_r REGDEST E_z07_r REGDEST
z08_r REGDEST E_z08_r REGDEST
z09 1 E_z09 1
z09_r REGDEST E_z09_r REGDEST
z10 1 E_z10 1
z10_r REGDEST E_z10_r REGDEST
zg_r REGDEST E_zg_r REGDEST
zt_r REGDEST E_zt_r REGDEST  
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II. The Standard Long-run Closure for Comparative Static 

 Simulations  

Variables Description

Group 1 : Technology and consumers preferences variables
a0 State-wide technical change
a0_n Economy-wide technical change
a1 Regional all input augmenting technical change
a1_n National all input augmenting technical change
a1cap Regional capital augmenting technical change
a1cap_n National capital augmenting technical change
a1lab Regional labour augmenting technical change
a1lab_n National labour augmenting technical change
a1oct Regional Other Cost  ticket technical change
a1oct_n National Other Cost  ticket technical change
a1land Regional land augmenting technical change
a1land_n National land augmenting technical change
a1prim Regional all primary factor technical change
a1prim_n National all primary factor technical change
a2ind Regional neutral tech change in capital creation
a2ind_n National neutral tech change in capital creation
a3com_n National change in household tastes
f_a3com Regional change in household tastes

Group 2: Land usage
n Quantity of land in each region
n_n Total quantity of land in Australia

Group 3: Import prices and tariff
pm Import prices
powtaxm_n Tariff

Group 4: Macro variables
c_ratio National average propensity to consume
miscf001 Regional average propensity to consume
f5a Regional shift terms for State government demands by commodities and sources
f5a_n National shift terms for State government demands by commodities and sources
f5gen Regional overall shift term for State government demands 
f5gen_n National overall shift term for State government demands 
f6a Regional shift terms for Federal government demands by commodities
f6a_n National shift terms for Federal government demands by commodities
f6gen Regional overall shift term for Federal government demands 
f6gen_n National overall shift term for Federal government demands 
natf5gen Economy-wide shift term of State government demands (regional module only)
natf6gen Economy-wide shift term of Federal government demands (regional module only)
miscf002 Shift variable for relative income tax rates
rk Tax rate on non-wage primary factor income
rpr Payroll tax rate
arpri_n Payroll tax adjustment factor
f_oft Other financing transactions shifter
xi3 CPI, numerair
xi3_2l Double lagged rate of inflation, proportional change in CPI from t-3 to t-2 
xi3_l Lagged CPI, usually CPI in year t-1

Group 5: Adding-up conditions
f_4curcap_1 Shifters to impose adding-up condition on current capital stock  in comparative static simulations
f_4curcap_2 Shifters to impose adding-up condition on current capital stock  in dynamic simulations
f_4p0a      Shifters to impose adding-up condition on basic prices
f_4p1cap_r_1 Shifters to impose adding-up condition on capital rental  in comparative static simulations
f_4p1cap_r_2 Shifters to impose adding-up condition on capital rental  in dynamic simulations
f_4p1laboi Shifters to impose adding-up condition on wages
f_4x1laboi  Shifters to impose adding-up condition on demands for labour
f_4p1land   Shifters to impose adding-up condition on land prices
f_4p1oct Shifters to impose adding-up condition on other costs  prices
f_4x1oct    Shifters to impose adding-up condition on demands for other costs
f_4x1a      Shifters to impose adding-up condition on intermediate demands
f_4x2a_1    Shifters to impose adding-up condition on investment in comparative static simulations
f_4x2a_2 Shifters to impose adding-up condition on investment in dynamic simulations
f_4x3a      Shifters to impose adding-up condition on household demands
f_4x4r      Shifters to impose adding-up condition on exports
f_4x5a      Shifters to impose adding-up condition on State government consumption
f_4x6a      Shifters to impose adding-up condition on Federal government consumption
f_4x1marg_n Shifters to impose adding-up condition on margin usage for intermediate demands

Table 4.2                                                                          List of Exogenous Variables    
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Variables Description

Group 6: Shifters for Taxes and Prices 
aggnt_fep price shift non-traditional exports in the regional module
aggnt_feq quantity shift non-traditional exports in the regional module
aggnt_fep_n price shift non-traditional exports in the national module
aggnt_feq_n quantity shift non-traditional exports in the national module
faggnt_p4_n National shifters for aggegate non-traditional export prices
faggnt_p4r Regional shifters for aggegate non-traditional export prices
faggnt_i_n Shifters for deviation of non-traditional exported commodities  from the aggregate non-traditional exports 
faggnt_s Shifters for deviation of non-traditional export by sources from the state aggregate non-traditional exports 
faggnt_is Shifters for deviation of non-traditional export by sources and commodities from the state aggregate non-traditional exports 
fep Regional price (upward) shift in export demands  by commodities
fep_n National price (upward) shift in export demands by commodities
ffeq Regional quantity (horizontal) shift in export demands  by commodities
ffeq_n National quantity (horizontal) shift in export demands  by commodities
natfep Aggregate price shift in total export demand
deltax_n Percentage-point change in the general sales tax rate (by commodity)
DelTax1all State-wide overall percent-point change in indirect tax rates on intermediate usage
DelTax2all State-wide overall percent-point change in indirect tax rates on investment
DelTax3all State-wide overall percent-point change in indirect tax rates on household consumption
DelTax4all State-wide overall percent-point change in indirect tax rates on exports
DelTax5all State-wide overall percent-point change in indirect tax rates on state government consumption
DelTax6all State-wide overall percent-point change in indirect tax rates on federal government consumption
deltax1all_n Economy-wide overall percent-point change in indirect tax rates on intermediate usage
deltax2all_n Economy-wide overall percent-point change in indirect tax rates on investment
deltax3all_n Economy-wide overall percent-point change in indirect tax rates on household consumption
deltax4all_n Economy-wide overall percent-point change in indirect tax rates on exports
deltax5all_n Economy-wide overall percent-point change in indirect tax rates on state government consumption
deltax6all_n Economy-wide overall percent-point change in indirect tax rates on federal government consumption
deltaxsource_n Economy-wide source specific percent-point change in indirect tax rates
deltaxsource Regional tax shifter (percentage-point change) 
f1oct Regional Shifters, Other Cost  tickets
f1oct_n National Shifters, Other Cost  tickets

Group 7: Capital, investment and rates of return
del_r Shifter to make rates of return sensitive to base rates of return in historical and decomposition sims often 0.5 
del_r_tot Uniform shifter in changes in rates of return
del_unity Homotopy, normally shocked to unity
d_f_diseq Shifter in determination of d_diseq  in static expectations
d_f_eeqror General capital growth shifter, in year-to-year simulations (National module)
d_f_eeqror_r General capital growth shifter, in year-to-year simulations (Regional module)
d_f_pcapatt1 Endogenous  if inititial solution is from year t-1 (National module)
d_f_pcapatt1_r Endogenous  if inititial solution is from year t-1 (Regional module)
d_ff Exogenous in simulations  with static expectation, endogenous for rational expectation
d_ff_pcapatt Shifter to turn on/off equation to calculate current asset prices (National module)
d_ff_pcapatt_r Shifter to turn on/off equation to calculate current asset prices (Regional module)
d_rint Real interest rate
d_rint_l Lagged real rate of interest, i.e. real rate of interest in year t-1
del_ff_rate Shifter in change form of rates of return capital growth equation (National module)
del_ff_rate_r Shifter in change form of rates of return capital growth equation (Regional module)
del_ror_se_o Static expectation rates of return for industry j in forecast
d_eror_o Expected rate of return for industry j in forecast
pi_l Lagged price of capital price in year t-1  (National module)
r_IK_j Uniform shift in investment-capital ratios by industries for all regions (regional module)
r_IK_jr Uniform shift in investment-capital ratios by industries and regions (regional module)
r_IK_u_r Overall shift in investment-capital ratio for each region (regional module)
r_inv_cap Investment/capital ratio shifters by industry (National module)
r_inv_cap_u Economy-wide shift in investment-capital ratio 

Table 4.2                                                                          List of Exogenous Variables    (continued)
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Variables Description

Group 8: Labour market
del_g Ordinary changes in natural pop. (births-deaths): regions
del_fm Ordinary changes in foreign migration: regions
del_ng Dummy variable to set Labour Market with Nicolaas Groenewold equations 
del_one Homotopy, shocked to unity
delf_rm_0 Shifter in equation E_RM_0
delf_rm_ptn Shifter in adding-up condition equation E_RM_Addup_ptn for the potential regional migration
delpopfudget Fudge factor in equation E_popT
delrpfudge Shifter to activate population accumulation in equation E_pop in quasi-dynamic simulations
f_del_rm Shifter in regional migration using Groenewold parameters
f_del_rm_ptn Shifters in equation to calculate potential regional migration
f_del_unr Shifter, endogenous when del_unr  is not driven by employ 
f_l Shifter in regional employment
f_pop Shifter in equation E_pop
f_del_pr Shifter, endogenous when pr  is not driven by employ 
f_qhous Shifter for ratio of regional populations and regional households
f_wpop Shifter for ratios of regional population and regional working population
frpri Payroll tax rate shifter
fwagei_n National industry-specific wage shifter
lab_n National aggregate employment (wage bill weights)
natfwage Overall wage shifter (Regional module)
qhous_n National aggregate number of households
wage_diff          2-8 Regional real wage differential
del_gt              1-7 Ordinary change in nat. growth in regional pop. for update, exogenous for all except ACT
del_rmt0          1-7 Ordinary change in regional migration: ABS forecasts, exogenous for all except ACT
del_fgt                 8 Shift in nat. growth of regional population in year T, exogenous for ACT only
del_fmt Ordinary change in foreign migration  for update
del_fpop1t            8 Shift in regional population in year T-1 , exogenous for ACT only

Group 9: State Account
hhldf001 Shift variable : unemployment benefits
hhldf002 Shift variable : other personal benefits
hhldf003 Shift variable : other income (net) - households
softf001 Shift variable : other direct taxes
softf002 Shift variable : current Commonwealth grants
softf003 Shift variable : capital Commonwealth grants
softf004 Shift variable : other revenue
softf005 Shift variable : increase in provisions
softf006 Shift variable : other outlays
softf007 Shift variable : government debt
softf011 Shifter for fed. collection of other ind. taxes
softq210           1-8 Unemployment benefits, all regions (all regions)
softq500           1-8 Commonwealth grants to regions (all regions)
softq510           1-8 Current grants (all regions)
softq520           1-8 Capital grants (all regions)
softy111           1-8 Income taxes (all regions)
softy121           1-8 Other direct taxes (all regions)
softy124              9 Property taxes (federal government)
softy125              9 Land taxes (federal government)
softy140              9 Commonwealth grants to regions (federal government)
softy141              9 Current grants (federal government)
softy142              9 Capital grants (federal government)

Table 4.2                                                                          List of Exogenous Variables    (continued)

 
 
 

The first three groups of variables in Table 4.2 are very much a standard in almost all 

of CGE models. Shifters in the first group can be used to describe movements of real 

variables that are not related to the movements of relative prices in simulations. In 

the second group, land is fixed in both national and regional modules, as land is 

assumed immobile and homogenous for all crops in agricultural industries. In the 

third group, import prices and tariff are assumed unchanged as Australia and all 

regions are modelled as small open economies in relation to the rest of the world. 

The fourth group contains four different categories in it. In the first category, 

exogenous shifters c_ratio and miscf001 maintain constant average propensities to 

consume of the national and regional consumption. In the second category, as both 
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state and federal government consumption are not modelled explicitly, their 

consumption is indexed to the corresponding aggregate real household consumption. 

All shifters f5 and f6 in this fourth group are exogenous to reflect an assumption that 

government demands for all commodities from all sources are the same. In the third 

category, non-wage tax rate (rk), payroll tax rate (rpr) and payroll tax adjustment 

factor (arpri_n) are assumed constant in standard closure. Shifter miscf002 is 

exogenous to reflect an assumption that wage-income tax rates are moving in line 

with non-wage income tax rates. This shifter can be useful when taxes on wage-

income and non-wage-income are differentiated. In the fourth category, xi3_l and 

xi3_2l are exogenous; they are removed from the system as this closure is for 

comparative static mode. 

For the fifth group of variables, it is useful to restate here the notation used for 

variables in this section. If a variable zzz has a prefix “f_”, then f_zzz actually 

measures the difference between variable zzz_n in the national module and the total 

of variable zzz in the regional module. Shifter f_4zzz is the corresponding variable for 

f_zzz when the adding-up condition is imposed on zzz_n and zzz, i.e. f_zzz is set at 

zero exogenously. Some shifters f_4zzz have two versions, one with an affix “_1” for 

the comparative static simulations, and the other with an affix “_2” for the recursive 

dynamic simulations. It is necessary to impose adding-up conditions for industry 

wage rates (p1lab and p1lab_n) and prices of Other Costs tickets (p1oct and p1oct_n) 

as these variables are driven by the same national CPI and therefore f_4p1laboi and 

f_4poct are always exogenous. In this homogeneity closure, adding-up conditions are 

not required to be imposed on the model, thus all shifters f_4zzz are exogenous. 

In the sixth group, shifters are mainly for export activities and commodity taxes. 

Exports shifters are all exogenous in this closure. For commodity taxes, note that the 

setting of taxes in the national module is the base for the corresponding taxes in the 

regional module. The extra regional dimension is further added to the setting of the 

national tax variables to derive regional taxes as in equation E_deltax1 for example.  

E_deltax1 # Tax rate on sales to User 1 # 

    (all,i,COM)(all,s,ALLSOURCE)(all,j,IND) 

deltax1(i,s,j) =   deltax1_n(i,AS2S(s),j) + deltax1all(s) + deltaxsource(s); 
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Although deltax1all and deltaxsource in the above equation are written with all 

sources, the “foreign” source is redundant here. The expression is merely for 

convenience in writing the TABLO code. Hence, shifters deltax1all(“foreign”) and 

deltaxsource(“foreign”) have to be exogenous always. Any changes in commodity 

taxes related to imports have to be handled via deltaxsource_n(“foreign”) in the 

national module. 

Also note that this part of the model has not been provided with a mechanism to 

transfer changes in commodity taxes from the regional module to the national 

module, as it is not required at this stage. But this can be done very quickly, in the 

same mechanism as export shifters. Therefore, in any simulations related to changes 

in regional commodity taxes, the model should be modified. For the rest, exogenous 

tax shifters ensure that taxes remain constant in the standard closure.  

Group seven contains all shifters related to the configuration of the capital and 

investment section. Shifter del_r is always exogenous and it is used to accommodate 

a shock (usually by 0.5) that makes the adjustment of rates of return sensitive to rates 

of return in the base year in historical and decomposition simulations. Shifter 

del_r_tot can be considered as the economy-wide rate of return. In a long-run 

comparative static simulation, del_r_tot is held constant.  

Shifters d_f_diseq and d_f_diseqre are used to alternate IRES between static 

expectation and rational expectation in year-to-year simulations. One of them has to 

be exogenous and the other has to be endogenous. As this closure is a comparative 

static one, it does not really matter if either of them is exogenous. Shifter d_f_diseq 

for static expectation is chosen in this case. 

The operation of the two pairs of shifters del_ff_rate and r_inv_cap; and, del_ff_rate 

and r_IK_jr is very critical in switching both modules (national and regional) 

respectively from the recursive dynamic to the comparative static mode. Exogenising 

the above shifters will activate the comparative static mode. In this case, the 

recursive dynamic mode is turned off by endogenising d_f_eeqror_j, 

del_f_ac_p_y_n, d_eeqror_jr and del_ff_rate_r.  

Shifters d_f_eeqror and d_f_eeqror_r are generally exogenous in most dynamic 

simulations. But if the aggregate investments at the national and regional levels are 
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exogenously imposed in the recursive dynamic mode, these shifters d_f_eeqror and 

d_f_eeqror_r can be used to accommodate those shocks by making d_f_eeqror and 

d_f_eeqror_r endogenous while the national real investment ir_n and the regional 

real investments ir can be exogenously set at the targets. Shifters r_inv_cap_u and 

r_IK_u_r can be used for the same purpose in the comparative static mode.  

The eighth group contains all exogenous variables in the regional labour market. 

Variables del_g and del_fm are naturally exogenous to the model. Shifter del_ng 

does not appear in any equations. It has to be exogenous in all cases. Its value is 

assigned exogenously by a shock of 1. When it is shocked, equation E_del_rm is 

turned into using “trend” and Groenewold’s econometric estimates. When it is not 

shocked, equation E_del_rm uses the ME-ratio approach to calculate regional 

migration. 

Shifter delf_rm_0 in equation is to ensure the total of regional migration equals zero 

when regional migrations in some regions are determined endogenously while other 

regions are exogenously imposed using ABS data (PHMNP 1996, pp. 52–53). In the 

standard scenario, all regional migrations are determined endogenously, therefore 

delf_rm_0 is set exogenously.  

There are three alternative sets of equations for regional migrations implemented in 

IRES but only one of them can be used at a time, hence only the corresponding 

shifter holding the adding-up condition of regional migration (delf_rm_ptn, 

delf_rm_ng or delf_rm) is required to be exogenous. In this closure, the approach 

using ME-ratio is used, thus delf_rm_ptn is exogenous while the other two are 

endogenous. 

Although regional unemployment and labour participation rates are modelled using 

elasticities estimated from the ABS data, IRES allows options to keep unemployment 

and labour participation rates constants in simulations. In that case, both del_unr and 

pr are exogenous while f_del_unr and f_pr are endogenous. When unemployment 

and participation rates are endogenously determined by employment, f_del_unr and 

f_wpop have to be endogenous.  

The last group includes variables for the State Account section. The first three 

shifters are useful in determining three components of the household disposable 
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income in MMRF. Exogenous hhldf001 will make regional unemployment benefits 

move in line with changes in regional unemployment rates and national CPI. 

Exogenous hhldf002 makes personal benefits move in line with changes in regional 

population and national CPI. Exogenous hhldf003 keeps Other Income moving in 

line with nominal gross state product (GSP).  
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Chapter 5  The Database in IRES 

I. Introduction 

The development of IRES focuses on the two main areas: the integrated structure and 

the new regional labour market. The theory in IRES is mainly based on the MMRF 

model while its database is based on the MMRF-GREEN model1 (Adams, Horridge 

and Parmenter 2000, hereafter AHP). MMRF-GREEN is an advancement on MMRF 

therefore the MMRF-GREEN database contains more data than that in the MMRF 

database. The two databases are very similar in their basic structure. The extra data 

in the MMRF-GREEN are related mainly to the CO2 emission and the dynamic 

features of capital accumulation and lagged adjustment processes.  As IRES adopts 

only the fundamental structure of MMRF, not the advance features such as dynamic 

neither the environmental account for CO2 emissions, the MMRF-GREEN database 

provides more than enough for the data requirement of IRES.  

IRES has two separate CGE modules, one national and one regional; each module 

requires its own database. The database of each module consists of three 

components: (a) an input-output database which is referred to as the IO core 

database; (b) government finances and (c) behavioural parameters used in equations.  

The IO core database of the national module has the same structure as that of ORANI 

and the regional one has the same structure as that of MMRF. Nevertheless, the 

database structure of MMRF can be deemed as an extended ORANI database for 

eight states.  

This chapter is set out in three separate sections describing the IRES database that is 

borrowed from MMRF-GREEN. The first section will focus on the structure of the 

IO core database. The second section describes government accounts and the links 

between the government accounts and the IO core database. The last section presents 

behavioural parameters in IRES, which are mainly from MMRF-GREEN. This last 

section will also highlight a minor change made to the original MMRF-GREEN 

                                                 
1 I would like to thank Dr Philip D. Adams for his kind support in sending me the MMRF-GREEN 
database. It would have been very difficult to complete this thesis without the MMRF-GREEN 
database. 
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parameters when they are applied to IRES. The materials in this chapter are drawn 

heavily from PHMNP (1996) and AHP (2000). 

II. The Database Structure 

The MMRF-GREEN model contains all single-output industries. The list of 

industries and commodities is presented in Table 5.1.  Figure 5.1 illustrates the 

representative IO core database structure for a module in IRES. When q equals 8, the 

figure represents the database of the regional module. When the number of region q 

is equal to 1, Figure 5.1 represents the database of the national module which is 

derived from the regional database by aggregating regions together.  

     

Table 5.1         Industries Recognised in MMRF-GREEN
Name Description

1. Agriculture Agriculture
2. Forestry All forestry activities, including logging and management
3. IronOre Mining of iron ore
4. NonIronOre Mining of non-iron ore, including gold and base ores
5. BlackCoal Mining of black coal - thermal and metallurgical
6. Oil production of crude oil
7. NatGas Production of natural gas at well
8. BrownCoal Mining of brown coal
9. Food All secondary agricultural activities

10. TCF Manufacture of textiles, clothing and footwares
11. WoodPaper Manufactures of wood (including pulp) and paper products
12. Chemicals Manufactures of chemical products, excluding petrol
13. Petrol Manufactures of petroleum products
14. Nmet_prods Manufactures of non-metal products
15. Cement Manufactures of cement
16. Steel Manufactures of iron and steel
17. Aluminium Manufactures of alumina and aluminium
18. OthMet_prods Manufactures of other Metal products
19. CarsParts Manufactures of motor vehicles and parts
20. Other_man Other manufacturing
21. ElectBlack Electricity generation from black coal
22. ElectBrown Electricity generation from brown coal
23. ElectGas Electricity generation from gas
24. ElectOil Electricity generation from oil
25. ElectOther Electricity generation from other
26. ElectSupply Distribution of Electricity from generator to users
27. UrbanGasDis Urban gas distribution
28. Water Water and sewerage services
29. Construction Residential building and other construction services
30. TradeHotels Provision of trade and hotel services
31. RoadTrans Provision of road transport services
32. OthTrans Provision of other transport services
33. Communic Provision of communication services
34. FinBusServ Provision of finance and business services
35. Dwelling Services of dwellings
36. PublicServ Provision of public services
37. OthServ Provision of all other services
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Figure 5.1           ABSORPTION MATRIX 
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LAND 

Other 
Costs 
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 i: number of commodities (37) 
 j : number of industries (37) 
 n: number of commodities used as margins (4) 
 m: number of occupations (8) 
 s: all sources (8 domestic regions and 1 overseas) 
  for the regional module 
  or 2 sources: domestic and overseas for  
  the national module 
 l: two sources (domestic and overseas) 
  q: equal to 1 for the national module and 
  equal to 8 for the regional module 

 

 

Columns in Figure 5.1 identify the following six economic agents in an economy: 

(1) domestic producers by industry j in region q; 

(2) investors by industry j in region q; 

(3) a representative household in region q; 

(4) an aggregate foreign purchaser of export; 

(5) an other demand category corresponding to state government in region q; and 

(6) an other demand category corresponding to Federal government demands in 

region q. 

The rows show the structure of the purchases made by each agent. Sources of 

commodities are from domestic sources and from overseas. The national module has 

two sources: domestic and overseas. The regional module has nine sources: eight 

domestic regions and one overseas. 
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Values of commodity flows between agents in the economy are disaggregated into 

three separate components: commodity flows measured at basic prices, margin 

values and commodity taxes. The three components are denoted by three prefixes 

BAS, TAX and MAR respectively. Export BAS4 in the figure above refers to 

overseas export for both modules. Interstate exports in the regional module are 

arranged in other BAS matrices, from BAS1 to BAS6. Flows of commodities in the 

BAS matrices are measured at basic prices that are prices received by the producers; 

the prices paid by consumers, referred to as purchasers’ prices, are derived by 

adding corresponding elements in BAS, MAR and TAX together.  

The production costs include not only costs of intermediate input in BAS1, MAR1 

and TAX1 but also primary input costs such as wages (LABR), rental to capital 

(CPTL), rental to land (LAND) and other costs (OCTS).  

Readers are encouraged to contact The Centre of Policy Studies at Monash 

University directly to obtain this database. Only relevant information of the database 

will be presented as costs shares and sales shares in chapter 6 in order to facilitate 

result interpretation. 

III. Government Accounts 

This section illustrates government financial transactions and their linkages with the 

IO core database. As all of these linkages are identities, thus in a way the following 

figures are a graphical presentation of the equations for government finances in 

section 2.2.14 in chapter 2. The following figures cover the main six blocks of 

equations in the government finances. 

1. Figure 5.2 links the IO core data with elements in the value-added block. 

2. Figure 5.3 presents Gross Regional Product (GRP) from the income side. Gross 

regional product is also referred to as Gross State Product (GSP), thus GRP and 

GSP are interchangeable in this chapter. 

3. Figure 5.4 presents elements of the GRP from the expenditure side. 

4. Figure 5.5 presents a Summary Of the Finance Transaction (SOFT) from the 

income side. 
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5. Figure 5.6 presents the SOFT from the expenditure side. 

6. Figure 5.7 presents household income which nets out all of the taxes   

 

Figure 5.2 Components of Regional Value Added 
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Figure 5.3 Gross Regional Product from the Income Approach 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Gross Regional Product from the Expenditure Approach 
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Figure 5.5 Summary of Financial Transaction – Income Side  
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Figure 5.6 Summary of Financial Transaction – Expenditure Side  
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Figure 5.7 Household Disposable Income 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. Parameters 

All parameters in the MMRF-GREEN database are applied in IRES. Generally, both 

national and regional modules have the same substitution elasticities for primary 
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Values of the BETA_R parameter in equation E_del_ff_rate_r were set originally at 

5 for most regional industries in MMRF-GREEN except those electricity industries. 

Values for the electricity industries depend on the technology each uses. Values of 

the BETA parameter in equation E_del_f_rate for the national electricity industries 

could be derived as the weighted average of the regional values. However, IRES 

adopts a value of 0.15 from the MONASH database for all industries in both modules 

in order to set an identical behaviour for all industries in both modules during the 

testing phase.    

The last set of parameters in IRES is presented in Table 5.3. These parameters are the 

minimum and maximum of the ME ratio, and those elasticities in equations 

E_del_unr and E_del_pr for percentage point change in unemployment (del_unr) and 

Table 5.2  

Industry SIGMAFAC SIGMALAB SIGMA1O SIGMA2O SIGMA3O EXP_ELAST SIGMA1C SIGMA2C SIGMA3C

1. Agriculture 0.5 0.35 1.55 1.21 1.75 -5 7.74 6.04 8.73
2. Forestry 0.5 0.35 2 2 2 -5 10 10 10
3. IronOre 0.5 0.35 0.5 0.5 0.5 -5 2.5 2.5 2.5
4. NonIronOre 0.5 0.35 0.5 0.5 0.5 -5 2.5 2.5 2.5
5. BlackCoal 0.5 0.35 0.5 0.5 0.5 -5 2.5 2.5 2.5
6. Oil 0.5 0.35 2 2 2 -5 10 10 10
7. NatGas 0.5 0.35 2 2 2 -5 10 10 10
8. BrownCoal 0.5 0.35 2 2 2 -5 10 10 10
9. Food 0.5 0.35 1.11 1.33 1.18 -5 5.56 6.67 5.88

10. TCF 0.5 0.35 2.94 2.16 3.36 -5 14.69 10.81 16.78
11. WoodPaper 0.5 0.35 1.76 2.24 1.99 -5 8.81 11.19 9.96
12. Chemicals 0.5 0.35 1.81 1.55 1.77 -5 9.06 7.77 8.87
13. Petrol 0.5 0.35 0.4 0.4 0.4 -5 2 2 2
14. Nmet_prods 0.5 0.35 0.89 0.97 1.16 -5 4.43 4.86 5.8
15. Cement 0.5 0.35 0.75 0.75 0.75 -5 3.75 3.75 3.75
16. Steel 0.5 0.35 0.82 0.82 0.82 -5 4.1 4.1 4.1
17. Aluminium 0.5 0.35 1.5 1.5 2 -5 5 5 5
18. OthMet_prods 0.5 0.35 1.74 1.6 1.86 -5 8.68 8.01 9.29
19. CarsParts 0.5 0.35 5.2 5.2 5.2 -5 26 26 26
20. Other_man 0.5 0.35 1.24 0.93 1.5 -5 6.21 4.65 7.51
21. ElectBlack 0.5 0.35 0 0 0 -5 0 0 0
22. ElectBrown 0.5 0.35 0 0 0 -5 0 0 0
23. ElectGas 0.5 0.35 0 0 0 -5 0 0 0
24. ElectOil 0.5 0.35 0 0 0 -5 0 0 0
25. ElectOther 0.5 0.35 0 0 0 -5 0 0 0
26. ElectSupply 0.5 0.35 0 0 0 -5 0 0 0
27. UrbanGasDis 0.5 0.35 0 0 0 -5 0 0 0
28. Water 0.5 0.35 0 0 0 -5 0 0 0
29. Construction 0.5 0.35 0 0 0 -5 0 0 0
30. TradeHotels 0.5 0.35 0 0 0 -5 0 0 0
31. RoadTrans 0.5 0.35 0 0 0 -5 0 0 0
32. OthTrans 0.5 0.35 0.63 0.14 1.7 -5 3.14 0.68 8.51
33. Communic 0.5 0.35 0 0 0 -5 0 0 0
34. FinBusServ 0.5 0.35 0 0 0 -5 0 0 0
35. Dwelling 0.5 0.35 0 0 0 -5 0 0 0
36. PublicServ 0.5 0.35 0 0 0 -5 0 0 0
37. OthServ 0.5 0.35 0 0 0 -5 0 0 0

Parameters Used in IRES
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the percentage point change in labour participation rates (del_pr) with respect to 

employment growth. 

Table 5.3  

NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

RM_MIN_Ratio -0.014907 -0.014947 0.009891 -0.010914 -0.004406 -0.020318 -0.046563 -0.020947
RM_MAX_Ratio -0.004003 0.003436 0.037895 0.002358 0.014606 0.013901 0.035368 0.020151
UN_EMGR -0.641119 -0.528570 -0.446013 -0.427480 -0.509789 -0.359457 -0.571760 -0.571760
PT_EMGR 0.159139 0.227402 0.248274 0.285942 0.185707 0.298970 0.478805 0.361540

Parameters for the Regional Labour Market in IRES
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Chapter 6 

Applications of IRES: The Effects of Increases in Foreign 

Export Demands – A Comparison between an Economy-

Wide Shock and a State-Specific Shock. 

I. Introduction 

Two groups of simulations were carried out using IRES. The aim of the simulations 

is to demonstrate how the two CGE modules are integrated with a focus on the 

regional labour market approach adopted in IRES. As the emphases in this chapter 

are on the interaction of the two modules and on the new regional labour market, 

comparative static simulations are sufficient for this illustrative purpose. In this 

demonstration, all simulations are related to a single external shock to the domestic 

economy. However, the shock is introduced differently in each group of simulations.  

In the first group of simulations, an overall exogenous increase in demand for the 

Australian export of non-iron ore by 20 per cent is imposed on the national module. 

Changes in economic activities of regions, particularly the composition of exports 

from each region, will be determined in the regional module by the regional 

economic structures. Variations in simulation closures in this group of simulations 

are used mainly to highlight the effect of the labour market in IRES. The first 

simulation has the original MMRF labour market setting. The second simulation has 

a different labour market that is unique to IRES. 

The purposes of the second group of simulations are (a) to illustrate the bottom-up 

(regional) characteristics of IRES in the integrated structure of IRES and (b) to 

highlight the differences between a bottom-up (regional) module in the integrated 

structure and the original bottom-up MMRF. In this second group of simulations, the 

20 per cent increase in export at the national level is converted into a state-specific 

shock to Western Australia (approximately 35 per cent). In absolute terms, the 

national and regional shocks are equivalent; in percentage change, however, they are 

all different as the bases to calculate the percentage changes are not the same. This 

group has three simulations. All simulations have the setting of the IRES labour 
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market: unemployment rates, labour participation rates and regional migration are 

simultaneously determined in the model.  

The first simulation in this group applies IRES as a bottom-up model and tests the 

upward linkages between the two modules in the integrated structure, i.e. the adding-

up conditions are imposed on the regional module. This is the main simulation with a 

single state-specific shock (35 per cent) to illustrate the bottom-up behaviour of 

IRES. The second simulation consists of both national and regional shocks to 

illustrate the mix mode of the integrated structure of IRES. The last simulation 

repeats the first simulation of this group but without the adding-up conditions. This 

simulation provides a benchmark for comparison between the regional bottom-up of 

IRES and the original bottom-up MMRF. 

The rest of this chapter is organised in three main sections: the national-shock 

simulations, the state-specific shock simulations with some comparisons, and some 

conclusions. 

II. An Economy-Wide Increase in Foreign Export Demand 

2.1. Closures 

Both economy-wide exogenous foreign export demand simulations are in a long-run 

scenario described earlier in chapter 4. The timeframe for a long-run closure is 

typically more than six years, long enough so that capital stocks can be adjusted to 

restore the exogenous or pre-shock nation-wide rate of return. Thus, at the national 

level, the Australia-wide rate of return is assumed constant while changes in capital 

stocks at the aggregate and the industry levels are determined by the model. The 

movements of capital stocks at the industry level will equate the rates of return of 

industries to the pre-shock nation-wide rate of return. For labour, it is assumed that 

aggregate employment at the national level is not affected by the shock. Changes in 

wages reflect changes in demands for labour. Assumptions for the long-run closure at 

the regional level are different from those at the national level. The state-wide rates 

of return in all regions do not need to be kept constant. Capital stocks in regional 

industries are adjusted so that their rates of returns are equalised across all regions, 

and equal the nation-wide pre-shock rate of return.  
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The two simulations have different setup for the regional labour market: simulation 

one has the original MMRF labour market. The focus on the first simulation is 

mainly to illustrate the integrated structure controlled by adding-up conditions on the 

regional module. Thus, the original MMRF setting of regional labour market is 

maintained in this simulation. Typical assumptions for the regional labour market of 

MMRF are that (a) regional real wages move in line together, i.e. regional wage 

differentials are fixed; (b) unemployment rates and labour participation rates are held 

constant; and (c) regional migration is endogenous to clear the labour market. In the 

second simulation, the original labour market MMRF setting is replaced by a 

different labour market specification. The assumption of fixed real wage differentials 

is maintained but changes in regional unemployment rates and regional labour 

participation rates are now endogenous and determined by regional employment 

using the elasticities that are econometrically estimated. Regional migration is 

subject to ME ratio constraint; and the ratios of regional working population are 

endogenous. 

Table 6.1 shows variable swaps to create closures for two simulations. The first 

column shows variables that were exogenous in the standard long-run closure 

presented in chapter 4. The second column shows new variables chosen to be 

exogenous in the current simulations as replacements of variables in the first column. 

Common swaps in the table are used in both simulations. The last two sections of the 

table are alternatives that set different closures for the regional labour market in the 

two simulations.  
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Previously exogenous Currently exogenous
Simulation 1

Common swaps:
xi3                  natphi            
f_4p0a               f_p0a             
f_4x1a               f_x1a             
f_4p1land            f_p1land          
f_4p1cap_r_1         f_p1cap           
f_4curcap_1          f_curcap          
f_4x1laboi           f_x1laboi         
f_4x1oct             f_x1oct           
f_4x2a_1             f_x2a             
f_4x3a               f_x3a             
f_4x5a               f_x5a             
f_4x4r               f_x4r             
f_4x1marg_n          f_x1marg_n        
f_4x3marg_n          f_x3marg_n        
f_4x4marg_n          f_x4marg_n        
ffeq_n("NonIronOre") x4_n("NonIronOre")

Simulation 1:
f_del_unr del_unr
f_del_pr pr

Simulation 2:
f_wpop f_pr

Table 6.1      Closure swaps for Australia-Wide Export Demand Shocks 

 

 

As can be seen in Table 6.1, variable x4_n for national export is swapped for export 

shifter ffeq_n in order to introduce shock to x4_n in simulations. The choice of the 

shock can be arguable as the shock may be deemed rather arbitrary in the GE 

framework; the shock alone does not entirely represent supply and demand 

conditions. It appears to present an arbitrary policy that controls volume of export. 

This type of shock is likely to result in a problem with trade balance and may 

decrease real GDP in a long-run scenario. A typical reason for this is that the 

reallocation of resources towards the industry that receives the shock increases the 

domestic production costs, thereby hurting other exporting sectors. Trade deficit 

arises; real GDP may worsen or shows insignificant changes consequently. It is 

common to model the increase in export to be associated with changes in supply or 

demand conditions or to assume the shock does not affect the trade balances of 

Australia and of regions: for example see Dixon and Peter (1995). When the increase 
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in export is modelled as responses of the exporting sector to the change in supply 

condition, it is appropriate to accommodate the export shock by a productivity shock. 

However, as both holding trade balances constant and incorporating productivity 

shocks will complicate the purpose of testing IRES at this stage, the export shock 

alone is chosen on purpose in this case. 

Furthermore, as IRES adopts the government finances from MMRF, it is possible for 

IRES to have a closure with budget-neutrality for the government sector, i.e. 

government revenue and outlay offset each other. In order to bring about the equality 

between the two, government revenue is adjusted via changes in direct and indirect 

taxes accordingly. If the shock generates high revenue then one of the two taxes can 

be reduced, and vice versa. However, changes in either of these taxes will complicate 

the results of simulations. Thus, the budget-neutrality option is not applied. Changes 

in real government budgets deficit simply reflect the differences between 

government revenue and government expenditure. 

2.2. Results 

Simulation 1 

Table 6.2 presents some selected macro variables generated by both modules. The 

Weighted Sum column provides national results that were aggregated from the 

regional results for comparison with the corresponding results generated by the 

national module. 

At the national level, results are as expected. An additional export stimulates 

demands for both labour and capital as industries are competing for resources. As it 

is assumed that aggregate employment is not affected by the shock, higher demand 

for labour is reflected by a rise in real wage rate by 0.75 per cent. 

The nature of the shock strengthens the terms of trade, thereby hurting other 

exporting industries in the economy. The loss of competitiveness of other (foreign) 

exporting industries is a larger reduction in export than the increase in export that the 

shock brought about. The net effect is an overall decrease in export volume by 1.24 

per cent. As the terms of trade strengthen, goods imported from overseas countries 
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become cheaper than goods produced domestically. Domestic consumers switch 

towards foreign sources, imports increase by 0.57 per cent, leaving the trade balance 

in deficit of $0.81 billion.  

The reduction in overseas exports of other industries results in lower production of 

these industries (industry results will be explained in the next section). This lower 

production then translates into lower demands for productive inputs, leading to 

inward shifts in capital demand curves, therefore forcing down the rental price to 

capital overall. Capital becomes relatively cheaper than labour; and industries 

substitute capital for labour. Overall, aggregate capital demand increases by 0.87 per 

cent while its rental price drops down marginally by 0.17 per cent. 

As investments by industries are assumed to move in line with capital stocks, 

aggregate investment increases by nearly 1 per cent. Note that although investment 

and capital stocks are the same at the industry level, at the national level they are 

slightly different as the shares used in the aggregation for the two are not the same. 

This problem does not come from the structure of the model and it happens 

consistently in the national and regional modules. Thus, it does not create 

discrepancies in results between the two modules as such.  

Real household consumption increases by only 0.53 per cent, relatively weaker than 

the increase in investment. This is entirely attributable to the increase of 0.53 per 

cent in real household disposable income. Household income is derived mainly from 

two sources, wage income and capital rental while rental to land declines 

significantly because exports of agriculture are adversely affected by the rising costs 

in the domestic economy. 
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Table 6.2  Broad Effects of a 20 per cent Increase in Australia-Wide Export Demand for Non-Iron Ore with Original MMRF Labour Market

Simulation 1
NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Percentage changes Variable Variable Variable

1. Capital Stocks kt_n 0.87 kt 0.70 0.61 0.90 0.68 1.96 0.93 1.97 0.94 natkT 0.87
2. Employment lab_n 0.00 employ -0.28 -0.32 0.18 -0.21 1.42 0.47 1.04 0.34 natl 0.00
3. Real wage rate (received by workers) fwage_n 0.75 realwage_w 0.82 0.82 0.72 0.79 0.38 0.65 0.50 0.69 natrealwage 0.75
4. Nominal wage rate pwage_n 1.17 pwage 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 natpwage_p 1.17
5. Rental price to capital -0.17 reg_p1cap -0.70 -0.76 0.04 -0.59 2.54 0.31 1.89 0.00 natp1cap -0.17

6. Capital revenue caprev_n 0.70 caprev -0.01 -0.15 0.95 0.08 4.55 1.24 3.90 0.94 natcaprev 0.70
7. Land revenue lndrev_n -1.65 lndrev -2.02 -1.30 -1.87 -1.49 -1.60 -1.57 -1.30 0.23 natlndrev -1.65
8. Wage income labrev_n 1.17 labrev 0.88 0.84 1.35 0.95 2.61 1.65 2.22 1.52 natlabrev 1.17
9. Direct taxes hhldy400 0.83 0.78 1.33 0.89 2.68 1.66 2.26 1.48

10. Nominal GDP or GSP (expenditure) gdpexp_n 0.95 yn_r 0.55 0.47 1.16 0.63 3.03 1.45 2.57 1.33 yn 0.95
11. Real GDP or GSP gdpreal_n 0.28 yr_r 0.01 -0.07 0.46 0.04 1.68 0.69 1.39 0.49 yr 0.28
12. GDP or GSP deflator xigdp_n 0.663 xiy_r 0.54 0.53 0.69 0.59 1.32 0.75 1.17 0.84 xiy 0.668

13. Household disposable income natyd_r 0.95 yd_r 0.67 0.61 1.15 0.72 2.50 1.45 2.09 1.37 natyd_r 0.95
14. Nominal household consumption c_n 0.95 c 0.66 0.60 1.15 0.73 2.49 1.44 2.09 1.37 natc 0.94
15. Real household consumption cr_n 0.53 cr 0.31 0.26 0.69 0.35 1.69 0.92 1.41 0.89 natcR 0.53
16. Consumer price index xi3 0.42 xi3_r 0.35 0.34 0.45 0.37 0.78 0.52 0.67 0.48 natxi3 0.42

17. Nominal government consumption
          State othnom5_n 1.37 othnom5 1.33 1.37 1.38 1.38 1.50 1.39 1.43 1.32 natothnom5 1.37
          Federal othnom6_n 1.38 othnom6 1.33 1.36 1.37 1.37 1.50 1.38 1.43 1.34 natothnom6 1.36

18. Real government consumption
          State othreal5_n 0.53 othreal5 0.52 0.53 0.52 0.53 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 natothreal5 0.52
          Federal othreal6_n 0.53 othreal6 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.53 natothreal6 0.52

19. Nominal investment in_n 1.61 in 1.38 1.26 1.74 1.42 2.58 1.86 2.60 1.78 natin 1.61
20. Real investment ir_n 0.99 ir 0.79 0.71 1.10 0.80 1.81 1.23 1.87 1.07 natiR 1.00
21. Investment price index xi2_n 0.61 xi2 0.58 0.54 0.63 0.61 0.75 0.62 0.72 0.70 natxi2 0.61

National module Regional module Weighted Sum
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Table 6.2 (cont.)  Broad Effects of a 20 per cent Increase in Australia-Wide Export Demand for Non-Iron Ore with Original MMRF Labour Market

Simulation 1
NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

22. Overseas export volume expvol_n -1.236 expvol -2.85 -3.98 -0.28 -3.44 2.78 0.98 5.17 -6.13 natexpvol -1.254
23. Overseas export values (foreign $) export_n -0.52 export -2.37 -3.56 0.51 -2.99 4.26 1.78 6.20 -5.53 natexport -0.51
24. Export price index xi4_n 0.72 xi4 0.50 0.44 0.80 0.46 1.44 0.79 0.98 0.63 natxi4 0.75

25. Interstate export volume .. .. xsexp 0.31 0.52 -0.08 0.23 -0.55 -0.03 0.24 0.14
26. Interstate export values .. .. dompq210 0.79 0.95 0.40 0.71 0.78 0.45 1.50 0.72

27. Overseas import volume impvol_n 0.57 impvol 0.26 0.19 0.85 0.28 2.11 1.07 2.11 0.84 natimp 0.57
28. Overseas import values (foreign $) imp_n 0.57 imp 0.26 0.19 0.85 0.28 2.11 1.07 2.11 0.84 natimpvol 0.57
29. Import price index xim_n 0.00 xim 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 natxim 0.00

30. Interstate import volume .. .. xsimp -0.15 -0.52 0.40 -0.24 1.39 0.66 1.46 0.46
31. Interstate import values .. .. dompq220 0.43 0.04 0.98 0.25 1.86 1.16 2.04 0.95

Ordinary changes
32. Balance of trade       ($ billion) delb_n -0.8089 delb_for_aud -0.6037 -0.5778 -0.0148 -0.1428 0.5078 0.0158 0.0409 -0.0296 natdelB -0.8045
33. Regional migration  ('000 people) .. .. del_rm -11.3864 -9.6593 3.6947 -2.0944 16.0783 1.4811 1.1984 0.6876 delf_rm 0.00

National module Regional module Weighted Sum
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Note that household disposable income in the national module is taken from the 

variable natyd_r of the regional module (rather than being calculated independently 

within the national module) in order to avoid an unnecessary extra block of 

equations, mainly identities, for the direct taxes. Therefore, there is not a variable for 

direct taxes at the national level reported in Table 6.2. Overall, real GDP increases 

slightly, by 0.28 per cent, but with a deterioration in the trade balance. 

At the regional level, although all regions have to face the same problem of being 

less competitive in the international market, the effects of the shock on regions are 

not the same. Tables 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 contain some background information 

that is important to the explanation of regional results. Data in these tables are 

derived from the MMRF-GREEN database (Adams, Horridge, and Parmenter 2000). 

Table 6.3 shows the significance of non-iron ore industry in each region and across 

regions. Table 6.4 shows the cost structures of all industries. Note that costs shares in 

Table 6.4 are grouped according to categories so that cross-region comparison of cost 

shares is more convenient. Categories include labour, capital, land, other costs, 

margin, taxes and intermediate inputs. Table 6.5 gives detail of the intermediate input 

structures of non-iron ore industry in each region. Table 6.6 shows two sets of 

information: (a) shares of each exporting industry in total exports of each region; and 

(b) the contribution of regional export to national export of each exporting industry. 

Similarly, Table 6.7 shows (a) household consumption shares of commodities in the 

total household consumption in each region; and (b) regional shares in the national 

consumption for each commodity. The first set of information in Table 6.7 is useful, 

as it illustrates the main commodities in the household goods bundle: those that have 

large shares in the total regional consumption. These are Food, TCF, TradeHotels, 

FinBusServ, Dwelling, PublicServ and OthServ. 
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Table 6.3

NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Agriculture 3.7 3.3 5.5 5.1 5.2 5.8 4.5 0.2 31.4 20.5 21.3 9.3 13.3 3.0 1.3 0.1 100
Forestry 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 1.5 0.0 0.1 22.3 19.9 15.4 8.4 10.0 22.8 0.0 1.0 100
IronOre 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.8 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 96.7 2.7 0.0 0.0 100
NonIronOre 0.3 0.4 1.5 0.4 7.1 1.6 9.3 0.0 7.3 8.0 17.6 2.1 54.5 2.5 8.0 0.0 100
BlackCoal 1.3 0.0 3.0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 46.4 0.0 49.5 1.0 2.6 0.3 0.0 0.1 100
Oil - 1.2 - - 0.6 - 2.1 - - 78.2 - - 15.6 - 6.2 - 100
NatGas 0.0 0.7 0.1 0.5 3.1 - 0.2 - 0.3 31.0 2.7 7.1 58.5 - 0.4 - 100
BrownCoal - 0.1 - - - - - - - 100.0 - - - - - - 100
Food 2.1 2.2 3.0 3.2 1.5 2.7 1.3 0.5 32.0 25.0 21.7 10.6 7.1 2.5 0.7 0.5 100
TCF 0.9 1.6 0.5 0.7 0.3 0.9 0.0 0.1 33.2 45.9 8.8 6.0 3.8 2.2 0.0 0.2 100
WoodPaper 2.3 2.8 1.9 2.4 1.6 4.9 1.1 0.8 35.2 30.7 13.4 7.5 7.3 4.5 0.6 0.8 100
Chemicals 1.5 2.1 0.8 1.4 0.8 0.7 0.1 0.0 37.6 39.5 8.7 7.4 5.7 1.1 0.1 0.0 100
Petrol 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 39.4 33.3 20.7 1.1 5.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 100
Nmet_prods 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.0 32.9 30.8 17.0 3.7 13.1 2.0 0.2 0.2 100
Cement 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.0 20.5 9.8 18.0 18.0 15.0 10.4 8.3 0.0 100
Steel 0.9 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.0 57.8 20.2 10.5 5.4 4.1 1.9 0.0 0.0 100
Aluminium 0.2 0.2 0.5 - 1.2 0.6 3.7 - 15.0 14.9 22.5 - 32.6 3.5 11.5 - 100
OthMet_prods 1.3 1.3 1.6 1.7 1.6 0.8 0.8 0.1 33.3 24.0 19.1 9.2 12.3 1.2 0.7 0.2 100
CarsParts 0.2 1.1 0.3 2.2 0.2 0.6 0.0 0.0 12.4 47.6 7.6 27.5 2.7 2.0 0.0 0.1 100
Other_man 1.9 2.1 1.3 2.6 1.1 1.0 0.6 0.4 38.0 30.2 11.8 11.1 6.6 1.2 0.4 0.6 100
ElectBlack 1.4 - 1.4 0.4 0.7 - - - 60.0 - 28.1 3.2 8.7 - - - 100
ElectBrown - 1.7 - - - - - - - 100.0 - - - - - - 100
ElectGas 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.7 - 1.5 - 3.1 3.1 9.7 16.9 54.8 - 12.3 - 100
ElectOil 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 - 2.3 0.0 13.4 0.2 69.2 0.0 15.0 - 100
ElectOther 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.8 - - 43.1 8.2 5.2 0.1 0.1 43.2 - - 100
ElectSupply 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.7 0.9 0.6 1.3 32.1 27.5 16.1 2.8 11.9 3.2 1.1 5.4 100
UrbanGasDis 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1 28.9 43.1 10.7 9.6 5.3 1.3 0.1 1.0 100
Water 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.8 0.9 1.7 0.7 0.6 35.7 27.5 16.1 5.7 9.2 3.5 0.8 1.4 100
Construction 6.8 5.7 7.6 6.2 9.0 6.7 9.6 7.7 34.2 21.3 17.8 6.7 13.6 2.1 1.6 2.7 100
TradeHotels 18.2 16.9 18.9 16.2 16.4 17.9 15.2 10.7 36.4 24.8 17.5 6.9 9.8 2.2 1.0 1.5 100
RoadTrans 2.8 2.8 3.2 3.2 3.0 2.6 2.1 2.0 33.9 24.8 17.9 8.1 10.9 1.9 0.8 1.7 100
OthTrans 3.1 2.3 3.2 3.1 2.2 2.4 3.3 1.0 39.0 21.5 18.6 8.4 8.4 1.8 1.4 0.8 100
Communic 2.2 2.7 2.2 2.1 2.0 1.9 2.0 2.1 33.4 30.3 15.7 6.7 9.0 1.7 1.0 2.2 100
FinBusServ 17.1 15.5 11.2 13.8 12.3 9.0 10.9 16.1 40.4 26.9 12.2 7.0 8.7 1.3 0.9 2.6 100
Dwelling 11.2 8.9 9.8 9.4 7.2 9.5 4.7 8.9 40.4 23.5 16.3 7.2 7.7 2.1 0.6 2.2 100
PublicServ 15.8 18.6 17.3 20.1 15.2 19.9 22.4 43.6 30.9 26.7 15.6 8.3 8.9 2.4 1.5 5.8 100
OthServ 2.1 2.2 2.0 2.5 1.9 1.9 2.6 3.8 34.2 26.3 14.5 8.5 9.0 1.8 1.4 4.1 100

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

(measured at factor costs) (measured at factor costs)

Industry Output Shares in Total Production of Regions (per cent) Contribution of Regional Outputs to National Outputs (per cent)
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Table 6.4

NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Agriculture 39.8 28.3 35.6 31.8 32.3 32.2 30.4 35.9 5.7 9.6 9.6 8.9 9.1 8.4 11.4 10.7 10.1 19.8 15.6 15.8 15.1 11.3 18.2 10.2
Forestry 24.3 21.0 24.4 19.4 24.4 20.4 28.0 25.1 4.3 3.7 4.3 3.4 4.3 3.6 4.9 4.4 19.1 16.5 19.1 15.2 19.1 16.0 22.0 19.7
IronOre 15.0 6.6 12.9 11.6 8.4 16.5 7.3 18.8 3.7 13.0 6.8 9.4 11.7 2.7 14.0 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NonIronOre 23.8 13.0 19.2 20.9 13.3 23.7 11.0 28.6 6.1 20.6 10.7 13.9 16.8 4.4 19.7 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BlackCoal 27.9 8.8 21.8 17.2 11.6 32.9 9.4 40.0 14.6 36.8 24.1 29.5 34.4 11.5 38.3 5.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Oil - 5.5 - - 7.5 - 5.7 - - 47.0 - - 45.2 - 47.5 - - 0.0 - - 0.0 - 0.0 -
NatGas 25.3 5.5 16.2 11.7 7.5 - 5.7 - 27.1 47.0 36.6 41.1 45.2 - 47.5 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 -
BrownCoal - 3.1 - - - - - - - 26.7 - - - - - - - 0.0 - - - - - -
Food 14.3 12.0 16.8 16.5 15.9 13.2 20.8 23.5 6.0 4.9 5.1 6.9 5.9 3.5 6.4 6.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
TCF 24.9 25.5 27.6 21.2 18.6 27.4 28.3 35.5 4.3 4.5 4.1 4.4 4.5 5.1 4.1 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
WoodPaper 25.3 25.1 27.0 24.6 26.3 22.0 30.0 28.1 9.9 10.2 7.7 9.9 9.9 8.9 7.6 5.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Chemicals 17.8 19.0 19.9 20.1 17.8 19.5 26.1 21.8 6.7 7.2 6.0 7.3 6.7 7.1 5.6 4.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Petrol 1.8 2.1 2.8 3.7 3.0 3.0 3.3 0.0 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.3 0.9 0.7 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Nmet_prods 21.4 21.1 23.3 18.6 26.4 22.6 10.5 8.5 8.6 8.6 7.3 6.8 9.6 6.8 2.8 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cement 14.8 14.4 16.9 15.1 17.1 17.9 19.4 18.2 12.6 11.8 11.9 13.7 13.6 10.3 13.0 8.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Steel 19.9 20.0 21.1 21.3 21.5 21.0 23.0 21.2 1.6 1.6 1.4 1.9 1.7 1.2 1.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Aluminium 16.3 19.7 17.4 - 16.9 34.6 38.1 - 5.8 6.3 5.6 - 6.7 6.1 7.6 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 -
OthMet_prods 20.4 21.0 21.7 24.9 20.4 25.8 24.6 24.8 4.4 4.1 4.1 5.0 5.0 2.8 3.2 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CarsParts 16.5 16.9 17.3 17.3 17.3 17.7 17.7 16.6 1.8 1.8 1.6 2.1 1.8 1.3 1.6 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other_man 23.9 25.6 28.4 26.3 26.8 27.6 29.9 26.8 2.7 2.7 2.5 3.3 2.8 2.5 3.1 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ElectBlack 20.2 - 12.5 13.2 16.1 - - - 28.2 - 33.7 13.0 30.8 - - - 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 - - -
ElectBrown - 16.9 - - - - - - - 34.1 - - - - - - - 0.0 - - - - - -
ElectGas 5.9 12.0 8.3 12.7 17.7 - 30.1 - 9.3 19.2 22.3 12.5 33.9 - 29.1 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 -
ElectOil 5.9 0.8 8.1 1.1 20.9 0.2 23.5 - 9.5 1.3 21.7 1.1 40.1 0.3 22.7 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -
ElectOther 21.4 21.9 15.2 17.4 22.3 18.3 - - 34.1 35.2 40.9 17.1 42.7 30.8 - - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 - -
ElectSupply 5.0 5.6 3.7 2.8 5.6 4.3 8.9 20.2 7.9 9.0 9.9 2.8 10.6 7.3 8.6 17.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
UrbanGasDis 13.3 13.3 9.1 18.0 11.8 12.8 18.3 18.7 27.4 27.4 31.5 22.9 29.1 27.8 22.7 20.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Water 28.4 28.4 20.3 37.1 25.6 27.4 37.4 39.1 40.3 40.6 48.6 32.6 43.6 41.1 32.2 29.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Construction 36.6 35.4 35.3 36.8 37.0 36.6 38.6 39.0 4.4 5.1 5.8 4.6 5.8 6.1 5.5 4.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
TradeHotels 40.4 38.8 38.8 40.3 38.8 38.6 39.6 39.5 8.7 10.6 11.3 10.0 11.1 11.7 11.7 8.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RoadTrans 47.3 47.1 39.0 42.7 44.9 44.7 40.1 41.1 12.3 12.9 21.3 17.6 15.5 16.0 20.6 17.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
OthTrans 31.2 32.1 29.5 36.9 22.7 25.3 20.5 36.2 11.2 12.4 18.2 18.2 10.6 11.9 18.9 19.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Communic 27.7 28.0 26.1 31.6 22.8 30.8 28.2 24.1 20.5 20.9 23.3 18.2 26.7 19.1 22.5 23.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
FinBusServ 35.7 34.9 37.1 35.7 35.8 34.8 33.2 33.7 18.9 19.9 18.0 20.0 19.6 19.3 22.4 19.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Dwelling 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 68.0 67.0 69.5 68.4 66.8 65.9 64.6 66.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PublicServ 61.2 62.5 63.0 64.1 63.7 64.0 60.4 53.2 3.5 3.1 3.1 3.3 3.3 3.0 2.6 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
OthServ 26.3 26.1 26.6 31.0 28.9 29.0 30.5 32.4 10.0 10.7 12.1 9.9 11.7 10.3 7.4 3.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

CAPITAL LAND

Costs Shares of Regional Industries (per cent)

LABOUR
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Table 6.4 (cont.)

NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Agriculture 8.9 5.7 3.4 8.3 6.7 6.6 10.0 13.8 4.4 4.0 3.9 3.6 4.2 4.6 3.1 2.4 2.2 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.6 3.3 2.0 1.8
Forestry 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.8 6.2 5.8 5.5 5.9 5.4 5.0 4.4 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5
IronOre 16.2 16.2 16.2 16.2 16.2 16.2 16.2 16.2 8.6 8.0 7.7 7.3 7.7 7.4 7.1 6.3 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7
NonIronOre 10.6 8.7 11.5 7.6 10.8 12.5 11.2 10.0 4.8 4.4 4.2 3.8 4.1 4.1 3.6 3.1 1.5 1.7 1.5 1.7 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.5
BlackCoal 8.1 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 5.0 4.3 4.0 3.8 4.1 3.8 3.6 3.2 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3
Oil - 22.0 - - 22.0 - 22.0 - - 1.8 - - 1.7 - 1.5 - - 0.4 - - 0.4 - 0.4 -
NatGas 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 - 22.0 - 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.7 - 1.5 - 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 - 0.4 -
BrownCoal - 12.5 - - - - - - - 4.1 - - - - - - - 0.9 - - - - - -
Food 2.6 3.4 3.1 0.8 2.0 3.4 2.7 2.9 10.2 9.6 8.8 8.7 9.1 8.5 7.3 6.1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.5 1.1 1.1
TCF 4.6 5.0 5.3 -2.2 -0.3 7.4 4.2 7.2 13.4 11.8 11.5 13.0 14.0 8.7 9.4 7.8 0.1 0.1 0.0 1.1 0.9 -0.3 0.2 -0.2
WoodPaper 4.4 4.7 4.3 4.8 4.6 6.8 4.2 4.5 7.4 6.8 6.9 6.1 6.7 5.6 5.9 4.9 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.3 1.5
Chemicals 3.6 3.3 3.8 3.7 3.4 2.3 5.1 3.6 10.5 9.2 7.9 8.0 8.8 7.4 6.8 6.3 1.6 1.6 1.8 1.3 1.8 2.3 1.1 1.6
Petrol 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 11.1 10.1 10.5 10.3 9.9 9.5 8.8 8.2 14.1 14.9 12.0 11.4 14.5 14.0 14.0 13.1
Nmet_prods 2.0 2.4 1.9 0.6 1.8 2.9 -0.1 0.0 10.1 9.4 9.3 11.6 8.6 9.4 16.0 15.4 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.0
Cement 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 10.8 10.5 10.3 10.2 10.3 10.2 10.0 9.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Steel 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 8.0 7.6 7.2 7.1 7.3 7.0 6.6 6.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Aluminium 2.3 2.5 2.2 - 2.6 2.4 2.7 - 7.9 6.8 6.7 - 6.9 3.8 3.1 - 0.5 0.5 0.5 - 0.5 0.7 0.9 -
OthMet_prods 5.7 5.3 5.6 5.0 6.2 3.6 3.4 3.2 7.0 6.5 6.1 5.3 6.5 5.4 4.9 4.4 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.9 0.4 0.3 0.3
CarsParts 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 5.2 4.8 4.6 4.4 4.6 4.5 4.3 3.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Other_man 5.1 5.3 4.4 5.0 5.1 5.2 4.9 5.4 12.2 10.7 9.3 9.4 10.3 9.8 7.9 8.0 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7
ElectBlack 11.6 - 11.1 14.2 10.2 - - - 3.3 - 2.9 3.2 4.0 - - - 2.2 - 2.0 1.5 1.6 - - -
ElectBrown - 13.8 - - - - - - - 2.7 - - - - - - - 1.8 - - - - - -
ElectGas 3.7 7.3 7.3 13.7 11.2 - 11.5 - 15.4 3.7 8.8 3.4 3.2 - 1.6 - 1.4 2.3 2.0 1.6 1.4 - 1.3 -
ElectOil 3.8 0.5 7.1 1.2 13.3 0.1 9.0 - 14.3 17.8 8.3 14.9 2.0 10.6 4.6 - 11.9 16.8 7.8 14.9 1.8 6.1 5.3 -
ElectOther 13.6 13.4 13.4 18.8 14.2 14.7 - - 1.1 1.0 0.9 1.2 1.0 1.0 - - 1.0 0.9 0.9 1.3 1.0 1.0 - -
ElectSupply 3.2 3.5 3.3 3.0 3.5 3.5 3.4 7.9 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.3 1.1 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.5 1.4
UrbanGasDis 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.5 8.4 8.4 8.3 8.4 8.3 8.2 8.1 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4
Water 16.4 16.4 16.4 16.4 16.4 16.4 16.4 16.4 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
Construction 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.6 3.7 3.6 3.6 8.1 7.5 7.0 6.7 7.1 6.6 6.0 5.5 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
TradeHotels 11.5 11.5 10.3 10.8 11.3 9.9 9.1 9.1 3.0 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.5 2.4 2.4 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.7
RoadTrans 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.7 4.0 3.7 3.6 3.3 3.5 3.5 3.4 2.8 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4
OthTrans -0.8 0.1 -4.0 0.8 1.4 1.0 6.1 6.0 3.3 2.9 2.7 1.6 1.5 2.2 1.9 0.2 2.8 2.8 2.8 1.8 1.5 1.7 2.5 0.2
Communic 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 6.6 5.9 5.5 5.1 5.6 5.1 4.6 3.9 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1
FinBusServ 6.1 6.3 5.9 6.3 6.2 6.5 6.7 6.0 1.8 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Dwelling 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
PublicServ 1.9 2.0 1.9 2.1 2.1 2.0 1.4 0.6 4.1 3.7 3.3 3.2 3.4 2.9 3.1 2.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.5
OthServ 10.0 10.0 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.0 10.0 8.0 7.2 6.4 5.8 6.2 5.8 5.6 4.9 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.8

Costs Shares of Regional Industries (per cent)

MARGINS TAXESOTHER COSTS
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Table 6.4 (cont.) Table 6.5

NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Agriculture 28.9 30.5 29.7 29.5 30.1 33.6 25.0 25.3 Agriculture 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Forestry 40.0 47.2 40.9 51.0 40.8 49.1 34.6 40.8 Forestry 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.5 0.0 0.0
IronOre 54.7 54.5 54.7 53.9 54.2 55.4 53.7 55.7 IronOre - - - - - - - -
NonIronOre 53.1 51.6 52.9 52.1 53.5 53.9 53.0 54.9 NonIronOre 16.5 14.4 17.2 14.9 18.4 17.5 18.8 17.9
BlackCoal 43.1 40.3 40.2 39.6 40.1 41.9 38.9 41.2 BlackCoal 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Oil - 23.3 - - 23.2 - 22.9 - Oil 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NatGas 23.3 23.3 23.2 23.2 23.2 - 22.9 - NatGas 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1
BrownCoal - 52.8 - - - - - - BrownCoal - - - - - - - -
Food 66.4 69.6 65.8 66.4 66.6 70.9 61.7 60.1 Food 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1
TCF 52.7 53.1 51.4 62.6 62.4 51.6 53.8 47.1 TCF 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2
WoodPaper 51.7 52.0 53.0 53.3 51.4 55.7 51.0 55.4 WoodPaper 0.9 0.7 1.0 0.6 1.0 1.1 1.0 0.9
Chemicals 59.8 59.7 60.7 59.6 61.5 61.4 55.2 61.9 Chemicals 6.4 5.5 6.9 4.8 6.5 7.3 6.8 5.9
Petrol 72.2 72.0 73.7 73.0 71.6 72.7 72.9 78.6 Petrol 3.8 4.6 3.6 4.6 3.5 3.3 3.4 3.5
Nmet_prods 56.6 57.3 57.0 61.3 52.3 57.2 69.8 73.5 Nmet_prods 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Cement 58.1 59.6 57.2 57.4 55.3 57.9 53.9 59.4 Cement 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Steel 66.8 67.2 66.5 66.1 65.8 67.1 65.2 67.9 Steel 2.1 2.0 2.2 2.0 2.3 2.2 2.3 2.2
Aluminium 67.3 64.3 67.6 - 66.4 52.3 47.6 - Aluminium - - - - - - - -
OthMet_prods 61.7 62.5 61.7 59.2 60.9 62.0 63.6 65.0 OthMet_prods 3.3 2.6 3.7 2.2 3.5 4.0 3.7 3.1
CarsParts 75.3 75.3 75.3 75.0 75.1 75.2 75.1 77.4 CarsParts 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3
Other_man 55.3 54.9 54.8 55.2 54.2 54.2 53.6 56.9 Other_man 11.0 11.0 11.2 10.3 10.6 11.3 10.9 10.1
ElectBlack 34.5 - 37.7 54.9 37.4 - - - ElectBlack - - - - - - - -
ElectBrown - 30.7 - - - - - - ElectBrown - - - - - - - -
ElectGas 64.3 55.5 51.2 56.0 32.5 - 26.3 - ElectGas - - - - - - - -
ElectOil 54.6 62.7 47.0 66.9 21.9 82.7 34.8 - ElectOil - - - - - - - -
ElectOther 28.8 27.5 28.5 44.2 18.8 34.2 - - ElectOther - - - - - - - -
ElectSupply 83.3 81.2 82.5 90.6 79.6 83.9 78.4 52.4 ElectSupply 5.6 3.3 6.3 2.2 5.4 8.8 5.0 4.0
UrbanGasDis 39.8 39.9 40.0 39.7 39.7 40.0 39.7 41.8 UrbanGasDis 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Water 13.0 12.8 13.1 12.4 12.8 13.6 12.5 13.9 Water 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.7 0.9 1.8 0.8 0.5
Construction 46.5 47.5 47.5 47.5 45.6 46.2 45.6 46.8 Construction 2.3 2.0 2.3 1.8 2.7 2.2 2.4 2.3
TradeHotels 34.7 34.5 35.3 34.4 34.3 35.6 35.8 38.4 TradeHotels 5.4 8.7 4.1 10.1 3.7 2.8 2.9 4.1
RoadTrans 24.2 24.2 23.9 24.2 24.0 23.6 23.8 26.2 RoadTrans 5.1 4.0 5.6 3.5 5.4 6.1 5.8 4.9
OthTrans 52.3 49.8 50.8 40.8 62.3 57.8 50.0 38.3 OthTrans 2.4 3.1 2.2 3.5 2.4 1.8 2.3 2.6
Communic 35.8 35.9 35.9 35.7 35.6 35.7 35.5 39.0 Communic 2.8 2.1 3.1 1.8 3.0 3.4 3.2 2.7
FinBusServ 36.4 36.3 36.5 35.6 35.9 37.1 35.4 38.4 FinBusServ 24.6 30.4 22.5 33.1 24.1 19.6 23.1 29.1
Dwelling 24.9 25.9 23.4 24.5 26.1 27.0 28.4 26.1 Dwelling - - - - - - - -
PublicServ 28.4 27.9 27.8 26.4 26.7 27.3 31.7 40.7 PublicServ 3.5 1.8 3.6 1.1 3.1 3.0 4.3 3.0
OthServ 43.9 44.2 43.1 41.5 41.4 43.0 44.8 47.0 OthServ 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Input Shares in Total Input Usage of Non-Iron Ore Industry 

per cent
INTERMEDIATE      INPUTS

Costs Shares of Regional Industries (per cent)
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Table 6.7 

NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT Total

Agriculture 1.7 1.8 1.9 1.6 1.9 2.1 2.9 1.6 34.3 25.8 17.3 6.8 10.0 2.7 1.2 1.7 100
Forestry 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 27.4 37.6 7.9 6.0 10.1 10.6 0.1 0.4 100
IronOre - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0
NonIronOre 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 32.1 24.5 17.8 8.4 11.0 3.1 1.0 2.1 100
BlackCoal 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 30.2 32.6 13.7 8.4 8.8 3.5 0.7 2.1 100
Oil 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 30.4 32.7 13.7 8.3 8.9 3.6 0.6 1.8 100
NatGas 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 30.2 32.8 13.6 8.5 8.9 3.4 0.7 2.0 100
BrownCoal - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0
Food 10.8 11.4 13.6 12.0 13.2 13.4 21.4 11.2 33.0 24.8 18.7 7.7 10.1 2.6 1.3 1.8 100
TCF 3.9 4.1 4.7 4.4 4.6 4.3 4.8 4.7 33.5 24.9 18.4 7.9 10.0 2.3 0.8 2.1 100
WoodPaper 2.4 2.5 3.0 2.8 3.3 3.1 3.4 2.9 32.6 24.5 18.2 7.9 11.1 2.7 1.0 2.0 100
Chemicals 2.1 2.2 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.9 2.4 33.1 25.0 17.3 8.4 10.4 2.8 1.0 2.0 100
Petrol 2.1 2.1 2.3 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.5 2.0 35.8 24.9 17.3 7.5 9.5 2.3 0.9 1.8 100
Nmet_prods 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 33.0 24.5 19.0 7.4 11.2 2.3 0.8 1.8 100
Cement 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 32.2 24.5 17.6 8.4 11.0 3.1 1.1 2.2 100
Steel 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 32.1 24.5 17.7 8.4 11.0 3.0 1.1 2.2 100
Aluminium 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 34.7 25.8 19.8 3.1 11.6 2.4 0.8 1.8 100
OthMet_prods 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.4 32.9 24.3 18.6 7.9 11.1 2.4 0.8 1.9 100
CarsParts 2.6 2.5 2.8 2.6 2.8 2.6 3.1 2.5 35.8 24.8 17.5 7.4 9.5 2.3 0.9 1.8 100
Other_man 3.1 3.2 3.8 3.3 4.1 3.5 3.8 3.4 33.2 24.7 18.4 7.5 11.0 2.4 0.8 1.9 100
ElectBlack - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0
ElectBrown - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0
ElectGas - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0
ElectOil - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0
ElectOther - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0
ElectSupply 1.7 2.4 1.7 1.7 1.8 3.7 1.4 1.6 32.3 31.5 14.5 6.8 8.5 4.4 0.5 1.6 100
UrbanGasDis 0.3 0.7 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.4 25.9 47.8 9.0 10.3 3.5 1.8 0.1 1.7 100
Water 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 34.8 30.7 14.4 6.3 8.7 3.6 0.4 1.3 100
Construction - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0
TradeHotels 7.4 7.7 6.5 7.6 7.2 6.3 5.5 7.9 36.6 27.3 14.5 8.0 9.0 2.0 0.6 2.1 100
RoadTrans 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.0 36.1 25.3 16.8 7.5 9.3 2.3 0.8 1.8 100
OthTrans 4.0 3.9 4.2 3.9 4.1 4.0 4.5 3.9 36.1 25.1 17.1 7.5 9.4 2.3 0.8 1.8 100
Communic 2.1 2.0 2.2 2.0 2.2 2.1 2.4 2.0 36.0 24.8 17.4 7.4 9.4 2.3 0.9 1.8 100
FinBusServ 5.6 5.9 4.7 5.6 5.3 5.0 3.7 7.3 36.7 27.8 13.9 7.8 8.8 2.1 0.5 2.5 100
Dwelling 29.5 24.4 26.0 24.9 22.9 24.6 21.4 31.0 40.3 23.7 16.0 7.1 7.9 2.1 0.6 2.2 100
PublicServ 13.2 15.3 12.9 14.6 14.0 12.8 9.9 6.8 34.8 28.8 15.4 8.1 9.3 2.2 0.5 0.9 100
OthServ 5.8 6.2 5.0 5.9 5.7 5.4 4.2 6.6 36.5 27.7 14.2 7.8 9.0 2.2 0.5 2.2 100.0
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Shares of Household Consumptions in Each Region Shares of Household Consumption among Regions 

per cent per cent
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Among regions, WA and NT benefit the most as non-iron ore industry is one of the 

major industries in these two regions. In terms of total regional production, this 

industry takes up 7 and 9 per cent in each region, respectively. Although the national 

production of non-iron ore is contributed mainly from WA and Qld (54.5% and 

17.6%), non-iron ore industry in Qld is not significant, only 1.5 per cent in the total 

production of the region (Table 6.3). The impacts of the shock on Queensland’s 

economy are therefore not as prominent when compared with the impacts on WA 

and NT. 

Table 6.6 shows that non-iron ore in WA is the main foreign exporting sector (31%) 

of the region. It also plays a major role in the export (57%) of non-iron ore at the 

national level. Although non-iron ore in Tasmania and NT is not significant in the 

total national export (4% and 3% respectively), its shares in the total foreign export 

of each region are large, 17 per cent for Tasmania and 28 per cent for NT. Thus, the 

increase in foreign export of non-iron ore from WA, Tas and NT is more than the 

reduction in foreign exports of all other industries in these regions. These are reasons 

for the overall positive impacts on WA, Tas and NT from the shock. Overall, foreign 

export volume in these regions increases by 2.78, 0.98 and 5.17 per cent respectively. 

Compared with other regions, overseas imports into WA, Tas and NT are relatively 

stronger due to (a) income effects coupled with net inflows of migration, and (b) 

higher demands for the intermediate inputs and investment. In spite of strong 

increases in imports from overseas to these regions, these increases are not over-

offsetting the increases in exports, leaving these regions with trade balance surpluses 

(row 32 in Table 6.2).  

Queensland is the second largest foreign exporting region of non-iron ore but its 

foreign export of non-iron ore takes up around 13 per cent of total foreign exports 

from Queensland, which is relatively less significant than the role of non-iron ore in 

Tas or in NT. The increase in export of non-iron ore in Qld is not sufficient to offset 

the reduction in exports of all other industries in the region. The net effect is a 

reduction in total export volume by 0.28 per cent, which is still smaller than the 

increase in export prices in the region (0.8%). Therefore, Queensland is the only 

region that has both a reduction in foreign export volume and a net positive foreign 

export value at the same time. As Queensland attains a reasonable increase in 
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imports from overseas, by 0.85 per cent, over-offsetting the increase in export values, 

this overall effect of exports and imports results in a very small deficit in Qld’s trade 

balance with overseas countries. 

For the other states (NSW, Vic and SA), Tables 6.3 and 6.6 indicate that non-iron 

ore is an insignificant sector in total output, and that among the foreign exporting 

industries in these regions, increases in export prices cause more negative impacts 

than the benefit of extra foreign export of non-iron-ore. The effect is a large 

reduction in their total foreign export, 2.9 per cent for NSW, nearly 4 per cent for Vic 

and 3.4 per cent for SA. Under the strong terms of trade effect, these regions 

substitute cheaper overseas imports for relatively more expensive domestically 

produced goods. Inter-state imports to these regions fall consequently. Although 

imports from overseas sources to these regions are small (0.26%, 0.19% and 0.28% 

respectively), this does not help the balance of trade with overseas countries in these 

regions as the reductions in foreign export are very large. As a result, NSW, Vic and 

SA have large trade deficits. 

Capital growth in WA and NT is close to 2 per cent, more than double that of capital 

growth in Queensland. This is because non-iron ore in WA and NT is more capital 

intensive than it is in Qld. As presented in Table 6.4, the shares of capital in the total 

costs are 16.8%, 19.7% and 10.7% for WA, NT and Qld respectively. Nevertheless, 

additional foreign export activity initially would increase demands for capital in all 

regions. Due to the loss of competitiveness of other exporting industries, industries 

have to reduce their outputs. This offsetting effect softens the overall demand for 

capital; which is very similar to the phenomenon that was seen previously at the 

national level.  

In WA and NT, the strong outward shifts in the capital demand curves in response to 

the net increase in export actually lift the rental prices to capital in these regions 

rather significantly, by 2.5 and 2 per cent respectively. In NSW, Vic and SA, the 

inward shifts in capital demand curves lower their rental price to capital. These shifts 

are due to the declines in the production of industries that are adversely affected by 

the appreciation in the terms of trade. As rental price becomes cheaper, industries 

tend to substitute capital for labour in their cost-minimising process. Demands for 

capital at the state level increase slightly. 
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Unlike the assumption of fixed employment at the national level, regional 

employment is allowed to vary via movements of regional migration to keep regional 

wage differentials constant. Recall that regional wage differentials are defined as the 

difference between nominal regional and national wage rates. 

Employment in WA and NT increases strongly, 1.4 and 1 per cent respectively (row 

2 in Table 5.2), relative to Qld (0.18%), Tas (0.47%) and ACT (0.34%). Note that 

employment growth in WA and NT is less than capital growth as non-iron ore is a 

capital-intensive industry in these two regions. Labour shares in the total costs of 

non-iron ore in WA and NT are 13 per cent and 11 per cent as compared with 17 per 

cent and 20 per cent of capital shares. In NSW, Vic and SA, employment declines 

because of two effects. The first is the substitution of capital for labour. The second 

is the reduction in output of industries that are adversely affected by the increase in 

export prices. 

As explained, changes in employment in the MMRF labour market setting drive 

movements in regional migration. With reductions in employment, NSW, Vic and 

SA have net outflows of migration while all other regions attract more workers into 

their regions to meet higher demands for labour. NSW and Vic are the two main 

sources to make up the large inflow of migration to WA of more than 16,000 people. 

Changes in regional migration are reported on row 33 in Table 6.2. 

While nominal wage rates are the same, real wage rates (received by workers) vary 

across regions. Variations in real wage rates are due to different inflationary 

pressures in regions: higher consumer price index results in a lower real wage rate. 

Changes in consumer price index are positively related to (a) changes in regional 

population and (b) higher income. Hence, given the same nominal wage rate, regions 

with high level of economic activities and net inflows of migration usually have 

lower real wage rates while regions with net outflows of migration such as NSW, Vic 

and SA have higher real wage rates as seen on row 3 in Table 6.2. 

The increase in foreign export of non-iron ore in this simulation lowers the 

competitiveness of many other (overseas) exporting sectors in all regions. The 

offsetting in NSW, Vic and SA is so strong that it drives down their regional 
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economic activities: less productive activities; lower employment; very modest 

increases in household income. Victoria is the State that suffers most from the shock. 

Some observations of these macro results regarding the structure of the model are 

summarised as below: 

• The adding-up conditions force the two modules to behave consistently. Results 

generated by the national module are very close to the corresponding aggregate 

results in the regional module. 

• Recall that the adding-up condition on household consumption is equivalent to 

changes in regional average propensity to consume (APC) which is then 

consistently disaggregated into adjustments on household consumption of 

commodities purchased from foreign sources and uniformly from all domestic 

regions. The difference between nominal disposable income and household 

consumption indicates that the adding-up condition actually adjusts APC in each 

region approximately 0.01 percentage point. The implication of changes in 

regional APC on regional savings is not taken into account at this stage. 

Although the changes are only marginal (i.e. not much distortion has occurred to 

simulation results), this is one of the areas for further research as this requires 

explicit bilateral capital ownership of domestic and foreign owners, which is 

beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Before proceeding further into analysing results at the industry level, some selected 

results of reconciling variables (f_4zzz) for the adding-up condition are presented in 

Table 6.8; the rest of these f_4zzz variables are continued at the end of this chapter 

(Table 6.8 (cont.)). The first column shows the differences of industry outputs 

between the national and the aggregate output levels of the corresponding regional 

industries. Although no direct adding-up condition was imposed on the outputs, 

industry outputs in the two modules converged naturally. In general, the magnitudes 

of all the reconciling variables are reasonable; most of the results for non-iron ore are 

stronger than other industries for all variables, implying that the industry that is 

constrained the most is actually the industry that receives the shock. 
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Table 6.8

Simulation 1 Output Difference capital stocks rental prices land prices basic prices "other costs" export volume
f_z f_4curcap_1 f_4p1cap f_4p1land f_4p0a f_4x1oct f_4x4r domestic import domestic import occ1 occ2 occ3 occ4 occ5 occ6 occ7 occ8

Agriculture 0.000052 -0.045896 0.000873 -0.069372 -0.001187 0.033472 0.064268 -0.030 -0.047 -0.028 0.000 0.0298 0.0369 0.0524 0.0381 0.0372 0.03489 0.035 0.03707
Forestry 0.00171 -0.024672 0.000169 -0.024943 0.012504 -0.211531 -0.013438 -0.051 0.057 -0.035 0.000 -0.0157 -0.0157 -0.0157 -0.0157 -0.0157 -0.01571 -0.016 -0.0157
IronOre 0 -0.025327 0.000916 . 0.039035 -0.039031 0.225365 -2.896 0.035 -0.068 0.000 -0.0494 -0.0494 -0.0494 -0.0494 -0.0494 -0.04941 -0.049 -0.0494
NonIronOre 0.000842 1.577307 -0.004368 . 0.051356 -0.227004 0.979324 0.715 -0.044 0.920 0.000 -1.0629 -0.8024 -1.2016 -1.9154 0.4034 -0.47642 -1.756 -1.965
BlackCoal 0 -0.108468 0.000487 . -0.005281 -0.000828 -0.041506 -0.018 -0.367 -0.092 0.000 0.072 0.072 0.072 0.072 0.072 0.071954 0.072 0.07195
Oil 0 -0.007715 0.002305 . 0.000856 -0.000418 -0.294486 -0.354 -0.024 0.218 0.000 0.0557 0.0557 0.0557 0.0557 0.0557 0.055689 0.056 0.05569
NatGas 0 -0.005753 0.001251 . 0.004933 -0.004867 0.165819 -0.031 -0.436 -0.005 0.000 0.0008 0.0008 0.0008 0.0008 0.0008 0.000847 8E-04 0.00085
BrownCoal 0 0.003293 0.001066 . -0.003236 0.003236 0.765607 1.506 -0.326 0.753 0.000 0.0037 0.0037 0.0037 0.0037 0.0037 0.003669 0.004 0.00367
Food 0 -0.042607 0.001234 . -0.001359 0.015127 -0.124342 -0.044 -0.044 -0.075 0.000 0.0218 -0.0258 0.0363 0.0395 0.0045 -0.02706 0.01 0.08856
TCF 0 0.01681 0.001506 . -0.007978 0.016573 -0.043221 -0.029 -0.028 -0.033 0.000 -0.0022 0.0086 0.0216 0.0223 0.015 0.000196 -0.007 -0.0016
WoodPaper 0 0.005099 0.000727 . -0.000389 0.012452 -0.001776 -0.068 -0.068 -0.037 0.000 -0.0039 -0.0115 -0.0014 -0.0078 -0.0093 -0.00952 0.007 0.00541
Chemicals 0 0.002999 0.001025 . 0.000046 -0.003362 0.166452 -0.062 -0.059 -0.026 0.000 -0.0012 0.0124 0.0007 0.0088 -0.0121 -0.00893 -0.001 -0.0167
Petrol 0.000001 -0.005306 0.000735 . 0.040222 -0.040665 0.170781 -0.040 -0.042 -0.030 0.000 -0.0217 -0.0217 -0.0217 -0.0217 -0.0217 -0.02171 -0.022 -0.0217
Nmet_prods 0.000001 -0.067826 0.000379 . 0.067277 -0.08056 0.146031 -0.083 -0.082 -0.122 0.000 -0.0748 -0.0642 -0.0595 -0.0644 -0.0706 -0.07299 -0.071 -0.0667
Cement 0 -0.074027 0.000282 . 0.068869 -0.068708 -0.296028 -0.049 -0.048 -0.139 0.000 -0.0604 -0.0604 -0.0604 -0.0604 -0.0604 -0.06036 -0.06 -0.0604
Steel 0 0.014382 0.000577 . 0.001037 -0.000995 -0.168604 -0.055 -0.051 -0.027 0.000 -0.0044 -0.0044 -0.0044 -0.0044 -0.0044 -0.00444 -0.004 -0.0044
Aluminium -0.000001 0.071134 0.001822 . 0.005647 -0.001719 0.087566 -0.061 -0.041 0.192 0.000 -0.0831 0.0314 -0.0022 -0.101 -0.0947 -0.15502 0.037 -0.0668
OthMet_prods -0.00012 0.088642 0.001214 . 0.008288 0.031706 0.308421 -0.081 -0.085 0.026 0.000 -0.0589 0.0632 0.0376 -0.0795 -0.0786 -0.12706 0.067 -0.0381
CarsParts 0 0.031886 0.000484 . -0.003443 0.003455 -0.264636 -0.047 -0.052 -0.025 0.000 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.003955 0.004 0.00396
Other_man 0 -0.005932 0.000694 . -0.008651 0.011389 -0.064317 -0.080 -0.079 -0.048 0.000 -0.01 -0.0141 -0.0167 0.0055 0.0004 -0.00842 -0.017 -0.0045
ElectBlack 0.000001 -0.061515 0.000687 . -0.011556 0.033597 0.075532 -0.263 -0.326 0.063 0.000 0.663 0.0549 0.122 0.0968 0.663 0.66298 0.663 0.66298
ElectBrown 0 0.003877 0.000742 . -0.003672 0.003672 0.318471 -0.021 -0.326 0.306 0.000 0.0041 0.0041 0.0041 0.0041 0.0041 0.004118 0.004 0.00412
ElectGas 0.000218 -0.410053 0.000727 . -0.004366 -0.042652 0.108255 -0.231 -0.326 0.095 0.000 0.9562 -0.067 -0.067 -0.067 0.9562 0.956187 0.956 0.95619
ElectOil -0.000002 -0.261099 0.000726 . 0.0086 -0.257477 -0.295611 -0.633 -0.326 -0.308 0.000 1.6488 -0.2653 -0.2653 -0.2653 1.6488 1.648825 1.649 1.64883
ElectOther 0 0.019267 0.000855 . -0.002555 -0.016091 0.040274 -0.299 -0.326 0.028 0.000 -0.0784 0.0503 0.0503 0.0503 -0.0784 -0.07844 -0.078 -0.0784
ElectSupply 0 -0.118983 0.000572 . -0.000573 -0.016852 -0.012044 0.003 0.029 0.016 0.000 -0.8634 0.0441 0.0441 0.0441 -0.8634 -0.86341 -0.863 -0.8634
UrbanGasDis 0.000018 0.022423 0.000969 . -0.009787 0.009846 -0.156866 0.266 0.131 -0.007 0.000 -0.747 -0.012 -0.012 -0.012 -0.012 -0.747 -0.012 -0.012
Water 0.000462 -0.033323 0.000309 . -0.001802 0.003035 -0.030571 -0.001 -0.012 -0.044 0.000 0.0482 0.0482 0.0482 0.0482 0.0482 0.048223 0.048 0.04822
Construction 0.00011 -0.067262 0.000047 . 0.010125 -0.00816 0.070021 0.050 0.039 -0.012 0.000 -0.005 -0.0089 -0.0083 -0.0069 -0.0072 -0.00967 -0.007 -0.0056
TradeHotels 0 -0.055483 0.000592 . -0.001813 0.011172 -0.057129 -0.020 -0.022 -0.021 0.000 0.0125 0.0294 0.0212 0.0034 0.023 0.005898 0.03 0.01079
RoadTrans -0.000063 -0.140785 0.000338 . -0.004498 0.005232 0.009511 0.028 -0.001 0.000 0.000 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044032 0.044 0.04403
OthTrans -0.000041 -0.088471 0.00108 . -0.002605 -0.03158 -0.078338 -0.077 -0.076 0.001 0.000 0.027 0.0466 0.038 0.0552 0.0282 0.043389 0.034 0.05202
Communic -0.000011 -0.066572 0.000679 . -0.004839 0.005111 -0.036966 -0.064 -0.064 -0.018 0.000 0.0495 0.0495 0.0495 0.0495 0.0495 0.049536 0.05 0.04954
FinBusServ -0.000004 -0.001247 0.000402 . -0.00084 0.002948 -0.010762 -0.018 -0.029 -0.046 0.000 0.0009 -0.0025 -0.002 -0.0029 0.0031 0.002863 -0.003 -0.0029
Dwelling 0.000023 0.000115 0.000087 . -0.000046 0.000369 -0.032116 -0.021 -0.023 -0.079 0.000 -0.5252 -0.5252 -0.5252 -0.5252 -0.5252 -0.52521 -0.525 -0.5252
PublicServ 0.003158 0.008178 0.000097 . 0.002192 0.002518 0.015285 -0.025 -0.017 -0.004 0.000 0.0014 0.0047 0.0025 -0.0042 -0.0029 0.002784 -0.017 -0.003
OthServ 0.00008 -0.013472 0.000353 . -0.000831 0.000273 -0.007071 -0.023 -0.095 -0.017 0.000 0.0026 0.0199 0.0216 -0.0355 0.0053 -0.02661 -0.003 -0.0118

Results of Reconciling Variables for Adding-up Conditions

household consumption  - f_4x3a government  consumption  - f_4x5a labour demand - f_4x1laboi
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Table 6.9
Simulation 1

Australia NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Exports x4_n
Agriculture -1.0 -1.4 -0.4 -0.6 -0.6 -1.2 -1.1 -1.0 -1.4
Forestry -4.9 -4.8 -4.5 -4.6 -4.7 -6.7 -4.8 . .
IronOre -0.7 . . . -0.6 -0.7 -1.6 . .
NonIronOre 20.0 24.8 34.5 18.4 27.3 18.5 26.5 26.1 .
BlackCoal -0.5 -0.7 . -0.3 . . . . .
Oil -4.9 . -4.8 . . -7.0 . -3.2 .
NatGas -1.1 . . . . -1.1 . . .
BrownCoal -4.9 . . . . . . . .
Food -4.9 -4.9 -4.6 -4.7 -4.9 -6.8 -4.9 -3.0 .
TCF -4.9 -4.8 -4.6 -4.6 -4.8 -6.8 -4.8 . -6.2
WoodPaper -4.9 -4.8 -4.5 -4.6 -4.7 -6.7 -4.8 -2.9 -6.2
Chemicals -4.9 -4.6 -4.4 -4.4 -4.6 -6.6 -4.6 -2.7 .
Petrol -4.9 -4.6 -4.4 -4.4 -4.6 -6.6 . -2.7 .
Nmet_prods -4.9 -4.6 -4.4 -4.4 -4.6 -6.6 -4.6 . .
Cement -4.9 -5.1 -4.8 -4.8 -5.0 . . -3.2 .
Steel -4.9 -4.9 -4.7 -4.7 -4.9 -6.9 -4.9 -3.0 .
Aluminium -3.2 -3.0 -2.9 -3.2 . -3.6 -2.7 -2.9 .
OthMet_prods -4.9 -4.5 -4.2 -4.3 -4.4 -6.4 -4.5 -2.6 .
CarsParts -4.9 -5.0 -4.8 -4.8 -5.0 -7.0 -5.0 -3.1 .
Other_man -4.9 -4.8 -4.6 -4.6 -4.8 -6.8 -4.8 -2.9 -6.2
ElectBlack -4.9 . . . . . . . .
ElectBrown -4.9 . . . . . . . .
ElectGas -4.9 . . . . . . . .
ElectOil -4.9 . . . . . . . .
ElectOther -4.9 . . . . . . . .
ElectSupply -4.9 -4.8 -4.5 -4.6 -4.7 -6.7 -4.8 . .
UrbanGasDis -4.9 . . . . . . . .
Water -4.9 -4.8 -4.5 -4.6 -4.8 -6.8 . . .
Construction -4.9 -4.7 -4.5 -4.5 -4.7 -6.7 -4.7 -2.8 -6.1
TradeHotels -4.9 -4.8 -4.6 -4.6 -4.8 -6.8 -4.8 -2.9 -6.2
RoadTrans -4.9 . . . . . . . .
OthTrans -4.9 -4.9 -4.6 -4.6 -4.8 -6.8 -4.8 -3.0 -6.2
Communic -4.9 -4.8 -4.6 -4.6 -4.8 -6.8 -4.8 -2.9 -6.2
FinBusServ -4.9 -4.8 -4.5 -4.6 -4.7 -6.7 -4.8 -2.9 -6.2
Dwelling -4.9 . . . . . . . .
PublicServ -4.9 -4.8 -4.5 -4.5 -4.7 -6.7 -4.7 -2.9 -6.1
OthServ -4.9 -4.8 -4.5 -4.6 -4.7 -6.7 -4.8 -2.9 -6.2

Outputs z_n
Agriculture -0.88 -1.15 -0.56 -0.88 -0.73 -0.82 -1.11 -0.53 -0.78
Forestry 0.14 0.13 0.18 0.16 0.36 0.81 -0.24 1.05 0.28
IronOre -0.80 -1.66 -0.92 -0.92 -0.63 -0.79 -1.34 -1.22 -2.06
NonIronOre 12.57 18.91 4.09 16.09 8.77 12.16 23.46 7.29 6.85
BlackCoal -0.46 -0.69 -0.54 -0.29 -0.28 0.63 -0.77 -0.31 -1.63
Oil -1.42 . -1.21 . . -1.80 . -3.15 .
NatGas -0.62 -0.33 -0.27 -0.18 -0.05 -0.90 . -0.18 .
BrownCoal 0.21 . 0.21 . . . . . .
Food -1.20 -1.03 -0.98 -1.96 -1.17 -0.85 -1.08 -0.47 -0.48
TCF -1.53 -1.56 -1.51 -1.51 -1.08 -2.26 -1.17 -1.39 -1.58
WoodPaper -0.17 -0.19 -0.13 -0.10 -0.07 -0.10 -0.73 -0.26 -0.11
Chemicals -0.76 -0.70 -0.73 -0.59 -0.61 -1.73 -0.84 -1.19 -1.30
Petrol -0.26 -0.31 -0.10 0.00 -3.38 -1.56 0.42 -0.31 0.19
Nmet_prods 0.35 0.17 0.40 0.51 -0.02 0.61 0.50 0.35 -0.02
Cement 0.54 0.42 0.70 0.59 0.27 1.11 0.38 0.33 -2.79
Steel -1.35 -1.44 -1.42 -0.55 -1.83 -0.49 -2.68 -2.90 -4.65
Aluminium -2.41 -2.23 -2.21 -2.43 . -2.67 -2.00 -2.07 .
OthMet_prods -1.22 -0.89 -1.18 -1.18 -0.84 -2.89 1.02 1.21 1.00
CarsParts -0.69 -0.46 -0.69 -0.53 -0.94 -0.30 0.05 -2.96 -0.49
Other_man -0.85 -1.21 -0.75 -0.66 -0.26 -0.51 -1.10 -0.01 -0.48
ElectBlack 0.14 -0.17 . 0.37 -0.13 1.64 . . .
ElectBrown 0.21 . 0.21 . . . . . .
ElectGas 0.01 -1.03 -1.14 -0.44 -1.01 0.89 . 0.34 .
ElectOil -0.08 -1.49 -1.60 -0.88 -1.48 0.49 -0.45 -0.01 .
ElectOther 0.19 -0.30 -0.41 0.24 -0.25 1.50 0.73 . .
ElectSupply 0.28 -0.15 -0.26 0.58 -0.15 2.40 0.95 1.94 0.29
UrbanGasDis -0.10 -0.20 -0.10 -0.08 -0.05 -0.06 0.56 0.97 0.82
Water 0.65 0.43 0.37 0.83 0.42 1.89 1.08 1.58 0.70
Construction 0.96 0.75 0.73 1.05 0.77 1.75 1.21 1.64 1.00
TradeHotels -0.06 -0.31 -0.36 0.13 -0.25 1.18 0.33 1.16 0.23
RoadTrans 0.37 -0.01 -0.22 0.61 0.20 2.48 0.63 2.14 0.45
OthTrans -1.27 -1.55 -1.44 -0.89 -1.12 -0.75 -1.46 -0.24 -1.11
Communic -0.10 -0.28 -0.30 0.04 -0.25 1.02 0.15 1.05 -0.40
FinBusServ 0.24 0.04 -0.07 0.45 -0.02 1.84 0.65 1.57 0.38
Dwelling 1.06 0.97 0.99 1.18 1.02 1.43 1.24 1.37 1.22
PublicServ 0.41 0.31 0.30 0.49 0.35 0.92 0.57 0.67 0.46
OthServ 0.33 0.20 0.17 0.44 0.25 1.25 0.53 0.92 0.17

 Industry Results
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Table 6.9 (cont.)
Simulation 1

Australia NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Capital Stocks curcap_n
Agriculture 0.16 0.33 0.18 0.07 0.26 0.06 -0.34 0.32 0.21
Forestry 1.14 1.12 1.16 1.12 1.18 1.25 1.08 1.46 1.09
IronOre 0.16 0.66 -0.09 0.55 0.55 0.16 0.65 -0.23 0.30
NonIronOre 8.53 5.59 5.12 7.63 5.98 9.75 6.30 7.23 5.23
BlackCoal 0.55 0.76 -0.43 0.42 0.33 0.67 0.70 -0.21 -0.16
Oil -1.32 . -1.13 . . -1.65 . -2.98 .
NatGas -0.49 0.34 -0.20 0.13 0.17 -0.75 . -0.11 .
BrownCoal 0.27 . 0.27 . . . . . .
Food -0.19 -0.13 -0.06 -0.43 -0.44 0.08 -0.07 0.06 0.19
TCF -0.45 -0.46 -0.44 -0.37 -0.43 -0.67 -0.33 -0.58 -0.34
WoodPaper 0.45 0.44 0.46 0.56 0.43 0.54 0.11 0.35 0.59
Chemicals 0.13 0.16 0.14 0.26 0.05 -0.15 0.01 -0.16 -0.02
Petrol 0.47 0.47 0.56 0.61 -2.07 -0.08 0.81 0.28 0.28
Nmet_prods 0.85 0.76 0.88 0.96 0.58 1.00 0.93 0.84 0.84
Cement 0.86 0.79 1.00 0.94 0.60 1.25 0.81 0.68 -1.22
Steel 0.63 0.63 0.64 0.79 0.30 0.83 0.44 0.07 0.21
Aluminium -0.81 -0.80 -0.75 -0.80 . -0.83 -0.63 -0.93 .
OthMet_prods -0.08 0.05 -0.04 -0.04 -0.06 -0.66 0.88 1.08 0.83
CarsParts 0.71 0.80 0.76 0.83 0.53 0.89 0.91 0.02 0.84
Other_man 0.46 0.35 0.47 0.66 0.51 0.64 0.36 0.66 0.48
ElectBlack 0.44 0.24 . 0.50 0.56 1.43 . . .
ElectBrown 0.46 . 0.46 . . . . . .
ElectGas 0.39 -0.62 -0.73 -0.40 0.12 0.69 . 0.46 .
ElectOil 0.27 -0.87 -1.00 -0.65 -0.03 0.49 -0.32 0.31 .
ElectOther 0.45 0.13 0.03 0.44 0.47 1.36 0.86 . .
ElectSupply 0.56 0.22 0.12 0.65 0.59 1.95 0.98 1.55 0.65
UrbanGasDis 0.17 0.10 0.17 0.11 0.31 0.20 0.68 0.95 0.87
Water 0.90 0.76 0.72 0.97 0.86 1.66 1.19 1.42 1.03
Construction 1.32 1.22 1.21 1.33 1.21 1.66 1.42 1.64 1.30
TradeHotels 0.58 0.48 0.41 0.62 0.45 1.15 0.70 1.17 0.73
RoadTrans 0.93 0.80 0.71 0.95 0.72 1.74 0.99 1.69 0.86
OthTrans -0.06 -0.08 -0.06 -0.07 -0.19 0.18 -0.27 0.22 -0.22
Communic 0.45 0.36 0.31 0.48 0.40 1.03 0.61 1.07 0.09
FinBusServ 0.69 0.58 0.51 0.88 0.53 1.52 0.96 1.44 0.72
Dwelling 1.06 0.97 1.00 1.18 1.02 1.43 1.24 1.37 1.22
PublicServ 1.22 1.21 1.22 1.24 1.21 1.28 1.24 1.26 1.24
OthServ 0.85 0.79 0.76 0.89 0.80 1.24 0.94 1.12 0.86

Labour labind_n
Agriculture -1.49 -1.64 -1.23 -1.52 -1.36 -1.45 -1.69 -1.18 -1.28
Forestry 0.08 0.05 0.14 0.10 0.47 1.35 -0.67 1.81 0.34
IronOre -2.05 -2.23 -2.52 -1.69 -1.57 -2.08 -1.67 -3.07 -2.24
NonIronOre 16.84 21.69 3.95 20.76 10.72 16.24 25.61 9.03 5.51
BlackCoal -1.27 -1.41 -1.42 -1.11 -1.42 0.24 -1.23 -1.12 -1.77
Oil -2.18 . -1.84 . . -2.72 . -4.59 .
NatGas -1.40 -1.04 -0.87 -0.89 -0.81 -1.78 . -0.71 .
BrownCoal -0.25 . -0.25 . . . . . .
Food -1.58 -1.38 -1.33 -2.38 -1.44 -1.17 -1.31 -0.61 -0.63
TCF -1.72 -1.75 -1.70 -1.69 -1.22 -2.63 -1.32 -1.51 -1.67
WoodPaper -0.40 -0.43 -0.38 -0.29 -0.27 -0.35 -1.07 -0.42 -0.26
Chemicals -1.08 -1.02 -1.05 -0.84 -0.85 -2.30 -1.15 -1.42 -1.58
Petrol -0.48 -0.54 -0.27 -0.14 -3.81 -1.98 0.36 -0.44 0.00
Nmet_prods 0.15 -0.07 0.19 0.36 -0.25 0.45 0.35 0.21 -0.19
Cement 0.29 0.11 0.44 0.35 -0.03 0.99 0.14 0.10 -3.55
Steel -1.51 -1.61 -1.58 -0.65 -2.01 -0.59 -2.85 -3.09 -4.87
Aluminium -2.93 -2.77 -2.70 -2.97 . -3.41 -2.29 -2.36 .
OthMet_prods -1.45 -1.10 -1.41 -1.41 -1.01 -3.43 1.00 1.20 0.98
CarsParts -0.84 -0.59 -0.84 -0.65 -1.11 -0.42 -0.01 -3.21 -0.57
Other_man -0.99 -1.39 -0.89 -0.79 -0.37 -0.64 -1.24 -0.10 -0.57
ElectBlack -0.36 -0.69 . -0.10 -0.79 1.96 . . .
ElectBrown -0.29 . -0.28 . . . . . .
ElectGas -0.60 -2.40 -2.51 -1.74 -2.56 0.37 . -0.26 .
ElectOil -0.70 -3.13 -3.23 -2.42 -3.40 -0.29 -1.39 -0.85 .
ElectOther -0.25 -0.89 -1.04 -0.18 -0.88 1.87 0.61 . .
ElectSupply -0.19 -0.86 -1.01 0.12 -0.94 3.07 0.75 2.25 -0.07
UrbanGasDis -0.64 -0.79 -0.65 -0.70 -0.51 -0.68 0.30 0.98 0.76
Water 0.27 -0.03 -0.12 0.47 0.06 2.26 0.92 1.75 0.49
Construction 0.91 0.69 0.65 0.99 0.71 1.76 1.16 1.64 0.96
TradeHotels -0.22 -0.48 -0.57 -0.02 -0.42 1.19 0.22 1.14 0.12
RoadTrans 0.19 -0.21 -0.46 0.39 -0.03 2.74 0.50 2.34 0.25
OthTrans -1.79 -2.05 -1.95 -1.40 -1.57 -1.17 -2.00 -0.71 -1.58
Communic -0.53 -0.76 -0.74 -0.36 -0.61 0.97 -0.12 1.02 -0.89
FinBusServ 0.00 -0.24 -0.40 0.25 -0.33 2.01 0.48 1.65 0.18
Dwelling 0.36 -0.22 -0.25 0.27 -0.13 1.30 0.49 1.05 0.42
PublicServ 0.37 0.26 0.26 0.45 0.31 0.90 0.55 0.65 0.43
OthServ 0.14 -0.04 -0.08 0.23 0.06 1.23 0.37 0.87 0.09

 Industry Results
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Table 6.9 (cont.)
Simulation 1

Australia NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Rental to capital p1cap_n
Agriculture -2.14 -2.84 -1.75 -2.11 -2.17 -1.93 -1.65 -1.91 -1.90
Forestry -0.93 -0.96 -0.86 -0.88 -0.25 1.36 -2.30 1.87 -0.32
IronOre -3.26 -4.51 -3.65 -3.24 -3.00 -3.26 -3.41 -4.47 -3.84
NonIronOre 17.26 38.90 1.84 31.77 13.67 17.21 46.38 8.07 5.11
BlackCoal -2.45 -3.34 -1.04 -2.10 -2.52 0.11 -2.88 -0.86 -2.27
Oil -0.58 . -0.36 . . -1.10 . -2.24 .
NatGas -0.68 -1.60 -0.19 -0.89 -0.80 -0.93 . -0.04 .
BrownCoal 0.13 . 0.13 . . . . . .
Food -1.63 -1.43 -1.47 -2.86 -0.96 -1.44 -1.42 -0.26 -0.57
TCF -1.38 -1.43 -1.36 -1.48 -0.43 -2.77 -0.83 -0.70 -1.49
WoodPaper -0.54 -0.57 -0.49 -0.52 -0.22 -0.61 -1.19 -0.36 -0.51
Chemicals -1.26 -1.21 -1.21 -1.04 -0.64 -3.13 -1.16 -1.34 -1.95
Petrol -0.73 -0.84 -0.47 -0.30 -2.36 -2.63 0.28 -0.25 -0.11
Nmet_prods -0.23 -0.47 -0.19 -0.02 -0.47 0.11 0.03 -0.07 -0.86
Cement 0.03 -0.20 0.06 -0.01 -0.09 0.64 -0.16 0.02 -3.53
Steel -3.08 -3.26 -3.23 -1.69 -3.43 -1.65 -5.34 -5.09 -8.81
Aluminium -3.10 -2.66 -2.62 -3.06 . -3.88 -2.03 -1.56 .
OthMet_prods -1.58 -1.02 -1.44 -1.46 -0.60 -4.27 1.56 1.57 1.62
CarsParts -1.91 -1.59 -1.99 -1.73 -2.06 -1.42 -0.63 -5.23 -1.62
Other_man -1.73 -2.31 -1.55 -1.72 -0.61 -1.38 -2.03 -0.34 -0.94
ElectBlack -0.43 -0.94 . -0.21 -1.69 2.06 . . .
ElectBrown -0.33 . -0.33 . . . . . .
ElectGas -0.83 -2.74 -2.73 -1.85 -4.49 0.20 . -0.61 .
ElectOil -0.78 -3.30 -3.26 -2.33 -5.45 -0.33 -0.92 -1.07 .
ElectOther -0.23 -0.93 -1.03 -0.12 -1.56 2.15 0.62 . .
ElectSupply -0.32 -1.16 -1.27 -0.07 -2.05 3.21 0.53 2.39 -0.44
UrbanGasDis -0.46 -0.58 -0.45 -0.42 -0.43 -0.56 0.44 1.26 0.99
Water -0.10 -0.52 -0.59 0.08 -0.52 2.27 0.53 1.73 0.01
Construction 0.36 0.07 0.01 0.44 0.11 1.31 0.61 1.10 0.43
TradeHotels -0.42 -0.82 -0.86 -0.19 -0.65 1.17 0.12 1.04 -0.12
RoadTrans -0.31 -1.05 -1.35 -0.14 -0.51 2.96 -0.02 2.25 -0.25
OthTrans -2.31 -2.93 -2.76 -1.64 -1.74 -1.67 -2.45 -0.83 -1.71
Communic -0.78 -1.20 -1.07 -0.64 -0.99 0.91 -0.42 0.94 -0.93
FinBusServ -0.21 -0.46 -0.66 -0.11 -0.56 2.15 0.20 1.59 0.08
Dwelling -0.23 -0.50 -0.62 0.05 -0.44 1.59 0.37 1.21 0.26
PublicServ -0.52 -0.70 -0.73 -0.38 -0.61 0.42 -0.21 -0.04 -0.43
OthServ -0.25 -0.50 -0.53 -0.16 -0.31 1.15 0.03 0.66 -0.38

Basic prices p0_n
Agriculture 0.11 0.25 0.00 0.03 0.05 0.13 0.16 0.09 0.24
Forestry 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.79 0.89 1.48 0.42 1.86 0.92
IronOre 0.07 0.22 -0.20 0.17 0.05 0.06 0.34 -0.03 0.45
NonIronOre 3.33 2.70 1.01 3.86 2.51 3.77 2.32 2.38 0.58
BlackCoal 0.05 0.09 -0.08 -0.01 -0.35 0.50 0.34 0.03 0.62
Oil 0.21 . 0.27 . . 0.17 . -0.50 .
NatGas 0.20 0.25 0.26 0.30 0.17 0.16 . 0.46 .
BrownCoal 0.86 . 0.86 . . . . . .
Food 0.34 0.38 0.30 0.28 0.37 0.46 0.40 0.61 0.57
TCF 0.48 0.50 0.47 0.52 0.42 0.42 0.55 0.58 0.63
WoodPaper 0.53 0.51 0.50 0.58 0.55 0.65 0.47 0.65 0.62
Chemicals 0.43 0.43 0.41 0.47 0.46 0.38 0.45 0.54 0.47
Petrol 0.41 0.42 0.35 0.48 0.40 0.53 0.44 0.44 0.45
Nmet_prods 0.72 0.69 0.61 0.79 0.77 0.93 0.78 1.13 1.04
Cement 0.69 0.62 0.55 0.72 0.60 0.95 0.69 0.75 1.77
Steel 0.54 0.52 0.52 0.60 0.53 0.66 0.57 0.58 0.54
Aluminium 0.66 0.61 0.61 0.65 . 0.73 0.55 0.57 .
OthMet_prods 0.80 0.77 0.74 0.91 0.75 0.93 0.70 0.73 0.70
CarsParts 0.40 0.40 0.39 0.42 0.39 0.48 0.45 0.40 0.44
Other_man 0.56 0.53 0.54 0.62 0.59 0.69 0.59 0.69 0.65
ElectBlack 0.25 0.14 . 0.23 0.02 1.09 . . .
ElectBrown 0.35 . 0.35 . . . . . .
ElectGas 0.18 0.20 -0.07 -0.03 -0.10 0.37 . 0.28 .
ElectOil 0.18 0.41 0.95 0.06 0.98 0.10 1.14 0.29 .
ElectOther 0.36 0.09 0.09 0.30 0.07 1.43 0.65 . .
ElectSupply 0.29 0.08 0.60 0.16 -0.21 0.61 0.53 -0.13 0.25
UrbanGasDis 0.22 0.19 0.22 0.19 0.28 0.21 0.48 0.78 0.64
Water 0.42 0.25 0.23 0.41 0.39 1.46 0.68 1.15 0.62
Construction 0.77 0.75 0.70 0.79 0.75 0.92 0.78 0.88 0.80
TradeHotels 0.66 0.63 0.58 0.67 0.63 0.93 0.72 0.90 0.72
RoadTrans 0.67 0.62 0.55 0.61 0.58 1.24 0.71 1.16 0.64
OthTrans 0.31 0.31 0.28 0.32 0.32 0.38 0.28 0.37 0.28
Communic 0.36 0.28 0.30 0.36 0.39 0.79 0.50 0.80 0.28
FinBusServ 0.60 0.54 0.48 0.65 0.51 1.21 0.70 1.06 0.67
Dwelling 0.03 -0.17 -0.26 0.21 -0.13 1.37 0.46 1.08 0.38
PublicServ 0.87 0.84 0.85 0.88 0.86 0.99 0.91 0.92 0.82
OthServ 0.57 0.53 0.51 0.57 0.58 0.85 0.63 0.76 0.66

 Industry Results

p1cap

p0a
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Results of foreign exports and output by regional industries are presented in Table 

6.9. Foreign exports of non-iron ore from all regions increase by two-digit growth 

across all regions while all other industries suffer the loss of export demands, with no 

exception for any industries in this case. Foreign export growth of non-iron ore is 

translated into output growth of the industry in each region differently depending on 

the sales patterns of non-iron ore. Table 6.10 below illustrates the sales patterns of 

non-iron ore of all regional industries. Note that the large share of non-iron ore in 

NT as sales to intermediate usage is actually the interstate export to industries in 

NSW, particularly to OthMet_prods industry. 

 

Table 6.10

NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Intermediate 26.3 94.8 15.2 74.6 38.6 12.6 75.2 100.0
Investment 3.1 0.5 0.8 2.0 0.4 - 0.5 -
Household - 0.1 - - 0.0 - - -
Export 70.5 4.6 84.0 23.4 61.0 87.4 24.3 -
State Government - - - - - - - -
Fed Government - - - - - - - -
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Broad Sales Patterns of Non-Iron Ore in Regions (per cent)

 

For the regions that have large foreign export shares of non-iron ore in the sales 

patterns, industry outputs expand more strongly than those that sell mainly to the 

domestic market. This explains the strong output growth of non-iron ore in NSW, 

Queensland, WA and Tasmania while that of Vic, SA and NT increase relatively less 

significantly (Table 6.9).  

As the main user of non-iron ore output produced in NT is OthMet_prods industry in 

NSW, the reduction in output of OthMet_prods industry in NSW also reduces the 

demand for non-iron ore from NT. This then offsets the inflationary pressure in NT 

due to export expansion. Foreign export price of non-iron ore in NT does not 

increase as strongly as non-iron ore prices in other states. Thus, the crowding-out 

effect of rising export prices in NT is much softer than that in all other states, as seen 

in Table 6.9. 
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For other commodities, the first group that has positive output growth across most 

regions includes Forestry, Water, Construction, Dwelling, PublicServ and OthServ. 

Output growths in these commodities are mainly due to increases in demand by both 

household and government sectors. Although Food has large shares in the household 

good bundle in all regions, its foreign export shares are large among many regions. 

Thus, the effect of lower competitiveness is dominant and even over-offsets the 

increase in demands by household sector in regions that have large inflows of 

migration. Its output declines consistently across all regions. Agriculture is similar to 

Food in the sense that its export shares are large in all regions, except ACT. Thus, 

the loss of competitiveness hurts exports of agriculture and its output subsequently.  

The margin commodities include TradeHotels, RoadTrans, OthTrans and 

FinBusServ. Among them, OthTrans is the one that has a large share in the total 

foreign export of each region (Table 6.6). Thus, its output growth decreases across 

all regions due to the increase in the terms of trade. For TradeHotels, apart from its 

major role as a margin, it is also demanded quite significantly by the household 

sector. Its output growth depends on changes to regional population: it decreases in 

NSW, Vic and SA and increases in other regions. Although FinBusServ is one of the 

margin commodities, it plays an insignificant role as a margin. Its major role is an 

intermediate input. In its total sales to intermediate usage, the major users are 

TradeHotels and FinBusServ, both around 20 per cent in each region; and less 

significant users are Dwelling and PublicServ, both around 10 per cent each in each 

region. While TradeHotels is decreasing, the dominant effect of TradeHotels drives 

the output growth of FinBusServ in Vic and SA in a similar pattern. However, 

FinBusServ in NSW moves in the opposite direction. This is because FinBusServ in 

NSW supplies services to both FinBusServ and TradeHotels in all other regions 

except Victoria. Increases in output of FinBusServ and TradeHotels in other regions, 

particularly Qld and WA, help FinBusServ in NSW grow slightly, by 0.04 per cent. 

 

Simulation 2 

Recall that the closure of this simulation is different from that of simulation 1 in only 

the setting of the regional labour market. In this closure, changes in unemployment 
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rates and labour participation rates are determined by changes in regional 

employment using econometrically estimated elasticities; movements of regional 

migration are constrained by the ME ratio. Also, recall that the ME ratios, which are 

the historical ratios of regional migration to employment, vary across regions. For a 

region, changes in employment will influence the level of net migration to that 

region. The two extreme cases are NSW and Qld. NSW has a history of net outflow 

of migration while Qld has an opposite trend. Values of the ratios for other regions 

include both: positive for the maximum limit (net inflow) and negative for the 

minimum limit (net outflow). Regional migration is given a special behaviour which 

is a combined effect of changes in employment growth and the ME ratio constrain.     

Table 6.11 reports results of labour market variables in IRES. Unlike the original 

setting, employment growth is not the same as population growth in each region 

because changes in unemployment and labour participation rates are taken into 

account at the same time as changes in regional migration in order to maintain 

nominal wage rates constant. Positive economic conditions in Qld, WA, Tas and NT 

reduce unemployment rates in these regions and simultaneously attract more workers 

to join the labour forces. The opposite results are found in NSW, Vic and SA. The 

movements of regional migration are due to the adverse economic conditions in these 

regions. Moreover, the results reported for NSW and Qld are also due to the effect of 

the ME ratios on regional migration in IRES. This effect will ensure that results of 

the labour market do resemble the historical patterns of regional migration. The 

resemblance is very important to the impact analysis, particularly on regional 

household consumption.  

Table 6.11

Simulation 2 Unit Variables NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Regional migration ('000 people) del_rm -10.41 -4.39 9.73 -0.97 4.98 0.45 0.38 0.23
Regional employment % employ -0.27 -0.30 0.18 -0.20 1.30 0.42 0.97 0.34
Regional population % pop -0.26 -0.15 0.46 -0.10 0.44 0.14 0.33 0.11
Regional unemployment rates % change point del_unr 0.17 0.16 -0.08 0.09 -0.66 -0.15 -0.55 -0.20
Regional participation rates % pr -0.07 -0.11 0.07 -0.09 0.37 0.21 0.69 0.17
Regional working population ratio % f_wpop 0.25 0.14 -0.44 0.09 -0.23 -0.10 -0.64 -0.15
Regional working population % wpop -0.01 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.21 0.04 -0.31 -0.04
Regional labour supply % labsup -0.08 -0.12 0.09 -0.10 0.57 0.25 0.37 0.13

Results of Variables in the IRES Regional Labour Market

 

In the new setting of the labour market, working population ratio is now endogenous. 

Compared with other regions, Queensland has the largest reduction in its working 

population ratio (0.44%) because of a large inflow of migration. In fact, all regions 
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with net inflows of migration have a reduction in their working population ratio. 

While changes in these ratios can be explained by the increase in population size, the 

results might be indicating that the values of maximum or minimum of ME ratios 

could be too extreme and may need to be discounted. 

Using historical patterns of regional migration to WA, the model indicates that 

employment growth in WA does not attract migration as strongly as the results of 

simulation 1 suggest, as approximately only 5000 people (Table 6.11) move into WA 

compared with 16,000 people (Table 6.2) in the previous labour market setting. Row 

33 of Table 6.12 reports a reduction of 11,000 in regional migration to WA as a 

result. In contrast, regional migration into Queensland has increased from 

approximately 3700 people (Table 6.2) in the previous simulation to 9700 people in 

this simulation (Table 6.11), an equivalent increase by nearly 6000 people. It can be 

said that the destination of most of out-migration has shifted from WA to 

Queensland. This shift is not due to the economic reasons that are analysed in 

simulation. It represents only the typical characteristic of movements of regional 

migration among states of Australia. The net changes of regional migration in WA 

and Qld alone result in a large reduction in the movements of migration by nearly 

5000 people (-11,000 + 6,000). Therefore, on the one hand, outflows of migration 

from NSW and Vic are less than previously. On the other hand, the historical 

patterns of regional migration suggest that most of the outflows of migration are now 

from NSW rather than from Victoria. The net effect in the second simulation is that 

nearly 1000 people among the out-migration from NSW are retained in the region. 

Similarly, approximately 5200 people remain in Vic. The reduction is presented as 

increases in regional migration to NSW and Vic. 
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Table 6.12

Simulation 2
NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Percentage changes Variable Variable Variable

1. Capital Stocks kt_n 0.01 kt 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.02 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 0.01 natkT 0.01
2. Employment lab_n 0.00 employ 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 -0.13 -0.05 -0.07 0.00 natl 0.00
3. Real wage rate (received by workers)fwage_n 0.01 realwage_w -0.01 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.02 natrealwage 0.01
4. Nominal wage rate pwage_n 0.02 pwage 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 natpwage_p 0.02
5. Rental price to capital -0.01 reg_p1cap 0.04 0.04 -0.04 0.02 -0.19 -0.08 -0.09 -0.02 natp1cap -0.01

6. Capital revenue caprev_n 0.01 caprev 0.07 0.06 -0.03 0.03 -0.23 -0.10 -0.11 -0.01 natcaprev 0.01
7. Land revenue lndrev_n -0.02 lndrev -0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.02 -0.12 -0.03 -0.03 -0.07 natlndrev -0.02
8. Wage income labrev_n 0.02 labrev 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.03 -0.11 -0.03 -0.05 0.02 natlabrev 0.02
9. Direct taxes hhldy400 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.03 -0.12 -0.03 -0.05 0.02

10. Nominal GDP or GSP (expenditure)gdpexp_n 0.02 yn_r 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.03 -0.16 -0.05 -0.08 0.01 yn 0.02
11. Real GDP or GSP gdpreal_n 0.00 yr_r 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.02 -0.12 -0.05 -0.07 0.00 yr 0.00
12. GDP or GSP deflator xigdp_n 0.011 xiy_r 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 -0.04 0.00 -0.01 0.01 xiy 0.011

13. Household disposable income natyd_r 0.02 yd_r 0.09 0.12 0.04 0.08 -0.47 -0.14 -0.32 -0.06 natyd_r 0.02
14. Nominal household consumption c_n 0.02 c 0.09 0.12 0.05 0.08 -0.47 -0.14 -0.32 -0.06 natc 0.02
15. Real household consumption cr_n 0.02 cr 0.06 0.10 0.05 0.06 -0.41 -0.13 -0.30 -0.06 natcR 0.02
16. Consumer price index xi3 0.01 xi3_r 0.02 0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.05 -0.01 -0.02 0.00 natxi3 0.01

17. Nominal government consumption
          State othnom5_n 0.03 othnom5 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.03 natothnom5 0.03
          Federal othnom6_n 0.03 othnom6 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.03 natothnom6 0.03

18. Real government consumption
          State othreal5_n 0.02 othreal5 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 natothreal5 0.02
          Federal othreal6_n 0.02 othreal6 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 natothreal6 0.02

19. Nominal investment in_n 0.02 in 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.03 -0.03 0.00 0.00 0.02 natin 0.02
20. Real investment ir_n 0.02 ir 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.02 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 0.01 natiR 0.01
21. Investment price index xi2_n 0.01 xi2 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 natxi2 0.01

National module Regional module Weighted Sum

 Broad Deviations of a 20 per cent Increase in Australia-Wide Export Demand for Non-Iron Ore with the IRES Labour Market
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Table 6.12 (cont.)

Simulation 2
NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

22. Overseas export volume expvol_n -0.049 expvol -0.08 -0.10 -0.07 -0.08 0.07 -0.02 0.00 -0.08 natexpvol -0.049
23. Overseas export values (foreign $) export_n -0.04 export -0.07 -0.09 -0.06 -0.08 0.06 -0.02 0.00 -0.08 natexport -0.04
24. Export price index xi4_n 0.01 xi4 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.003 -0.001 0.01 natxi4 0.01

25. Inter-state export volume .. .. xsexp -0.02 -0.05 0.00 -0.02 0.07 0.01 -0.02 0.02
26. Inter-state export values .. .. dompq210 -0.01 -0.04 0.01 -0.01 0.05 0.01 -0.02 0.03

27. Overseas import volume impvol_n 0.01 impvol 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 -0.13 -0.06 -0.08 -0.01 natimp 0.01
28. Overseas import values (foreign $) imp_n 0.01 imp 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 -0.13 -0.06 -0.08 -0.01 natimpvol 0.01
29. Import price index xim_n 0.00 xim 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 natxim 0.00

30. Inter-state import volume .. .. xsimp 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 -0.22 -0.08 -0.14 -0.03
31. Inter-state import values .. .. dompq220 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.03 -0.21 -0.07 -0.14 -0.02

Ordinary changes
32. Balance of trade       ($ billion) delb_n -0.0392 delb_for_aud -0.0233 -0.0202 -0.0116 -0.0046 0.0185 0.0005 0.0006 -0.0002 natdelB -0.0403
33. Regional migration  ('000 people) .. .. del_rm 0.9766 5.2710 6.0350 1.1206 -11.1020 -1.0276 -0.8154 -0.4582 delf_rm 0.00

 Broad Deviations of a 20 per cent Increase in Australia-Wide Export Demand for Non-Iron Ore with the IRES Labour Market

National module Regional module Weighted Sum
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Table 6.12 contains the same selected macro variables as those in Table 6.2. 

However, for comparing purposes, results in Table 6.12 are in the percentage point 

of differences (deviation) from the results in Table 6.2. Throughout this section, 

results of simulation 2 are presented in the form of percentage change point. 

Effectively, the differences between results of the two simulations are due to the 

changes in their population size. The limits on regional migration specified in the 

second closure generate restrictive movements of migration that create higher labour 

costs to regional industries. Nominal wage rates increase by 0.02 percentage points 

higher across all states (row 4 Table 6.12) which translates into relatively higher 

export prices for all regions.  

Although regional household consumption is determined by changes in income and 

by the number of household in a region, the effect on household consumption in WA 

is primarily attributable to the movements of regional migration. With a lower 

regional migration level moving into WA, the demands by household in the region 

increase less than previously by 0.47 percentage points in nominal terms and by 0.41 

in real terms.  

Note that real government consumptions at both levels are modelled to move in line 

with the real national household consumption. State and Federal government 

consumptions in the region increase by 0.02 percentage points higher than the 

previous results in real terms. In spite of the increases in government demands, 

overall lower demand by household sector in WA creates less upward pressure in 

production costs (less competition for resources). That is sufficient enough to 

overcompensate for the higher wage rate in the region so that the overall increase in 

export price is less than previously by 0.01 percentage points. As compared with the 

previous simulation results, the lower increases in prices in WA in this simulation 

can be found in results for p1cap and p0a for almost all of the commodities in the 

household goods bundle. Consequently, foreign export of non-iron ore in WA 

increases more while the crowding-out effect on foreign exports of other industries is 

less, leading to a net increase in foreign export volume from WA by 0.07 percentage 

points larger than previously (row 24 of Table 6.12). 
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There are two factors that can account for the lower increase in demand for overseas 

imports by WA. The first is due to a lower increase in regional migration into the 

region. The direct effect is a lower increase in household demands; the indirect is the 

lower increase in intermediate inputs into the production of goods demanded by 

household sector. The second factor is due to a weaker increase in the terms of trade, 

making imports less attractive than previously and thus inducing lower increase in 

overseas imports into the region. The compound effect is a lower increase in total 

import from overseas by 0.13 percentage points below the previous results (row 27 in 

Table 6.12). 

As the total of demands by household sector in WA increases less than that in the 

previous simulation, regional outputs do not increase as strongly and capital growth 

is lower by 0.03 percentage points. 

The net effect on WA’s economy is a lower increase in real GSP by 0.12 percentage 

points and a lower increase in wage-income by 0.11 percentage points. It is mainly 

because of the lower increase in the regional employment (-0.13 percentage points), 

a lower increase in capital revenue by 0.23 percentage points, and a lower increase in 

land revenue by 0.12 percentage points. 

In summary, the two main factors for changes in WA are (a) the higher wage rate and 

(b) the lower increase in regional migration. These two factors have opposite effects. 

The higher increase in wage rate exacerbates the loss of competitiveness in the 

international market for exporting industries; the lower increase in regional migration 

softens the demands by the household sector leading to lower increases in demands 

for production inputs and thereby improving the competitiveness of the region. The 

second effect is dominant in WA in general.  

The explanation for changes in Tasmania and NT is very similar to the above 

explanation for WA in general. However, the net impact on each region depends on 

the strength of each factor. For NT, the patterns of deviations are the same as those 

presented for WA although the net effect on exports is very small. For Tasmania, the 

effect of the higher wage rate on exporting activities is more dominant than the effect 

of the lower increase in migration. Industry results for overseas exports from 

Tasmania are mixed, containing both lower and higher results than those in the 
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previous simulation. Commodities in the household goods bundle have lower prices 

due to lower household demand, therefore their foreign exports increase marginally, 

for example Food, TradeHotels, PublicSer. Unfortunately, the shares of these 

commodities in Tasmania’s total export are very small. The share of non-iron ore 

export in the total export is large (17%, Table 6.6) so that a lower increase in export 

of non-iron ore actually results in a larger decrease in total overseas export from 

Tasmania. Apart from this difference, the effect of a lower increase in regional 

migration into Tasmania has the same effects on regional household consumption, 

capital growth, employment and finally a lower increase in real GSP by 0.05 

percentage points. 

In NSW, Vic and SA, the reasons for differences are the increase in wage rates and 

lower levels of outflow regional migration. In Queensland, there is a higher wage rate 

and large inflow of migration. The effect of a lower outflow of migration (NSW, Vic 

and SA) and a higher increase in migration (Qld) is the same: a larger regional 

population, leading to higher increase in household demands, subsequently 

stimulating industries producing commodities in the household goods bundle. 

Consequently, on top of the higher wage rate created by less labour mobility, higher 

production requires more input thus bidding up input prices. The effects of these two 

factors do not offset each other as in WA. In fact, they actually complement each 

other to fuel the increase in the price level in these regions, making the increase in 

the terms of trade even stronger. Exports of all commodities from NSW, Vic, Qld 

and SA are lower than previous results. At the same time, imports from overseas 

countries increase more than before, thus trade balances are in larger deficits, partly 

resulting in higher negative impacts on regional real GSP. However, positive impacts 

of the demands by household sector and governments more than offset the additional 

loss of competitiveness of these regions. Their real GSPs increase slightly above the 

GSP growth in the previous simulation results reported on row 11 in Table 6.12. 

Result of CPI for Qld in the second simulation was expected to increase higher than 

that in simulation 1. However, the deviation of the consumer price index in 

Queensland is rather interesting. Results of CPI in both simulations are virtually the 

same. To be precise, CPI in the second simulation is marginally below that in 

simulation one by 0.01 percentage points while it has a larger population size. The 
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reason is that at a higher level of wage rate, via the factor price frontier, rental to 

capital is reduced to a lower level in simulation 2 than in simulation 1, particularly 

FinBusServ and Dwelling. These two are capital-intensive industries. The latter is a 

typical commodity with a very large share in the household goods bundle (Table 

6.7). Rental to capital in Dwelling in Queensland reduced significantly from 

simulation one to simulation two by 0.13 percentage points (from 0.05 per cent in 

simulation one to -0.08 per cent in simulation two), making CPI less expensive in 

Queensland in the second simulation.  

The lower increase in CPI corresponding with a larger population is rather an 

unusual phenomenon, which may have been caused by either the adding-up 

conditions or the labour market in IRES. It is important to understand which 

particular new feature gives this kind of result. For this reason, the adding-up 

conditions were removed so that the regional module of IRES becomes a stand-alone 

MMRF model without any adjustments imposed to reconcile the adding-up 

conditions. This model was re-run again with two different closures of the labour 

market, one with the standard setting of MMRF and one with the IRES setting, to 

generate two new sets of results for checking. A similar pattern of reduction in the 

rental to capital in Dwelling (by 0.12 percentage points) repeats in this test. The 

deviation in CPI between the two simulations is insignificant, 0.03 percentage points 

lower in the second simulation. The results in these unconstrained simulations 

reassure that a lower increase in rental to capital is not brought about by the adding-

up conditions. It is the nature of the factor price frontier. An insignificant lower 

increase in CPI is not a result of any distortions cause by the adding-up conditions. 

The two simulations above demonstrate the application of a top-down approach in 

IRES. The same shock at the national level generates the same results at the national 

for both simulations. However, variations in the setting of regional labour markets do 

affect results at the regional level. Different setting in the labour market redistributes 

the benefits from WA, Tasmania and NT to other regions. The main mechanism of 

redistribution is via the stimulation of regional household consumption depending on 

the changes of regional population size. 
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Table 6.13
Simulation 2

Australia NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Exports x4_n
Agriculture 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Forestry -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.0 . .
IronOre 0.0 . . . 0.0 0.0 -0.1 . .
NonIronOre 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 .
BlackCoal 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 . . . . .
Oil -0.1 . -0.2 . . 0.1 . 0.0 .
NatGas 0.0 . . . . 0.0 . . .
BrownCoal -0.1 . . . . . . . .
Food -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1 .
TCF -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.0 . -0.1
WoodPaper -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1
Chemicals -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 .
Petrol -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 . 0.0 .
Nmet_prods -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.0 . .
Cement -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 . . 0.1 .
Steel -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1 .
Aluminium 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 . 0.0 0.0 0.0 .
OthMet_prods -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 -0.1 0.0 .
CarsParts -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1 .
Other_man -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1 -0.1
ElectBlack -0.1 . . . . . . . .
ElectBrown -0.1 . . . . . . . .
ElectGas -0.1 . . . . . . . .
ElectOil -0.1 . . . . . . . .
ElectOther -0.1 . . . . . . . .
ElectSupply -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.0 . .
UrbanGasDis -0.1 . . . . . . . .
Water -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 . . .
Construction -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1
TradeHotels -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 -0.1
RoadTrans -0.1 . . . . . . . .
OthTrans -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1 -0.1
Communic -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 -0.1
FinBusServ -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 -0.1
Dwelling -0.1 . . . . . . . .
PublicServ -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 -0.1
OthServ -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 -0.1

Outputs z_n
Agriculture -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.04 -0.03 -0.01 -0.04
Forestry 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.01
IronOre -0.01 -0.05 -0.03 -0.04 -0.05 -0.01 -0.04 0.01 -0.05
NonIronOre 0.00 -0.05 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 0.02 -0.05 -0.01 -0.06
BlackCoal -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.03 -0.13 0.01 0.02 0.01
Oil -0.02 . -0.03 . . 0.01 . -0.01 .
NatGas 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 -0.01 . -0.01 .
BrownCoal 0.00 . 0.00 . . . . . .
Food -0.02 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.00 -0.27 -0.07 -0.20 -0.11
TCF -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 0.05 -0.02 -0.08 -0.04 -0.04 -0.17
WoodPaper 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.04 0.00 -0.03 -0.04
Chemicals -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.03 0.03 -0.01 0.00 -0.04
Petrol 0.00 0.01 -0.02 0.00 -0.10 -0.05 -0.08 -0.05 0.01
Nmet_prods 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01
Cement 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.06
Steel -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 -0.04 0.03 0.00 0.06 -0.05
Aluminium -0.02 -0.05 -0.05 -0.06 . 0.03 -0.04 -0.04 .
OthMet_prods -0.02 -0.02 -0.04 -0.03 -0.03 0.05 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02
CarsParts -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.04 -0.12 0.06 -0.04
Other_man -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01
ElectBlack 0.00 0.00 . 0.06 0.03 -0.23 . . .
ElectBrown 0.00 . 0.00 . . . . . .
ElectGas 0.00 0.11 0.17 0.15 0.13 -0.14 . -0.05 .
ElectOil 0.00 0.15 0.21 0.19 0.18 -0.11 0.00 -0.02 .
ElectOther 0.00 0.06 0.12 0.11 0.08 -0.18 -0.09 . .
ElectSupply 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.07 0.03 -0.27 -0.14 -0.15 -0.03
UrbanGasDis 0.00 0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.13 -0.10 -0.13 -0.07
Water 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.02 -0.06 -0.02 -0.02 0.00
Construction 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.02 -0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02
TradeHotels 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.05 0.04 -0.31 -0.11 -0.22 -0.05
RoadTrans 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.00 -0.15 -0.07 -0.11 -0.01
OthTrans -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.01
Communic 0.00 0.02 0.02 -0.01 0.00 -0.08 -0.02 -0.04 0.01
FinBusServ 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 -0.11 -0.05 -0.06 -0.01
Dwelling 0.02 0.04 0.03 -0.01 0.02 -0.02 -0.01 0.00 0.01
PublicServ 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.02 -0.08 -0.01 0.00 0.01
OthServ 0.01 0.04 0.04 -0.01 0.02 -0.13 -0.02 -0.05 0.04
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Table 6.13 (cont.)
Simulation 2

Australia NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Capital Stocks curcap_n
Agriculture 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01
Forestry 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01
IronOre 0.00 0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00
NonIronOre 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 -0.01
BlackCoal 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.03 -0.10 0.02 0.03 0.02
Oil -0.02 . -0.02 . . 0.01 . -0.01 .
NatGas 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 -0.01 . -0.01 .
BrownCoal 0.00 . 0.00 . . . . . .
Food 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.00 -0.09 -0.03 -0.11 -0.04
TCF 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.03 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.06
WoodPaper 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 -0.01
Chemicals 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00
Petrol 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 -0.07 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 0.01
Nmet_prods 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
Cement 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05
Steel 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.01
Aluminium 0.00 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 . 0.02 -0.01 -0.02 .
OthMet_prods 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.00
CarsParts 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.03 0.01
Other_man 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
ElectBlack 0.01 0.01 . 0.05 0.02 -0.15 . . .
ElectBrown 0.00 . 0.00 . . . . . .
ElectGas 0.01 0.12 0.16 0.17 0.08 -0.05 . 0.01 .
ElectOil 0.00 0.13 0.18 0.18 0.08 -0.04 0.04 0.02 .
ElectOther 0.00 0.05 0.09 0.09 0.05 -0.12 -0.07 . .
ElectSupply 0.01 0.02 0.06 0.06 0.02 -0.18 -0.10 -0.08 -0.01
UrbanGasDis 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 -0.09 -0.08 -0.07 -0.03
Water 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.02 -0.03 -0.01 0.00 0.01
Construction 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02
TradeHotels 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 -0.13 -0.06 -0.11 -0.01
RoadTrans 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.01 -0.05 -0.02 -0.04 0.00
OthTrans 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.01
Communic 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.01 -0.04 0.00 -0.01 0.02
FinBusServ 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 -0.04 -0.02 -0.02 0.00
Dwelling 0.02 0.04 0.03 -0.01 0.02 -0.02 -0.01 0.00 0.01
PublicServ 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02
OthServ 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.02 -0.04 0.01 -0.01 0.03

Labour labind_n
Agriculture -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.07 -0.04 -0.02 -0.06
Forestry 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.00 -0.03 0.00 -0.02 -0.02
IronOre -0.03 -0.07 -0.07 -0.06 -0.08 -0.03 -0.05 0.01 -0.05
NonIronOre -0.02 -0.06 -0.03 -0.05 -0.03 0.01 -0.06 -0.03 -0.05
BlackCoal -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 0.03 -0.20 0.00 0.01 0.01
Oil -0.03 . -0.04 . . 0.00 . -0.03 .
NatGas -0.02 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 -0.03 . -0.03 .
BrownCoal -0.01 . -0.01 . . . . . .
Food -0.02 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.00 -0.33 -0.09 -0.22 -0.12
TCF -0.02 -0.03 -0.03 0.05 -0.03 -0.09 -0.05 -0.04 -0.18
WoodPaper 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.02 -0.06 -0.01 -0.03 -0.05
Chemicals -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.03 0.03 -0.01 0.00 -0.04
Petrol -0.01 0.01 -0.02 0.00 -0.11 -0.05 -0.09 -0.05 0.00
Nmet_prods 0.00 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.01
Cement 0.00 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.07
Steel -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.04 0.04 -0.01 0.07 -0.05
Aluminium -0.03 -0.06 -0.05 -0.08 . 0.04 -0.04 -0.04 .
OthMet_prods -0.02 -0.02 -0.04 -0.03 -0.03 0.05 -0.03 -0.01 -0.02
CarsParts -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.04 -0.13 0.07 -0.05
Other_man -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01
ElectBlack -0.01 0.00 . 0.08 0.04 -0.37 . . .
ElectBrown -0.01 . -0.01 . . . . . .
ElectGas -0.01 0.20 0.28 0.28 0.26 -0.18 . -0.03 .
ElectOil -0.01 0.28 0.36 0.36 0.35 -0.10 0.06 0.04 .
ElectOther -0.01 0.06 0.15 0.14 0.11 -0.32 -0.13 . .
ElectSupply -0.01 0.02 0.11 0.11 0.06 -0.44 -0.18 -0.21 -0.04
UrbanGasDis -0.01 0.00 0.02 -0.02 0.01 -0.23 -0.13 -0.21 -0.11
Water 0.00 0.03 0.03 -0.02 0.02 -0.12 -0.04 -0.05 -0.01
Construction 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.02 -0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01
TradeHotels 0.00 0.03 0.07 0.05 0.04 -0.35 -0.13 -0.26 -0.06
RoadTrans -0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.00 -0.19 -0.08 -0.15 -0.02
OthTrans -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.04 -0.03 0.03 -0.02 0.00 -0.01
Communic -0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.02 0.00 -0.13 -0.03 -0.07 0.01
FinBusServ 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.01 -0.14 -0.07 -0.09 -0.01
Dwelling 0.02 0.13 0.10 -0.04 0.07 -0.14 -0.01 -0.02 0.04
PublicServ 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.02 -0.08 -0.02 0.00 0.01
OthServ 0.01 0.04 0.04 -0.02 0.02 -0.17 -0.03 -0.06 0.04
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Table 6.13 (cont.)
Simulation 2

Australia NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Rental to capital p1cap_n
Agriculture -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 -0.04 -0.10 -0.04 -0.04 -0.09
Forestry -0.01 0.01 0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.08 -0.02 -0.05 -0.06
IronOre -0.05 -0.13 -0.10 -0.11 -0.15 -0.05 -0.09 0.01 -0.08
NonIronOre -0.03 -0.15 -0.04 -0.11 -0.06 0.00 -0.15 -0.04 -0.09
BlackCoal -0.04 -0.05 -0.01 -0.03 0.04 -0.18 -0.01 0.01 0.00
Oil -0.01 . -0.01 . . 0.00 . -0.01 .
NatGas -0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 -0.02 . -0.01 .
BrownCoal 0.00 . 0.00 . . . . . .
Food -0.03 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.00 -0.46 -0.10 -0.21 -0.15
TCF -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 0.06 -0.01 -0.11 -0.04 -0.03 -0.21
WoodPaper -0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.02 -0.09 -0.01 -0.04 -0.07
Chemicals -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 0.04 -0.01 -0.01 -0.06
Petrol -0.01 0.00 -0.03 0.00 -0.07 -0.08 -0.10 -0.04 0.00
Nmet_prods 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 -0.02 0.00
Cement 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.00 0.06
Steel -0.05 -0.06 -0.06 -0.05 -0.07 0.05 -0.02 0.09 -0.10
Aluminium -0.04 -0.08 -0.07 -0.11 . 0.04 -0.06 -0.05 .
OthMet_prods -0.03 -0.03 -0.06 -0.05 -0.03 0.06 -0.04 -0.01 -0.03
CarsParts -0.03 0.00 -0.04 -0.02 -0.02 -0.09 -0.22 0.09 -0.10
Other_man -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.04 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02
ElectBlack -0.01 0.00 . 0.08 0.06 -0.43 . . .
ElectBrown -0.01 . -0.01 . . . . . .
ElectGas -0.02 0.23 0.30 0.29 0.41 -0.19 . -0.02 .
ElectOil -0.02 0.30 0.37 0.35 0.54 -0.12 0.05 0.05 .
ElectOther -0.01 0.05 0.14 0.12 0.14 -0.39 -0.11 . .
ElectSupply -0.01 0.02 0.12 0.11 0.09 -0.50 -0.14 -0.26 -0.04
UrbanGasDis -0.01 0.00 0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.25 -0.07 -0.25 -0.12
Water 0.00 0.03 0.03 -0.02 0.02 -0.16 -0.03 -0.08 -0.01
Construction 0.00 0.02 0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.04 -0.02 -0.01 0.00
TradeHotels -0.01 0.04 0.08 0.06 0.05 -0.42 -0.11 -0.26 -0.07
RoadTrans -0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.00 -0.26 -0.10 -0.19 -0.02
OthTrans -0.04 -0.05 -0.04 -0.05 -0.03 0.03 -0.03 0.00 -0.01
Communic -0.01 0.02 0.02 -0.02 0.00 -0.17 -0.04 -0.08 0.01
FinBusServ -0.01 0.02 0.03 -0.01 0.01 -0.19 -0.08 -0.10 -0.01
Dwelling 0.01 0.09 0.07 -0.13 0.03 -0.30 -0.09 -0.13 -0.02
PublicServ 0.00 0.03 0.03 -0.03 0.01 -0.17 -0.05 -0.03 0.00
OthServ 0.00 0.04 0.05 -0.03 0.02 -0.24 -0.04 -0.08 0.04

Basic prices p0_n
Agriculture 0.00 0.009 0.008 0.010 0.003 -0.028 -0.004 -0.004 -0.011
Forestry 0.01 0.022 0.023 0.016 0.013 -0.015 0.010 -0.007 0.000
IronOre 0.00 0.017 0.005 0.018 0.006 0.000 0.021 -0.020 0.014
NonIronOre 0.00 0.013 0.008 0.008 0.011 0.000 0.011 0.001 0.018
BlackCoal 0.00 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.020 -0.069 0.005 0.005 0.009
Oil 0.00 . -0.001 . . 0.002 . -0.003 .
NatGas 0.00 0.013 0.012 0.012 0.016 -0.008 . -0.003 .
BrownCoal 0.00 . 0.005 . . . . . .
Food 0.01 0.011 0.009 0.012 0.008 -0.043 -0.003 -0.011 -0.001
TCF 0.01 0.010 0.009 0.013 0.011 -0.016 0.004 0.003 0.004
WoodPaper 0.01 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.009 -0.012 0.006 0.002 0.005
Chemicals 0.01 0.007 0.007 0.008 0.007 -0.002 0.004 0.004 0.005
Petrol 0.00 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 -0.010 0.000 -0.003 0.003
Nmet_prods 0.01 0.012 0.011 0.011 0.011 -0.009 0.006 -0.003 0.006
Cement 0.01 0.012 0.010 0.012 0.013 -0.012 0.008 0.006 -0.014
Steel 0.01 0.008 0.007 0.010 0.009 -0.002 0.007 0.008 0.007
Aluminium 0.01 0.011 0.009 0.014 . -0.005 0.010 0.011 .
OthMet_prods 0.01 0.009 0.009 0.008 0.010 0.002 0.008 0.007 0.010
CarsParts 0.01 0.007 0.006 0.007 0.007 -0.003 0.002 0.005 0.005
Other_man 0.01 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 -0.003 0.006 0.005 0.008
ElectBlack 0.00 0.008 . 0.034 0.024 -0.144 . . .
ElectBrown 0.00 . 0.003 . . . . . .
ElectGas 0.00 0.005 0.052 0.064 0.049 -0.049 . 0.017 .
ElectOil 0.00 -0.028 -0.092 0.047 -0.098 -0.008 -0.122 0.012 .
ElectOther 0.00 0.025 0.052 0.059 0.044 -0.167 -0.029 . .
ElectSupply 0.00 0.017 -0.032 0.050 0.059 -0.075 0.013 0.073 0.025
UrbanGasDis 0.00 0.007 0.012 0.000 0.010 -0.079 -0.017 -0.056 -0.019
Water 0.01 0.021 0.019 -0.003 0.015 -0.068 -0.006 -0.015 0.005
Construction 0.01 0.014 0.015 0.013 0.014 0.000 0.009 0.007 0.012
TradeHotels 0.01 0.017 0.022 0.019 0.018 -0.047 -0.003 -0.024 0.005
RoadTrans 0.01 0.015 0.018 0.019 0.013 -0.036 -0.006 -0.032 0.008
OthTrans 0.00 0.007 0.007 0.001 0.008 0.000 0.004 0.004 0.008
Communic 0.01 0.014 0.014 0.004 0.011 -0.047 0.000 -0.013 0.012
FinBusServ 0.01 0.016 0.017 0.011 0.016 -0.040 -0.008 -0.018 0.009
Dwelling 0.01 0.065 0.049 -0.090 0.023 -0.208 -0.057 -0.086 -0.011
PublicServ 0.01 0.017 0.017 0.016 0.017 0.000 0.012 0.011 0.014
OthServ 0.01 0.016 0.016 0.008 0.014 -0.032 0.004 -0.001 0.012
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III. State-Specific Shocks to Increase Export Demand 

The objective in this section is to simulate the model using state-specific shock to 

foreign export of non-iron ore from WA. Please note results in this section are 

reported in percentage changes. 

3.1. Closure 

 

Previously exogenous Currently exogenous
Simulation 3

xi3                  natphi            
f_4p0a               f_p0a             
f_4x1a               f_x1a             
f_4p1land            f_p1land          
f_4p1cap_r_1         f_p1cap           
f_4curcap_1          f_curcap          
f_4x1laboi           f_x1laboi         
f_4x1oct             f_x1oct           
f_4x2a_1             f_x2a             
f_4x3a               f_x3a             
f_4x5a               f_x5a             
f_4x4r               f_x4r             
f_4x1marg_n          f_x1marg_n        
f_4x3marg_n          f_x3marg_n        
f_4x4marg_n          f_x4marg_n        

ffeq("NonIronOre","WA") x4r("NonIronOre","WA")

f_wpop f_pr

Table 6.14      Closure swaps for a State-Specfic Export Demand Shock 

 

The closure in this simulation is the same as the closure in the second simulation in 

the previous group in that the regional labour market of IRES is adopted. However, 

the shock here is different: x4r(“NonIronOre”, “WA”). The 20 per cent increase in 

export of non-iron ore in previous simulations is equivalent to a 34.95 per cent 

increase in export of non-iron ore from WA in this simulation. 

The choice of WA as the destination of the shock is purely an arbitrary exercise. It, 

however, gives a good illustration of the characteristic of the labour market in IRES. 

Because Qld will always have a net inflow of migration regardless of whether there 

is a shock or not, the choice of Qld as the destination of the shock would not 
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highlight the operation of the ME ratios as clearly as the choice of WA. In contrast, 

when WA receives a positive shock, it will attract migration into the region. 

However, WA is not the only region that attracts regional migration. Qld is also 

another region attracting migration due to the effect of the ME ratio implemented for 

Queensland.  Relatively, regional migration to WA becomes more restricted in that 

sense. 

The pattern of results for WA in this simulation is similar to that in the second 

simulation of the previous group. Thus, explanation of the results of this simulation 

may appear to be repetitive. This section serves the diagnostic purpose by comparing 

the differences in results between the standard MMRF and the bottom-up structure 

within the integrated structures. 

3.2. Results 

Macro Results 

Table 6.15 shows some selected macro variables of the simulation. As expected, the 

shock strongly stimulates economic activities in WA’s economy and strengthens the 

economy-wide terms of trade. As non-iron ore is a major exporting industry in WA, 

the increase in non-iron ore export via the shock results in an overall increase in total 

overseas export volume from the region by 7 per cent. Higher export demands lead to 

more competition for resources among industries in the region. Demands for capital 

stocks and labour increase by 2.6 and 2.8 per cent respectively, leading to a higher 

rental price to capital (5.1%) and a higher nominal wage rate (1.2%). Regional 

household disposable income increases by 3.1 per cent. This income is mainly 

contributed from capital rental and wage income while rental to land decreases 

significantly (2%) due to the loss of competitiveness of agriculture in the 

international market. Household consumption in the region increases by 3.1 per cent. 

Real government consumption of both state and federal levels in the region increases 

by 0.5 per cent, in line with the increase in national real household consumption as 

assumed in the model. 

With stronger terms of trade, goods imported from overseas become cheaper than 

goods produced domestically, thus overseas imports into WA increase significantly, 
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by 3.3 per cent. However, the increase in imports is still below the increase in export 

from the region, leaving the trade balance of WA in a surplus of $1.2 billion. 

Similarly, the effect of strong growth in export demands in the region generates an 

upward pressure on prices in WA, making goods produced in WA more expensive 

than goods produced in other regions. Inter-state exports from WA reduce by nearly 

2 per cent while inter-state imports to WA increase by 3.3 per cent. The increases in 

imports from overseas and interstate are the results of (a) higher income and also (b) 

because of a larger population size which is driven by changes in regional migration. 

Total real investment in WA increases by 2.3 per cent. Overall, real GSP of WA 

increases by 2.9 per cent. 

Explanation for results of other regions is also based on the effect of the terms of 

trade and the movements of regional migration. In general, movements of regional 

migration in this simulation are broadly close to those in the second simulation. 

Queensland and WA are the two main regions attracting the most migration. It is 

typical for Queensland to have a net inflow migration — its own historical pattern. 

This model facilitates the historical patterns of regional migration, particularly to 

Qld, during simulations. 
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Table 6.15  Broad Effects of a 35 per cent Increase in Export Demand for Non-Iron Ore from WA with IRES Labour Market

Simulation 3
NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Percentage changes Variable Variable Variable

1. Capital Stocks kt_n 0.9 kt 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.7 2.6 0.6 0.8 0.9 natkT 0.9
2. Employment lab_n 0.0 employ -0.4 -0.3 -0.3 -0.2 2.8 -0.3 0.5 0.3 natl 0.0
3. Real wage rate (received by workers) fwage_n 0.8 realwage_w 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.1 0.8 0.6 0.7 natrealwage 0.8
4. Nominal wage rate pwage_n 1.2 pwage 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 natpwage_p 1.2
5. Rental price to capital -0.2 reg_p1cap -0.9 -0.8 -1.0 -0.7 5.1 -0.9 -0.6 -0.1 natp1cap -0.2

6. Capital revenue caprev_n 0.7 caprev -0.2 -0.1 -0.3 -0.1 7.8 -0.2 0.2 0.9 natcaprev 0.7
7. Land revenue lndrev_n -1.7 lndrev -2.0 -1.3 -1.8 -1.5 -2.0 -1.6 -1.3 0.2 natlndrev -1.7
8. Wage income labrev_n 1.2 labrev 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 4.0 0.9 1.7 1.5 natlabrev 1.2
9. Direct taxes hhldy400 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 4.1 0.8 1.7 1.5

10. Nominal GDP or GSP (expenditure) gdpexp_n 1.0 yn_r 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.6 4.8 0.4 1.2 1.3 yn 1.0
11. Real GDP or GSP gdpreal_n 0.3 yr_r -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.9 -0.1 0.7 0.5 yr 0.3
12. GDP or GSP deflator xigdp_n 0.7 xiy_r 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 1.9 0.6 0.5 0.8 xiy 0.7

13. Household disposable income natyd_r 1.0 yd_r 0.66 0.73 0.8 0.8 3.1 0.7 1.4 1.3 natyd_r 1.0
14. Nominal household consumption c_n 1.0 c 0.66 0.72 0.8 0.8 3.1 0.7 1.4 1.3 natc 1.0
15. Real household consumption cr_n 0.5 cr 0.31 0.36 0.5 0.4 2.0 0.3 0.9 0.8 natcR 0.5
16. Consumer price index xi3 0.4 xi3_r 0.34 0.36 0.3 0.4 1.1 0.4 0.5 0.5 natxi3 0.4

17. Nominal government consumption
          State othnom5_n 1.4 othnom5 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.4 1.4 1.3 natothnom5 1.4
          Federal othnom6_n 1.4 othnom6 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.4 1.4 1.4 natothnom6 1.4

18. Real government consumption
          State othreal5_n 0.5 othreal5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 natothreal5 0.5
          Federal othreal6_n 0.5 othreal6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 natothreal6 0.5

19. Nominal investment in_n 1.6 in 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.4 3.2 1.4 1.7 1.8 natin 1.6
20. Real investment ir_n 1.0 ir 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 2.3 0.8 1.0 1.1 natiR 1.0
21. Investment price index xi2_n 0.6 xi2 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.7 0.7 natxi2 0.6

National module Regional module Weighted Sum
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Table 6.15 (cont.)  Broad Effects of a 35 per cent Increase in Export Demand for Non-Iron Ore from WA with IRES Labour Market

Simulation 3
NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

22. Overseas export volume expvol_n -1.23 expvol -3.6 -4.2 -2.3 -3.9 7.0 -3.7 -0.9 -6.1 natexpvol -1.29
23. Overseas export values (foreign $) export_n -0.5 export -3.2 -3.7 -2.1 -3.6 9.4 -3.2 -0.8 -5.5 natexport -0.5
24. Export price index xi4_n 0.74 xi4 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.4 2.2 0.5 0.1 0.6 natxi4 0.76

25. Inter-state export volume .. .. xsexp 0.3 0.6 0.0 0.3 -2.1 0.2 1.4 0.1
26. Inter-state export values .. .. dompq210 0.8 1.0 0.4 0.7 -0.2 0.6 1.5 0.7

27. Overseas import volume impvol_n 0.6 impvol 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.3 3.3 0.3 1.3 0.8 natimp 0.6
28. Overseas import values (foreign $) imp_n 0.6 imp 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.3 3.3 0.3 1.3 0.8 natimpvol 0.6
29. Import price index xim_n 0.0 xim 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 natxim 0.0

30. Inter-state import volume .. .. xsimp -0.3 -0.5 -0.1 -0.3 2.5 -0.3 0.5 0.4
31. Inter-state import values .. .. dompq220 0.3 0.1 0.5 0.3 2.9 0.2 1.1 0.9

32. Regional population percentage change pop -0.28 -0.14 0.46 -0.12 0.60 -0.15 0.19 0.12 .. ..
33. Regional unemployment rates percentage change point del_unr 0.24 0.15 0.12 0.10 -1.39 0.11 -0.29 -0.20 .. ..
34. Regional participation rates percentage change pr -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.11 0.78 -0.16 0.36 0.17 .. ..
35. Regional working population ratio percentage change f_wpop 0.27 0.13 -0.49 0.10 -0.16 0.12 -0.35 -0.16 .. ..
36. Regional working population percentage change wpop -0.01 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 0.44 -0.03 -0.16 -0.04 .. ..
37. Regional labour supply percentage change labsup -0.10 -0.11 -0.13 -0.12 1.22 -0.18 0.19 0.13 .. ..

Ordinary changes
38. Balance of trade       ($ billion) delb_n -0.8025 delb_for_aud -0.7849 -0.6185 -0.3755 -0.1654 1.2210 -0.0608 -0.0165 -0.0294 natdelB -0.8304
39. Regional migration  ('000 people) .. .. del_rm -11.2238 -4.1159 9.6963 -1.1452 6.8026 -0.4789 0.2171 0.2479 delf_rm 0.00

Simulation 2 previously
40. Regional migration ('000 people) percentage change point del_rm -10.4099 -4.3744 9.7362 -1.0033 4.9833 0.4561 0.3829 0.2291

National module Regional module Weighted Sum
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For WA, a net inflow of migration occurs mainly because of the stimulation of 

increasing export demand from the region. For Qld, the model facilitates the 

movement of migration to the region more consistently with its ME ratio. Results of 

migration in the previous simulation are reproduced on the last row of Table 6.15 for 

comparison. NSW, Vic and SA are the main sources of migration to other regions.  

Under the effect of stronger terms of trade, overseas exports of all other industries 

are decreasing altogether in all regions. Overseas exports from all regions decline 

significantly as reported on row 22 in Table 6.15. At the same time, the effect of a 

rise in the terms of trade increases the overseas imports into regions as substitutes for 

domestically produced goods. Unlike WA, all other regions now have their trade 

balances in deficit as the increases in their imports are not offset by the increases in 

their exports. 

Having assumed that nominal wage differentials across regions are fixed, the higher 

wage rate in WA also lifts the national nominal wage rate in all regions by 1.2 per 

cent. Employment in NSW, Vic, Qld, SA and Tas are reduced in response to the 

reduction in outputs that are adversely affected by the terms of trade. Nevertheless, 

wage incomes in regions are increasing as the increase in wage rates are higher than 

the decline in employment. Note that employment in Qld is not brought about by 

more working population in the region. It is determined by the level of productive 

activities within the region. Hence, even though Qld has attained a large size of 

migration, employment in Qld is still reduced by 0.3 per cent broadly in line with 

other regions due to the effect of the terms of trade.  

Given the increase in wage rates, the decline in the rental price of capital and the 

rental price of land in most regional industries is determined via the factor price 

frontier. Consequently, region-wide rental prices of capital and land decrease in all 

regions except capital in WA. This implies a shift in income distribution from capital 

and land to labour. As the increases in wage income are more than offsetting the 

reduction in non-wage income, household disposable income in all regions increases 

slightly, as does real household consumption. Compared with other regions, real 

household consumption in NSW increases the least because it has lost a large 

outflow of migration to Qld and WA. 
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The declines in rental price to capital in regions make capital stocks relatively 

cheaper than labour; consequently industries tend to substitute capital for labour. 

Demands for capital increase only slightly, therefore investment in all regions 

increases as they are modelled to move in line with capital stocks. State and federal 

government demands also increase as they are modelled to move in line with national 

real household consumption in IRES. 

To sum up changes that occur at the macro level in all regions apart from WA, the 

effect of the increase in the terms of trade and the income effect are offsetting each 

other (unlike WA). Although income is increasing in NSW and Tas, the outflows of 

migration from the regions lead to small increases in household consumption in 

NSW and Tas, not high enough to offset their trade deficits. Their real GSPs decline 

marginally as a result. For Vic, Qld, and SA, trade deficits and household 

consumption are just enough to offset each other, resulting in no changes in their real 

GSP. 

Industry Results 

Rather than repeating an explanation of industry results similar to that presented in 

previous simulations, this section shifts the focus toward diagnoses of the behaviour 

of IRES at the industry level by comparing the current results with three other 

simulations. A list of simulations in this comparison is as follows: 

• The nation-wide export shock with the IRES labour market (simulation two 

previously) 

• The state-wide export shock with IRES labour market (current simulation, 

referred to as simulation three)  

• Combined nation-wide and state-specific shocks, i.e. simulations 2 and 3, to 

form simulation four 

• The state-wide export shock with a stand-alone bottom-up standard MMRF 

structure; i.e. the integration of the two modules is removed, therefore the 

regional module becomes a standard MMRF model (simulation five). 
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The closure in simulation four is the same as the closure in the current simulation but 

both national and regional shocks are introduced to the model. The closure in 

simulation five is the same closure as in the current simulation but without the 

adding-up conditions. When the adding-up conditions are removed, the regional 

module is converted back to a stand-alone bottom-up standard MMRF model. In this 

case, results generated from the national and regional modules of IRES are not 

compatible. Therefore, only results generated by the regional module are used to 

compare with results of other simulations. The aggregate industry results at national 

level are aggregated from regional industries. Full industry results of simulations 

three and five are reported at the end of this chapter (Tables 6.17 and 6.18). Results 

of simulation four are very similar to that of simulation two as shocks applied in 

simulation four are taken from simulation two. The purpose of simulation four is to 

demonstrate what the mixed closure that IRES can offer. Note that simulation four 

has the adding-up conditions imposed on the regional module. Table 6.16 provides a 

summary of export and output results of non-iron ore from four simulations. Cells 

highlighted in Table 6.16 are used to introduce shocks to the model.  

Aggregate industry results are not from the same variables across simulations due to 

their compatibility. Note that x4_n is the export variable in the national module and 

that natx4r is the aggregate of the regional export variable x4r. Because the 

adding-up conditions are in place in simulation two, aggregate result for x4_n is 

compatible with natx4r. When results are compared across simulation three and 

simulation five, where one has adding-up conditions and the other does not, natx4r is 

more appropriate as it is generated within the regional module.  

The difference between using IRES as a national and as a regional model is an 

assumption of the arrangement between foreign customer and the domestic 

suppliers. Given an assumption of a 20 per cent increase in export of non-iron ore in 

general (this could be a forecast or an impact analysis), a shock implemented as in 

simulation two is suitable. The exogenous shock is applied to the national module to 

generate a shift in demand for export of non-iron ore at the national level. Then this 

shift is passed onto the regional module to determine export of non-iron ore at the 

regional level. In this case, domestic suppliers in all regions have an equal 
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opportunity to expand their exports and outputs. Results of simulation two portray 

the scenario adequately. 

Table 6.16

NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Export
National shock  (IRES) Sim 2 25 34 18 27 18 26 26 . x4_n 20
State shock (IRES) Sim 3 -2 4 1 3 35 -4 3 . natx4r 20
Combined shock (IRES) Sim 4 25 34 18 27 18 26 26 . x4_n 20
State shock (MMRF) Sim 5 -3 -4 -1 -4 35 -3 -3 . natx4r 19

Output
National shock   (IRES) Sim 2 19 4 16 9 12 23 7 7 z_n 13
State shock (IRES) Sim 3 0 4 1 4 22 -3 3 2 natz 13
Combined shock (IRES) Sim 4 19 4 16 9 12 23 7 7 z_n 13
State shock (MMRF) Sim 5 -1 2 -1 2 22 -3 1 5 natz 12

Basic price
National shock   (IRES) Sim 2 3 1 4 3 4 2 2 1 p0_n 3
State shock (IRES) Sim 3 1 0 0 0 6 1 -1 2 natp0a 3
Combined shock (IRES) Sim 4 3 1 4 3 4 2 2 1 p0_n 3
State shock (MMRF) Sim 5 1 1 0 1 8 1 1 1 natp0a 5

p0a

Aggregate

Results of Export and Output Growth of Non_iron Ore from Selected Closures

x4r

z

 

 

However, if the assumed amount of increase in foreign export of non-iron ore is 

specifically referred to WA as a source, then a bottom-up model is required. The 

choice between simulations three and five reflects the fundamental difference in 

approaches to analysing the impacts. With simulation five — the original bottom-up 

structure of MMRF — the crowding-out effect of the improvement in the terms of 

trade certainly triggers off adverse impacts on foreign exports of all regional 

commodities as shown in Table 6.16; more details are presented in Table 6.18. 

With simulation three, IRES explores a new approach to modelling the crowding out 

effect of the increase in the terms of trade. The process of price increases in the 

simulation can be separated into two steps. The first step is the increase in the 

(foreign) export price in the international market for WA non-iron ore due to the 

increase in demand, which is represented by the exogenous state-wide shock. The 

second step is the consequence of the higher levels of domestic productive activities 

in response to the shock: prices of all other commodities in all regions are more 

expensive.  

The mechanism for separation of price increases here is just the same as for any other 

regional model. However, the distinctive difference between IRES and other 

bottom-up regional models is that in IRES, via the two-way linkages, the shift in 

demand for non-iron ore from WA is converted into the aggregate Australia-wide 
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shift, which holds a new level of aggregate demand for non-iron ore at the higher 

price level. The condition for foreign exports across all regions adding up to the 

national export in the national module determines specifically the new level of 

aggregate demand for non-iron ore for the regional module. The two-way linkages 

and the adding-up condition together maintain the existing levels of non-iron ore 

foreign export for other regions. This implies that all consumers (old and new) have 

to face the higher export price level together as this higher price is assumed as the 

new price level in the international market. It would be reasonable to assume foreign 

customers of commodities other than non-iron ore would divert from Australia 

because no shifts in demands for those commodities are assumed; higher prices result 

in lower demands — a usual story of moving along the demand curve. IRES and 

MMRF are similar in this aspect. However, foreign customers of non-iron ore which 

is produced in regions other than WA may not need to reduce their demands  as long 

as prices of non-iron ore in those regions are not more expensive than that of WA. 

As indicated in Table 3.16 for simulation three, WA has attained an increase in 

export of non-iron ore via the shock (35%) which is nearly double the increase in 

export of non-iron ore (18.5%) in simulation two previously1. This state-specific 

shock generates an increase by 20 per cent of export of non-iron ore, and an 

expansion of output by nearly 13 per cent at the national level. Both of the results for 

export and output growth are very close to the results in simulation two: 20 per cent 

and 12.57 per cent respectively. These results reflect the flexibility of the model 

when dealing with national and regional shocks. With the integrated structure, the 

model produces consistent results at both levels. 

A slightly different scenario from simulation three is simulation four, in which both 

national and regional shocks are introduced to the model. This approach is our 

preferred approach, the mix mode of the integrated structure, as data at the industry 

level are usually not readily available for commodities across all regions; there may 

be data available for some but not all regions. However, data for industries at the 

                                                 

1 Results of simulation 2 were presented in the percentage change points of deviation from results of 
simulation 1. Thus the percentage change results of simulation 2 can be derived from Tables 5.9 and 
5.13. However, differences are so small, results in simulation 1 can be used directly. 
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national level are more likely to be readily available. Therefore, combining data at 

both levels using the IRES structure is very useful in historical simulations which can 

make use of available data to estimate changes in regions where data are not 

available. Simulation four imitates this scenario by imposing export result of non-

iron ore from WA in simulation two back onto the model while the national shock 

remained unchanged. Results in simulation four are exactly the same as results in 

simulation two.  

In fact, as the historical simulation has been carried out with MONASH, it is 

desirable to attach an appropriate regional module to MONASH using the IRES 

approach to obtain results at the regional level. An appropriate regional module 

refers to a regional CGE module in which its equations have the same functional 

forms to match equations in MONASH and the database of the regional module is 

derived by disaggregating the MONASH database into a multi-regional IO database 

for eight regions.  

One can argue that MMRF can be used directly for the historical simulations by 

imposing shocks on the aggregate variables in a bottom-up model using uniform 

industry shifts across regions. Alternatively, results of shifters in Dixon and 

Rimmer’s (1998) historical simulation can be used in conjunction with historical 

shocks of regions. Structurally, this is possible. However, non-zero values for the 

reconciling variables of IRES can be used to argue that: (a) the first approach will not 

produce the same results for changes in technologies and consumers preferences as 

seen in results by Dixon and Rimmer; and (b) the second approach will not produce 

the same technical or taste changes produced in Dixon and Rimmer (1998).  

In simulation 5, results for export and output growth of non-iron ore at the national 

level (without adding-up conditions) are 19 and 12.5 per cent respectively. A general 

observation is that these results are lower than the results in the constrained case (20 

and 13 per cent respectively). The higher the shock to export of non-iron ore in WA, 

the larger the reduction in total export of non-iron ore nationally. None of the regions 

apart from WA can expand their export of non-iron ore. The crowding-out effect of 

the terms of trade operates differently in between the IRES and MMRF structures, 
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hence the patterns of results are slightly different. The differences purely reflect 

different assumptions that have been highlighted. 

IV. Concluding Remarks 

This chapter has presented several applications using IRES in different ways. The 

development of IRES focuses on two separate areas of regional modelling: (a) the 

integrated structure, and (b) the regional labour market.  

The structure of regional modelling in IRES has deviated significantly from ORES 

and MRES. It has all components of regional and national models in an integrated 

structure. Results of the two modules are reconciled so that both modules produce 

consistent results. Reconciling variables take the forms of technical changes or taste 

changes. These variables are similar to the technical coefficients in the IO 

framework. The interesting point is that the only difference between a regional and a 

national model is the extra level for substitution among domestic regions; but it is 

this extra level of substitution that creates very different results between the two 

models. Using reconciling variables, the two modules in the integrated structure 

produce consistent results. IRES can be used either as a national model or a regional 

model or even in a combined mode defined as the integrated model — a very flexible 

feature. 

Compared with MMRF, the standard structure for regional models, IRES produces 

slightly different results under the crowding-out effect of rising export prices. A 

state-specific shock to non-iron ore export from WA will not only increase export of 

non-iron ore from WA, but will also increase the aggregate export of non-iron ore at 

the national level. The increase at the national level is derived by converting the shift 

in the state export demand to the national equivalence. 

The core of the labour market in IRES is based on the original labour market in 

MMRF. However, IRES takes into account the historical patterns of regional 

migration of each state in order to generate results consistent with observed patterns. 

The new labour market in IRES can solve for changes in unemployment rates, 

participation rates and working population of regions while maintaining fixed 
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nominal wage differentials. Results for unemployment rates and labour participation 

rates are as expected. 

In the new setting of the regional labour market, changes in regional migration are 

partially driven by changes in regional economic conditions but also by pre-

determined factors that are observed from historical patterns. Changes in the labour 

market setting do not affect results at the national level but they do affect results at 

the regional level.  
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Table 6.8 (cont.)

Simulation 1
Agriculture Forestry IronOre NonIronOre BlackCoal Oil NatGas BrownCoal Food TCF WoodPaper Chemicals Petrol Nmet_prods Cement Steel Aluminium OthMet_prods

Domestic
Agriculture -0.00839 -0.003851 -0.050248 -0.253489 0.017692 0.06337 0.019579 0.085184 0.014266 0.01417 -0.015076 -0.031047 -0.05198 -0.07483 -0.084241 -0.03724 -0.057933 -0.060161
Forestry -0.098497 0.123821 -0.01432 -1.520943 0.012064 -0.2179 -0.422836 0.019954 -0.053743 0.012737 0.120379 0.000617 -0.05386 -0.19129 -0.097237 0.06283 -0.240046 -0.171316
IronOre 0.085333 0.186614 -0.038202 -0.240931 0.02421 0.48071 0.30374 -0.081029 0.175956 0.053198 0.016057 -0.09188 -0.18236 -0.137886 -0.1878 -0.04114 0.532377 0.549711
NonIronOre 0.911153 0.839736 -0.420259 -0.174009 0.188076 1.33537 0.345939 1.758266 0.781161 -0.600626 1.395386 1.398718 0.90829 0.852012 0.593403 0.73119 -0.390585 0.464658
BlackCoal 0.101357 0.202654 -0.479783 -0.52235 0.005099 -0.0746 -0.247302 -0.001774 -0.029486 -0.026303 -0.034099 -0.01138 -0.0689 -0.141916 -0.110535 -0.0304 -0.14427 0.048544
Oil -0.016921 -0.002464 -0.065309 0.152633 -0.024641 0.04298 0.01781 -0.053769 -0.002606 -0.025572 -0.028416 -0.043249 -0.08375 -0.036668 -0.077633 -0.09763 0.047803 0.051977
NatGas -0.046649 -0.057311 -0.002665 -0.098899 -0.051762 -0.0589 -0.003961 -0.062928 -0.051256 -0.055775 -0.037522 -0.005802 -0.03742 -0.122604 -0.114845 -0.0528 -0.011035 0.021794
BrownCoal -0.076625 -0.059779 -0.122653 -0.130988 -0.086798 -0.0109 -0.040315 -0.104326 -0.061551 -0.081972 -0.088155 -0.106134 -0.12122 -0.079559 -0.122125 -0.15657 -0.002376 0.000498
Food -0.010721 0.002774 -0.080473 0.055777 0.011802 0.00918 -0.022695 0.026528 -0.051775 0.073706 0.008705 -0.009391 -0.03986 -0.064945 -0.060022 -0.0103 -0.084747 -0.085372
TCF 0.008211 -0.012791 -0.008458 -0.267649 -0.000003 0.00699 0.017905 0.00246 0.004326 0.002843 -0.02016 -0.012777 -0.0446 -0.079394 -0.064768 -0.00735 -0.095342 -0.113266
WoodPaper 0.027511 -0.008447 -0.083606 -0.283946 0.006295 0.00418 -0.032025 0.021651 -0.022886 0.013042 0.003026 0.005607 -0.03624 -0.076365 -0.078266 0.00511 -0.095882 -0.086078
Chemicals 0.003844 -0.009409 -0.012612 -0.339631 0.003435 0.00693 0.001683 0.010674 -0.020559 0.00077 -0.002854 0.00619 -0.04456 -0.059949 -0.070598 -0.00604 -0.036003 -0.031474
Petrol 0.009177 -0.003267 -0.03462 0.087748 -0.020721 0.04042 0.013869 0.054944 0.005539 0.028602 0.018576 0.028525 -0.03785 -0.059556 -0.069768 0.00051 0.000468 0.147067
Nmet_prods -0.101732 -0.041731 -0.25597 -0.482929 -0.020373 0.05305 -0.097224 0.148691 -0.048533 0.16563 0.049195 0.015792 0.04008 -0.073885 -0.108607 0.05852 -0.268645 -0.104079
Cement 0.072502 -0.016295 -0.302917 -0.258015 0.018584 -0.0017 -0.140347 0.060953 0.114453 0.054974 0.034714 0.041258 -0.07359 -0.036747 -0.086286 0.02749 -0.168975 -0.094545
Steel 0.002568 -0.017939 -0.078357 -0.337071 -0.003473 0.00384 -0.024813 0.018073 -0.00152 0.037027 -0.000443 -0.075274 -0.03916 -0.094435 -0.080668 0.00384 -0.230501 -0.078047
Aluminium -0.032877 0.005047 -0.136456 -0.155206 -0.055775 0.11503 0.048873 -0.095221 0.001057 -0.044915 -0.05883 0.005181 -0.13323 -0.039483 -0.135268 -0.00771 0.002422 -0.058543
OthMet_prods 0.014715 0.00349 -0.08793 -0.304487 -0.009621 0.03012 -0.030309 0.054249 0.009225 0.045141 -0.007885 0.019922 -0.03581 -0.069267 -0.064291 0.29178 0.012229 -0.063934
CarsParts 0.015708 -0.012336 -0.052133 -0.26673 0.009548 -0.0003 -0.011277 0.005976 0.015774 0.001466 -0.000762 -0.015981 -0.01268 0.002336 -0.013003 -0.00131 -0.091717 -0.130061
Other_man 0.038677 -0.004633 0.090527 -0.431376 0.004509 -0.0006 0.02288 -0.012884 0.040353 0.02267 -0.03456 -0.030126 -0.05825 -0.080644 -0.062324 -0.00563 -0.072547 -0.101244
ElectBlack 0.002697 -0.148907 0.418238 0.493687 0.094375 -0.587 -0.323753 0.252552 -0.132972 0.050879 0.106615 0.268886 0.40526 0.029134 0.41346 0.72565 -0.172305 -0.68928
ElectBrown 0.245459 0.093488 0.662009 0.737641 0.33736 -0.3456 -0.081783 0.495921 0.10946 0.293759 0.349629 0.512295 0.649 0.271961 0.657219 0.97016 -0.215001 -0.448198
ElectGas 0.035396 -0.116257 0.451074 0.526547 0.127104 -0.5545 -0.291161 0.285333 -0.100318 0.083594 0.139348 0.301672 0.43809 0.061842 0.446293 0.75858 -0.033223 -0.656808
ElectOil -0.368176 -0.519217 0.045825 0.120994 -0.276837 -0.9557 -0.693415 -0.119247 -0.503342 -0.320172 -0.264643 -0.102974 0.03289 -0.341836 0.041064 0.35209 0.083848 -1.057588
ElectOther -0.032535 -0.184085 0.38286 0.458282 0.059111 -0.622 -0.358869 0.217233 -0.168156 0.015631 0.071346 0.233561 0.36988 -0.006107 0.378083 0.69016 -0.337091 -0.724269
ElectSupply 0.002319 -0.042605 -0.343624 -0.724565 0.173132 -0.2937 -0.250884 -0.309249 0.025096 -0.053473 -0.006841 -0.030403 -0.02946 -0.112836 -0.018642 0.08129 -0.065067 0.102999
UrbanGasDis -0.143126 -0.066499 0.203632 -0.553919 0.080019 -0.171 -0.200613 0.003917 -0.065683 -0.032445 -0.008553 -0.017661 -0.06314 -0.052202 -0.060867 0.05599 -0.022473 -0.040392
Water -0.057018 -0.058293 -1.009301 -0.916714 0.060117 -0.0608 -0.531289 0.194224 0.002427 0.052121 0.056826 0.038862 0.04456 -0.048417 -0.241715 0.09561 -0.347088 0.031125
Construction -0.013175 -0.038412 -0.188021 -0.186197 0.018392 0.00594 -0.071183 0.072601 -0.009604 0.017098 0.020297 0.057543 -0.00461 -0.052975 -0.087112 0.02876 -0.121593 -0.058951
TradeHotels -0.013686 -0.042043 -0.272159 0.334256 0.021924 -0.019 -0.130331 0.07007 -0.013669 0.03628 0.009775 0.017439 -0.02161 -0.054518 -0.102737 0.02493 -0.114303 -0.020196
RoadTrans 0.002183 0.013482 -0.363601 -0.415798 0.061793 0.01318 -0.165277 0.099003 0.038034 0.0681 0.05098 0.056874 0.01529 -0.024781 -0.077657 0.05076 -0.105205 0.038078
OthTrans 0.003377 -0.003189 -0.055187 0.246538 0.012973 0.01021 -0.009256 0.022373 -0.012281 0.016659 0.01585 0.019069 -0.03278 -0.042174 -0.069139 0.00596 -0.052455 -0.028041
Communic -0.019446 -0.030681 -0.360544 -0.459469 0.039974 -0.0325 -0.184803 0.052646 -0.015514 0.03706 0.010916 0.018509 -0.00783 -0.079557 -0.127411 0.03089 -0.174033 -0.04782
FinBusServ -0.02802 -0.020865 -0.527614 -0.128226 0.022674 -0.0043 -0.256531 0.126292 0.007335 0.062983 0.023601 0.041154 0.0044 -0.065917 -0.130222 0.04222 -0.232031 -0.05573
Dwelling -0.398673 -0.549667 0.015202 0.090348 -0.307362 -0.986 -0.723812 -0.149819 -0.533797 -0.350683 -0.295172 -0.133551 0.00227 -0.372341 0.010442 0.32138 -1.062288 -1.087873
PublicServ -0.010136 -0.029303 -0.163122 -0.39793 0.01723 -0.0019 -0.086337 0.017247 0.02413 0.016677 0.000914 0.005722 -0.0473 -0.066597 -0.087957 -0.00483 -0.126882 -0.091463
OthServ -0.00194 -0.019336 -0.245346 -0.423336 0.023991 -0.0086 -0.116142 0.047188 -0.030439 0.030042 -0.002823 -0.00113 -0.02121 -0.061713 -0.101573 0.01531 -0.141844 -0.090956
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Table 6.8 (cont.)

Simulation 1
CarsParts Other_man ElectBlack ElectBrown ElectGas ElectOil ElectOther ElectSupply UrbanGasDis Water Construction TradeHotels RoadTrans OthTrans Communic FinBusServ Dwelling PublicServ OthServ

Domestic
Agriculture 0.036973 -0.015724 -0.020976 0.080348 -0.03224 -0.2526 -0.060872 -0.020236 0.024054 -0 -0.015009 -0.018564 0.002381 0.066114 0.005159 -0.007991 0.01779 0.001484 0.00719
Forestry -0.063923 -0.035189 -0.09212 0.020409 -0.70394 -1.0268 -0.046377 -0.128737 0.060571 -0.07 -0.133303 -0.058932 -0.086695 0.009504 -0.068166 0.064731 0.0378 -0.05284 -0.0546
IronOre -0.025846 0.195295 0.082287 -0.081319 -0.16657 -0.3501 0.042836 0.322725 0.258425 0.218 0.150653 0.257865 0.311933 0.179919 0.194227 0.28344 0.12158 0.108174 0.09678
NonIronOre 1.468921 0.879063 -0.571726 -0.734264 -0.81896 -1.0013 -0.61092 -0.33286 -0.396739 0.823 0.68721 0.759372 0.709962 0.682604 -0.460518 0.829022 0.76502 0.824516 0.86542
BlackCoal 0.05734 -0.03343 -0.144526 -0.065322 -0.15059 -0.3341 0.058853 -0.221144 -0.000016 -0.04 -0.068915 -0.045674 0.327994 0.036353 0.210268 0.299496 0.13761 -0.033412 -0.0275
Oil -0.035585 -0.003147 -0.021374 -0.05551 -0.06659 -0.1373 -0.030308 0.018802 0.013176 0.005 -0.008311 0.008992 0.020864 -0.00055 0.001318 0.015297 -0.0115 -0.012127 -0.0066
NatGas -0.036143 -0.062854 0.006704 -0.020561 0.235751 -0.0654 0.000133 -0.057298 -0.040626 -0.05 -0.054441 -0.059792 -0.041794 -0.04836 -0.04531 -0.04688 0.01325 -0.045225 -0.0479
BrownCoal -0.095133 -0.058336 -0.077131 0.003673 -0.11859 -0.1492 -0.083697 -0.037162 -0.047843 -0.05 -0.065759 -0.047936 -0.038954 -0.06089 -0.058513 -0.043687 -0.0706 -0.072824 -0.066
Food 0.006257 -0.018129 0.008148 0.015324 -0.05197 -0.2649 -0.033179 -0.022701 0.000419 -0 -0.015071 -0.016755 0.000226 0.021359 0.001391 -0.006496 -0.0136 -0.000016 0.00122
TCF 0.010045 -0.021844 0.007661 0.007916 -0.02127 -0.2382 -0.031406 -0.019911 0.010028 -0 -0.010351 -0.011451 0.00333 0.038226 0.003028 -0.000946 -0.0035 0.003589 0.00322
WoodPaper 0.007442 -0.004495 0.012036 0.019511 -0.07023 -0.2944 -0.000639 -0.018593 0.015399 0.004 -0.008793 -0.000295 0.002829 0.035704 0.005581 0.00276 0.00113 -0.008486 0.00124
Chemicals 0.000083 0.010055 0.009664 0.007421 -0.03164 -0.2397 -0.017842 -0.018663 0.011981 0.003 -0.011366 0.006515 0.004274 0.031827 0.003145 -0.002804 -0.0023 0.001187 0.0038
Petrol 0.030044 0.015621 0.085637 -0.159681 -0.28743 0.68918 0.026464 -0.225921 0.025988 0.007 -0.010244 0.008624 0.006836 0.041391 0.010524 0.003807 0.00185 0.012861 -0.0077
Nmet_prods 0.068692 -0.001277 -0.028594 0.172163 -0.12227 -0.4329 0.023427 0.013545 0.139927 0.045 0.027033 0.084441 0.009713 0.053543 0.100858 0.074486 0.03078 0.063899 -0.0392
Cement 0.011851 -0.001362 0.017283 0.061171 -0.15164 -0.4559 -0.008603 -0.022598 0.037734 0.008 -0.019066 0.025742 0.196023 0.124076 0.131876 0.180498 0.01029 0.015742 -0.1904
Steel 0.008249 -0.005453 0.007099 0.019046 -0.06696 -0.2953 -0.018624 -0.021938 0.013381 -0 -0.016716 0.017138 0.000896 -0.00335 0.08071 0.002354 -0.0017 0.015277 0.00742
Aluminium 0.028144 0.008296 -0.034018 -0.09533 -0.1273 -0.1962 -0.048797 0.055974 0.031921 0.017 -0.008416 0.031712 0.051938 0.00254 0.007896 0.04128 -0.0193 -0.024322 -0.009
OthMet_prods 0.041055 0.022416 0.005994 0.056461 -0.06764 -0.3158 0.021843 -0.00944 0.032697 0.015 -0.008668 0.00384 0.011221 0.040253 0.017689 0.009845 0.00935 0.008424 0.02004
CarsParts 0.007598 -0.023246 0.013974 0.006539 -0.04795 -0.2674 -0.017822 -0.019381 0.00983 0.002 -0.015255 0.003634 0.003658 0.097369 0.003757 -0.000296 0.00557 0.014421 0.00618
Other_man -0.028311 0.019158 0.006535 -0.029564 0.009682 -0.1774 -0.036256 -0.030226 -0.039141 -0.02 -0.015327 -0.030719 -0.002081 0.03212 -0.011863 -0.043465 -0.0059 -0.017236 -0.0171
ElectBlack 0.16956 -0.161884 0.007262 0.25299 0.381432 0.65885 0.066424 0.02565 -0.256167 -0.2 -0.095121 -0.255332 -0.335965 -0.1389 -0.160287 -0.293486 -0.0516 -0.031527 -0.0927
ElectBrown 0.412728 0.080479 0.250035 0.49636 0.625113 0.90321 0.309341 0.539727 -0.014034 0.047 0.147403 -0.013196 -0.094024 0.103521 0.082079 -0.051442 0.19102 0.211152 0.14985
ElectGas 0.202314 -0.129239 0.039963 0.285771 0.414255 0.69177 0.099144 -0.857591 -0.223553 -0.16 -0.062454 -0.222717 -0.303376 -0.10625 -0.127642 -0.260883 -0.0189 0.001161 -0.06
ElectOil -0.201931 -0.532147 -0.363628 -0.118811 0.009155 0.28555 -0.304685 -1.3317 -0.62608 -0.57 -0.465631 -0.625247 -0.705581 -0.50925 -0.530556 -0.66326 -0.4223 -0.402273 -0.4632
ElectOther 0.13427 -0.197058 -0.027971 0.21767 0.346067 0.62339 0.03117 -0.098813 -0.291308 -0.23 -0.130319 -0.290472 -0.371077 -0.17408 -0.195462 -0.328613 -0.0868 -0.066747 -0.1279
ElectSupply -0.04257 0.067583 0.363928 -0.308814 1.170727 0.77633 -0.142623 -0.528177 -0.024688 0.005 0.011998 0.027623 0.032344 0.062026 0.006822 0.026789 0.03827 0.009745 0.02265
UrbanGasDis 0.019092 -0.007992 -0.206466 0.038737 0.453402 0.44373 -0.147431 -0.565006 0.01139 -0.41 0.093219 0.136923 0.23833 0.081787 0.104234 0.138692 0.03081 0.036533 0.06448
Water 0.070877 0.141824 0.007542 0.194661 -0.65396 -1.0533 -0.262175 -0.061029 0.081716 -0.49 -0.071884 -0.008709 -0.009511 0.116419 -0.450179 0.015874 0.017 -0.009139 0.01426
Construction 0.058801 0.014933 0.007848 0.073038 -0.0855 -0.42 0.055025 -0.003393 0.039669 0.021 -0.181735 0.002552 0.013021 0.024495 0.021719 0.017522 0.0127 0.011842 0.02209
TradeHotels 0.03513 0.041109 0.014039 0.070506 -0.13305 -0.4733 0.028802 -0.003886 0.034487 0.01 -0.013327 0.018214 0.013205 0.035816 0.019987 0.020024 0.01266 0.008775 0.01624
RoadTrans 0.073199 0.047574 0.043202 0.099439 -0.1858 -0.5008 0.030608 0.004913 0.064559 0.033 -0.001145 0.030974 0.028476 0.027461 0.038102 0.033225 0.03612 0.028074 0.03662
OthTrans 0.0125 0.008285 0.017409 0.02281 -0.05373 -0.2737 -0.004211 -0.011856 0.01871 0.009 -0.009295 0.018354 0.009589 -0.17813 0.010959 0.006477 0.00575 0.008002 0.01323
Communic 0.021312 0.027778 0.025083 0.053083 -0.23097 -0.5265 -0.012994 -0.022322 0.030189 0.005 -0.025642 0.001372 -0.000433 0.019744 0.00885 0.007809 0.00948 0.00211 0.0146
FinBusServ 0.079948 0.052479 0.00818 0.126729 -0.28619 -0.6559 0.001409 -0.027097 0.057275 0.009 -0.034437 -0.001727 -0.000441 0.039609 0.01616 0.015407 0.01291 -0.005172 0.01241
Dwelling -0.232479 -0.562593 -0.394125 -0.149384 -0.02146 0.25485 -0.335201 -0.75199 -0.656498 -0.6 -0.496098 -0.655665 -0.735975 -0.5397 -0.561002 -0.693666 -0.4528 -0.432759 -0.4937
PublicServ -0.001006 0.009122 0.000696 0.017679 -0.1485 -0.3059 -0.022106 -0.022861 -0.006409 -0 -0.012561 -0.00499 0.02342 -0.00704 0.016759 0.019871 -0.0074 0.012512 0.00658
OthServ 0.020994 0.014631 0.015428 0.047624 -0.15751 -0.4243 -0.010747 -0.021969 0.024964 0.004 -0.020044 -0.004854 0.000816 0.041193 0.007175 0.002695 0.00416 0.00024 0.01071
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Table 6.8 (cont.)

Simulation 1
Agriculture Forestry IronOre NonIronOre BlackCoal Oil NatGas BrownCoal Food TCF WoodPaper Chemicals Petrol Nmet_prods Cement Steel Aluminium OthMet_prods

Import
Agriculture -0.033826 0.001547 -0.452999 -0.394869 0.009834 0.09172 -0.018895 0.151471 0.167368 -0.07444 -0.011524 -0.086989 -0.0516 -0.09132 -0.158515 -0.05194 -0.137788 -0.150075
Forestry 0.314924 0.914881 -0.354001 -3.228818 0.036902 -0.3361 -0.314148 0.000041 -0.186315 -0.04883 0.23567 0.022728 -0.06682 -0.280203 -0.34192 0.19776 0.13179 0.526814
IronOre -0.120009 -0.422615 -0.046045 0.863173 0.063206 -1.2944 -0.771044 0.379712 -0.390831 -0.02374 0.087679 0.412423 0.68574 0.027324 0.702193 0.01721 -1.446521 -1.497483
NonIronOre -0.022737 -0.871226 1.540177 0.364879 -0.047663 0.00674 0.223788 -0.110757 -0.591558 -0.02374 -0.456091 -0.156671 -0.88985 -0.686254 -0.460071 -0.41708 0.112624 0.074759
BlackCoal -0.120009 -0.422615 1.190419 1.369416 0.008942 -1.2629 -0.573082 0.458524 -0.40674 -0.039985 0.083102 0.378836 0.70211 0.033399 0.763827 1.31606 -1.377664 -1.584414
Oil 0.004908 -0.010405 -0.039048 1.001187 0.011949 -0.0004 -0.004846 0.003236 -0.001775 -0.011045 0.003113 0.017209 -0.04277 -0.074033 -0.0687 -0.00098 -0.047595 -0.032823
NatGas 0.067546 0.20671 -0.18366 -0.517651 -0.04021 0.39184 0.371964 -0.573157 0.187131 -0.014422 -0.02659 -0.119341 -0.34112 -0.111252 -0.470633 -0.67319 0.713656 0.903526
BrownCoal 0.060059 0.21198 -0.354001 -0.428815 -0.031588 0.65356 0.387765 -0.189317 0.19599 0.011872 -0.043811 -0.205576 -0.34112 0.033613 -0.349258 -0.65812 0.731202 0.757257
Food -0.008496 -0.085187 -0.409411 -2.085596 0.033224 0.02893 -0.23937 0.197 0.427404 0.098659 0.00187 0.210612 -0.03758 -0.044599 -0.214315 -0.00731 -0.354295 -0.192314
TCF 0.003832 -0.011168 -0.047884 -0.311923 0.009966 0.00178 -0.006823 0.00881 0.008266 0.007159 -0.017581 -0.00996 -0.04309 -0.074732 -0.07193 -0.00214 -0.094341 -0.111233
WoodPaper -0.034848 -0.008049 -0.105174 -0.202467 0.010752 0.00204 -0.021055 0.013823 -0.039658 0.019309 -0.010232 -0.05742 -0.02833 -0.070464 -0.077657 0.00898 -0.10174 -0.086198
Chemicals -0.00148 -0.012186 -0.086679 -0.053161 0.002896 0.01116 -0.001589 0.019177 -0.0257 0.006339 -0.019405 -0.002654 -0.03897 -0.067746 -0.071542 0.00209 -0.090588 -0.073822
Petrol 0.013209 -0.011771 -0.03828 0.111096 0.018513 -0.009 -0.00792 -0.008147 0.0042 0.003646 0.011046 0.015839 -0.04151 -0.065068 -0.0679 -0.00153 0.01833 0.153798
Nmet_prods 0.070231 0.193369 0.351138 1.59449 0.091457 -0.1059 0.226239 -0.358034 -0.040465 -0.160402 -0.06748 -0.060623 -0.11098 -0.048562 0.055136 -0.05654 0.076278 -0.044747
Cement -0.239875 -0.005876 0.196085 0.051976 0.004705 0.0002 0.112093 -0.047839 0.103867 -0.047474 0.175435 -0.003414 1.37618 -0.047539 1.569829 -0.02702 -0.023046 -0.097226
Steel 0.052444 -0.007635 -0.02747 0.401103 0.017521 -0.0023 -0.000699 -0.000692 0.011187 0.047618 -0.047087 0.101007 2.04373 -0.085797 -0.064289 -0.00313 -0.2084 -0.043135
Aluminium 0.120154 0.424409 -0.706748 -0.855794 -0.063166 1.31139 0.777034 -0.378276 0.392365 0.023745 -0.087602 0.009649 -0.68107 0.067238 -0.697296 -0.02171 -0.004027 -0.041941
OthMet_prods 0.013683 -0.001889 -0.097574 -0.313926 0.007008 0.01342 -0.025423 0.032356 -0.050116 0.033862 -0.002916 0.019772 -0.03604 -0.077721 -0.068234 -0.32842 0.028979 -0.068214
CarsParts 0.011484 -0.011529 -0.063156 -0.266909 0.010494 0.00021 -0.014661 0.008267 0.017448 0.002827 -0.010433 -0.012856 -0.08132 0.008002 -0.083268 -0.00052 -0.092221 -0.128624
Other_man -0.002444 -0.012859 -0.101503 0.052778 0.015751 0.00061 -0.034164 0.019003 -0.001991 0.016497 0.000956 0.013222 -0.02873 -0.060417 -0.119324 0.0075 -0.065405 -0.05029
ElectBlack -0.060023 -0.211531 0.355258 0.43066 0.031598 -0.6493 -0.386268 0.189676 -0.195607 -0.011871 0.04383 0.205999 0.34228 -0.033602 0.350482 0.66247 -0.725896 -0.751566
ElectBrown -0.060023 -0.211531 0.355258 0.43066 0.031598 -0.6493 -0.386268 0.189676 -0.195607 -0.011871 0.04383 0.205999 0.34228 -0.033602 0.350482 0.66247 -0.725896 -0.751566
ElectGas -0.060023 -0.211531 0.355258 0.43066 0.031598 -0.6493 -0.386268 0.189676 -0.195607 -0.011871 0.04383 0.205999 0.34228 -0.033602 0.350482 0.66247 -0.725896 -0.751566
ElectOil -0.060023 -0.211531 0.355258 0.43066 0.031598 -0.6493 -0.386268 0.189676 -0.195607 -0.011871 0.04383 0.205999 0.34228 -0.033602 0.350482 0.66247 -0.725895 -0.751566
ElectOther -0.060023 -0.211531 0.355258 0.43066 0.031598 -0.6493 -0.386268 0.189676 -0.195607 -0.011871 0.04383 0.205999 0.34228 -0.033602 0.350482 0.66247 -0.725896 -0.751566
ElectSupply -0.016296 -0.010405 -0.039049 -0.32372 0.011949 -0.0004 -0.004846 0.003236 -0.003819 0.004224 0.014443 0.009033 -0.04061 -0.075679 -0.0687 -0.00098 -0.0085 -0.018283
UrbanGasDis -0.112984 -0.211531 0.355258 -0.527198 0.011949 -0.6493 -0.386268 0.189676 -0.017273 0.00366 0.016082 0.032716 -0.04061 -0.076637 -0.0687 -0.00098 0.049663 0.107231
Water 0.000008 -0.211531 -0.039048 -0.134141 0.011949 -0.0004 -0.004846 0.003236 -0.02293 0.016584 -0.001071 0.092958 -0.04061 -0.052493 -0.0687 -0.00098 0.027208 0.067131
Construction 0.003241 -0.010405 -0.039049 0.842676 0.011949 -0.0004 -0.004846 0.003236 -0.027344 0.011033 0.004794 0.028143 -0.04061 -0.063874 -0.0687 -0.00098 -0.090035 -0.091684
TradeHotels 0.013254 -0.010405 -0.039048 0.612408 0.011949 -0.0004 -0.004846 0.003236 -0.00887 0.007436 0.011779 -0.002253 -0.04061 -0.054228 -0.0687 -0.00098 -0.050418 -0.05246
RoadTrans -0.060023 -0.211531 -0.039048 0.116996 0.011949 -0.0004 -0.004846 0.003236 -0.043913 0.004782 0.003143 -0.016504 -0.04061 -0.064979 -0.0687 -0.00098 -0.051983 -0.040753
OthTrans 0.018442 -0.010404 -0.039048 0.175478 0.011949 -0.0004 -0.004846 0.003236 -0.031018 0.006647 -0.004322 -0.014267 -0.04061 -0.069453 -0.0687 -0.00098 -0.081325 -0.085471
Communic -0.001281 -0.010405 -0.039049 -0.269126 0.011949 -0.0004 -0.004846 0.003236 -0.02123 0.014374 0.002409 -0.006763 -0.04061 -0.073713 -0.0687 -0.00098 -0.056967 -0.049066
FinBusServ 0.009007 -0.010405 -0.039048 0.410298 0.011949 -0.0004 -0.004846 0.003236 -0.031573 0.004095 0.000751 -0.006912 -0.04061 -0.066706 -0.0687 -0.00098 -0.076174 -0.076221
Dwelling -0.060023 -0.211531 0.355258 0.43066 0.031598 -0.6493 -0.386268 0.189676 -0.195607 -0.011871 0.04383 0.205999 0.34228 -0.033602 0.350482 0.66247 -0.725896 -0.751566
PublicServ 0.002726 -0.010405 -0.039048 -0.478874 0.011949 -0.0004 -0.004846 0.003236 -0.077665 0.001624 0.030998 -0.018605 -0.04061 -0.056485 -0.0687 0.66247 -0.091219 -0.096224
OthServ 0.018659 -0.010405 -0.039049 0.20643 0.011949 -0.0004 -0.004846 0.003236 0.079748 0.00247 -0.001912 0.076373 -0.04061 -0.068873 -0.0687 -0.00098 -0.018052 0.007425
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Table 6.8 (cont.)

Simulation 1
CarsParts Other_man ElectBlack ElectBrown ElectGas ElectOil ElectOther ElectSupply UrbanGasDis Water Construction TradeHotels RoadTrans OthTrans Communic FinBusServ Dwelling PublicServ OthServ

Import
Agriculture 0.04915 -0.005644 -0.047053 0.141414 -0.08023 -0.3198 -0.081091 -0.024592 0.008601 -0.01 -0.024119 -0.01874 -0.001675 0.033591 0.001144 -0.018216 0.20899 0.018261 0.00526
Forestry -0.094173 -0.042685 -0.161411 0.001717 -1.07652 -1.3146 -0.409528 -0.196711 0.319744 0.571 -0.150142 -0.099745 0.67958 0.07437 0.259242 0.357291 0.11443 -0.024018 -0.0512
IronOre 0.213586 -0.448498 -0.11089 0.380588 0.637963 1.19499 0.007328 -0.827367 -0.636434 -0.52 -0.315311 -0.634768 -0.795356 -0.40265 -0.445313 -0.710772 -0.2285 -0.188362 -0.1564
NonIronOre -1.269649 -0.39395 -0.11089 0.380588 0.637963 1.19499 0.007328 -0.827367 -0.636434 -1.49 -0.598187 -0.781355 -0.666841 -0.66218 -0.445313 -0.898666 -0.6961 -0.734843 -0.8531
BlackCoal 0.103418 -0.46077 0.026684 0.380588 0.637963 1.19499 0.007328 -0.746786 -0.675201 -0.51 -0.290603 -0.632418 -0.795356 -0.4706 -0.445313 -0.710772 -0.2285 -0.201101 -0.3282
Oil 0.003457 -0.018166 0.016423 0.003672 -0.04258 -0.2575 -0.016062 -0.017002 0.009847 0.259 -0.007686 -0.009251 0.005242 0.00794 0.00512 0.001958 0.11443 0.007393 0.00197
NatGas -0.081787 0.194263 0.055491 -0.189753 0.088699 -0.5922 -0.003664 -0.018084 0.024417 0.252 0.152848 0.296779 0.417691 0.202341 0.234029 0.363771 0.11443 0.102301 0.15944
BrownCoal -0.106622 0.225006 0.055491 -1.590707 -0.31746 -0.5922 -0.003664 0.416268 0.319744 0.259 0.158029 0.318903 0.400066 0.201935 0.223403 0.357291 0.11443 0.094314 0.15558
Food 0.017557 0.101694 -0.010603 0.157286 -0.26512 -0.5782 -0.052598 -0.023644 0.085061 0.007 -0.041678 -0.021246 0.000563 0.053442 0.010252 0.013371 0.02097 -0.004697 0.01973
TCF 0.015173 -0.017117 0.01338 0.014328 -0.04571 -0.2683 -0.018355 -0.01543 0.013366 0.005 -0.010799 -0.007236 0.00624 0.04822 0.006848 0.005261 0.00164 0.006167 0.00576
WoodPaper 0.013097 -0.007189 0.012685 0.046508 -0.11784 -0.3647 -0.001113 -0.017506 0.023459 0.006 -0.008155 0.006414 0.006255 0.032805 0.011933 0.004509 0.00361 0.006152 0.00838
Chemicals 0.011409 0.013484 0.013822 0.013439 -0.05151 -0.2708 -0.015663 -0.016695 0.009937 0.002 -0.00971 0.0094 0.004399 0.050157 0.006567 -0.001039 0.00091 0.005455 0.00557
Petrol -0.003648 0.0059 -0.092417 0.317056 0.531354 0.55096 0.006107 0.097677 0.006942 0.002 -0.010128 0.012797 0.004716 0.053867 0.003529 -0.00275 -0.0002 0.008049 -0.0181
Nmet_prods -0.058035 0.022884 0.107818 -0.303884 -0.00825 -0.016 -0.144336 -0.119495 -0.029822 -0.16 -0.170949 -0.146448 -0.003265 -0.00586 -1.93353 -0.030408 -0.0338 -0.024113 0.00357
Cement 0.427627 -0.033901 0.014472 -0.04816 0.05458 -0.0829 -0.024181 -0.013706 -0.015454 -0 -0.001677 0.013724 -1.584388 -0.80368 -0.888643 -1.416492 -0.0095 0.002952 -0.1564
Steel 0.002139 -0.022008 0.019168 0.000156 -0.0379 -0.2502 -0.015194 -0.01558 0.009169 0.004 -0.008882 0.02343 0.007674 -0.01593 -1.232091 -2.025398 0.00102 -0.027547 0.01009
Aluminium -0.191956 0.450518 0.111013 -0.379145 -0.63392 -1.1809 -0.007328 0.834268 0.64051 -0.06 0.316308 0.638823 0.801732 0.404278 0.447304 0.71586 0.22898 0.188717 0.31141
OthMet_prods 0.050945 0.016954 0.014737 0.031535 -0.0613 -0.2935 0.001938 -0.011414 0.019334 0.017 -0.011588 0.007586 0.010942 0.040403 0.013054 0.01431 0.00665 0.010145 0.02106
CarsParts 0.003572 -0.027119 0.015488 0.008681 -0.0513 -0.2725 -0.016411 -0.016825 0.012056 0.003 -0.013547 0.005337 0.004869 0.118538 0.005779 0.002055 0.02723 0.017175 0.00864
Other_man 0.021996 0.010952 0.021332 0.029261 -0.08973 -0.3238 -0.004932 -0.010622 0.032473 0.008 -0.011885 0.017132 0.011147 0.111921 0.01425 0.010184 0.00962 0.017262 0.01427
ElectBlack 0.106736 -0.224501 -0.05546 0.190113 0.318475 0.59572 0.003664 -0.414543 -0.318725 -0.26 -0.15778 -0.317889 -0.398472 -0.20153 -0.222905 -0.35602 -0.1143 -0.094225 -0.1553
ElectBrown 0.106736 -0.224501 -0.05546 0.190113 0.318475 0.59572 0.003664 -0.414542 -0.318725 -0.26 -0.15778 -0.317889 -0.398472 -0.20153 -0.222905 -0.35602 -0.1143 -0.094225 -0.1553
ElectGas 0.106736 -0.224501 -0.05546 0.190113 0.318475 0.59572 0.003664 -0.414542 -0.318725 -0.26 -0.15778 -0.317889 -0.398472 -0.20153 -0.222905 -0.35602 -0.1143 -0.094225 -0.1553
ElectOil 0.106736 -0.224501 -0.05546 0.190113 0.318475 0.59572 0.003664 -0.414542 -0.318725 -0.26 -0.15778 -0.317889 -0.398472 -0.20153 -0.222905 -0.35602 -0.1143 -0.094225 -0.1553
ElectOther 0.106736 -0.224501 -0.05546 0.190113 0.318475 0.59572 0.003664 -0.414543 -0.318725 -0.26 -0.15778 -0.317889 -0.398472 -0.20153 -0.222905 -0.35602 -0.1143 -0.094225 -0.1553
ElectSupply 0.003458 0.012567 -0.05546 0.190113 0.318474 0.59572 0.003664 -0.017324 0.009847 0.003 -0.012528 -0.002746 0.005242 -0.0046 0.00512 -0.000496 0.00037 -0.005061 0.00141
UrbanGasDis 0.003458 0.02249 -0.05546 0.190113 0.60046 0.59572 0.003664 -0.008552 0.009847 -0.26 -0.007764 0.006495 0.005242 0.004671 0.00512 -0.001267 0.00037 -0.000177 -0.0076
Water 0.003458 0.060857 0.016423 0.003672 -0.04258 -0.2575 -0.016062 -0.017002 0.009847 -0.26 -0.012178 -0.000841 -0.398472 0.101743 -0.222905 -0.001406 0.00037 0.001112 0.00654
Construction 0.003457 0.019344 0.016423 0.003672 -0.04258 -0.2575 -0.016062 -0.017002 0.009847 0.003 -0.15778 -0.012171 0.005242 0.010375 0.00512 -0.000439 -0.1143 0.002043 0.00733
TradeHotels 0.003458 0.00599 0.016423 0.003672 -0.04258 -0.2575 -0.016062 -0.017002 0.009847 0.003 -0.010912 0.000606 0.005242 0.002495 0.00512 0.004249 0.00037 0.004335 -0.0228
RoadTrans 0.003458 0.01974 0.016423 0.003672 -0.04258 -0.2575 -0.016062 -0.017002 -0.318725 0.003 -0.011042 0.010519 0.005242 0.045784 0.005298 0.001265 -0.1143 -0.011054 0.00907
OthTrans 0.003458 0.017435 0.016423 0.003672 -0.04258 -0.2575 -0.016062 -0.017002 0.009847 0.003 -0.00966 0.010793 0.005242 0.354635 0.00512 0.001068 0.00037 -0.001697 0.00853
Communic 0.003458 0.011538 0.016423 0.003672 -0.04258 -0.2575 -0.016062 -0.017002 0.009847 0.003 -0.009336 0.003255 0.005242 0.012491 0.00512 0.001103 0.00037 0.000376 0.00823
FinBusServ 0.003457 0.013891 0.016423 0.003672 -0.04258 -0.2575 -0.016062 -0.017002 0.009847 0.003 -0.009393 0.00052 0.005242 0.028035 0.00512 0.001204 0.00037 -0.002887 0.00723
Dwelling 0.106736 -0.224501 -0.05546 0.190113 0.318475 0.59572 0.003664 -0.414542 -0.318725 -0.26 -0.15778 -0.317889 -0.398472 -0.20153 -0.222905 -0.35602 -0.1143 -0.094225 -0.1564
PublicServ 0.003457 0.012552 0.016423 0.003672 -0.04258 -0.2575 -0.016062 -0.017003 0.009847 0.003 -0.01344 0.012376 0.005242 -0.02399 0.00512 0.002809 0.00037 0.009034 0.00734
OthServ 0.003457 0.004934 0.016423 0.003672 -0.04258 -0.2575 -0.016062 -0.017002 0.009847 0.003 -0.011116 0.006504 0.005242 0.005654 -0.222905 0.002118 -0.1143 0.008092 0.00231
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Table 6.8 (cont.)

Simulation 1
Agriculture Forestry IronOre NonIronOre BlackCoal Oil NatGas BrownCoal Food TCF WoodPaper Chemicals Petrol Nmet_prods Cement Steel Aluminium OthMet_prods

Domestic
Agriculture 0.022303 -0.047257 -0.153873 1.817449 0.289266 -0.5926 -0.45078 0.18329 -0.089528 -0.000672 0.01539 0.094667 0.35915 0.003994 0.256868 0.13898 -0.234227 -0.336864
Forestry -0.151209 0.020451 -0.32708 1.640823 0.115291 -0.7651 -0.623471 0.009499 -0.262846 -0.174143 -0.158109 -0.07897 0.18505 -0.169486 0.08295 -0.03474 -0.407293 -0.509753
IronOre -0.051184 -0.120693 -0.227231 1.742643 0.215583 -0.6657 -0.523919 0.109685 -0.162933 -0.074142 -0.058091 0.021127 0.28541 -0.069479 0.183209 0.06541 -0.307525 -0.410086
NonIronOre 1.046946 0.976673 -0.388772 0.647886 0.158734 1.25876 0.145093 1.750479 0.93397 1.023736 1.039963 1.120052 1.38724 1.02845 1.283913 1.16482 0.787789 0.6841
BlackCoal -0.077848 -0.147339 -0.253848 1.715499 0.188848 -0.6922 -0.550457 0.082978 -0.189567 -0.1008 -0.084754 -0.005556 0.25866 -0.096138 0.156482 0.03871 -0.334121 -0.436655
Oil 0.193866 0.124186 0.017387 1.992092 0.461287 -0.4221 -0.280028 0.355129 0.081842 0.170852 0.186941 0.266354 0.53129 0.175526 0.428833 0.31074 -0.063104 -0.165917
NatGas 0.020474 -0.049086 -0.1557 1.815587 0.287431 -0.5944 -0.452601 0.181457 -0.091356 -0.002501 0.013561 0.092836 0.35731 0.002165 0.255034 0.13715 -0.236052 -0.338687
BrownCoal 0.609378 0.539409 0.432167 2.415061 0.877907 -0.0092 0.133518 0.771309 0.49689 0.586268 0.602424 0.682166 0.9482 0.590961 0.845319 0.72674 0.351342 0.248103
Food -0.017523 -0.087056 -0.193629 1.776907 0.249333 -0.6322 -0.490417 0.1434 -0.12931 -0.040489 -0.024433 0.054812 0.31918 -0.035824 0.216949 0.09911 -0.273951 -0.376547
TCF -0.016715 -0.006916 0.001965 0.690314 -0.10857 0.0314 -0.064055 0.005035 -0.03173 0.004261 -0.013612 0.007497 -0.01809 -0.018154 -0.064687 -0.02241 0.002802 -0.001893
WoodPaper -0.021623 -0.005662 -0.060729 0.664544 -0.095747 0.02409 -0.105733 0.014657 -0.029766 0.010342 -0.010444 0.011742 -0.01046 -0.023539 -0.078501 -0.01215 -0.019799 -0.005342
Chemicals -0.043538 -0.005239 0.001466 0.639225 -0.103854 0.03012 -0.071129 0.003199 -0.024354 0.006512 -0.009284 0.007767 -0.01579 -0.017258 -0.065024 -0.01948 0.008327 0.038903
Petrol -0.008103 -0.077642 -0.184226 1.786497 0.258779 -0.6229 -0.481042 0.152835 -0.1199 -0.031071 -0.015013 0.064239 0.32864 -0.026406 0.226391 0.10854 -0.264555 -0.36716
Nmet_prods 0.032524 -0.082193 -1.604067 -0.233426 0.151286 -0.3357 -0.913811 0.853082 0.179292 0.276179 0.001787 0.230867 0.07307 -0.152961 -0.546077 0.0807 -0.699899 -0.090795
Cement -0.161307 -0.230739 -0.33716 1.630544 0.105166 -0.7751 -0.633521 -0.000615 -0.272933 -0.184239 -0.168206 -0.089075 0.17492 -0.179582 0.072828 -0.04485 -0.417365 -0.519814
Steel -0.047929 -0.01339 -0.0604 0.605399 -0.102083 0.02454 -0.103242 0.014866 -0.029439 0.010363 -0.011123 0.007649 -0.01337 -0.025829 -0.084149 -0.01256 -0.028805 -0.00196
Aluminium -0.031503 0.000579 -0.072783 0.635297 -0.09404 0.00726 -0.06116 0.002546 -0.048282 0.018883 -0.003026 0.009031 -0.01848 -0.028347 -0.084752 -0.02157 -0.02753 0.007269
OthMet_prods -0.038708 0.008282 -0.088896 0.654609 -0.102284 0.05677 -0.137405 0.053006 -0.004165 0.037376 0.015338 0.03112 0.00478 -0.012802 -0.068296 0.00765 -0.049343 0.008968
CarsParts -0.043874 -0.009068 -0.049658 0.882344 -0.097175 0.02091 -0.095783 0.006521 -0.029887 0.005463 -0.006419 -0.001834 -0.01334 -0.021485 -0.074815 -0.01627 -0.015295 -0.005893
Other_man -0.02025 -0.047216 -0.692552 0.420289 -0.03105 -0.0135 -0.439844 0.214349 -0.023777 0.051158 0.013037 0.088022 0.04233 -0.037346 -0.14666 0.04836 -0.20898 0.023597
ElectBlack 0.087028 0.017423 -0.089262 1.883334 0.354163 -0.5283 -0.386361 0.248119 -0.024876 0.064038 0.080111 0.159439 0.42409 0.068707 0.321745 0.20378 -0.169668 -0.272371
ElectBrown 0.329995 0.260221 0.153277 2.130663 0.597778 -0.2868 -0.144543 0.491477 0.217819 0.306949 0.323061 0.402581 0.66787 0.31163 0.565282 0.44703 0.072676 -0.030277
ElectGas 0.119755 0.050126 -0.056594 1.916649 0.386977 -0.4958 -0.353789 0.280898 0.007814 0.096757 0.112835 0.192189 0.45693 0.101428 0.354548 0.23654 -0.137025 -0.239762
ElectOil -0.284157 -0.353505 -0.459794 1.505488 -0.018013 -0.8972 -0.755791 -0.123664 -0.395646 -0.307062 -0.291049 -0.212015 0.05165 -0.30241 -0.050311 -0.16784 -0.539901 -0.642224
ElectOther 0.051767 -0.017814 -0.124462 1.847441 0.318808 -0.5633 -0.421455 0.212801 -0.060098 0.028785 0.044852 0.124152 0.38871 0.033452 0.286401 0.16848 -0.204839 -0.307506
ElectSupply 0.07598 0.006382 -0.100291 1.872087 0.343086 -0.5393 -0.397357 0.237053 -0.035912 0.052993 0.069064 0.148383 0.413 0.057661 0.310671 0.19272 -0.180687 -0.283379
UrbanGasDis -0.126871 -0.196327 -0.302784 1.665597 0.139694 -0.7409 -0.599248 0.033876 -0.238535 -0.149811 -0.133773 -0.054614 0.20947 -0.145152 0.107345 -0.01037 -0.383018 -0.485502
Water -0.203582 -0.272985 -0.37936 1.58751 0.062778 -0.8171 -0.675597 -0.042958 -0.315161 -0.226505 -0.210479 -0.131381 0.1325 -0.221849 0.030454 -0.08717 -0.459532 -0.561937
Construction -0.040852 -0.007966 -0.163282 0.493336 -0.078085 0.08313 -0.162179 0.069363 -0.00905 0.028792 -0.003775 0.022708 0.01033 -0.025054 -0.088342 0.00047 -0.062401 0.022614
TradeHotels -0.050232 -0.023337 -0.247502 0.55689 -0.076449 0.01627 -0.212009 0.066832 -0.012691 0.022124 -0.016366 0.01508 -0.00019 -0.038776 -0.115733 -0.00631 -0.107238 0.010018
RoadTrans -0.067746 -0.137243 -0.243763 1.725783 0.198977 -0.6821 -0.540402 0.093096 -0.179476 -0.0907 -0.074652 0.004553 0.26879 -0.086038 0.166608 0.04883 -0.324044 -0.426589
OthTrans -0.037176 -0.000202 -0.037105 0.649627 -0.078458 0.07364 -0.097757 0.01917 -0.003982 0.014709 -0.008574 0.009031 -0.00943 -0.017458 -0.065609 -0.01408 -0.006322 0.034729
Communic -0.077281 -0.146772 -0.253282 1.716078 0.189416 -0.6916 -0.549893 0.083545 -0.189001 -0.100233 -0.084187 -0.004989 0.25923 -0.095571 0.15705 0.03928 -0.333555 -0.43609
FinBusServ -0.051588 -0.035574 -0.499875 0.347734 -0.053647 -0.0293 -0.326455 0.123053 -0.016157 0.028158 -0.023141 0.025387 0.01186 -0.072346 -0.173379 0.00434 -0.217554 -0.016563
Dwelling -0.31468 -0.384006 -0.490263 1.474417 -0.048616 -0.9275 -0.786169 -0.154235 -0.426134 -0.337577 -0.321569 -0.242559 0.02103 -0.332927 -0.080905 -0.1984 -0.570345 -0.672636
PublicServ 0.005301 -0.064248 -0.170846 1.800141 0.272218 -0.6095 -0.467702 0.16626 -0.106512 -0.01767 -0.001611 0.077653 0.34209 -0.013005 0.239826 0.12196 -0.251185 -0.353805
OthServ -0.046946 -0.018796 -0.223532 0.571603 -0.062876 0.04015 -0.197811 0.043951 -0.009615 0.014695 -0.015979 0.008894 -0.00303 -0.039213 -0.109683 -0.00913 -0.090033 0.012485
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Table 6.8 (cont.)

Simulation 1
CarsParts Other_man ElectBlack ElectBrown ElectGas ElectOil ElectOther ElectSupply UrbanGasDis Water Construction TradeHotels RoadTrans OthTrans Communic FinBusServ Dwelling PublicServ OthServ

Domestic
Agriculture 0.006446 -0.058229 0.078343 0.335006 0.481616 0.5355 0.019851 -0.279223 -0.254047 -0.17 -0.055343 -0.137152 -0.125227 -0.00035 -0.098529 -0.201058 -0.1164 -0.013839 -0.0749
Forestry -0.167038 -0.2316 -0.095266 0.160952 0.307307 0.36109 -0.153656 -0.452212 -0.427079 -0.34 -0.22872 -0.310387 -0.298483 -0.17382 -0.271832 -0.374182 -0.2896 -0.187288 -0.2483
IronOre -0.067029 -0.131656 0.004815 0.261289 0.407792 0.46163 -0.053634 -0.352488 -0.327331 -0.24 -0.128773 -0.210521 -0.198605 -0.07382 -0.171927 -0.274381 -0.1897 -0.087299 -0.1483
NonIronOre 1.030926 0.96559 1.10356 1.362852 1.510965 1.5654 1.044469 0.742331 0.767765 0.851 0.968505 0.885858 0.897905 1.024063 0.924876 0.821297 0.90687 1.010434 0.94874
BlackCoal -0.093689 -0.158299 -0.021864 0.234541 0.381005 0.43483 -0.080297 -0.379072 -0.353921 -0.27 -0.155417 -0.237143 -0.22523 -0.10048 -0.198559 -0.300985 -0.2164 -0.113954 -0.175
Oil 0.177981 0.113196 0.250002 0.507105 0.653966 0.70794 0.19141 -0.108177 -0.082958 -0 0.116086 0.034138 0.046083 0.171176 0.072826 -0.029878 0.05497 0.157662 0.09649
NatGas 0.004617 -0.060057 0.076512 0.333171 0.479778 0.53366 0.018022 -0.281047 -0.255872 -0.17 -0.057172 -0.138978 -0.127054 -0.00218 -0.100357 -0.202884 -0.1182 -0.015668 -0.0767
BrownCoal 0.593427 0.528373 0.665746 0.923915 1.071386 1.12558 0.606912 0.306082 0.331405 0.414 0.531276 0.448987 0.460982 0.586594 0.487836 0.384706 0.4699 0.573024 0.5116
Food -0.033374 -0.098022 0.038494 0.295055 0.441607 0.49546 -0.019974 -0.318929 -0.293763 -0.21 -0.095138 -0.176914 -0.164994 -0.04017 -0.138307 -0.240795 -0.1561 -0.053651 -0.1147
TCF -0.029046 -0.009724 -0.023992 0.004702 0.023377 -0.0253 0.080804 -0.024234 -0.001113 -0.02 0.019522 -0.000716 -0.003967 -0.01142 -0.014009 -0.05087 -0.1406 -0.001835 -0.0109
WoodPaper -0.03101 -0.006973 -0.023003 0.014392 -0.02589 -0.0801 0.104481 -0.028885 -0.000005 -0.02 0.017612 -0.00184 -0.006 -0.00911 -0.015503 -0.051161 -0.1439 -0.002965 -0.012
Chemicals -0.034755 -0.026337 -0.022097 0.002611 0.015875 -0.0251 0.089418 -0.024454 -0.003254 -0.02 0.019782 -0.001485 -0.003761 -0.00817 -0.013921 -0.050616 -0.1324 -0.002385 -0.0104
Petrol -0.023955 -0.08861 0.04792 0.304505 0.45107 0.50493 -0.010554 -0.309537 -0.284369 -0.2 -0.085726 -0.167509 -0.155588 -0.03075 -0.128898 -0.231396 -0.1467 -0.044234 -0.1053
Nmet_prods 0.305861 -0.043822 -0.276869 0.862789 -0.75026 -1.012 0.473271 0.01612 0.31414 0.028 0.030604 0.056861 0.041386 0.01546 0.020448 -0.046959 -0.7084 0.047382 0.02901
Cement -0.177135 -0.24169 -0.10537 0.150822 0.297163 0.35094 -0.163754 -0.462279 -0.437149 -0.35 -0.23881 -0.320468 -0.308565 -0.18392 -0.281917 -0.384257 -0.2997 -0.197382 -0.2583
Steel -0.030362 -0.025183 -0.026926 0.01484 -0.0235 -0.0815 0.094526 -0.030415 0.000167 -0.02 0.015756 -0.004123 -0.008322 -0.01125 -0.017468 -0.054265 -0.1549 -0.004717 -0.0135
Aluminium -0.028492 0.015398 -0.012611 0.003063 -0.0639 -0.0865 0.103222 -0.023353 0.023444 -0.01 0.014126 0.001222 -0.005332 -0.00867 -0.010045 -0.046596 0.01324 0.005913 -0.0088
OthMet_prods 0.017984 0.02399 -0.029264 0.058673 0.018702 -0.1122 0.123861 -0.020633 0.01727 -0.01 0.029238 0.013348 -0.003826 0.004131 -0.002618 -0.033051 -0.0958 0.012747 0.0005
CarsParts -0.031319 -0.015811 -0.02071 0.00651 -0.01217 -0.0676 0.092632 -0.027101 -0.001054 -0.02 0.018478 -0.001958 -0.005538 -0.0118 -0.015351 -0.052015 -0.1358 -0.002426 -0.0116
Other_man 0.016453 0.00409 -0.012181 0.141382 -0.29841 -0.44 0.162935 -0.021346 0.049324 0.005 0.019499 0.016769 0.000521 0.022349 0.004359 -0.031098 -0.2338 0.020191 0.00718
ElectBlack 0.071161 0.006444 0.143104 0.399933 0.546638 0.60055 0.084575 -0.214693 -0.189501 -0.11 0.009331 -0.07253 -0.060597 0.064363 -0.033883 -0.136478 -0.0517 0.050863 -0.0102
ElectBrown 0.314089 0.249216 0.386207 0.643659 0.790721 0.84477 0.327536 0.027542 0.052795 0.136 0.25211 0.17005 0.182011 0.307274 0.208791 0.105947 0.19091 0.293742 0.23248
ElectGas 0.103882 0.039145 0.175849 0.432762 0.579514 0.63345 0.117301 -0.182065 -0.156865 -0.07 0.042033 -0.039855 -0.027919 0.097082 -0.001196 -0.103824 -0.019 0.083577 0.02245
ElectOil -0.299966 -0.364442 -0.228289 0.027587 0.173748 0.22746 -0.286602 -0.584759 -0.559661 -0.48 -0.361566 -0.443124 -0.431235 -0.30674 -0.40462 -0.506834 -0.4224 -0.320189 -0.3811
ElectOther 0.035905 -0.028789 0.107823 0.364561 0.511214 0.56511 0.049314 -0.249848 -0.224665 -0.14 -0.025903 -0.107735 -0.095807 0.029109 -0.069102 -0.17166 -0.0869 0.015614 -0.0455
ElectSupply 0.060114 -0.004595 0.13205 0.38885 0.535539 0.58945 0.073527 -0.225708 -0.200518 -0.12 -0.001708 -0.08356 -0.071629 0.053317 -0.044917 -0.147501 -0.0628 0.039819 -0.0213
UrbanGasDis -0.142704 -0.207282 -0.070914 0.185365 0.331757 0.38556 -0.129319 -0.427947 -0.402809 -0.32 -0.204401 -0.286087 -0.27418 -0.14949 -0.247523 -0.349898 -0.2653 -0.162959 -0.2239
Water -0.219403 -0.283931 -0.147669 0.108415 0.254694 0.30845 -0.206028 -0.504427 -0.479308 -0.4 -0.281053 -0.362676 -0.350778 -0.22618 -0.324141 -0.426438 -0.3419 -0.239642 -0.3006
Construction 0.008741 -0.024937 -0.033572 0.069363 -0.06991 -0.1664 0.09268 -0.060332 0.010567 -0.03 0.017887 -0.008075 -0.013802 0.000404 -0.017312 -0.061568 -0.0328 0.00264 -0.0124
TradeHotels 0.00173 -0.02313 -0.026546 0.066832 -0.11134 -0.2267 0.143767 -0.046218 0.010122 -0.03 0.011702 -0.009548 -0.012622 -0.0065 -0.018087 -0.060568 -0.1741 -0.00543 -0.0168
RoadTrans -0.083589 -0.148205 -0.011756 0.244675 0.391154 0.44498 -0.070195 -0.369 -0.343847 -0.26 -0.145322 -0.227057 -0.215143 -0.09038 -0.188469 -0.290906 -0.2063 0.048395 0.03313
OthTrans -0.024444 -0.018799 -0.014983 0.019137 0.003969 -0.0342 0.11684 -0.037536 0.002748 -0.02 0.020547 -0.004139 -0.00611 0.000231 -0.011586 -0.05775 -0.12 0.003345 -0.0001
Communic -0.093122 -0.157733 -0.021297 0.23511 0.381574 0.4354 -0.07973 -0.378507 -0.353356 -0.27 -0.15485 -0.236577 -0.224664 -0.09991 -0.197993 -0.30042 -0.2158 -0.113387 -0.1744
FinBusServ 0.026789 -0.036166 -0.043894 0.123053 -0.26393 -0.4445 0.132689 -0.092379 0.023117 -0.05 -0.003966 -0.029801 -0.039105 -0.01107 -0.038188 -0.086863 -0.0432 -0.013389 -0.0332
Dwelling -0.330483 -0.39494 -0.258829 -0.003031 0.143086 0.19678 -0.317123 -0.61519 -0.590098 -0.51 -0.392064 -0.473597 -0.461712 -0.33725 -0.435105 -0.537288 -0.4529 -0.3507 -0.4116
PublicServ -0.010554 -0.075217 0.061331 0.31795 0.464535 0.51841 0.00285 -0.296174 -0.271002 -0.19 -0.072332 -0.154127 -0.142204 -0.01735 -0.115511 -0.218022 -0.1333 -0.030835 -0.0919
OthServ -0.018781 -0.027605 -0.020614 0.043951 -0.11215 -0.1888 0.121373 -0.055024 0.004268 -0.03 0.008713 -0.015092 -0.018959 -0.00648 -0.023184 -0.06963 -0.1784 -0.005951 -0.02
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Table 6.8 (cont.)

Simulation 1
Agriculture Forestry IronOre NonIronOre BlackCoal Oil NatGas BrownCoal Food TCF WoodPaper Chemicals Petrol Nmet_prods Cement Steel Aluminium OthMet_prods

Import
Agriculture -0.00405 -0.073592 -0.18018 1.790627 0.262843 -0.6188 -0.477009 0.156895 -0.115852 -0.027018 -0.01096 0.068296 0.3327 -0.022354 0.230454 0.1126 -0.260512 -0.363123
Forestry -0.376353 0.539142 -0.551827 1.411638 -0.110454 -0.9888 -0.84755 -0.216008 -0.487739 -0.399236 -0.383238 -0.304277 -0.04085 -0.394589 -0.142722 -0.26014 -0.631861 -0.734088
IronOre 0.084648 0.015044 -0.091639 1.880911 0.351777 -0.5307 -0.38873 0.245735 -0.027253 0.061659 0.077731 0.157057 0.4217 0.066328 0.319359 0.2014 -0.172042 -0.274743
NonIronOre -0.78644 -0.855438 -0.021349 0.644653 -0.080899 0.06736 -0.089913 -0.000635 -0.897367 -0.809229 -0.793297 -0.714661 -0.45232 -0.804601 -0.553772 -0.67071 -1.040896 -1.142703
BlackCoal 0.106013 0.036395 -0.070311 1.90266 0.373199 -0.5094 -0.367466 0.267135 -0.005912 0.083019 0.099095 0.178438 0.44314 0.087689 0.340774 0.22279 -0.150731 -0.253454
Oil 0.412359 0.342527 0.235495 2.214507 0.680363 -0.205 -0.062569 0.573973 0.300091 0.389295 0.405419 0.485005 0.75051 0.393979 0.647839 0.52949 0.154829 0.051791
NatGas 0.015611 -0.053945 -0.160554 1.810639 0.282556 -0.5993 -0.45744 0.176587 -0.096213 -0.007362 0.008699 0.08797 0.35243 -0.002696 0.250161 0.13228 -0.240902 -0.343532
BrownCoal 1.366709 1.296213 1.188164 3.185984 1.637259 0.74351 0.887267 1.52986 1.253375 1.343425 1.359703 1.440045 1.70808 1.348155 1.604427 1.48495 1.106731 1.002714
Food -0.242825 -0.312201 -0.418534 1.547557 0.023429 -0.8561 -0.714653 -0.082265 -0.35436 -0.265739 -0.249719 -0.170653 0.09312 -0.261085 -0.008882 -0.12646 -0.498675 -0.60104
TCF -0.020146 -0.009107 -0.037174 0.677693 -0.106484 0.02877 -0.083087 0.016003 -0.031075 0.008299 -0.012526 0.010518 -0.01509 -0.021295 -0.072656 -0.01978 -0.012441 -0.003767
WoodPaper -0.020463 -0.006158 -0.093234 0.660463 -0.090513 0.0208 -0.117687 0.023192 -0.026254 0.014849 -0.007071 0.016028 -0.00559 -0.023448 -0.082901 -0.00836 -0.029453 -0.00366
Chemicals -0.042868 -0.006282 -0.033564 0.628273 -0.097871 0.02417 -0.087349 0.007273 -0.04679 0.008455 -0.008457 0.013343 -0.01257 -0.01934 -0.070896 -0.01638 -0.0069 0.036229
Petrol 0.042113 -0.027461 -0.134099 1.837614 0.309128 -0.5729 -0.431064 0.203131 -0.069741 0.019133 0.035199 0.114491 0.37902 0.0238 0.276724 0.15881 -0.214468 -0.317125
Nmet_prods -0.166127 0.110441 2.381102 1.958083 -0.502584 0.63685 1.205907 -1.270796 -0.346273 -0.380713 -0.01603 -0.321305 -0.12997 0.194349 0.627552 -0.1525 1.073372 0.237606
Cement 0.396415 0.326594 0.219579 2.198274 0.664376 -0.2208 -0.078437 0.558004 0.284165 0.373354 0.389476 0.469049 0.73452 0.378037 0.631857 0.51353 0.138926 0.035905
Steel -0.040462 -0.003946 -0.020715 0.642818 -0.093244 0.01938 -0.081092 -0.002636 -0.022165 0.00553 -0.007949 0.002182 -0.01259 -0.016901 -0.064448 -0.01758 0.002927 0.005226
Aluminium -0.098795 -0.052387 -0.055331 0.58935 -0.099267 -0.0111 0.067211 0.003757 -0.164092 -0.044047 -0.036646 -0.032194 -0.04192 -0.047729 -0.130485 -0.05943 -0.010775 -0.033851
OthMet_prods -0.050443 -0.003115 -0.062595 0.720197 -0.093388 0.0601 -0.229757 0.030412 0.022422 0.020172 0.018594 0.025607 0.01716 -0.006258 -0.036378 0.0153 -0.017508 0.005366
CarsParts -0.042847 -0.007574 -0.040578 0.886995 -0.096288 0.02159 -0.091457 0.00461 -0.028754 0.005582 -0.005372 -0.001698 -0.01285 -0.01955 -0.071889 -0.01594 -0.010899 -0.00467
Other_man -0.048358 0.005585 0.237781 0.734951 -0.11873 0.03535 0.047452 -0.079431 -0.020432 -0.021429 -0.022132 -0.034984 -0.04327 -0.009457 -0.023492 -0.04623 0.100981 0.043146
ElectBlack 0.024255 -0.045306 -0.151925 1.819436 0.291223 -0.5907 -0.448837 0.185245 -0.087578 0.00128 0.017343 0.096621 0.3611 0.005946 0.258825 0.14093 -0.232279 -0.334919
ElectBrown 0.024255 -0.045306 -0.151925 1.819436 0.291223 -0.5907 -0.448837 0.185245 -0.087578 0.00128 0.017343 0.096621 0.3611 0.005946 0.258825 0.14093 -0.232279 -0.334919
ElectGas 0.024255 -0.045306 -0.151925 1.819436 0.291223 -0.5907 -0.448837 0.185245 -0.087578 0.00128 0.017343 0.096621 0.3611 0.005946 0.258825 0.14093 -0.232279 -0.334919
ElectOil 0.024255 -0.045306 -0.151925 1.819436 0.291223 -0.5907 -0.448837 0.185245 -0.087578 0.00128 0.017343 0.096621 0.3611 0.005946 0.258825 0.14093 -0.232279 -0.334919
ElectOther 0.024255 -0.045306 -0.151925 1.819436 0.291223 -0.5907 -0.448837 0.185245 -0.087578 0.00128 0.017343 0.096621 0.3611 0.005946 0.258825 0.14093 -0.232279 -0.334919
ElectSupply 0.024255 -0.045306 -0.151925 1.819436 0.291223 -0.5907 -0.448837 0.185245 -0.087578 0.00128 0.017343 0.096621 0.3611 0.005946 0.258825 0.14093 -0.232279 -0.334919
UrbanGasDis 0.024255 -0.045306 -0.151925 1.819436 0.291223 -0.5907 -0.448837 0.185245 -0.087578 0.00128 0.017343 0.096621 0.3611 0.005946 0.258825 0.14093 -0.232279 -0.334919
Water 0.024255 -0.045306 -0.151925 1.819436 0.291223 -0.5907 -0.448837 0.185245 -0.087578 0.00128 0.017343 0.096621 0.3611 0.005946 0.258825 0.14093 -0.232279 -0.334919
Construction -0.039697 -0.000072 -0.03276 0.645061 -0.080732 0.1043 -0.096968 0 -0.005931 0.00455 -0.008169 -0.00393 -0.01485 -0.020297 -0.053701 -0.0182 -0.001333 0.015333
TradeHotels -0.039616 -0.005498 -0.021581 0.655859 -0.081043 0.06588 -0.091557 0 -0.007657 0.005399 -0.01373 0.000019 -0.01568 -0.020378 -0.063672 -0.02 0.000193 0.032788
RoadTrans 0.024255 -0.045306 -0.151925 1.819436 0.291223 -0.5907 -0.448837 0.185245 -0.087578 0.00128 0.017343 0.096621 0.3611 0.005946 0.258825 0.14093 -0.232279 -0.334919
OthTrans 0.033891 -0.05221 -0.17001 2.005887 0.34986 -0.6573 -0.490825 0.251734 -0.100913 -0.000815 0.021349 0.110446 0.42533 0.009565 0.310818 0.16557 -0.254751 -0.393439
Communic 0.024255 -0.045306 -0.151925 1.819436 0.291223 -0.5907 -0.448837 0.185245 -0.087578 0.00128 0.017343 0.096621 0.3611 0.005946 0.258825 0.14093 -0.232279 -0.334919
FinBusServ -0.039439 -0.006033 -0.021116 0.557669 -0.082485 0.01957 -0.086237 0 -0.006978 0.007198 -0.014032 -0.002245 -0.01082 -0.020846 -0.069158 -0.01933 -0.002916 0.02853
Dwelling 0.024255 -0.045306 -0.151925 1.819436 0.291223 -0.5907 -0.448837 0.185245 -0.087578 0.00128 0.017343 0.096621 0.3611 0.005946 0.258825 0.14093 -0.232279 -0.334919
PublicServ 0.024255 -0.045306 -0.151925 1.819436 0.291223 -0.5907 -0.448837 0.185245 -0.087578 0.00128 0.017343 0.096621 0.3611 0.005946 0.258825 0.14093 -0.232279 -0.334919
OthServ -0.039541 -0.005497 -0.021581 0.888836 -0.081043 0.06588 -0.091557 0 -0.011716 0.003064 -0.010391 -0.006023 -0.01568 -0.019667 -0.063673 -0.02 -0.001374 -0.006902
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Table 6.8 (cont.)

Simulation 1
CarsParts Other_man ElectBlack ElectBrown ElectGas ElectOil ElectOther ElectSupply UrbanGasDis Water Construction TradeHotels RoadTrans OthTrans Communic FinBusServ Dwelling PublicServ OthServ

Import
Agriculture -0.019903 -0.08456 0.051975 0.308571 0.455143 0.50901 -0.006501 -0.305497 -0.280327 -0.2 -0.081676 -0.163463 -0.151541 -0.02669 -0.124851 -0.227352 -0.1427 -0.040182 -0.1012
Forestry -0.392147 -0.456564 -0.320536 -0.064896 0.08113 0.13479 -0.378795 -0.676678 -0.651602 -0.57 -0.45369 -0.535172 -0.523295 -0.39891 -0.496704 -0.598824 -0.5145 -0.412351 -0.4732
IronOre 0.068781 0.004066 0.140722 0.397545 0.544246 0.59816 0.082194 -0.217066 -0.191875 -0.11 0.006953 -0.074906 -0.062974 0.061983 -0.03626 -0.138853 -0.0541 0.048483 -0.0126
NonIronOre -0.802169 -0.866321 -0.730854 -0.476266 -0.33084 -0.2774 -0.788872 -1.085527 -1.060556 -0.98 -0.863458 -0.944606 -0.932778 -0.80891 -0.906295 -1.007995 -0.924 -0.82229 -0.8829
BlackCoal 0.090143 0.025414 0.1621 0.418977 0.56571 0.61963 0.103559 -0.195765 -0.170568 -0.09 0.028302 -0.053575 -0.04164 0.083343 -0.01492 -0.117535 -0.0328 0.069841 0.00872
Oil 0.39644 0.331513 0.468617 0.726281 0.873463 0.92755 0.409898 0.109657 0.134931 0.218 0.33441 0.252282 0.264254 0.38962 0.291055 0.188127 0.27316 0.376076 0.31477
NatGas -0.000245 -0.064915 0.071647 0.328293 0.474893 0.52877 0.01316 -0.285895 -0.260721 -0.18 -0.06203 -0.143833 -0.131909 -0.00704 -0.105213 -0.207735 -0.123 -0.020528 -0.0816
BrownCoal 1.350639 1.285096 1.423501 1.683615 1.832197 1.8868 1.364225 1.061131 1.086644 1.17 1.28802 1.205111 1.217196 1.343754 1.244252 1.140346 1.22619 1.330082 1.26819
Food -0.25864 -0.323143 -0.186934 0.069048 0.215269 0.26901 -0.24527 -0.543551 -0.518442 -0.44 -0.320266 -0.401857 -0.389964 -0.26542 -0.363337 -0.465594 -0.3811 -0.278871 -0.3398
TCF -0.024444 -0.007438 -0.024528 0.016486 -0.00292 -0.0611 0.085202 -0.024343 0.002748 -0.02 0.018917 0.00023 -0.004402 -0.01121 -0.014345 -0.050893 -0.1691 -0.001425 -0.0111
WoodPaper -0.024057 -0.000506 -0.017625 0.023763 -0.04396 -0.1087 0.107276 -0.023552 0.006441 -0.01 0.020997 0.002013 -0.002438 -0.0057 -0.011923 -0.046231 -0.1737 0.001512 -0.0084
Chemicals -0.031203 -0.023952 -0.019422 0.007508 -0.00524 -0.0559 0.093643 -0.024215 -0.000319 -0.02 0.020226 -0.000217 -0.003453 -0.00638 -0.013456 -0.050036 -0.1794 -0.001809 -0.0098
Petrol 0.026252 -0.038435 0.098163 0.354877 0.501516 0.55541 0.039661 -0.259473 -0.234292 -0.15 -0.035549 -0.117374 -0.105446 0.019457 -0.078744 -0.181293 -0.0966 0.005964 -0.0551
Nmet_prods -0.535567 0.015104 0.369586 -1.27716 1.082753 1.34378 -0.470872 -0.093399 -0.475178 -0.08 0.004331 -0.087802 -0.074638 -0.04141 -0.06471 -0.053749 3.74595 -0.073006 -0.0676
Cement 0.380498 0.315582 0.452664 0.710286 0.857445 0.91153 0.393954 0.093761 0.119031 0.202 0.318478 0.236364 0.248333 0.373679 0.275131 0.172218 0.25724 0.360138 0.29884
Steel -0.034531 -0.021441 -0.013814 -0.002466 0.004252 -0.0427 0.093294 -0.022089 -0.002358 -0.01 0.021866 0.001119 -0.001598 -0.00386 -0.012107 -0.048513 -0.0054 -0.00009 -0.0086
Aluminium -0.255408 -0.048648 -0.04845 -0.000343 -0.53992 -0.0581 0.11791 -0.052903 -0.061272 -0.07 -0.045122 -0.067572 0.00226 -0.04882 -0.067935 -0.116059 0.39717 -0.061744 -0.0497
OthMet_prods 0.039656 0.004794 -0.027662 0.024607 0.131028 -0.0667 0.089762 -0.028233 -0.02424 -0.01 0.033079 0.017143 -0.006825 0.009691 -0.00305 -0.025863 -0.0521 0.008086 -0.0014
CarsParts -0.032179 -0.015025 -0.018816 0.004669 -0.00721 -0.0594 0.09286 -0.025427 -0.001096 -0.02 0.019733 -0.000798 -0.004201 -0.01069 -0.014162 -0.05081 -0.1416 -0.001471 -0.0105
Other_man -0.064604 -0.022265 -0.020338 -0.065675 0.139068 0.13697 0.060071 -0.02699 -0.029263 -0.02 0.019718 -0.011506 -0.006745 -0.01839 -0.018993 -0.056746 0.45998 -0.009205 -0.0179
ElectBlack 0.008398 -0.056278 0.080296 0.336964 0.483577 0.53746 0.021804 -0.277276 -0.2521 -0.17 -0.053392 -0.135202 -0.123277 0.001604 -0.096579 -0.19911 -0.1144 -0.011887 -0.073
ElectBrown 0.008398 -0.056278 0.080296 0.336964 0.483577 0.53746 0.021804 -0.277276 -0.2521 -0.17 -0.053392 -0.135202 -0.123277 0.001604 -0.096579 -0.19911 -0.1144 -0.011887 -0.073
ElectGas 0.008398 -0.056278 0.080296 0.336964 0.483577 0.53746 0.021804 -0.277276 -0.2521 -0.17 -0.053392 -0.135202 -0.123277 0.001604 -0.096579 -0.19911 -0.1144 -0.011887 -0.073
ElectOil 0.008398 -0.056278 0.080296 0.336964 0.483577 0.53746 0.021804 -0.277276 -0.2521 -0.17 -0.053392 -0.135202 -0.123277 0.001604 -0.096579 -0.19911 -0.1144 -0.011887 -0.073
ElectOther 0.008398 -0.056278 0.080296 0.336964 0.483577 0.53746 0.021804 -0.277276 -0.2521 -0.17 -0.053392 -0.135202 -0.123277 0.001604 -0.096579 -0.19911 -0.1144 -0.011887 -0.073
ElectSupply 0.008398 -0.056278 0.080296 0.336964 0.483577 0.53746 0.021804 -0.277276 -0.2521 -0.17 -0.053392 -0.135202 -0.123277 0.001604 -0.096579 -0.19911 -0.1144 -0.011887 -0.073
UrbanGasDis 0.008398 -0.056278 0.080296 0.336964 0.483577 0.53746 0.021804 -0.277276 -0.2521 -0.17 -0.053392 -0.135202 -0.123277 0.001604 -0.096579 -0.19911 -0.1144 -0.011887 -0.073
Water 0.008398 -0.056278 0.080296 0.336964 0.483577 0.53746 0.021804 -0.277276 -0.2521 -0.17 -0.053392 -0.135202 -0.123277 0.001604 -0.096579 -0.19911 -0.1144 -0.011887 -0.073
Construction -0.032451 -0.035036 -0.014028 0 0.01865 -0.0154 0.040929 -0.049265 -0.007075 -0.03 0.016083 -0.011187 -0.012385 -0.00274 -0.01863 -0.06603 -0.1144 -0.002204 -0.0152
TradeHotels -0.033362 -0.027468 -0.015376 0 0.01657 -0.0176 0.107243 -0.040618 -0.004537 -0.02 0.017025 -0.007213 -0.009471 -0.00491 -0.015344 -0.061468 -0.1144 -0.001952 -0.0135
RoadTrans 0.008398 -0.056278 0.080296 0.336964 0.483577 0.53746 0.021804 -0.277276 -0.2521 -0.17 -0.053392 -0.135202 -0.123277 0.001604 -0.096579 -0.19911 -0.1144 0.002275 0.00127
OthTrans 0.01357 -0.06231 0.118636 0.424958 0.569174 0.63514 0.019968 -0.315298 -0.292498 -0.19 -0.0652 -0.156047 -0.141924 0.001722 -0.110135 -0.221583 -0.1136 0.003809 0.00195
Communic 0.008398 -0.056278 0.080296 0.336964 0.483577 0.53746 0.021804 -0.277276 -0.2521 -0.17 -0.053392 -0.135202 -0.123277 0.001604 -0.096579 -0.19911 -0.1144 -0.011887 -0.073
FinBusServ -0.029426 -0.035309 -0.021518 0 0.013901 -0.0276 0.099405 -0.052857 -0.004549 -0.03 0.016583 -0.010862 -0.014106 -0.00411 -0.018953 -0.065702 -0.0258 -0.002095 -0.0161
Dwelling 0.008398 -0.056278 0.080296 0.336964 0.483577 0.53746 0.021804 -0.277276 -0.2521 -0.17 -0.053392 -0.135202 -0.123277 0.001604 -0.096579 -0.19911 -0.1144 -0.011887 -0.073
PublicServ 0.008398 -0.056278 0.080296 0.336964 0.483577 0.53746 0.021804 -0.277276 -0.2521 -0.17 -0.053392 -0.135202 -0.123277 0.001604 -0.096579 -0.19911 -0.1144 -0.011887 -0.073
OthServ -0.033362 -0.018949 -0.015376 0 0.01657 -0.0176 0.107243 -0.040618 -0.004537 -0.02 0.016986 -0.007846 -0.009471 -0.00881 -0.015345 -0.061454 -0.1144 -0.001891 -0.0135

Results of Reconciling Variables for Adding-up Conditions - Investment (f_4x2a_1)
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Table 6.17
Simulation 3

Australia NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Exports x4_n
Agriculture -1.0 -1.4 -0.4 -0.5 -0.6 -1.3 -1.0 -0.7 -1.4
Forestry -5.0 -5.1 -5.0 -4.6 -5.2 -9.0 -4.6 . .
IronOre -0.7 . . . -0.2 -0.7 -0.5 . .
NonIronOre 20.6 -1.7 4.2 0.8 2.6 35.0 -3.5 3.2 .
BlackCoal -0.5 -0.8 . -0.2 . . . . .
Oil -5.0 . -4.8 . . -8.7 . -2.6 .
NatGas -1.2 . . . . -1.2 . . .
BrownCoal -5.0 . . . . . . . .
Food -5.0 -4.9 -4.9 -4.4 -5.0 -8.8 -4.4 -2.7 .
TCF -5.0 -4.6 -4.6 -4.2 -4.7 -8.6 -4.2 . -6.1
WoodPaper -5.0 -4.7 -4.7 -4.3 -4.9 -8.7 -4.3 -2.5 -6.2
Chemicals -5.0 -4.3 -4.2 -3.8 -4.4 -8.2 -3.8 -2.1 .
Petrol -5.0 -4.3 -4.2 -3.8 -4.4 -8.2 . -2.1 .
Nmet_prods -5.0 -4.4 -4.3 -3.9 -4.5 -8.3 -3.9 . .
Cement -5.0 -5.1 -5.0 -4.6 -5.2 . . -2.9 .
Steel -5.0 -5.0 -5.0 -4.5 -5.1 -8.9 -4.5 -2.8 .
Aluminium -3.3 -3.2 -3.4 -1.9 . -4.7 -2.4 -2.3 .
OthMet_prods -5.0 -4.1 -4.0 -3.6 -4.2 -8.0 -3.6 -1.8 .
CarsParts -5.0 -5.0 -4.9 -4.5 -5.1 -8.9 -4.5 -2.7 .
Other_man -5.0 -4.8 -4.7 -4.3 -4.9 -8.7 -4.3 -2.5 -6.2
ElectBlack -5.0 . . . . . . . .
ElectBrown -5.0 . . . . . . . .
ElectGas -5.0 . . . . . . . .
ElectOil -5.0 . . . . . . . .
ElectOther -5.0 . . . . . . . .
ElectSupply -5.0 -4.7 -4.6 -4.2 -4.8 -8.6 -4.2 . .
UrbanGasDis -5.0 . . . . . . . .
Water -5.0 -4.7 -4.7 -4.2 -4.8 -8.6 . . .
Construction -5.0 -4.5 -4.5 -4.1 -4.7 -8.5 -4.1 -2.3 -6.0
TradeHotels -5.0 -4.8 -4.7 -4.3 -4.9 -8.7 -4.3 -2.6 -6.2
RoadTrans -5.0 . . . . . . . .
OthTrans -5.0 -4.8 -4.8 -4.3 -4.9 -8.7 -4.3 -2.6 -6.3
Communic -5.0 -4.7 -4.7 -4.2 -4.8 -8.6 -4.2 -2.5 -6.2
FinBusServ -5.0 -4.7 -4.6 -4.2 -4.8 -8.6 -4.2 -2.5 -6.2
Dwelling -5.0 . . . . . . . .
PublicServ -5.0 -4.7 -4.6 -4.2 -4.8 -8.6 -4.2 -2.5 -6.1
OthServ -5.0 -4.7 -4.6 -4.2 -4.8 -8.6 -4.2 -2.5 -6.2

Outputs z_n
Agriculture -0.90 -1.16 -0.56 -0.85 -0.74 -0.97 -1.11 -0.52 -0.82
Forestry 0.14 0.06 0.18 0.05 0.38 1.19 -0.27 -0.36 0.29
IronOre -0.82 -1.45 -0.79 -0.93 -0.28 -0.81 -1.33 -1.19 -1.92
NonIronOre 12.97 -0.37 3.73 1.06 3.53 22.13 -2.92 3.42 2.27
BlackCoal -0.47 -0.77 -0.57 -0.26 -0.31 1.40 -1.09 -0.32 -1.94
Oil -1.45 . -1.17 . . -2.41 . -2.60 .
NatGas -0.64 -0.24 -0.26 -0.07 0.04 -0.95 . -0.18 .
BrownCoal 0.22 . 0.22 . . . . . .
Food -1.22 -1.04 -0.99 -1.86 -1.19 -1.37 -1.11 -0.53 -0.59
TCF -1.56 -1.52 -1.49 -1.29 -1.30 -3.29 -1.00 -1.10 -1.51
WoodPaper -0.17 -0.21 -0.11 -0.12 0.00 -0.27 -0.60 -0.02 -0.07
Chemicals -0.77 -0.68 -0.71 -0.64 -0.55 -2.20 -0.81 -0.84 -1.29
Petrol -0.26 -0.37 0.15 -0.37 -3.28 -1.59 -0.23 -0.32 0.53
Nmet_prods 0.35 0.16 0.47 0.39 0.08 0.63 0.49 0.71 -0.45
Cement 0.55 0.28 0.76 0.38 0.30 1.35 0.39 0.78 -6.74
Steel -1.38 -1.43 -1.38 -1.01 -1.81 -0.42 -2.60 -2.65 -4.81
Aluminium -2.47 -2.46 -2.66 -1.13 . -3.61 -1.65 -1.40 .
OthMet_prods -1.24 -0.26 -1.20 -1.74 -1.03 -3.81 0.81 1.22 0.82
CarsParts -0.71 -0.44 -0.69 -0.55 -1.02 -0.62 0.75 -2.57 -0.49
Other_man -0.87 -1.30 -0.64 -0.87 -0.25 -0.28 -1.12 0.01 -0.59
ElectBlack 0.15 -0.21 . 0.03 0.02 2.95 . . .
ElectBrown 0.22 . 0.22 . . . . . .
ElectGas 0.01 -1.67 -1.59 -1.32 -1.50 1.73 . -0.58 .
ElectOil -0.08 -2.18 -2.10 -1.80 -2.03 1.28 -2.22 -0.97 .
ElectOther 0.20 0.21 0.30 0.43 0.45 3.34 0.13 . .
ElectSupply 0.29 -0.27 -0.18 0.04 -0.11 4.08 -0.34 1.00 0.17
UrbanGasDis -0.10 -0.14 -0.07 -0.32 -0.10 -0.01 0.11 0.63 0.76
Water 0.66 0.38 0.43 0.42 0.41 3.12 0.30 0.97 0.71
Construction 0.98 0.73 0.75 0.81 0.76 2.34 0.85 1.17 1.01
TradeHotels -0.06 -0.35 -0.29 -0.09 -0.26 1.76 -0.26 0.63 0.16
RoadTrans 0.39 -0.23 -0.20 -0.11 0.16 4.78 -0.49 0.85 0.34
OthTrans -1.30 -1.61 -1.51 -1.04 -1.16 -0.27 -1.69 -0.46 -1.17
Communic -0.10 -0.35 -0.30 -0.27 -0.22 1.94 -0.33 0.65 -0.44
FinBusServ 0.25 -0.05 -0.04 -0.04 -0.07 3.17 -0.19 0.76 0.37
Dwelling 1.08 0.99 1.04 1.06 1.05 1.67 1.01 1.33 1.23
PublicServ 0.42 0.30 0.32 0.33 0.35 1.27 0.33 0.57 0.46
OthServ 0.33 0.16 0.19 0.18 0.28 1.88 0.18 0.81 0.15
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Table 6.17 (cont.)
Simulation 3

Australia NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Capital Stocks curcap_n
Agriculture 0.16 0.34 0.19 0.10 0.27 -0.04 -0.32 0.34 0.20
Forestry 1.16 1.12 1.18 1.12 1.21 1.34 1.10 0.81 1.11
IronOre 0.17 0.70 0.00 0.58 0.63 0.16 0.68 -0.19 0.35
NonIronOre 8.80 2.41 1.58 1.98 2.44 12.61 2.16 1.39 2.47
BlackCoal 0.56 0.73 -0.50 0.42 0.28 1.26 0.62 -0.26 -0.33
Oil -1.35 . -1.10 . . -2.22 . -2.45 .
NatGas -0.50 0.43 -0.18 0.25 0.26 -0.80 . -0.11 .
BrownCoal 0.28 . 0.28 . . . . . .
Food -0.19 -0.13 -0.06 -0.37 -0.44 -0.12 -0.07 0.04 0.15
TCF -0.46 -0.43 -0.43 -0.26 -0.57 -1.13 -0.22 -0.37 -0.31
WoodPaper 0.46 0.43 0.48 0.56 0.48 0.46 0.20 0.52 0.61
Chemicals 0.13 0.18 0.15 0.25 0.10 -0.34 0.03 0.04 -0.01
Petrol 0.47 0.46 0.69 0.45 -1.99 -0.10 0.48 0.30 0.61
Nmet_prods 0.87 0.76 0.93 0.92 0.65 1.00 0.95 1.07 0.71
Cement 0.88 0.70 1.05 0.81 0.62 1.40 0.82 1.05 -3.76
Steel 0.64 0.64 0.66 0.75 0.32 0.85 0.47 0.15 0.20
Aluminium -0.84 -0.89 -0.95 -0.27 . -1.20 -0.48 -0.54 .
OthMet_prods -0.09 0.34 -0.05 -0.27 -0.17 -1.02 0.80 1.09 0.76
CarsParts 0.72 0.83 0.78 0.84 0.52 0.86 1.06 0.15 0.86
Other_man 0.47 0.33 0.51 0.63 0.53 0.69 0.36 0.69 0.45
ElectBlack 0.45 0.24 . 0.25 0.64 2.35 . . .
ElectBrown 0.47 . 0.47 . . . . . .
ElectGas 0.40 -1.23 -1.23 -1.30 -0.13 1.08 . -0.16 .
ElectOil 0.28 -1.54 -1.55 -1.61 -0.28 0.82 -1.97 -0.34 .
ElectOther 0.46 0.50 0.56 0.59 0.78 2.63 0.38 . .
ElectSupply 0.57 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.63 3.09 -0.08 1.04 0.59
UrbanGasDis 0.17 0.16 0.20 -0.09 0.28 0.23 0.29 0.76 0.84
Water 0.92 0.75 0.78 0.68 0.89 2.45 0.58 1.18 1.06
Construction 1.34 1.23 1.23 1.23 1.22 1.94 1.25 1.41 1.32
TradeHotels 0.59 0.48 0.46 0.52 0.46 1.41 0.35 0.91 0.71
RoadTrans 0.95 0.78 0.77 0.62 0.75 2.71 0.50 1.14 0.86
OthTrans -0.06 -0.08 -0.07 -0.12 -0.20 0.37 -0.36 0.12 -0.23
Communic 0.45 0.32 0.30 0.29 0.42 1.55 0.36 0.85 0.05
FinBusServ 0.71 0.53 0.54 0.67 0.52 2.16 0.55 1.02 0.72
Dwelling 1.08 0.99 1.04 1.06 1.05 1.67 1.01 1.33 1.23
PublicServ 1.25 1.23 1.24 1.24 1.23 1.34 1.24 1.27 1.26
OthServ 0.86 0.79 0.78 0.78 0.83 1.50 0.79 1.10 0.86

Labour labind_n
Agriculture -1.52 -1.64 -1.22 -1.47 -1.37 -1.67 -1.69 -1.15 -1.34
Forestry 0.08 -0.07 0.14 -0.09 0.53 2.11 -0.71 -0.83 0.37
IronOre -2.10 -1.97 -2.28 -1.70 -0.99 -2.10 -1.65 -3.03 -2.08
NonIronOre 17.40 1.85 4.22 2.36 5.21 33.71 -0.53 3.56 5.99
BlackCoal -1.29 -1.49 -1.46 -1.06 -1.46 1.41 -1.60 -1.15 -2.05
Oil -2.23 . -1.74 . . -3.49 . -3.78 .
NatGas -1.44 -0.94 -0.88 -0.76 -0.73 -1.83 . -0.79 .
BrownCoal -0.25 . -0.23 . . . . . .
Food -1.61 -1.38 -1.33 -2.25 -1.45 -1.78 -1.34 -0.66 -0.75
TCF -1.75 -1.71 -1.68 -1.46 -1.45 -3.80 -1.15 -1.21 -1.61
WoodPaper -0.41 -0.45 -0.34 -0.30 -0.18 -0.53 -0.91 -0.14 -0.19
Chemicals -1.10 -0.99 -1.02 -0.90 -0.76 -2.86 -1.11 -1.02 -1.55
Petrol -0.49 -0.58 0.04 -0.53 -3.67 -1.98 -0.33 -0.42 0.00
Nmet_prods 0.16 -0.07 0.29 0.23 -0.12 0.50 0.37 0.63 -0.66
Cement 0.30 -0.06 0.52 0.08 0.00 1.32 0.14 0.60 -8.13
Steel -1.54 -1.58 -1.52 -1.11 -1.98 -0.50 -2.76 -2.81 -5.03
Aluminium -2.99 -3.07 -3.28 -1.47 . -4.58 -1.98 -1.70 .
OthMet_prods -1.48 -0.37 -1.40 -2.00 -1.19 -4.44 0.80 1.23 0.81
CarsParts -0.86 -0.56 -0.83 -0.66 -1.18 -0.75 0.74 -2.78 -0.55
Other_man -1.01 -1.48 -0.76 -1.00 -0.34 -0.38 -1.25 -0.06 -0.68
ElectBlack -0.36 -0.77 . -0.66 -0.60 4.07 . . .
ElectBrown -0.29 . -0.27 . . . . . .
ElectGas -0.61 -3.49 -3.30 -3.30 -3.50 1.54 . -1.67 .
ElectOil -0.71 -4.47 -4.27 -4.23 -4.62 0.58 -3.98 -2.50 .
ElectOther -0.25 -0.25 -0.11 0.00 0.14 4.74 -0.27 . .
ElectSupply -0.19 -1.12 -0.96 -0.80 -0.96 5.71 -1.02 0.84 -0.29
UrbanGasDis -0.66 -0.71 -0.61 -1.06 -0.58 -0.57 -0.27 0.47 0.67
Water 0.27 -0.14 -0.06 -0.22 0.03 4.29 -0.10 0.82 0.48
Construction 0.93 0.68 0.69 0.75 0.71 2.42 0.79 1.15 0.98
TradeHotels -0.22 -0.51 -0.48 -0.26 -0.42 1.88 -0.43 0.56 0.06
RoadTrans 0.20 -0.48 -0.44 -0.51 -0.08 5.53 -0.82 0.71 0.13
OthTrans -1.83 -2.10 -2.01 -1.57 -1.60 -0.53 -2.26 -0.99 -1.63
Communic -0.54 -0.83 -0.73 -0.77 -0.55 2.35 -0.72 0.51 -0.93
FinBusServ 0.00 -0.34 -0.36 -0.37 -0.38 3.74 -0.58 0.61 0.17
Dwelling 0.36 -0.14 -0.10 -0.13 -0.04 2.40 -0.14 0.71 0.49
PublicServ 0.37 0.26 0.30 0.31 0.32 1.29 0.31 0.56 0.45
OthServ 0.14 -0.08 -0.05 -0.09 0.10 2.04 -0.04 0.74 0.07
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Table 6.17 (cont.)
Simulation 3

Australia NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Rental to capital p1cap_n
Agriculture -2.18 -2.86 -1.76 -2.07 -2.20 -2.20 -1.68 -1.92 -2.00
Forestry -0.95 -1.22 -0.91 -1.27 -0.20 2.69 -2.43 -2.11 -0.32
IronOre -3.32 -4.09 -3.35 -3.33 -2.03 -3.32 -3.44 -4.46 -3.63
NonIronOre 17.82 -8.08 -1.80 -6.44 -1.60 31.20 -12.06 -2.95 -0.53
BlackCoal -2.50 -3.56 -1.11 -2.12 -2.64 1.14 -3.58 -0.98 -2.63
Oil -0.60 . -0.31 . . -1.60 . -1.75 .
NatGas -0.70 -1.57 -0.24 -0.86 -0.81 -0.93 . -0.20 .
BrownCoal 0.13 . 0.13 . . . . . .
Food -1.66 -1.44 -1.47 -2.69 -0.96 -2.26 -1.47 -0.34 -0.71
TCF -1.41 -1.36 -1.32 -1.20 -0.57 -4.16 -0.66 -0.48 -1.39
WoodPaper -0.55 -0.60 -0.46 -0.55 -0.16 -0.82 -1.05 -0.14 -0.44
Chemicals -1.29 -1.18 -1.18 -1.14 -0.57 -3.89 -1.13 -0.95 -1.93
Petrol -0.74 -0.93 -0.14 -0.79 -2.29 -2.62 -0.46 -0.28 -0.05
Nmet_prods -0.23 -0.50 -0.10 -0.23 -0.38 0.17 0.00 0.29 -1.57
Cement 0.03 -0.36 0.12 -0.28 -0.08 1.01 -0.19 0.26 -7.81
Steel -3.14 -3.25 -3.18 -2.53 -3.43 -1.52 -5.23 -4.72 -9.12
Aluminium -3.16 -2.86 -3.15 -0.87 . -5.28 -1.45 -0.77 .
OthMet_prods -1.61 -0.15 -1.43 -2.20 -0.77 -5.61 1.31 1.57 1.40
CarsParts -1.95 -1.56 -1.99 -1.79 -2.19 -2.02 0.56 -4.63 -1.62
Other_man -1.76 -2.47 -1.40 -2.11 -0.59 -0.98 -2.08 -0.34 -1.09
ElectBlack -0.43 -1.04 . -0.77 -1.40 4.50 . . .
ElectBrown -0.33 . -0.33 . . . . . .
ElectGas -0.84 -4.14 -3.76 -3.62 -6.27 1.31 . -2.63 .
ElectOil -0.79 -4.94 -4.51 -4.32 -7.62 0.49 -3.11 -3.36 .
ElectOther -0.23 -0.36 -0.19 -0.04 -0.14 5.34 -0.15 . .
ElectSupply -0.33 -1.53 -1.29 -1.06 -2.19 6.16 -0.92 0.58 -0.80
UrbanGasDis -0.47 -0.52 -0.41 -0.75 -0.51 -0.39 0.10 0.64 0.88
Water -0.10 -0.68 -0.58 -0.70 -0.62 4.77 -0.28 0.38 -0.07
Construction 0.37 0.01 0.02 0.13 0.07 2.03 0.19 0.56 0.42
TradeHotels -0.43 -0.90 -0.80 -0.49 -0.69 2.01 -0.49 0.38 -0.23
RoadTrans -0.31 -1.43 -1.34 -1.16 -0.57 6.71 -1.56 0.21 -0.37
OthTrans -2.35 -3.01 -2.84 -1.87 -1.79 -0.76 -2.79 -1.19 -1.78
Communic -0.80 -1.38 -1.14 -1.20 -1.01 2.53 -1.24 0.24 -1.03
FinBusServ -0.21 -0.61 -0.66 -0.94 -0.66 4.29 -1.13 0.31 0.04
Dwelling -0.24 -0.54 -0.55 -0.66 -0.46 3.19 -0.59 0.48 0.23
PublicServ -0.54 -0.76 -0.71 -0.69 -0.64 1.07 -0.68 -0.26 -0.45
OthServ -0.26 -0.59 -0.53 -0.59 -0.29 2.24 -0.51 0.43 -0.44

Basic prices p0_n
Agriculture 0.12 0.26 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.09 0.15 0.07 0.23
Forestry 0.77 0.70 0.75 0.67 0.93 1.97 0.38 0.48 0.95
IronOre 0.07 0.10 -0.28 -0.05 0.01 0.06 0.15 -0.06 0.36
NonIronOre 3.43 0.72 -0.34 0.12 0.44 5.94 0.89 -0.52 1.79
BlackCoal 0.05 0.09 -0.10 -0.03 -0.38 0.99 0.29 -0.08 0.66
Oil 0.22 . 0.27 . . 0.19 . -0.33 .
NatGas 0.20 0.09 0.10 0.05 -0.02 0.29 . 0.20 .
BrownCoal 0.88 . 0.88 . . . . . .
Food 0.35 0.38 0.31 0.28 0.38 0.50 0.37 0.56 0.57
TCF 0.49 0.50 0.48 0.51 0.47 0.47 0.52 0.56 0.62
WoodPaper 0.54 0.51 0.52 0.55 0.57 0.75 0.46 0.63 0.64
Chemicals 0.43 0.44 0.42 0.44 0.47 0.44 0.44 0.51 0.49
Petrol 0.42 0.44 0.34 0.43 0.39 0.74 0.41 0.36 0.52
Nmet_prods 0.74 0.72 0.59 0.70 0.75 1.21 0.73 0.83 1.26
Cement 0.71 0.65 0.53 0.61 0.56 1.36 0.66 0.54 3.04
Steel 0.55 0.54 0.53 0.55 0.53 0.80 0.56 0.53 0.56
Aluminium 0.67 0.67 0.72 0.37 . 0.94 0.49 0.43 .
OthMet_prods 0.82 0.58 0.78 1.05 0.81 1.27 0.67 0.70 0.70
CarsParts 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.41 0.39 0.54 0.46 0.39 0.45
Other_man 0.58 0.53 0.56 0.60 0.60 0.83 0.57 0.65 0.67
ElectBlack 0.25 0.12 . 0.01 0.02 2.00 . . .
ElectBrown 0.36 . 0.36 . . . . . .
ElectGas 0.18 0.14 -0.22 -0.46 -0.26 0.76 . -0.44 .
ElectOil 0.18 0.58 1.58 -0.14 1.72 0.25 1.93 -0.20 .
ElectOther 0.36 0.29 0.39 0.29 0.29 2.87 0.43 . .
ElectSupply 0.30 0.14 0.55 -0.10 -0.45 1.18 0.75 -1.20 0.14
UrbanGasDis 0.23 0.21 0.24 0.06 0.26 0.41 0.36 0.59 0.62
Water 0.43 0.19 0.24 0.02 0.36 2.59 0.36 0.69 0.60
Construction 0.79 0.74 0.71 0.75 0.76 1.10 0.74 0.80 0.82
TradeHotels 0.67 0.63 0.60 0.62 0.63 1.14 0.62 0.76 0.72
RoadTrans 0.69 0.58 0.57 0.39 0.59 1.89 0.45 0.72 0.64
OthTrans 0.32 0.31 0.30 0.26 0.34 0.52 0.21 0.26 0.28
Communic 0.37 0.25 0.30 0.22 0.40 1.31 0.33 0.61 0.26
FinBusServ 0.61 0.51 0.49 0.46 0.49 1.77 0.40 0.70 0.67
Dwelling 0.02 -0.20 -0.20 -0.31 -0.14 2.56 -0.22 0.55 0.37
PublicServ 0.88 0.85 0.87 0.86 0.88 1.12 0.89 0.88 0.83
OthServ 0.58 0.53 0.52 0.49 0.59 1.11 0.55 0.69 0.67
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Table 6.18
Simulation 5

Aggregate NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Exports natx4r
Agriculture -1.3 -1.9 -0.7 -0.8 -0.9 -1.6 -1.3 -1.0 -1.7
Forestry -4.8 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 -4.7 . .
IronOre -1.1 . . . -0.5 -1.1 -2.0 . .
NonIronOre 19.4 -2.8 -4.3 -1.4 -4.4 35.0 -3.3 -3.4 .
BlackCoal -0.2 -0.5 . 0.1 . . . . .
Oil -4.7 . -5.0 . . -9.0 . -1.5 .
NatGas -1.1 . . . . -1.1 . . .
BrownCoal 0.0 . . . . . . . .
Food -5.2 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 -4.7 -1.5 .
TCF -5.5 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 -4.7 . -7.4
WoodPaper -5.4 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 -4.7 -1.5 -7.4
Chemicals -5.8 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 -4.7 -1.5 .
Petrol -5.9 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 . -1.5 .
Nmet_prods -5.8 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 -4.7 . .
Cement -4.9 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 . . -1.5 .
Steel -5.1 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 -4.7 -1.5 .
Aluminium -4.0 -4.1 -3.9 -2.3 . -5.7 -3.2 -3.2 .
OthMet_prods -6.1 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 -4.7 -1.5 .
CarsParts -5.2 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 -4.7 -1.5 .
Other_man -5.4 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 -4.7 -1.5 -7.4
ElectBlack 0.0 . . . . . . . .
ElectBrown 0.0 . . . . . . . .
ElectGas 0.0 . . . . . . . .
ElectOil 0.0 . . . . . . . .
ElectOther 0.0 . . . . . . . .
ElectSupply -5.4 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 -4.7 . .
UrbanGasDis -5.3 . . . . . . . .
Water -5.4 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 . . .
Construction -5.6 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 -4.7 -1.5 -7.4
TradeHotels -5.3 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 -4.7 -1.5 -7.4
RoadTrans -5.5 . . . . . . . .
OthTrans -5.3 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 -4.7 -1.5 -7.4
Communic -5.4 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 -4.7 -1.5 -7.4
FinBusServ -5.4 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 -4.7 -1.5 -7.4
Dwelling -5.4 . . . . . . . .
PublicServ -5.5 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 -4.7 -1.5 -7.4
OthServ -5.4 -5.2 -5.0 -4.6 -5.4 -9.0 -4.7 -1.5 -7.4

Outputs natz
Agriculture -0.95 -1.29 -0.57 -0.88 -0.78 -1.03 -1.21 -0.47 -0.81
Forestry 0.32 0.23 0.37 0.20 0.49 1.51 -0.12 0.13 0.33
IronOre -1.11 -1.73 -0.65 -0.96 -0.54 -1.09 -1.64 -0.63 -2.30
NonIronOre 12.5 -0.87 2.26 -0.77 1.90 21.87 -2.62 1.12 5.25
BlackCoal -0.19 -0.54 -0.46 0.05 -0.15 1.54 -0.95 -0.19 -2.08
Oil -1.02 . -0.81 . . -1.86 . -1.50 .
NatGas -0.48 0.24 -0.29 0.46 0.64 -0.76 . -0.20 .
BrownCoal -0.15 . -0.15 . . . . . .
Food -1.21 -0.99 -0.91 -1.86 -1.23 -1.33 -1.13 -0.50 -0.59
TCF -1.63 -1.65 -1.59 -1.43 -1.21 -3.13 -1.17 -1.29 -2.33
WoodPaper -0.02 -0.06 0.08 -0.01 0.08 -0.12 -0.45 -0.05 -0.14
Chemicals -0.76 -0.68 -0.65 -0.65 -0.68 -2.34 -0.72 -0.97 -1.67
Petrol -0.29 -0.31 0.18 -0.36 -4.10 -1.92 -0.43 -0.27 0.49
Nmet_prods 0.62 0.42 0.75 0.63 0.46 0.78 0.84 1.27 0.23
Cement 0.82 0.55 1.08 0.62 0.57 1.51 0.84 0.90 0.44
Steel -1.36 -1.40 -1.33 -1.02 -1.92 -0.58 -2.65 -1.45 -5.53
Aluminium -2.89 -3.06 -2.91 -1.29 . -4.32 -2.14 -2.02 .
OthMet_prods -1.41 -0.28 -1.37 -1.97 -1.23 -4.24 0.74 1.08 0.60
CarsParts -0.59 -0.27 -0.53 -0.43 -0.99 -0.55 0.85 -1.42 -0.56
Other_man -0.77 -1.24 -0.51 -0.79 -0.16 -0.25 -1.10 0.11 -0.57
ElectBlack 0.05 -0.30 . -0.10 -0.13 2.94 . . .
ElectBrown -0.15 . -0.15 . . . . . .
ElectGas 1.62 -0.30 -0.15 -0.10 -0.13 2.94 . -0.14 .
ElectOil 2.00 -0.30 -0.15 -0.10 -0.13 2.94 -0.34 -0.14 .
ElectOther -0.29 -0.30 -0.15 -0.10 -0.13 2.94 -0.34 . .
ElectSupply 0.45 -0.24 -0.08 0.00 -0.13 4.22 -0.27 0.43 0.47
UrbanGasDis 0.01 -0.02 0.07 -0.24 0.05 -0.05 0.22 0.50 0.95
Water 0.88 0.60 0.66 0.61 0.62 3.39 0.53 0.92 0.99
Construction 1.39 1.14 1.20 1.17 1.18 2.74 1.15 1.37 1.45
TradeHotels 0.05 -0.23 -0.14 -0.02 -0.19 1.80 -0.14 0.62 0.34
RoadTrans 0.38 -0.19 -0.13 -0.23 0.11 4.65 -0.45 0.41 0.51
OthTrans -1.23 -1.56 -1.38 -0.84 -1.08 -0.36 -1.69 -0.05 -1.17
Communic 0.04 -0.21 -0.14 -0.14 -0.11 2.10 -0.18 0.74 -0.37
FinBusServ 0.40 0.10 0.13 0.07 0.05 3.35 -0.04 0.62 0.57
Dwelling 1.48 1.38 1.46 1.46 1.44 2.09 1.41 1.74 1.68
PublicServ 0.59 0.47 0.51 0.49 0.51 1.43 0.50 0.70 0.64
OthServ 0.57 0.38 0.44 0.38 0.48 2.10 0.40 0.99 0.36
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Table 6.18 (cont.)
Simulation 5

Aggregate NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Capital Stocks natcurcap
Agriculture 0.83 1.11 0.84 0.74 0.98 0.58 0.13 1.09 0.88
Forestry 1.66 1.62 1.69 1.62 1.71 1.88 1.59 1.45 1.55
IronOre 0.68 1.67 0.57 1.48 1.46 0.68 1.64 0.61 1.15
NonIronOre 9.79 1.63 2.29 1.27 1.91 14.11 1.45 1.46 2.90
BlackCoal 1.22 1.44 -0.17 1.06 0.82 1.65 1.31 0.10 0.08
Oil -0.82 . -0.65 . . -1.53 . -1.29 .
NatGas -0.25 1.46 -0.15 1.05 1.07 -0.51 . -0.04 .
BrownCoal -0.02 . -0.02 . . . . . .
Food 0.53 0.58 0.71 0.40 0.03 0.73 0.68 0.63 0.91
TCF 0.25 0.27 0.28 0.52 0.02 -0.20 0.38 0.11 0.22
WoodPaper 1.02 0.99 1.04 1.16 0.92 1.09 0.74 0.94 1.18
Chemicals 0.78 0.83 0.82 0.95 0.51 0.34 0.67 0.57 0.54
Petrol 1.00 1.02 1.21 0.97 -2.31 0.31 0.84 0.68 0.61
Nmet_prods 1.39 1.28 1.45 1.46 1.22 1.51 1.52 1.75 1.42
Cement 1.31 1.13 1.53 1.24 1.03 1.79 1.40 1.35 1.16
Steel 1.34 1.34 1.37 1.45 0.92 1.56 1.16 1.09 0.81
Aluminium -0.03 -0.20 -0.08 0.68 . -0.38 0.34 -0.08 .
OthMet_prods 0.58 1.05 0.62 0.40 0.28 -0.38 1.58 1.67 1.53
CarsParts 1.34 1.47 1.42 1.50 1.07 1.53 1.70 1.03 1.49
Other_man 1.15 1.01 1.21 1.40 1.13 1.42 1.03 1.35 1.05
ElectBlack 0.68 0.50 . 0.39 1.17 2.66 . . .
ElectBrown 0.46 . 0.46 . . . . . .
ElectGas 1.92 0.46 0.53 0.39 1.17 2.66 . 0.84 .
ElectOil 2.07 0.46 0.53 0.39 1.17 2.66 0.20 0.84 .
ElectOther 0.35 0.45 0.53 0.39 1.17 2.66 0.21 . .
ElectSupply 0.96 0.50 0.58 0.47 1.17 3.55 0.27 1.16 1.21
UrbanGasDis 0.52 0.51 0.57 0.15 0.78 0.48 0.54 1.14 1.42
Water 1.31 1.14 1.18 1.01 1.32 2.88 0.94 1.51 1.54
Construction 1.84 1.72 1.74 1.71 1.73 2.45 1.70 1.81 1.84
TradeHotels 1.11 1.03 1.00 1.01 0.96 1.92 0.81 1.35 1.29
RoadTrans 1.34 1.23 1.22 0.90 1.06 3.07 0.89 1.31 1.29
OthTrans 0.69 0.71 0.74 0.59 0.45 1.09 0.30 0.92 0.36
Communic 0.99 0.88 0.84 0.81 0.96 2.09 0.94 1.36 0.46
FinBusServ 1.13 0.94 0.96 1.13 0.91 2.64 1.00 1.29 1.13
Dwelling 1.48 1.38 1.46 1.46 1.44 2.09 1.41 1.74 1.68
PublicServ 1.70 1.68 1.70 1.70 1.68 1.79 1.69 1.73 1.71
OthServ 1.36 1.29 1.29 1.27 1.31 2.01 1.29 1.60 1.39

Labour natlabind
Agriculture -1.77 -1.94 -1.43 -1.69 -1.64 -1.94 -1.97 -1.31 -1.53
Forestry 0.35 0.16 0.43 0.11 0.66 2.66 -0.52 0.01 0.38
IronOre -3.38 -2.54 -2.98 -2.18 -2.09 -3.45 -2.16 -2.95 -2.52
NonIronOre 15.40 -1.50 2.21 -1.88 1.89 33.28 -3.34 0.52 5.41
BlackCoal -1.30 -1.55 -1.66 -1.04 -1.77 1.22 -1.72 -1.36 -2.38
Oil -2.55 . -2.15 . . -3.78 . -3.26 .
NatGas -1.82 -1.04 -1.49 -0.85 -0.81 -2.25 . -1.46 .
BrownCoal -1.23 . -1.23 . . . . . .
Food -1.86 -1.64 -1.55 -2.53 -1.75 -2.07 -1.60 -0.84 -0.99
TCF -1.96 -1.97 -1.92 -1.71 -1.46 -3.82 -1.46 -1.49 -2.51
WoodPaper -0.41 -0.47 -0.30 -0.34 -0.26 -0.57 -0.93 -0.29 -0.40
Chemicals -1.31 -1.24 -1.19 -1.12 -1.10 -3.31 -1.21 -1.30 -2.15
Petrol -0.68 -0.74 -0.14 -0.72 -4.71 -2.58 -0.71 -0.52 0.00
Nmet_prods 0.32 0.08 0.46 0.37 0.19 0.51 0.64 1.14 0.01
Cement 0.45 0.07 0.72 0.19 0.15 1.29 0.52 0.60 0.09
Steel -1.57 -1.62 -1.53 -1.18 -2.16 -0.74 -2.86 -1.61 -5.81
Aluminium -3.78 -4.04 -3.79 -1.90 . -5.81 -2.56 -2.39 .
OthMet_prods -1.80 -0.56 -1.74 -2.40 -1.52 -5.15 0.65 1.00 0.51
CarsParts -0.80 -0.46 -0.73 -0.61 -1.23 -0.76 0.79 -1.63 -0.69
Other_man -0.97 -1.49 -0.69 -0.98 -0.31 -0.43 -1.28 -0.02 -0.71
ElectBlack -0.99 -1.39 . -1.39 -1.38 3.47 . . .
ElectBrown -1.36 . -1.36 . . . . . .
ElectGas 1.15 -1.48 -1.22 -1.39 -1.38 3.47 . -1.06 .
ElectOil 1.88 -1.48 -1.22 -1.39 -1.38 3.47 -1.25 -1.06 .
ElectOther -1.36 -1.48 -1.22 -1.39 -1.38 3.47 -1.25 . .
ElectSupply -0.40 -1.40 -1.13 -1.25 -1.39 5.52 -1.18 -0.27 -0.14
UrbanGasDis -1.01 -1.09 -0.94 -1.57 -0.87 -1.35 -0.47 -0.28 0.45
Water 0.25 -0.17 -0.08 -0.36 0.02 4.28 -0.08 0.42 0.57
Construction 1.33 1.07 1.12 1.08 1.11 2.79 1.06 1.31 1.41
TradeHotels -0.21 -0.49 -0.45 -0.31 -0.47 1.77 -0.43 0.41 0.12
RoadTrans 0.07 -0.56 -0.49 -0.83 -0.27 5.20 -0.93 -0.05 0.17
OthTrans -2.04 -2.36 -2.18 -1.71 -1.82 -1.03 -2.59 -0.92 -1.96
Communic -0.70 -1.01 -0.87 -0.97 -0.72 2.11 -0.85 0.25 -1.17
FinBusServ 0.01 -0.34 -0.34 -0.43 -0.42 3.74 -0.62 0.18 0.24
Dwelling 0.79 0.28 0.36 0.25 0.35 2.81 0.28 1.01 1.04
PublicServ 0.53 0.40 0.45 0.43 0.45 1.41 0.45 0.66 0.59
OthServ 0.27 0.04 0.09 -0.01 0.22 2.13 0.09 0.84 0.24
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Table 6.18 (cont.)
Simulation 5

Aggregate NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT

Rental to capital natRp1cap
Agriculture -3.48 -4.45 -2.94 -3.27 -3.60 -3.43 -2.63 -3.19 -3.21
Forestry -1.01 -1.31 -0.92 -1.41 -0.48 3.16 -2.59 -1.28 -0.73
IronOre -6.56 -6.65 -5.44 -5.60 -5.41 -6.57 -5.87 -5.47 -5.65
NonIronOre 23.47 -4.57 1.43 -4.63 1.55 38.57 -7.77 -0.28 6.60
BlackCoal -3.08 -4.31 -1.42 -2.60 -3.55 0.73 -4.40 -1.35 -3.34
Oil -1.75 . -1.45 . . -3.00 . -2.44 .
NatGas -1.69 -3.35 -1.13 -2.20 -2.15 -1.93 . -1.27 .
BrownCoal -0.84 . -0.84 . . . . . .
Food -3.09 -2.86 -2.92 -4.25 -1.99 -3.97 -2.96 -1.35 -2.19
TCF -2.88 -2.91 -2.82 -2.88 -1.40 -5.65 -2.10 -1.63 -3.87
WoodPaper -1.26 -1.31 -1.10 -1.41 -0.76 -1.73 -1.75 -0.87 -1.55
Chemicals -2.60 -2.55 -2.41 -2.54 -1.64 -5.67 -2.18 -2.14 -3.77
Petrol -1.75 -1.92 -1.10 -1.78 -3.35 -4.19 -1.51 -0.82 -0.23
Nmet_prods -0.56 -0.80 -0.38 -0.58 -0.46 -0.40 -0.16 0.38 -1.23
Cement -0.15 -0.54 -0.02 -0.51 -0.17 0.60 -0.17 0.08 -0.54
Steel -4.17 -4.27 -4.14 -3.62 -4.51 -2.97 -6.33 -3.75 -11.32
Aluminium -6.35 -6.08 -5.81 -3.56 . -9.17 -4.19 -3.06 .
OthMet_prods -3.29 -1.63 -3.13 -4.00 -2.03 -7.91 -0.24 0.26 -0.44
CarsParts -2.69 -2.24 -2.69 -2.58 -2.99 -2.94 -0.22 -3.69 -2.74
Other_man -2.63 -3.38 -2.18 -3.12 -1.28 -2.07 -3.00 -1.13 -1.92
ElectBlack -1.65 -2.19 . -1.99 -3.46 3.20 . . .
ElectBrown -2.05 . -2.05 . . . . . .
ElectGas 0.97 -2.29 -1.91 -1.99 -3.46 3.20 . -2.20 .
ElectOil 1.68 -2.29 -1.91 -1.99 -3.45 3.20 -1.33 -2.20 .
ElectOther -1.84 -2.29 -1.91 -1.99 -3.46 3.20 -1.35 . .
ElectSupply -0.99 -2.21 -1.84 -1.86 -3.48 5.49 -1.32 -1.25 -1.09
UrbanGasDis -1.57 -1.61 -1.43 -1.87 -1.69 -2.09 -0.44 -1.24 -0.35
Water -0.46 -1.04 -0.91 -1.15 -1.00 4.38 -0.44 -0.58 -0.35
Construction 0.63 0.29 0.34 0.32 0.37 2.28 0.31 0.58 0.72
TradeHotels -0.99 -1.45 -1.30 -1.04 -1.25 1.28 -0.90 -0.27 -0.74
RoadTrans -0.92 -1.97 -1.83 -1.88 -1.07 5.82 -2.04 -1.11 -0.64
OthTrans -3.71 -4.51 -4.20 -3.00 -2.94 -2.61 -4.18 -2.08 -3.04
Communic -1.56 -2.18 -1.82 -1.97 -1.78 1.63 -1.98 -0.63 -1.68
FinBusServ -0.62 -0.98 -1.02 -1.52 -1.07 3.79 -1.64 -0.62 -0.18
Dwelling -0.33 -0.61 -0.59 -0.80 -0.58 3.02 -0.67 0.13 0.32
PublicServ -0.74 -0.95 -0.89 -0.92 -0.84 0.83 -0.88 -0.53 -0.64
OthServ -0.58 -0.91 -0.79 -0.96 -0.59 1.83 -0.80 0.07 -0.71

Basic prices natp0a
Agriculture 0.17 0.33 0.05 0.09 0.08 0.13 0.21 0.11 0.28
Forestry 1.03 0.98 1.02 0.93 1.12 2.42 0.59 0.95 1.15
IronOre 0.08 0.34 -0.27 0.16 0.01 0.07 0.48 -0.28 0.66
NonIronOre 4.73 0.56 0.92 0.27 0.97 7.83 0.68 0.71 1.41
BlackCoal 0.02 0.06 -0.15 -0.06 -0.55 0.98 0.27 -0.11 0.75
Oil -0.31 . -0.27 . . -0.39 . -0.66 .
NatGas -0.01 -0.20 -0.11 -0.26 -0.39 0.10 . -0.10 .
BrownCoal 0.37 . 0.37 . . . . . .
Food 0.36 0.39 0.31 0.28 0.40 0.49 0.40 0.60 0.61
TCF 0.55 0.58 0.54 0.58 0.50 0.46 0.60 0.65 0.76
WoodPaper 0.60 0.57 0.57 0.62 0.64 0.81 0.50 0.72 0.73
Chemicals 0.42 0.43 0.40 0.44 0.48 0.41 0.42 0.57 0.51
Petrol 0.31 0.33 0.23 0.34 0.30 0.63 0.26 0.24 0.44
Nmet_prods 0.80 0.78 0.66 0.76 0.74 1.35 0.74 0.69 1.19
Cement 0.73 0.67 0.53 0.61 0.58 1.47 0.61 0.65 0.92
Steel 0.64 0.63 0.61 0.66 0.62 0.94 0.64 0.69 0.67
Aluminium 0.84 0.86 0.83 0.46 . 1.18 0.65 0.64 .
OthMet_prods 0.95 0.68 0.92 1.21 0.96 1.40 0.85 0.86 0.89
CarsParts 0.48 0.48 0.47 0.49 0.47 0.63 0.54 0.50 0.53
Other_man 0.68 0.64 0.67 0.71 0.71 0.94 0.68 0.78 0.80
ElectBlack -0.04 -0.15 . -0.37 -0.18 1.76 . . .
ElectBrown -0.25 . -0.25 . . . . . .
ElectGas 0.66 -0.11 -0.13 -0.30 -0.13 1.67 . 0.00 .
ElectOil 1.06 0.12 0.32 -0.09 0.31 1.96 0.28 0.10 .
ElectOther -0.12 -0.28 -0.17 -0.44 -0.10 2.07 0.07 . .
ElectSupply 0.05 -0.18 -0.22 -0.37 -0.16 2.10 0.08 0.10 0.32
UrbanGasDis -0.11 -0.12 -0.07 -0.36 -0.06 -0.11 0.18 0.12 0.37
Water 0.40 0.18 0.23 -0.10 0.41 2.57 0.40 0.56 0.70
Construction 0.99 0.95 0.92 0.95 0.96 1.32 0.93 0.98 1.05
TradeHotels 0.81 0.78 0.73 0.74 0.77 1.26 0.75 0.87 0.88
RoadTrans 0.79 0.72 0.71 0.41 0.69 1.96 0.57 0.62 0.78
OthTrans 0.26 0.26 0.24 0.16 0.28 0.52 0.15 0.19 0.23
Communic 0.33 0.21 0.28 0.16 0.40 1.20 0.32 0.55 0.24
FinBusServ 0.70 0.61 0.57 0.51 0.58 1.86 0.45 0.65 0.80
Dwelling -0.01 -0.22 -0.20 -0.40 -0.20 2.48 -0.25 0.33 0.47
PublicServ 1.13 1.10 1.12 1.11 1.15 1.39 1.14 1.14 1.07
OthServ 0.70 0.64 0.63 0.58 0.73 1.23 0.66 0.82 0.84

 Industry Results of the Standard MMRF Structure

p1cap

p0a
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Chapter 7: Some Highlights of IRES – Its Potential Applications 

and Further Developments to the Model. 

I. Summary of the Development of IRES 

This thesis has revisited the developments of CGE structures over the past two 

decades since the ORANI model established the foundation of a new direction of 

economic modelling in Australia and by Australia. The theory of CGE modelling has 

been improved significantly from a comparative static ORANI model to the recursive 

dynamic MONASH model. The theoretical progress over the past two decades has 

also witnessed advancement of regional CGE modelling from the simple top-down 

ORES to the fully bottom-up MMRF-class models. The theoretical developments of 

CGE technique have enhanced the applicability of CGE modelling in reality for both 

national and regional models. 

This thesis explores a new structure that explicitly combines a national and a regional 

model in an integrated structure that gives the model the name IRES, in short for the 

Integrated Regional Equation System. Both modules are the ORANI-stylised models. 

The regional and national modules are the same in structure except that the regional 

module has an extra level for substitution of commodities produced domestically. 

The substitution of elasticities at this level is set at five times larger than the 

substitution elasticities of domestically produced goods and imported goods. The 

linkages between the two modules are portrayed in Figure 2.1, which is reproduced 

here. 

 

 

National Module Regional Module

• Adding-up conditions
• CPI

Interface shifters for
two-way linkages

• Exchange rate
• Import prices 
• Tax rates
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The typical features of the integrated structure are the adding-up conditions and the 

two-way linkages between the two modules facilitated by the interface shifters. The 

adding-up conditions ensure the two modules produce consistent results and the 

updated databases. Variables for the adding-up conditions are treated as technical 

change variables. They are incorporated only in the regional modules. Effectively, 

the national module is considered as the benchmark while the regional module has to 

adjust to maintain the required consistency of results and databases between the two 

modules. These variables are also referred to as reconciling variables to reflect their 

role in the model. 

The inclusion of the interface shifters on the one hand plays a role in ensuring 

compatibility of results of the two modules, i.e. no distortion occurs because 

technical or taste changes are transferred across modules. On the other hand, the 

interface shifters assist the operation of IRES in different modes: the model can be 

used as a top-down model, a bottom-up model or an integrated model where national 

and regional shocks can be introduced at the same time. However, the 

implementation of the interface shifters is only for the export section. A wider 

application of interface shifters is readily applicable to other sections of the model 

using the same mechanism that was implemented for the export section. In fact, the 

interface shifters must be implemented to sections that use endogenous technical or 

taste changes to explain economic agents’ behaviour that is not driven by relative 

prices.  

IRES has a detailed labour market specification in which regional migration is no 

longer the only factor that adjusts the labour market for each region. In this approach, 

a more active role is given to regional unemployment and regional participation 

rates; these two are driven by regional employment growth using elasticities that are 

recently estimated econometrically in this thesis. Furthermore, an interesting picture 

here is the implementation of historical patterns of regional migration into CGE 

framework. This implementation ensures the results of the regional labour market are 

consistent with the observed patterns of regional migration in Australia.    

In developing IRES, attention was paid to reduce memory requirement for the model. 

This is important because regional models involve large dimensions of sources and 

destinations; thus, simulation time and memory to load the model are the major 
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concerns. Equations for margins and taxes typically take the most memory 

requirement and simulation time, as the original functional forms of MMRF identify 

margin requirements for each margin commodity by every source and destination. 

Although using the GEMPACK option to back solve variables or to substitute 

variables out of the equation system can reduce the memory required to load a 

model, the more back solves or substitutions the longer the simulation time will be. 

There is always a trade-off between the two unless the size of the database is reduced 

significantly. IRES adopts a new approach to cut down the size of the margin data 

and to reducing the number of equations for indirect taxes without compromising any 

details of the results. In the MMRF-GREEN database, which has 37 industries and 

37 commodities, with 9 sources, 8 regions and 9 margin commodities, the number of 

margin equations for all industries (E_x1marg) equals 37*9*37*8*9 or 887,112 

equations. With the new approach, IRES requires only 197,136 equations 

(37*2*37*8*9), equivalent to 78% reduction for the industry block alone. 

In addition to the margin equations, IRES has also proposed a new approach to 

model indirect taxes in order to cut down the number of equations in the model. 

Commodity taxes in the MMRF model spell out sources and destinations separately; 

thus the number of equations for commodity taxes is large. While tax rates in a 

source region affect prices on purchases of all purchasing regions, tax rates applied 

to purchases of a destination affect only the purchasing region, not the supplying and 

any other regions. The taxes associated with the destination are defined as the local 

effect in chapter 2. IRES considers the type of commodity tax rates associated with 

sources as the more important factor, while the local effect can be safely avoided 

because commodity taxes related to destination are not often needed. Thus, equations 

for commodity taxes in IRES are corresponding to sources only; the dimension of 

destination is removed from tax equations. This choice of modelling appears to limit 

the use of the model as IRES cannot be used to analyse impacts of changes in 

commodity tax rates by source and destination simultaneously. Nevertheless, the 

advantage of this new approach is a significant reduction in the numbers of tax 

equations. 

IRES also provides a more general approach to modelling commodity taxes. This 

general approach can maintain the total flexibility of the original setting of 

commodity taxes in MMRF with fewer equations. The mechanism in this approach 
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requires defining the tax rate variable for a user over the ALLSOURCE set so that it 

can be smoothly incorporated in price equations, which contain both source and 

destination dimensions, ALLSOURCE and REGDEST respectively. As the 

ALLSOURCE set comprises REGDEST (all eight domestic regions) and “foreign”, 

the ALLSOURCE tax rate variable in the price equation can be presented in two 

separate components, REGDEST and “foreign”. The component with REGDEST of 

the tax variable is attached to a switch via a shock that alternates the tax variable 

index to link either to source s or to destination q depending on which dimension is 

required. Hence, the pairs of source-destination in equations for tax rates can be 

reduced to the source dimension only; a large number of equations is saved in this 

way. The source dimension is turned into the destination dimension only when 

needed. However, this general approach is not implemented in IRES as the source 

dimension alone is sufficient for the operation of IRES at this stage. The general 

approach is very useful and can be applied to any other stand-alone regional CGE 

models in order to save on memory. 

II. Future Research and Developments of IRES 

In reconciling the two modules in an integrated structure, IRES has put forward a 

question whether technical or taste change is model specific in CGE modelling. As 

explained, the only difference between the two modules is in the extra level of 

substitution for the regional module. However, the two modules produce different 

results: results from the regional module tend to be stronger in absolute terms than 

those of the national module, particularly results that are immediately related to the 

shock. In order to have consistent results, reconciling variables for the adding-up 

conditions have to adjust the regional results. The non-zero results of the reconciling 

variables have raised a concern that whether it is appropriate to transfer technical or 

taste change between CGE models. This phenomenon is an interesting point but it is 

beyond the scope of this thesis: thus it is left for further research. 

In this thesis, IRES is tested using hypothetical cases that simulate the same increase 

in export demand for non-iron ore at the national level and at the regional level of 

the WA region. The model shows that IRES captures the bottom-up structure of 

MMRF closely, and that IRES has also brought in many practical features. 
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One of the most potential applications of IRES is the extension of the decomposition 

simulation of Dixon and Rimmer (1998) from the national level to the regional level.  

This application would involve a major task to disaggregate the MONASH database 

into a regional database. The national module in the current version of IRES is 

replaced by the MONASH model and the regional is replaced by the regional version 

of MONASH with all regions included. Based on the integrated structure of IRES, 

results of the original decomposition simulation of Dixon and Rimmer can be used as 

the benchmark in conjunction with extra regional information in order to produce 

consistent results of the decomposition at the regional level. 

Another application of IRES is an extension to include sub-regions to state-treasury 

models. State-treasury models usually contain only two regions: the state and rest of 

Australia. Therefore, even with 113 industries, two-region state-treasury models are 

not very large. Hence, the inclusion of another layer of sub-regions into a state-

treasury model is manageable in terms of memory and simulation time. The addition 

of the sub-regional level provides more scope for simulations to be carried out for 

small regions lower than the state level using the proper MMRF framework 

effectively.    

Two areas in IRES that have not been tested are (a) the linkages between the national 

and the regional rates of return in recursive dynamic mode and (b) the regional 

migration equation using Groenewold’s (1997) empirical results.  

IRES presents a preliminary theoretical development to deduce rates of return to 

industries in the regional module from rates of return to industries in the national 

module. Rates of return to industries in the regional module are driven by the ratio of 

the regional output growth to the national output growth for the same industry. The 

theoretical development aims to link regional industry rates of return to similar 

national industry rates of return in order to avoid situations where regional rates of 

return for some industries deviate from the rest unexpectedly. 

Empirical results of Groenewold show changes in ratio of net-migration to 

population in response to changes in real wage differentials. Together with the 

migration-employment (ME) ratio approach, the empirical results of Groenewold can 

be used as alternatives to determine regional migration. However, the response of 
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migration using Groenewold’s parameters seems to be too strong. Currently, IRES 

has attached a value of 0.1 to curb the strong response but simulation results are not 

as expected. As Groenewold’s results are very interesting and seemingly useful in a 

CGE framework, it is worthwhile refining equations in IRES to incorporate these 

parameters for regions in equations for regional migration. 
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